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Résumé
Les turbomachines sont largement utilisées pour la production d’électricité et pour
la propulsion aérienne. Une augmentation, même minime, du rendement de ces
machines peut avoir un effet important sur la consommation et les émissions pol-
luantes à l’échelle mondiale. Concernant la propulsion aérienne, les architectures
à fort taux de dilution ont permis d’augmenter le rendement propulsif (la con-
version des gaz éjectés en sortie de la turbomachine en poussée pour l’avion par
principe d’action/réaction). Le rendement thermique a également été amélioré en
augmentant le taux de compression entre l’entrée de la turbomachine et la chambre
de combustion. L’augmentation du rendement thermique étant devenu de plus en
plus difficile à obtenir, un intérêt croissant est porté aux prélèvements d’air dans
une turbomachine. Ces prélèvements alimentent le système d’air secondaire pour
la pressurisation cabine, les étanchéités des paliers des arbres haute et basse pres-
sion, etc. Une partie de cet air sert également à refroidir les composants en aval
de la chambre de combustion fonctionnant dans un environnement de plus en plus
chaud. Cet air sert à alimenter les cavités en pied de turbine sous la plateforme
pour refroidir les disques rotor. Cependant, une partie de cet air s’échappe dans la
veine principale ce qui occasionne des pertes supplémentaires pour la turbine par
des phénomènes de mélange. Cette thèse a pour objectif de mieux comprendre ces
phénomènes d’interaction entre l’air de cavité et de veine principale afin d’en réduire
les pertes associées. Cette problématique est étudiée par l’intermédiaire de simula-
tions numériques sur deux configurations testées expérimentalement et l’utilisation
d’une approche basée sur des bilans d’énergie connue sous le nom d’exergie. Dif-
férentes modélisations de l’écoulement et de la turbulence ont été employées au cours
de cette thèse avec des simulations RANS, LES et LES-LBM basées sur différents
codes CFD: elsA, AVBP et Pro-LB. Les simulations numériques ont d’abord été
menées sur une cascade d’aubes linéaire basse vitesse en amont de laquelle se trou-
vait une cavité avec entrefer. Cela a permit d’étudier le phénomène d’interaction
entre l’air de veine et de cavité pour différentes géométries d’entrefer et débits de cav-
ité. L’étude de cette configuration a permis de montrer l’influence de l’écoulement
de cavité sur les écoulements secondaires se développant dans l’espace inter-aube
et la couche de mélange à l’interface cavité/veine principale sur les instationnarités
observées dans la veine principale. La seconde configuration d’étude est une turbine
bi-étage avec cavités et différents débits de cavité en pied, plus proche d’une con-
figuration industrielle. L’effet de rotation du disque par rapport à la configuration
en grille d’aube linéaire a permis de montrer que l’injection de l’air de cavité dans
la veine principale est réalisée selon un mécanisme complexe avec l’influence des
sillages amont, de l’effet potentiel aval et de l’entrainement dans la cavité avec un
processus d’alimentation des structures secondaires (structures normales à la direc-
tion de l’écoulement) de façon similaire à la cascade d’aubes linéaire.
Mots-clés: aérodynamique turbine, écoulements de purge en pied d’aube, espace
inter-disque, entrefer, processus de mélange, pertes, simulations numériques.
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Abstract
Turbomachinery is widely used for electrical power generation mechanical drive and
aviation industries. Any efficiency improvement can have a significant impact on
overall fuel consumption and global emission. The continuous effort to improve effi-
ciency by higher pressure ratio, temperature and aerodynamic improvement in the
main annulus passage of the gas turbine made possible to reach a high degree of
efficiency. Since the current benefit for increased pressure, temperature and main
annulus aerodynamic improvement have become more and more difficult to achieve,
a further insight has been given to the flow in mixing and cooling areas. These topics
are inherent in gas turbines due to hot gas flows in the main annulus downstream
of the combustion chamber. Some relatively cold air is collected at the compressor
to achieve various tasks through the secondary air system as bearing pressurization
or turbine disc cooling in order to ensure a safe operation. However, the cooling
comes as a cost since it is compressed at an appropriate pressure but does not con-
tribute to the cycle output and the net contribution is negative. In addition, the
cooling that blows in the cavities of the turbine reduces the output power due to
losses associated with the main annulus mixing processes. This thesis aims at un-
derstanding the loss generation processes that occur in the main annulus due to
the additional purge flow blowing. This phenomenon is tackled using numerical
simulation of two configurations with experimental data available and the use of a
method to track loss generation based on an exergy formulation (energy balance in
the purpose to generate work). This formulation enables a local and directional eval-
uation of losses. RANS, LES and LES-LBM simulation have been performed with
the different solvers available during this thesis: elsA, AVBP and Pro-LB. First, the
simulations were led on a low speed linear five nozzle guide vane cascade with an
upstream cavity to primarily study the interaction process between the cavity and
the mainstream flow over different rim seal geometries and purge flow rates. This
configuration made possible to highlight the influence of the purge flow on secondary
flows developing in the passage as well as the influence of the mixing layer at the
rim-seal interface on pressure fluctuations and passage vortex unsteadiness. The sec-
ond configuration is a two-stage low-speed low pressure turbine more realistic and
closer to an industrial configuration. Different purge flow rates could be supplied
in the cavity. The additional rotating effect induced by the rotor disc as well as
rotor/stator interaction provided additional phenomena compared to the linear cas-
cade configuration: a complex blowing of the cavity flow in the mainstream due to
the cavity entrainment effect, wakes and potential effect, an interaction of upstream
wakes and secondary vortices on downstream rows while the feeding process of sec-
ondary structures by the cavity flow showed similar behavior than the linear cascade.
Keywords : axial turbine aerodynamic, cavity purge flow, wheel-space, rim seal,
mixing processes, loss accounting, exergy analysis, numerical simulation.
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Pr Prandtl number [−]
R Universal gas constant [kg.m2.s−2.K−1.mol−1]
r Specific mixture gas constant [m2.s−2.K−1]
Re, Reδ, Reθ Reynolds number based on characteristic, displacement and momen-
tum thickness [−]
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t Time [s]
trelax Relaxation time [s]
Tu Turbulence intensity [−]
ui Velocity field (u1,u2,u3) [m.s−1]
V Volume [m3]
xi Coordinate system (x1,x2,x3) [m]
y+ Non dimensional wall distance [−]
(s+, n+, r+) Streamwise, normal and radial non-dimensional wall distance [−]
B Availability function [kg.m−2.s−2]
F Body forces [m−2.s−2]
I Integral length scale [m]
k Turbulent kinetic energy [m2.s−2]
L Characteristic length [m]
M Particle position at (x,y,z) [−]
Ma Mach number [−]
p Pressure [kg.m−1.s−2]
Q Heat transfer [kg.m−2.s−2]
Ro Rossby number [−]
s Entropy [kg.m−1.s−2]
W Work [kg.m−2.s−2]
Y Loss coefficient in terms of enthalpy [−]
Greek letters
(δ, θ) Boundary layer displacement and momentum thickness [m]
α Particle velocity lattice [−]
β Reduced frequency [−]
χ Exergy [kg.m−2.s−2]
∆ Characteristic length of the mesh [m]
 Turbulent dissipation [kg.m−2.s−2]
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η Efficiency [−]
γ Ratio of specific heat capacity [−]
κ Wavenumber [m]
λ Thermal conductivity [kg.m.s−3.K−1]
µ Dynamic viscosity [kg.m2.s−1]
µ
′ Coefficient of bulk viscosity [kg.m2.s−1]
ν Kinematic viscosity [m2.s−1]
ω Pulsation or angular velocity [s−1]
Ω Collision operator [−]
φ Instantaneous flow field variable
ρ Density field [kg.m−3]
τ Viscous stress tensor [kg.m2.s−2]
τr Reynolds stress tensor [kg.m2.s−2]
υ Kolmogorov length scale [m]
Ξ Useful work [kg.m−2.s−2]
ξ Particle speed [m.s−1]
Subscripts and superscripts
.
′′ Fluctuating quantity from Favre averaging
.
′ Fluctuating quantity from Reynolds averaging
.+ Normalized value at the wall or in time
. Reynolds averaging operator
.˜ Favre averaging operator
c Critical
edge Edge of the boundary layer
ref Reference state
tot Total quantity
turb Turbulent quantity
eq Equilibrium
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rev Reversible process
Abbreviations
SGS Subgrid Scale Model
BGK Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
DMD Dynamical Mode Decomposition
DNS Direct Numerical Simulation
LES Large-Eddy Simulation
NSCBC Navier-Stokes Characteristics Boundary Conditions
RANS Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes
RSM Reynolds Stress Models
SFC Specific Fuel Consumption
TCF/TVF Turbine Center Frame/Turbine Vane Frame
URANS Unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes
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Introduction
Context
The Twentieth century have shown the development of heavier-than-air flying ma-
chines. The Wright brothers demonstrated that the basic technical problems had
been overcome at the start of the century by succeeding the first controlled powered
fly on December 17, 1903 near Kitty Hawk, N.C. Flight capabilities made quickly
possible to flight over longer distance with Louis Bleriot that was able to flight
from Calais, France to Dover, England on July 25, 1909 in a monoplane with a
25-horsepower engine. The first and second World War induced the strong devel-
opment of aviation especially for military purposes with the development of the
Fokker Eindecker fighter (1915). Most of the developments in the aeronautical in-
dustry prior and during World War II happened in the military sphere with a main
breakthrough being the development and first operations of reaction engines. The
theory on jet engine was first introduced in England by Frank Whittle in 1928.
Hans von Ohain (engineer at Heinkel company) began jet engine developments in
1935 in Germany and demonstrated the feasibility of jet engine propulsion in early
1937 and first flight of an aircraft equipped with a jet engine in 1939 with the
Heinkel He 176. Based on these works, the Junkers aviation firm produced the
first jet engines (Junkers Jumo 004) for the military aircraft, the Messerschmitt Me
262 in 1940. Concerning commercial air passenger service, it began in the United
States as soon as 1914 but knew strong development during the interwar period
with the Boeing’s 247 introduced in 1933 and the DC-3 from the Douglas Aircraft
Company. From technological breakthrough during Second World War, the first
commercial aircraft equipped with reaction engines was the Comet developed by De
Havilland company in United-Kingdom with first flight in 1949. Growing demand
for passenger airline services soon pushed the commercial aviation industry to even
further advancements in passenger capacity and comfort, new elevation capabilities,
and speed. This growth still continues in the 21st century: the number of people
transported has increased by 60% since 2003 and may double in the next 20 years.
Meanwhile, pollution, noise, cost and safety issues are becoming increasingly criti-
cal, with ever more restrictive standards. Jet engines were the most able to tackle
these different issues due to high power generation, low emission, possibility of heat
generation while having a relative compactness and reliability. This explains why
this technology have become the most popular type of engine to equip commercial
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aircraft over the past decades.
To reach the standards promoted by the International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO), the efficiency of the engine (i.e. its fuel consumption) has to be improved.
Indeed, for an A320 aircraft, a reduction by 15% of the fuel consumption would
represents a saving of 1.4 millions litres of fuel (∼ 1000 cars emissions) and 3600
tons of CO2 (∼ 240 000 trees absorption) per aircraft by year 2020. With almost
20 000 existing aircraft in the world, it thus represents an important economic and
environmental issue. With rising of oil prices, fuel consumption has become the
dominant cost factor in all airlines. This enforces airline companies to invest in
new fuel saving approaches. In the context of global warming and global energy
consumption increase, the reduction of aeronautical transport footprint is also a
common expectation. One of the main potential fuel reduction lies in the engines
themselves by increasing their efficiency. Before World War Two, turbomachine de-
signs improvements largely proceeded on a trial and error basis. The explosion of
research on aircraft engines in the 1940’s and 50’s led to a better understanding
in the flow mechanisms that were still improved until nowadays making possible to
reach high degrees of efficiency.
The increase in energy conversion has been mainly accomplished through three
paths. The use of bypassing flow engines such as turbofan architectures where
more flow is accelerated in the bypass annulus compared to the primary one that
contributes to a better propulsive efficiency. The increase of pressure ratio and com-
bustion chamber temperature that improve the thermal efficiency. Some current
engines can operate up to 50 atmospheres (the pressure ratio between combustion
chamber inlet and engine inlet) and 2000 K. Aerodynamic designs improvement of
the mainstream components like compressor, combustion chamber or turbine en-
abled a more efficient transfer of work between the shaft and the mainstream air.
An alternative measure of engine efficiency is the Specific Fuel Consumption (SFC)
which is the input fuel mass flow required by the engine to get a unit of thrust.
Wisler [1] showed that a 1% increase in the aerodynamic efficiency of low pressure
turbine could improve in the same magnitude the engine specific fuel consumption
for a modern commercial turbofan engine. Main annulus designs improvement con-
tributing to the thermal (cycle) efficiency. The increase of thermal efficiency by an
increased pressure and temperature ratio led to an increase of thermal stresses for
the turbine component requiring additional cooling system to ensure a safe oper-
ation of the gas turbine. The secondary air system consists in air bleeding at the
compressor to be supplied in the different parts of the turbine like the blades or
inter-disc cavities to cool down the environment. An optimal efficiency being found
between the potential thermal efficiency gain due to pressure/temperature increase
and loss associated to the secondary air system. As material limitations and ever
more complex aerodynamic solutions in the turbine main annulus have made more
and more difficult to improve its efficiency, new ways have been investigated. This
is especially true for the study of secondary air interaction with the main annulus
flow. Since temperature has constantly increased in the gas turbine main flow path,
the need for cooling system has been increased to maintain a safe operation for the
gas turbine. Additional losses related to theses secondary air systems have also in-
creased. Therefore, a promising way to reduce losses in the turbine has emerged by
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optimizing the bleed air system, this being possible under a better understanding of
the interaction processes between the secondary and mainstream flow. The study
of this interaction is mainly possible in three ways: analytical, experimental and
numerical approaches.
Numerical simulation tools have start to developed since 1970’s. These tools make
possible to develop new technical solutions, reduce the conception time as well as
the number of configurations to be tested experimentally. With the increase of the
computational power, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has appeared to be an
interesting way to study the flows that can be difficult to access with experimental
means. Over the years, the increasing computer capabilities made possible to use
numerical methods providing more insight in the flow behavior in gas turbine: two-
dimensional Euler computation (inviscid flow), 2.5-dimensional Euler computation
(two-dimensional computations over several blade span), three dimensional Euler
computation. Current methods used in the industry deal with viscous and turbu-
lent flows by performing Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) and unsteady
computations with Unsteady-RANS (URANS) simulations. These simulations take
into account the periodic unsteadiness arising for instance, from the relative mo-
tion of the blades and for low frequency instabilities but fully model the turbulence.
To overcome this limitation, a solution is the use of Large-Eddy Simulations (LES),
which is an unsteady approach that solves the large eddies of turbulence and models
only the smallest ones with a more universal behavior. However, the LES of a full
stage of turbomachinery is about 100 to 10000 times more expensive than a URANS
simulation depending on the Reynolds number (Re1.8 [2]) which ranges between 104
and 107 in turbomachinery for aeronautical applications. This approach is currently
mainly used for research purposes. This thesis aims at studying the impact of a
particular part of the secondary air system related to the inter-disc cavity cooling
by assessing the influence of the cavity flow on the turbine main annulus flow. This
study is led using numerical simulations. This section will be devoted to give more
details about the notion of efficiency in a gas turbine and secondary air system
briefly introduced previously.
Gas turbine principles
A gas turbine is based on the Joule-Brayton cycle (1872) which describes the work-
ings of a constant-pressure steady heat engine exchanging work and heat with a
flow crossing the engine. The ideal cycle is first introduced as a reference to be then
compared against a real cycle. The notion of isentropic process that will be used
for some processes of the cycle refers to a process composed of a succession of states
that can be reversely recovered without heat transfer and primarily seen as a process
with no loss generation. The departure from the isentropic process corresponding to
loss generation measured by a quantity called entropy (see Fig. 1). The fluid that
is generally ambient air is collected at the inlet of the gas turbine (1) and drawn
into a compressor where the flow is compressed, under an isentropic process (1-2).
The compressed air then runs in a combustion chamber where fuel is added under
a constant pressure (isobaric) process. The pressurized air and fuel mixture is then
ignited releasing energy that mimic an external heat release Qb in the Brayton cycle
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and causing the fluid temperature and combustion products to increase (2-3). The
fluid is then expanded in a turbine under an isentropic process (3-4). Part of the
extracted work is given back to the compressor and the propulsion fan in an aircraft
engine, the remaining useful work (W ) is then either used to accelerate the flow in
a nozzle providing a propulsive jet to generate thrust or expanded in an additional
turbine to generate power on the shaft. This last configuration can be used for elec-
trical power generation, induce the rotation of the main rotor of an helicopter or the
propeller of an aircraft for instance. The flow is finally released into the atmosphere
considered as a constant pressure environment (4-1). Usually, a gas turbine operates
in an open circuit since the exiting fluid is not driven back as an intake to the gas
turbine. The open circuit gas turbine cannot be said to operate on a thermody-
namic cycle, however, its performance is often assessed by treating it as equivalent
to a closed cycle. For a cyclic gas turbine in which the fluid is circulated continu-
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Figure 1: Ideal and real (denoted ’) Brayton cycle in T-S (a) and P-V diagrams (b)
ously, one criterion of performance is the thermal or cycle efficiency η = W/Qb with
W the net work output and Qb the heat supplied emanating from the combustion
process of the fuel with air. The cyclic heat engine achieves maximum efficiency
by operating on a reversible cycle called the Carnot cycle. For a given (maximum)
temperature of supply Tmax = T2 at which all heat generated by the combustion
process is received and a given minimum temperature of heat rejection Tmin=T1,
the thermal efficiency is ηCarnot = (Tmax-Tmin)/Tmax = 1-(p1/p2)γ−1/γ). The Carnot
engine is a useful hypothetical device in the study of the real gas turbine thermody-
namic cycle since it provides a measure of the best performance that can be achieved
under the given boundary conditions of temperature or pressure indifferently. In a
real engine, losses are generated during the different processes of the Joule-Brayton
cycle. Compression and expansion are generally not isentropic. Adiabatic nature
of the processes is generally an acceptable assumption in compressors and turbines
since the thermal transfer at the walls are generally low compared to the work trans-
fer but losses are generated during the various processes. For the compressor (see
Fig. 1), the pressure increase is lower (1,2’) with respect to the isentropic process
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(1,2) while for the turbine, the pressure decrease is lower (3’,4’). The output power
is decreased compared to the isentropic process and lead to an additional specific
fuel consumption to achieve the same power output as the isentropic process. In
addition, all the heat is generally not supplied at the maximum (specified) temper-
ature and is not rejected at the lowest (specified) temperature since the flow exiting
the nozzle has generally a higher temperature compared to the ambient one. The
efficiency of the real Joule-Brayton cycle is a function of temperature, pressure ratio
and components efficiency (see Fig. 2a).
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Figure 2: Thermal efficiency for the ideal and real processes at different inlet com-
bustion chamber temperature for compressor and turbine efficiency set to 0.9 (a)
and propulsive efficiency for the jet engine based on the ratio between outlet and
inlet velocity (b)
Turbine component
The work extracted by the turbine is partially used to drive the compressor by a shaft
linking compressor and turbine components. This architecture is known as jet engine
and is the simplest configuration encountered in gas turbine (see Fig. 3a). Modern
gas turbines are often composed of two or three steps of compression and expansion
processes. The flow at the inlet is compressed in the low, intermediate and high
pressure compressor stages and is expanded in high, intermediate and low pressure
turbine stages. Each stage level being linked by coaxial shafts. Under a nominal
and stabilized regime, the power extracted by high and intermediate turbine stages
equilibrate the power given to the intermediate and high pressure compressor stages.
The low pressure turbine is linked to the low pressure compressor. The low pressure
compressor is generally composed of the fan module and additional stages known as
booster. The fan module accelerates air at the inlet and partially redirects the flow in
the intermediate or high pressure stages to follow the Joule-Brayton cycle, while the
remaining flow is driven outward to generate thrust by accelerating the flow and is
referred as turbofan architecture (see Fig. 3b). In commercial aircraft engines where
the purpose is to accelerate the flow, turbofan and propeller architectures are more
usual since they provide a better propulsive efficiency (ηp) than jet engines. The
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overall efficiency of the turbomachine being the product of thermal and propulsive
efficiency. By accelerating the flow, the gas turbine induces thrust under the action
reaction principle. The propulsive efficiency quantifies the conversion of the fluid
acceleration by the gas turbine to the net thrust for the gas turbine. From simple
approach, the propulsive efficiency can be approached by ηp = 1/(1+(uout/uin))
where uin and uout are velocity at the inlet and outlet of the gas turbine. This
equality states that it is more energy efficient to accelerate a large amount of air by
a small amount, than it is to accelerate a small amount of air by a large amount,
even though the thrust is the same1 (see Fig. 2b). This is why turbofan engines and
propellers are commonly used since more mass flow experiences lower acceleration by
fan or propeller over a large area compared to highly accelerated flow at outlet for jet
engines. Propeller architectures are generally used for low to medium speed ranges
while turbofan architectures are generally used for high subsonic flows since propeller
architectures suffer from shocks issues at such velocity speed, strongly decreasing
their efficiency. The analysis of the Joule-Brayton cycle shows that the engine
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Low-pressure
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Inlet flow Exhaust flow
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Figure 3: Jet engine (a) and turbofan (b) architectures Adapted from Wikipedia:
The jet engine
efficiency is increased with the turbine inlet temperature and pressure ratio increase.
Pressure ratio increase for compressors leads to a reduction of flow path section that
increase relative tip gap and induce more losses. Temperature increase requires
the use of additional devices to cool down combustion chamber and turbine due
to limit of metallurgical components. This leads to more complexity that generate
more losses. Performance enhancement for gas turbine application is generally a
trade-off between the potential increase in the cycle efficiency and the undesired
side effects of this potential energy conversion increase. The focus will be given to
low pressure turbines in this thesis. Burnt gases from the combustion chamber are
expanded in the high pressure turbine, then travel in the Turbine Vane Frame (TVF)
/ Turbine Center Frame (TCF)2 to be finally expanded in the low pressure turbine.
The mechanical constraints for rotor cascade are high due to high rotation velocity.
1for propulsion efficiency close to one, there is virtually no thrust
2Refers to the structural frame that separate the high pressure turbine and the low pressure
one. Some frame can be used as nozzle guide vane and are referred to turbine vane frame
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In current aircraft engines, the rotation velocity of low pressure turbine is mainly
limited by the velocity at the tip of the fan blade (when losses related to shocks
become important) since they are coupled by the shaft. In upcoming and future
commercial aircraft engines, inertial constraints for low pressure turbine could be
increased since the low pressure turbine and fan will be coupled by a gearbox which
will make possible to increase the rotational velocity of the low pressure turbine
inducing higher stress for this component. The incoming turbine temperature went
from 1050 K of the Whittle W1 engine (1940) to values currently observed around
1800 K for high pressure turbines that is well above the melting point of the turbine
components. The thermal stress is also important in the low pressure turbine since
the temperature at the inlet has kept increasing during these past few decades to
achieve higher efficiency of the thermodynamic cycle. Thermal and mechanical
constraints are high for the turbine components and can reduce the operating life
or even induce damages. Additional systems must be provided to ensure a safe and
efficient operation of the engine. This is make possible by the use of the secondary
air system.
Secondary air system
Low pressure
compressor High pressure
compressor
High pressure
turbine
Low pressure
turbine
Turbine
bearing
Low pressure air Intermediate pressure air High pressure air
Compressor bearing
Figure 4: Sketch of a gas turbine secondary air system. Courtesy of Rolls-Royce,
The Jet Engine [3]
The engine internal air system is defined as those airflows which do not directly
contribute to the engine thrust since not participating in the combustion process.
Some relatively cold air called secondary air is bled at the tip and hub of the com-
pressor to be expelled overboard in a system of external pipes to the gas turbine or
underneath the main gas path (see Fig. 4). Up to one fifth of the total engine core
mass airflow may be used in the secondary air system. An increasing amount of
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work is transferred to the air as it progresses in the compressor to raise its pressure
and temperature. Therefore, to reduce engine performance losses, the air is taken as
early as possible from the compressor, taking into account pressure and mass flow
rates requirements of each particular function/component3. Secondary air can be
used for different purposes:
• feed the ventilation systems of flight station compartment;
• cool down engine accessories where a considerable amount of heat can be
produced of which the electrical generator;
• pressurize bearings on which the various shaft rotate and equilibrate the axial
efforts of the rotor discs (axial loads);
• cool down the cavities at shroud especially where vanes are held and at the
tip of rotor blades in order to control the turbine blade tip clearances;
• cool down the vanes and blades since the mainstream temperature is often well
above the melting points of alloys used for the blades and platform. Secondary
air can be used in different technological solutions. Cold air can travel through
ribbed channels in the inner vane/blade part to increase turbulence and heat
transfer. Impinging jet technologies can promote heat transfer with inner blade
skin. Film cooling on blade and platform where cold air blows promotes a thin
layer of cold air to protect the component.
Under the mainstream passage, cavities are induced by the necessary gaps between
the static and rotating rows. Specific platform shapes are generally designed at the
interface between two adjacent rows referred as rim seal in order to prevent the hot
main annulus gas ingestion (see Fig. 5b). However, these architectures are generally
not sufficient to prevent overheating and potential damages for rotor discs. Part
of the mainstream flow could enter in these cavities and impinge rotor discs. Since
the rotor discs are mechanically loaded, the additional thermal stress could decrease
strongly the operating life of this component or even lead to mechanical failure.
Part of the secondary air is therefore supplied to cool down the cavities underneath
the mainstream passage. Secondary air, commonly called purge flow when dealing
with cavity air supply, is injected either axially with swirl or radially in holes cir-
cumferentially spread and makes possible to cool down the air in the cavities. The
temperature ratio between the secondary and mainstream flow is typically in the
order of 0.6 for the first low pressure turbine stage and tends to increase in down-
stream stages. In addition, a sealing effect is promoted at the rim seal interface
since the pressurized cooling air prevents ingestion of the hot main annulus flow. A
schematic view of a secondary air system in the turbine is proposed in Fig. 5.
3Due to the use of passive devices for the secondary air system, the pressure at the station
where the air is collected must be higher than the pressure where air is supplied
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Figure 5: Secondary air system in a turbine component (a) and at the rim seal
interface (b). Courtesy of Rolls-Royce, The Jet Engine [3]
Main context ideas and purpose of this thesis
The overall efficiency of a gas turbine can be split in two contributions that are
propulsive and thermal (cycle) efficiency. The first contribution is mainly induced
by the gas turbine architecture and the ability to accelerate slowly a great amount
of flow. The thermal efficiency depends on pressure, temperature ratio (between
the incoming flow and the inlet of the combustion chamber) and the efficiency of
the different components in the gas turbine (compressor, combustion chamber, tur-
bine, nozzle). Higher thermal efficiency have been reached by increasing pressure
and temperature ratio, leading to stronger thermal stresses for the turbine. The
temperature increase enforced the use of additional cooling system known as sec-
ondary air systems where some relatively cold air is collected at the compressor.
For the turbine cavities underneath the platform, this system cools down rotor discs
but induces additional losses for the turbine by blowing of the cavity purge flow in
the main annulus. From an efficiency point of view, the challenge in designing this
system is twofold:
• the ability to improve the thermal transfer in the cavity to reduce the amount
of purge flow taken at the compressor. From an engine designer’s point of
view, minimizing purge flow for engine efficiency must be balanced against the
probability of unexpected thermal degradation and seal life;
• the interaction process between the purge and mainstream flow that induces
losses and reduce the efficiency of the turbine.
This thesis aims at providing a general framework to evaluate the potential benefit of
an increased temperature to the thermal efficiency versus the potential side effects
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due to more flow extracted at the compressor to cool down the turbine and the
additional flow blowing in the turbine main annulus. As it will be seen, the thermal
efficiency benefit and bleed air negative effect on the gas turbine efficiency can
be approached by general thermodynamic analysis. The current thesis focuses on
the last contribution that requires a more local analysis. The goal is to better
understand the interaction process between the purge and mainstream flow, the
underlying mechanisms of loss in order to reduce their contribution and increase the
turbine efficiency that contributes to the thermal cycle efficiency.
Overview of the thesis
To understand the temporal and spatial evolution of the purge flow blowing in the
mainstream and inducing losses, the underlying phenomena related to non-uniform
time-varying ingress-egress at the rim seal interface need to be described.
This description is proposed in Chap. 1 introducing the processes occurring in the
turbine cavity, main annulus and rim seal leading to the ingestion and blowing phe-
nomena taking place at the rim seal interface. The description of the fluid motion
in the turbine cavity is first introduced by considering simplified cavity to reach
more complex and realistic configuration. The related disc pumping effect on the
ingestion process is discussed. Then, the influence of the main annulus flow as well
as local processes at the rim seal interface on ingestion are presented. These phe-
nomena are responsible for the unsteady non-uniform flow at the rim seal interface
that can leak in the mainstream and induce additional losses compared to a smooth
configuration (i.e. without technological effects).
Loss generation of the blowing flow in the mainstream requires a quantification of
loss. In this study an exergy formulation has been used and will be presented in
Chap. 2. This notion of exergy, not commonly used in gas turbine, consists in per-
forming energy balances in the purpose to generate work. The use of this approach
in current study aims at setting under a same basis the different benefits (if one
can increase the temperature in the combustion chamber) and drawbacks associ-
ated to purge flow taking place at the different scales (whole gas turbine, turbine
component and locally in the turbine). The use of this approach in the numerical
simulations performed in this study requires several prerequisite steps. This con-
cerns the simulation convergence, temporal and spatial averaging procedure that
will be detailed in this chapter to be compliant with the exergy formulation. The
study of loss incurred by purge flow requires the knowledge of the existing literature
about the mechanisms of loss without and with purge flow blowing at the hub of
the turbine. So, this chapter will be devoted to introduce the mechanisms of loss
known at current stage of knowledge.
The study of loss generation in the mainstream due to purge flows has been led
mainly by two configurations for which experimental data were available. Chapter 3
is devoted to the study of the first configuration which is a static linear cascade with
an upstream cavity including various rim seal geometries and purge flow rates. Dif-
ferent numerical approaches (RANS, LES and LES-LBM) are used in this chapter
to analyse the effect of turbulence modelling and turbulence injection at the inlet of
the domain. A description of the main annulus flow field, the flow at rim seal inter-
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face and unsteady phenomena is proposed. The influence of the rim seal geometry
and purge flow rate is studied in conjunction with the exergy analysis to describe
the different mechanisms taking place in the turbine component and the underlying
mechanisms of loss.
Chapter 4 introduces the second configuration studied numerically with a LES solver
that is a two-stage rotating turbine configuration. The main purpose of this con-
figuration is to study the influence of multi-rows interactions and rotating cavities
under the hub platform known to strongly influence the ingestion and blowing pro-
cess at the rim seal interface. The same strategy based on exergy balance is used to
characterize the mechanisms of loss and the influence of purge flow.
Appendix A is devoted to describe the numerical basis used in this study. Therein,
a brief historical review leading to the well-known Navier-Stokes equations and the
corresponding system of equations for modelling fluid dynamics is introduced. An
alternative approach to model fluid dynamics is also introduced based on the Boltz-
mann equation. Turbulence modelling issues contained in all previous set of equa-
tions are introduced and potential modeling approaches are detailed. Spatial, tem-
poral discretization of the equations and numerical parameters are also described.
This chapter makes possible to evaluate the degree of uncertainty related to the
numerical simulation as well as some numerical assumptions on which special care
is required to properly analyse the result of the numerical simulations. Details for
temporal and spatial averaging procedure concerning numerical simulation data is
also proposed.
Appendix B introduces and details the energy-related equation used to draw the
exergy analysis proposed in Chap. 2. The boundary layer thickness estimation used
in the study to split the whole domain in boundary layer contributions and a re-
maining domain is introduced in App. C.
At the begin of each chapter, an abstract/introduction is proposed in blue box. Sim-
ilarly, each chapter is concluded by a summary and discussion of the major results
in same blue boxes. When important partial results are described in a section, a
summary of the section is proposed in green boxes.
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Theory is when you know everything but nothing
works. Practice is when everything works but no
one knows why. In our lab, theory and practice are
combined: nothing works and no one knows why.
— Albert Einstein
1
Ingestion and blowing processes
at rim seal interface
This chapter describes the physical phenomena leading to ingestion and
blowing at rim seal interface. The underlying phenomena were depicted by
Johnson et al. [4] with several main mechanisms: the three-dimensional and
time-dependent vane/blade pressure field in main annulus, the disc pump-
ing effect in the cavity and localized effects in the rim seal. These local
effects are related to three dimensionality of the rim seal region and geom-
etry, the turbulent transport and flow entrainment in the overlap region.
The first two mechanisms tend to impose a time-dependent pressure field
slightly above (mainstream field) and below the rim seal interface (cavity
field), while the third mechanism tends to modify the permeability function
or discharge coefficient of rim seal. For a local pressure drop imposed by the
mainstream and the cavity across the rim seal, the local mass flow rate of
ingress or egress is driven by geometry and phenomena occurring at the rim
seal interface. In the cavity, the main characteristics of the flow field will
be introduced by presenting simpler configurations flow field to illustrate
some features of the flow for more complex geometries encountered in low
pressure turbines and further explain the disc pumping effect. In the main
annulus, sources for pressure asymmetry and unsteadiness will be discussed
to explain the time-dependent vane/blade pressure field. The main mecha-
nisms at the rim seal interface impacting the discharge coefficient will also
be depicted. Large scale flow structures have been identified more recently
to be a potential source of ingress for cavity in low pressure turbines and
will be discussed in last part of this chapter.
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1.1 Characterization of the turbine cavity flow
The purpose of this section is to describe the main flow features related to enclosed
rotor/stator cavity encountered in turbines. The description is structured by going
from simple to more complex physics/flow features and follows overall the chrono-
logical understanding on this topic. A turbine cavity can be primarily seen as a
two facing disc configuration, one rotating being the rotor disc and a stationary disc
being confined between an inner shaft and the hub platform of main annulus at the
circumference (see Fig. 1.1). The laminar flow encountered in one and two-discs
configurations with possible rotation is first introduced since analytical models have
been derived to describe the corresponding flow behavior. The influence of the inner
and outer shaft as well as turbulence influence on the cavity flow is more complex
and cannot be properly handled analytically. Thus it will be discussed based on
experimental data and numerical simulations.
1.1.1 Modeling the laminar disc flow
1.1.1.1 Flow initially at rest over an infinite rotating disc
Ekman [5] (1905) was among the first to explore the flow behavior of a fluid initially
at rest over an infinite rotating disc assuming a bulk rotation of the fluid far from
the disc known as "free disc" configuration. Later on, Von Kármán [6] studied
analytically the same configuration assuming that the flow far from the disc is at rest.
He derived a self-similar profile, solving exactly the axisymmetric stationary Navier-
Stokes equations in cylindrical coordinates. Using a matched asymptotic expansion,
Cochran [7] obtained a more accurate solution to the problem and pointed out that
the mean axial velocity far from the disc converged to a constant negative value that
is now referred to the "Von Kármán viscous pump" phenomenon. When describing
the main feature of the flow in this kind of configuration, the fluid is coupled to
the disc motion in a non-slipping velocity condition which leads to a fluid velocity
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Figure 1.1: Sketch of a one stage turbine including the cavity between the nozzle
guide vane and the rotor
tangential to the wall and equal to the local disc velocity. When moving away from
the disc normal to its surface, a thin layer of fluid is put in rotation due to viscous
effects and radially ejected due to the centrifugal and Coriolis forces. This effect is
larger at the disc periphery because it features the highest local rotational velocity.
Because there is a net radial outflow close to the disc surface, this flow must be
compensated to satisfy the conservation of mass resulting in an inflow in the axial
direction toward the disc (see Fig. 1.2a). In addition, outside of the boundary layer
developing in the vicinity of the rotating disc, the flow was shown to be rotating
with an inviscid core flow manner. In rotor/stator disc configurations encountered in
turbine cavity, the rotation of the disc can induce a rotating core flow that extends
to the stationary disc. This observation motivated the study of a rotating core flow
on a stationary disc as described in the next subsection.
Rotor disk
Pumping effect
ω
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Figure 1.2: Flow behaviour of a fluid initially at rest put in motion by a rotating
disc (a) and a rotating fluid over a stationary disc (b). From Schlichting [8]
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1.1.1.2 Rotating flow over an infinite stationary disc
The rotating fluid over an infinite stationary disc was first studied by Bödewadt[9],
applying the same strategy as Cochran to derive a self-similar solution. The flow
analysis showed that far from the disc centrifugal and Coriolis forces are exactly
balanced by the radial pressure gradient. Closer to the disc, since the circumferential
velocity has to decrease to vanish at the disc, the centrifugal forces diminish and the
pressure gradient leads to a radially inward flow that is balanced by an axial flow in
the opposite direction to the disc. Batchelor [10] showed that the ratio of fluid and
disc rotation velocities were sufficient to characterize the steady laminar flow over
an infinite disc.
1.1.1.3 The flow between two facing discs
In the same work, the author extended the analysis to two infinite parallel discs by
obtaining the differential equations of the motion and gave a description of the nature
of the flow for various ratio of angular velocity between the two discs. Faller [11] was
able to unify the three fundamental flows: rotating disc over a flow at rest, rotation
flow over a static disc and the mixed conditions of rotation under one parametrized
set of equations. The disc and fluid are considered to be rotating around the same
axis x with angular velocities ωd and ωf respectively. Two key parameters are the
inter-disc Reynolds number Reh = h2 ω/ν (with h the inter disc distance and ω
the system angular velocity, see Fig. 1.1 for characteristic length) and the Rossby
number Ro that describes the angular velocity difference between the fluid (f) and
the discs (d)
Ro = ∆ΩΩ with Ω =
Ωf
2−Ro +
Ωd
2 +Ro. (1.1)
In the expression eq.(1.1), it is possible to retrieve the Bödewadt layer for Ro = 1
and Ω = Ωf , Ekman layer for Ro = 0 and Ω = Ωd, the Von-Kármán layer for Ro = -1
and Ω = Ωd. Figure 1.3 shows non dimensional axial velocity ux, azimuthal velocity
uθ and radial velocity components ur evolution against axial coordinate for three
inter disc Reynolds numbers Reh ∈ {102, 103, 104} where velocity components are
defined as:
ux(x) =
u∗x(x)
rω
, uθ(x) =
u∗θ(x)
rω
, ur(x) =
u∗r(x)√
νω
, (1.2)
where * superscript indicates dimensional quantities and r a reference radius. The
description of these unenclosed rotating disc configurations can illustrate some of
the main characteristics of enclosed cavity flow that will be then discussed and can
be used as initial design criteria for the kind of complex geometry encountered in
low pressure turbine cavities.
1.1.2 Enclosed annular rotor/stator cavity flow
In turbine cavities, rotating and stationary discs are in alternating sequence with
stationary disc on the upstream part and the rotating disc on the downstream part
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Figure 1.3: Auto-similar velocity profiles of the laminar flow between a rotor and a
stator for different inter-disc Reynolds numbers Reh. Top: axial velocity, middle:
azimuthal velocity, bottom: radial velocity. The analytical derivation and compu-
tation of the velocity profiles is proposed in Bridel-Bertomeu [12]
when considering the cavity between a stator rotor stage and conversely for the cavity
between an upstream rotor row and a downstream nozzle guide vane row. Because
of the enclosed environment, the first complication is the coaxial inner annulus being
the shaft that can strongly modify the idealized picture of a flow over an infinite
disc. Batchelor [10] and Stewartson [13] have considered the flow theoretically in this
situation, with diverging predictions on the flow behaviour. Nevertheless, experi-
mental works have shown that time-variant phenomena of considerable complexity
can be observed under certain geometrical conditions as stated by Maroti et al. [14].
Further complications emerge by considering the presence of the main annulus hub
platform in the outer part. This configuration of enclosed cavity facing rotor/stator
discs strongly differs from a free disc configuration and analytical description of the
flow cannot be derived from the Navier-Stokes equations. Before considering any
possible turbulent flow in the cavity, Roger and Lance [15] and Sirivat [16] showed
respectively numerically and experimentally that the laminar flow regime in an en-
closed or partially enclosed rotor/stator cavity in these two studies can be classified
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depending on the axial gap h. If h is large enough, the Bödewadt (stator) and
Ekman (rotor) layers are separated. However, for small values of h, the boundary
layers merge and the flow behaves like a "torsional Couette flow". For turbulent
flows, Daily and Nece [17] have conducted an extensive experimental study and con-
cluded on the existence of four main flow regimes depending on two dimensionless
parameters, the disc Reynolds number Reθ = r20ω/ν and the aspect ratio of the cav-
ity G = h/r0 where r0 is the outer radius of the discs and ν the kinematic viscosity
of the fluid. Owen and Rogers [18] used boundary layer equations to determine the
transition line equations between the four regimes in the (Reθ, G) diagram:
• the two laminar regimes (category I for merged boundary layers, II for sepa-
rated) are separated by a line Reθ G11/5 ' 2.9;
• the transition to turbulence for flows with separated boundary layers (regime
II to IV) occurs at Reθ ' 1.58 × 105;
• the common boundary to the two turbulent regimes (category III for merged
boundary layers, IV for separated) is defined by Reθ G16/3 ' 7.8 × 10−3;
• the line between regimes I and III is such that Reθ G10/9 ' 366;
• the common boundary to regimes II and III satisfies the equation
Reθ G
16/15 ' 4.6 × 106.
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Figure 1.4: Categories of flow encountered in enclosed rotor-stator cavity. Adapted
from Owen and Rogers [18]
Figure 1.4 shows a diagram first introduced by Owen and Rogers [18], that summa-
rizes these results and gives a visual representation of the domains of definition of
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all four regimes in the (Reθ, G) plane. Depending on the distance between the two
discs, the rotating speed and fluid viscosity, the flow structure has been characterized
using experiments and numerical simulations. If the two discs are comparatively far
from each other, an inviscid rotating fluid core develops in the axial center of the
cavity rotating in a rigid body manner. On both discs, a thin boundary layer is
developed. The core is dominated by an axial flow toward the rotating disc, while in
the outer region, the flow is directed towards the stator disc leading to fluid move-
ment in the meridional plane. If the discs are close to each other, the mentioned
boundary layer merges conversely and the inviscid core disappears.
1.1.3 Ingestion process without external flow
Rotor
Sealing flow
NGV
Inner shaft
rim 
seal
Platform
Rotor
diskCore
flow
P
Figure 1.5: Sketch of turbine cavity and main annulus with main central core and
pressure increase with radius
The Reynolds number and cavity aspect ratio encountered in low pressure turbine
cavity are generally high enough to be within the domain of turbulent and separated
boundary layers between the stator and rotor side. This boundary layer flow is
feeded by the purge flow and recirculation within the cavity which may include some
ingested flow (see Fig 1.5). Despite the complicated flow in these cavities, the rigid
body rotation observed for laminar infinite discs stands as a good approximation
of the central flow (see non-zero azimuthal velocity of central Fig. 1.3). Based on
an inviscid version of the Navier-Stokes equations (Euler) expressed in cylindrical
coordinates, one can derive a relation between the radial pressure evolution and the
azimuthal velocity by
dp
dr
= ρu
2
θ
r
. (1.3)
The rigid body rotation of the central core induces an increase of tangential velocity
component with radius resulting in a pressure increase with radius. Furthermore,
increasing the disc rotation speed leads to a tangential velocity increase in the core
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flow and thus higher pressure in the outer part of the core flow slightly below the
rim seal. If the pressure exceeds the pressure level of the main stream, this can lead
to flow from the cavity blowing into the main annulus. This process is known as the
disc pumping effect. Without any external flow, the pressure field can exhibit slight
azimuthal non-uniformities in the cavity and in the mainstream close to the rim seal.
The potential purge flow blowing into the main annulus is therefore generally not
homogeneous azimuthally. To satisfy mass conservation in the cavity, this outflow
has to be compensated by an equivalent inflow. Even without any purge flow, the
mainstream flow is ingested in the cavity due to radial pressure gradients. These
Cw=0 Cw=930 Cw=1800
θ
Figure 1.6: Observed flow patterns in the wheel space for simple rim seal at various
non-dimensionalized purge flow rate Cw supplied in the cavity. From Phadke and
Owen [19]
azimuthally non-uniform patterns of flow transfer between the cavity and the main
annulus have been especially observed by Phadke and Owen [19] and are generally
to be avoided when the mainflow is at high temperature. The second possibility
that can be made in conjunction with the former mechanism is the supply of purge
flow, which can partially compensate the cavity flow blowing into the mainstream
due to disc pumping effect. This ingestion process is referred to rotationally induced
ingress in the literature.
Among the first experiments of rotor/stator cavity with rim seal without external
flow, Bailley and Owen [20, 21] conducted experiments aiming at determining the
minimum amount of purge flow m˙ (non dimensionalized by Cw = m˙/(µ r0)) to
be internally supplied to prevent ingestion. This coolant flow was compensating
the fluid blowing from the cavity due to the disc pumping effect and was shown
to increase linearly (with a coefficient α depending on rim seal geometry) with
the rotation velocity. This velocity, non dimensionalized by the rotating Reynolds
number Reθ and the gap between static and rotating arm s (Gc = s/r0) provides
the following equality for simple rim seals:
Cw,min = αGcReθ. (1.4)
This study was supplemented for more complex rim seal geometries including axial
overlapping (see for example geometry 5 in Fig. 3.2) at same gap size by Phadke
and Owen [19] (see Fig. 1.7). They observed similar linear relationship between the
minimum sealing flow required to seal the cavity Cw,min and rotating Reynolds num-
ber Reθ. Reducing the gap size was shown to decrease the required purge flow rate
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supply especially when approaching the boundary layer thickness over the free disc.
At the time, geometries with small radial clearance in axial overlapping geometries
were shown to be more favourable since they minimize the coolant flow requirements
regarding simple axial geometry (see rim seal designs 5 and 6 in Fig. 1.7). Also,
decreasing the radial clearance was shown to have more effect than increasing the
axial overlap.
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Figure 1.7: The different rim seal geometries (a) and the corresponding variation of
Cw,min with Reθ with Gc = 0.01. Adapted from Phadke and Owen [19]
From simplified approach, the turbine cavity can be seen as a two facing
disc configuration. Analytical developments on infinite disc configuration
have been able to derive the flow motion in the cavity due to the rotating
rotor disc. For Reynolds numbers observed in gas turbine cavity, the flow
is characterized by two thin boundary layers developing on the rotor and
stator disc separated by a core flow. In real configuration where the inner
shaft and enclosed cavity contribution are to be taken into account, exper-
imental studies have shown the turbulent nature of the flow and confirmed
distinct boundary layers developing on rotor and stator side. One of the
main flow feature is that the central inviscid core rotates and induces a pres-
sure increase with radius. This pressure increase causes the cavity flow to
egress and the mainstream flow to be ingested in the cavity. The increasing
need of sealing flow with increasing disc rotation speed was confirmed in
rotor/stator experiments showing linear trend between sealing supply and
disc rotation for a wide range of rim seal geometries.
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1.2 The superimposed mainstream flow
1.2.1 Quasi-symmetric axial flow in the main annulus
Without external flow, the ingestion process was shown to be induced by the disc
pumping effect promoted by the rotation of rotor disc. The minimum sealing flow
rate Cw,min was shown to be increasing with the rotation Reynolds number Reθ of
the rotor disc. In real gas turbine application, an external flow is added to the
rotating cavity corresponding to the main annulus flow. Phadke and Owen [22]
conducted experiments of rotating cavity including quasi-symmetric mainstream
flow. When the mainstream Reynolds number Reu = ur0/ν was sufficiently high
regarding the rotation Reynolds number, the minimum sealing flow rate Cw,min was
no longer depending on the rotation Reynolds number Reθ but only on the Reynolds
number of mainstream flow (see Fig. 1.8). When dealing with configuration taking
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Figure 1.8: The effect of Reθ on the variation of Cw,min with mainflow Reynolds Reu
for axial rim seal at two gap ratio Gc = 0.01 (a) and Gc = 0.02 (b). Adapted from
Phadke and Owen [22]
into account both the cavity and main flow, two effects drive the ingestion process
according to the authors: the rotationally induced ingress strongly related to the
rotation Reynolds number and the externally induced ingress. Depending on the
characteristic Reynolds numbers of these two phenomena, the minimum sealing flow
necessary can either be rotationally, externally dominated or a combination of the
two, known as combined ingress. The externally induced effect is strongly related
to the flow field imposed in the main annulus by the Reynolds number in the main
field Reu. For small values of Reu/Reθ, the rotation effect dominate and sealing flow
rate evolves according to Reθ. For large values of Reu/Reθ, there is an external-flow
dominated regime in which the ingestion process is virtually independent of Reθ. In
modern gas turbine, the ratio is generally high enough to consider the main annulus
influence as the dominant contribution to the ingress process compared to the disc
pumping effect. The purpose of this subsection is to highlight the main contributors
for understanding the influence of main flow on ingress process.
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1.2.2 Swirling flow without blades
The effect of the main flow swirling without blades on the ingestion process of
a rotor/stator cavity with rim seal and purge flow was originally investigated by
Daniels et al. [23]. The experiments were conducted at a rotating Reynolds number
Reθ = 5.1 × 106, on simple and axial overlapping rim seals (rim seal geometry 3 and
6 in Fig. 1.7) with two gap width between the static and rotating arms s/r0 = 0.0024
and s/r0 = 0.0048. The swirling fraction of the mainstream flow was set to a fraction
of the tangential velocity at the tip of the rotating disc, respectively 0.6, 1 and 2
times the tangential velocity. C02 gas was used as purge flow. Sealing effectiveness
was assessed by measuring the C02 concentration C regarding C02 concentration of
the purge gas Cp and in the simulated gas path Co through the sealing effectiveness
parameter φ:
φ = C − Co
Cp − Co . (1.5)
For simple and axial overlapping with the two gaps width tested, the tangential
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Figure 1.9: Sealing effectiveness for simple (a) and axial overlapping (b) rim seal
s/r0 = 0.0048, at various mainstream swirl flow fraction. Adapted from Phadke and
Owen [22]
velocity in the mainstream did not affect significantly the sealing effectiveness (see
Fig. 1.9). The decrease of the radial gap width was confirmed to result in a significant
improvement in sealing effectiveness compared to an increase of the axial overlap
of the seal. Later, Bohn and Wolff [24] published an improved correlation based
on measurements in a 1.5-stage gas turbine and demonstrated the dominant impact
of the rim seal geometry on the minimum required coolant flow. The correlation
proposed alleviated the knowledge of Cw,min as in the experiments of Phadke and
Owen [22]. These correlations were extrapolated to real engine conditions, and are
relevant for a rough first estimate in a design process as shown by Teuber et al. [25].
1.2.3 Non-axisymmetric pressure distribution
Non-axisymmetric and time-dependent pressure distribution in the main annulus
is due to rotor/stator system and interaction. The high turning/swirling flow in-
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duced by blades cannot be responsible for the ingress process and non-axisymmetric
disturbances observed in the experiments and pushed towards further investigations.
1.2.3.1 The origin of non-axisymmetric pressure distribution for a tur-
bine stage
For a rotor/stator configuration with a cavity in-between, Dadkhah et al. [26] and
Bohn et al. [24] were able to demonstrate that the pressure asymmetry in the main-
stream flow was mainly due to the imposed vane pressure field that modulated the
level of mainstream gas ingress. The nozzle guide vanes induce circumferential pres-
sure asymmetry in the downstream region leading to alternating regions of ingestion
and blowing occurring at the rim seal interface depending on the local pressure. The
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Figure 1.10: Ingress/egress process at the rim seal interface due to wake and poten-
tial effects. From Sangan et al. [27] (a). Streamlines of mainstream gas (red) and
rim seal gas (blue) indicating a toroidal recirculation in the rim seal. From Savov
et al. [28] (b)
rotating rotor row also generates pressure asymmetry in the upstream flow region
due to potential effect (see Fig. 1.10a). However, the influence on the ingress process
at rim seal interface was not as clear as with the vane effect, as it was dependent
on rim seal geometry. Bohn et al. [29] and Turner [30] experimentally studied the
addition of the rotor blade and showed an increase of the sealing effectiveness for
the axial rim seal, but a reduction for an open rotor/stator configuration. The
influence of the geometry was also reported by Savov et al. [31]. They showed a sig-
nificant sealing efficiency modification for a single overlapping rim seal when adding
downstream blade, while the efficiency was less sensitive for double overlapping.
Nevertheless, the time instantaneous pressure field, which contains blade passing
component was shown to be important for ingress, as stated by Roy et al. [25],
who measured the time averaged unsteady pressure signal at various locations in
the mainstream between the vane blade row. Savov et al. [31] concluded that the
ingress process is dominated by the peak-to-trough vane pressure field and is mod-
ulated by the unsteady potential pressure field imposed by the downstream blade
row.
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1.2.3.2 The effect of non-axisymmetric pressure on ingress process
Unlike swirling motion, pressure asymmetries were shown to promote ingestion pro-
cess as stated early by Abe et al. [32] who reported experimental measurements of
ingress in the cavity downstream the vanes row. As stated by Phadke and Owen [22],
the ingestion process was shown to be mainly driven by the external flow at suffi-
ciently high Reynolds number compared to the rotational one. It was unclear to the
authors at that time whether the ingress process was due to the flow itself, or to
potential pressure flow inhomogeneity, since they were only able to derive a quasi-
symmetric flow with relatively low pressure fluctuations. Additional experiments
conducted with main flow-driven ingress with spatially aperiodic pressure distri-
bution showed that Cw,min increased with the peak-to-trough pressure asymmetry
amplitude. The authors were able to show that the externally induced ingress was
mainly fed by pressure asymmetry in the mainstream.
Carrying these experiments, the authors remarked that after ingress had occurred,
Cw=0 Cw=930 Cw=1800
Figure 1.11: The effect of Cw on the observed flow patterns in the wheel space for
Gc = 0.01, Reθ = 0, Reu = 0.2 × 106
the fluid migrated transversely across the wheel space characterized by a tangential
instability of the flow and static pressure lobes. Double axial overlapping available
showed that this "ring road" created by the rim seal enabled the transfer of most
of the flow from the high to the low pressure regions in the external-flow annulus
compared to simple gap geometries (see Fig. 1.6 and 1.11).
1.2.3.3 Unsteadiness at the rim seal interface
Experiments of simple gap seal with and without vanes upstream of the seal showed
that approximatively twice the coolant flow is required to maintain a given disc
cavity coolant effectiveness for a seal located downstream of the vanes compared to
a seal with axial flow across the rim seal, as stated by Green and Turner [30]. The
distance between the trailing edge and the rim seal was also shown to have an impact
on coolant requirements since driving the wake residual strength: the experiments
conducted by Chew et al. [33] showed that the coolant required to obtain 70 to
80% of cooling effectiveness was increased by 50 to 70% when the trailing edges of
the vanes were positioned at the rim seal compared to 60% axial chord upstream.
The increased ingress tendency when the blade to vane distance was reduced was
attributed to stronger unsteady interaction between the wake and potential effect
leading to strong pressure fluctuation in the rim seal region.
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Inclusion of the mainstream flow leads to two competing phenomena for
the ingress process: the rotational effect due to the rotor disc depicted in
last subsection and the externally induced effect. The latter effect is mainly
related to the pressure asymmetry in the main annulus imposed by the
vane pressure field and modulated by the rotating blades. For cavity typi-
cally encountered in real applications, the main annulus effect is generally
dominant.
1.3 Local effects at the rim seal interface
1.3.1 Shear layer
Unsteadiness in the main annulus was shown to have strong influence on the ingress
process at the rim seal interface. Even at the rim seal interface, unsteady flow
features were shown to develop. De la Rosa Blanco et al. [34] studied the effect
of purge flow injection from an upstream rim seal clearance on hub endwall flows
development. They observed a shear layer spanning the rim seal gap and rolling
up in series of vortices. These vortices were subsequently convected in the inter-
blade passage. This observation promotes the idea of unsteady interaction. Rabs
et al. [35] reported similar vortex structures and concluded on the development of
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability in the shear layer due to differences in tangential ve-
locity components between the main annulus and the rim seal flow. The instability
leads to periodical vortex shedding in the rotor passage. The shedding process fre-
quency was shown to be influenced by the rim seal geometry as stated by Chilla et
al. [36] as well as Savov et al. [28] The unsteady activity due to Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability intensifies and increases ingress occurrence for high levels of velocity mis-
match between the mainstream and rim seal flows as stated by Savov et al. [28].
1.3.2 Turbulent mass transport
In addition to the shear layer process at the rim seal interface, the interaction of the
mainstream and rim seal flow results in a recirculation zone in the rim seal mixing
the flow, as reported in early studies of Ko et al. [37, 38]. This recirculation zone is
a toroidal vortex that spans the annulus and is named as gap recirculation zone (see
Fig. 1.10b). The vane pressure distribution modulates the recirculation. However,
the flow being essentially in the tangential direction, a modeling of the recirculation
by a turbulent process mixing has been proposed. This observation was supported
by the large wavelength of the vortical structure which are of greater amplitude
compared to the perturbation due to the vane pressure field. The recirculation zone
which was early on not fully understood have seen the emergence of turbulent trans-
port models assuming that the dominant source of mixing in the rim seal is driven by
the recirculating flow. The ingestion is treated as a turbulent transport process for a
given seal, assuming an effective eddy viscosity (representing the overall effect of all
the length scales of ingress) acting across the difference in seal effectiveness between
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the cavity value (one) and the mainstream value (zero). Under this hypothesis,
numerous studies have been devoted to build orifice models.
The flow in rim seal region is characterized by a toroidal vortex spanning in
the annulus, leading to a zone of strong mixing under turbulent processes.
This has promoted the development of orifice models to characterize experi-
mentally various rim seal geometries based on turbulent mixing assumption.
1.4 Large scale flow structures in the cavity
The previous description of cavity, main annulus and rim seal flows from theoret-
ical and experimental developments gave further insights on the main underlying
phenomena promoting ingress/egress processes. The levels of ingress were mainly
evaluated on experimental analysis and empirical models to predict flow rates to
seal the cavities in simplified configurations. Even though these models are used in
the design phase, some flow mechanisms remain unknown and the highly unsteady
interaction in real configurations remains challenging to tackle with experimental
studies, as they give scarse insight of the flow physics. Thus, they are generally
not sufficient to obtain improvement in sealing process understanding. Therefore,
numerical studies of the rim seal flow, mainly based on a Reynolds-averaged Navier-
Stokes (RANS) or Unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) have been
conducted as first numerical approach due to the low computational costs. At the
time, it was noted that the flow field inside the rotor-stator wheel space converges
much slowly compared to the main annulus flow that could be partially explained by
the local low Mach number as compared to the higher Mach number in the main an-
nulus. Overall, the investigations based on (U)RANS formalism were able to predict
some trends. However, prediction of sealing effectiveness with early CFD was proven
to be challenging as stated by O’Mahoney [39] reporting under-prediction of inges-
tion with small sector configuration conducted with RANS simulation compared
to experiments. Numerical simulations and experimental studies indicated impor-
tant unsteady flow effects that explained some differences identified in comparing
predicted and measured sealing effectiveness. Among the complex unsteadiness pro-
cesses occurring in the mainstream flow passage, relatively large structures rotating
in the cavity were observed. Accounting for these structures showed improved results
regarding experimental data [29].
1.4.1 The main features of the large scale flow structures
The description of large scale flow structures is generally challenging from a nu-
merical point of view since full annulus is needed and very high accuracy in time
integration to avoid dispersion problems. Bohn et al. was among the first to observe
a local ingestion zone rotating at approximately half the rotor speed using URANS
simulation over a one stage axial turbine with a cavity in-between. In early full
annulus URANS simulations and corresponding experiments of Cao et al. [33] and
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Jakoby et al. [40], energetic large-scale rotating structures inside the wheel space
have been evidenced. More recently, Savov et al. [28] as well as Beard et al. [41]
reported rotating structures in the cavity. The number of lobes of these large scale
structures were shown to be uncorrelated with the blade or vane number that sup-
ports the theory of instability that may be triggered by the azimuthal gradients.
An example of radial velocity and pressure contours on an axial plane are shown
Figure 1.12: Instantaneous radial velocities (left: -70 to 50 m.s−1) and pressure
(right: -15 to 15 kPa), Reθ = 6x106. From Cao et al. [33]
in Fig. 1.12 from URANS simulation performed by Cao et al. [33]. These large
scale structures were observed both with and without a forced main annulus flow
as stated by Boudet et al. [42], Cao et al. [33], as well as Jakoby et al. [40]. This
suggests that this process is inherently initiated by the cavity. Depending on the
configuration, related unsteady fluctuations confined to the small rim seal region
or extended further in the disc cavity and the main annulus with potential inter-
action. The low frequency content was shown to possibly have the stronger spatial
interaction with fluctuations, overcoming pressure fluctuations induced by the main
flow. This generates non-negligible noise in the mainstream as stated by Schadler
et al. [36]. Despite large scale structures being generated by the cavity, they can
interact with mainstream under a non-linear process leading to a modification of
the main frequencies of the process, as stated by Boudet et al. [43]. The purge flow
was shown to have a damping effect on large scale flow structures with potential
cancelling of the phenomenon as stated by Julien et al. [44] and Wang et al. [45].
1.4.2 The different likely initial mechanisms
The first possible path leading to large scale flow structure are the inertial waves due
to Coriolis forces imposed to the inviscid core flow by the rotation of the disc. At
the rim seal interface, De la Rosa Blanco et al. [34] studied the effect of purge flow
injection from an upstream rim seal clearance on hub endwall flows development.
They observed a shear layer spanning the rim seal gap and rolling up in series of
vortices. Rabs et al.[35] reported similar vortex structures and concluded on the
development of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability in the shear layer due to differences
in the tangential velocity components between the main annulus and the rim seal
flow. This effect has been observed to be the strongest and clearest at high purge
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flow rates and has been associated with unsteady measurements in the outer seal
region. Wlassow [46] observed oscillations at 0.8 times the frequency of rotation
in a configuration with cavity at shroud, the author attributed this unsteadiness
to Helmholtz-type instability. For seals with extended axial overlapping, the rim
seal region is similar to a Taylor-Couette configuration (fluid confined in the gap
between two rotating cylinders), hence the flow instabilities are expected to occur
based on the Rayleigh criterion. Taylor-type structures have been observed in LES
simulation by Gao et al. [47]. These rotating flow modes have been attributed to
either intrinsic unsteadiness of the rim seal flow or interactions of the sealing and
the annulus, or cavity flows. In some conditions it is clear that these modes play
a dominant role in ingestion. In other cases, their significance relatively to other
effects, such as vane and blade pressure generated asymmetries, is not clear. The
number of vortex pairs appear to be geometry related. Capturing these large scale
flow structures in numerical simulation is challenging since the results were shown
to be dependent on the turbulence model used when performing (U)RANS simula-
tions. The dependence to turbulence model can be reduced through the use of LES.
O’Mahoney et al. [39] conducted numerical computations based on an URANS and a
LES approach demonstrating a significant improvement of the numerical results for
the LES approach, which showed a much closer agreement with experimental mea-
surements of the cooling effectiveness. Another main uncertainty source in many
previous studies is the periodicity assumption in the circumferential direction which
may suppress the development of large-scale structures inside the wheel space, as
stated by Jakoby et al. [40].
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Despite significant contributions from analytical and experimental develop-
ments, some lack of knowledge remains in the ingestion process with dif-
ficulty to predict ingress amounts. Based mainly on numerical simulation
and experiments devoted to the analysis of the flow in the cavity, large scale
flow structures were observed in the cavity with frequencies and lobe number
which were shown to be uncorrelated to the blade number and the rotation
rate of the gas turbine. These large scale flow structures were shown to
potentially induce strong pressure variation in the cavity, and could propa-
gate in the mainstream with amplitudes of the order of magnitude of those
observed in the main annulus. The cascade of effects leading to these struc-
tures remains an open problem, with hydrodynamic instabilities identified
as a likely mechanism by some studies.
The ingestion and blowing processes at the rim seal interface is influenced
mainly by three mechanisms: the positive radial pressure gradient in the
cavity that is induced by the central inviscid rotating core flow between sta-
tor and rotor disc wall, the core flow imposing a pressure distribution under-
neath the rim seal that drives the rotationally induced ingress phenomenon,
superimposed instability phenomena in the cavity strongly modifying the
pressure distribution with frequency and pattern periodicity often decorre-
lated from geometrical feature (number of nozzle guide vanes, blades). On
the other side of the rim seal, the pressure distribution is mainly imposed in
the main annulus by the upstream wake and potential effect of downstream
blade. The ingestion/blowing process induced by this phenomenon (exter-
nally induced ingress) is generally in competition or dominant at Reynolds
number encountered in gas turbine applications. The pressure distribu-
tion imposed by the cavity and main annulus flow is three-dimensional and
unsteady, inducing a complex ingestion and blowing process at rim seal in-
terface. For an imposed pressure distribution up and down the cavity the
amount of flow crossing the rim seal is controled by the geometry of the rim
seal and localized turbulent effects. The importance of these effects have
pushed towards the use of orifice models based on turbulent transport across
the rim seal to characterize the amount of ingress/egress across the rim seal
and have shown to recover the proper values obtained experimentally.
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Say little about what you know and nothing at all
about what you don’t know. Why not simply say
more often : I don’t know.
— Sadi Carnot
2
Analyzing losses in the flow field
Efficiency can be the most important parameter for gas turbine and char-
acterizing the losses which determine the efficiency is a critical aspect in
the analysis of this device with complex flows. A difficulty that generally
emerges in efficiency purposes is the difficulty to link global efficiency of the
gas turbine obtained from general thermodynamic considerations with the
loss induced locally in the different components and processes encountered
by the flow in the gas turbine. In the current study, it may be not obvious
to relate the potential increase in combustion chamber temperature (ben-
efit for thermal efficiency) with the loss induced by more flow collected at
the compressor and the loss incurred by purge flow in the turbine. In this
chapter is introduced an approach based on exergy (energy available to gen-
erate work) to put on a same basis these different phenomena impacting the
efficiency of the gas turbine at different scales. A description of the main
source of losses in a gas turbine (at current stage of knowledge and available
in the literature) with special emphasis for the account of cavity flow will
be presented. This description will be held by increasing complexity from
two-dimensional flow field to three-dimensional effects including purge flow.
2.1 Loss accounting and tracking using an exergy formula-
tion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
2.1.1 The general thermodynamic laws . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21
2.1.2 Exergy: a link between loss and gas turbine efficiency . . 24
2.1.3 Balance equations for exergy and useful work . . . . . . . 31
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2.2.4 Endwall losses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64
2.2.5 Tip clearance leakage flow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70
2.2.6 Transport of upstream non-uniform flow structures in a
downstream cascade . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72
2.3 Influence of purge flow blowing in the mainstream . . . 75
2.3.1 Viscous shear layer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75
2.3.2 Losses due to change of reaction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 76
2.3.3 Influence on turbine secondary flow . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77
2.1 Loss accounting and tracking using an exergy
formulation
A definition of loss in a turbomachine has been proposed by Denton [48] that is
generally agreed and defined as any flow feature that reduces the efficiency of the
turbomachine. It is commonly accepted for example that the trailing shed vortex
process downstream a blade of a turbine is a loss and may be measured by a decrease
of total pressure. However, it is generally difficult to draw a link between this local
phenomenon and a reduced efficiency for the gas turbine that would be, according to
Denton, a loss for the gas turbine. A second difficulty that emerges from this notion
of loss is the variability in the nature of the physical phenomena (heat transfers,
mixing processes, etc.) inducing loss. Also, the possibility to add in a same balance
the contributions measured locally (for example the trailing shed vortex process
downstream a blade) and at higher scale (for example at the scale of the component
based on global thermodynamic considerations) would be desirable. This section will
be devoted to provide a general framework to put on a same basis these different
phenomena for which different levels of measures are used (while all the phenomena
occur locally) in the purpose to see how it affects the thermal efficiency of the gas
turbine. The framework that has ben chosen to be used in current study is based on
the notion of exergy. The exergy is a composite quantity depending of the state of
the flow with the enthalpy quantity and the level of irreversibility of the flow with
the entropy quantity. These last two quantities will be first introduced by recalling
the general thermodynamic laws that are essential equality to understand the work
and heat transfers occurring between the flow crossing the gas turbine and the gas
turbine itself as well as the irreversibility transported by the flow. A special emphasis
will be given to the entropy quantity since this quantity is generally the one used to
track loss generated in the gas turbine as it was popularized by Denton [48]. Then,
the notion of exergy will be more explicitly defined as a thermodynamic quantity.
The purpose will be to draw a link between the exergy levels at a certain scale for
example locally in the fluid or at the scale of the component studied and its general
impact on the efficiency of the gas turbine. An example of this approach will be
provided for a whole gas turbine. Finally, a transport equation for exergy will be
derived that is particularly suitable for numerical simulation since balance can be
performed at each grid point to highlight locally regions of loss generation. The
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influence of turbulence in the loss generation will be also accounted at the end of
this section.
2.1.1 The general thermodynamic laws
In order to introduce the notion of exergy, general thermodynamic laws will be intro-
duced. Mass and momentum conservation equations from Navier-Stokes equations
are supplemented by total energy equation that was derived in the framework of
thermodynamics. Thermodynamics deals with the study of work and heat transfer
of a fluid system with a surrounding system. This approach is based on the notion of
equilibrium state making possible to use a limited number of quantity like pressure
and temperature for example to describe all other properties of the flow. The notion
of equilibrium state refers to the absence of unbalanced forces, chemical reactions
and temperature for the system. The whole fluid in a component of a gas turbine
for example have quantities such as pressure which vary throughout, so that there is
no single value that characterizes all the material within the device. If so, the con-
ditions for the three types of equilibrium to hold on a global basis are not satisfied
when the complete region of interest is seen as a whole. To deal with this difficulty,
the flow field can be divided in a large number of small mass elements, over which
the pressure, temperature, etc. have negligible variation, and consider each of these
elements a different system with its own local properties. In defining the behavior of
the different systems the working assumption is that the local instantaneous relation
between the thermodynamic properties of each element is the same as for a uniform
system in equilibrium.
2.1.1.1 First principle of thermodynamic
The first principle of thermodynamics applied to the considered fluid system that
states on the total energy conservation can be written in differential form as:
d(Etot) = d(e+ Ek + Ep) = δW + δQ (2.1)
where Etot, e, Ek, Ep, W and Q are respectively total, internal, kinetic energy,
potential energy of the fluid, the work and the amount of heat transferred between
surrounding and the fluid system. The convention is taken as positive when work
or heat is given to the fluid. From current equation was derived the total energy
conservation of Navier-Stokes equation set eq.(A.1.2) proposed in Sec. A.8c with the
account of potential energy1. For the flow in a turbomachine, W can be the work
given to the fluid by the rotor blades for a compressor (positive work) or extracted
from the fluid by the turbine (negative work). W can also be the pressure work
associated to the pressure variation of the fluid during a compression or expansion
process. The heatQ can be transferred with the flow at the wall of the turbomachine.
These transfers of work and heat modify the total energy of the fluid that can be
stored and transferred in the different forms of energy. The notations d and δ
1The potential energy variation related to gas turbine flows is generally gravity but this contri-
bution is very small compared to kinetic and internal energy variations and so omitted since low
or no altitude variations is experienced by the fluid in the gas turbine
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denote conceptual and physical differences between the terms. Changes in Etot
represent state changes which do not depend on the path taken to achieve the
change. Work and heat are not state variables and are only defined in terms of
interactions with the system. The first principle was originally proposed by Sadi
Carnot (1796-1832) in 1824 in his unique book Reflections on the Motive Power of
Fire [49]. Almost thirty years were needed before the main ideas of this author
were understood and popularized by Lord Kelvin introducing the thermodynamic
of systems (Latin expression literally standing for work production by heat) to this
field.
2.1.1.2 Second principle of thermodynamic
The first principle stated the conservation of energy for dynamical systems following
conservation laws from the fundamental laws of dynamics introduced by Newton.
In addition to this energy conservation law was proposed the second principle that
can be expressed in two parts. The first part is a definition of a thermodynamic
property: entropy of the system, denoted s, introduced by Rudolf Clausius (1822-
1888). If δQrev is the heat transferred to the system during a reversible incremental
state transformation, and T is the temperature of the system, the resulting change
in entropy is:
ds = δQrev
T
. (2.2)
The second part of the second law known as Clausius inequality states that for any
process, the change in entropy for the system is
ds > δQ
T
. (2.3)
The equality occurs for a reversible process. The concepts of reversibility and irre-
versibility are important in the analysis of gas turbine plants. A closed system (as
the flow moving in a control volume of the turbomachine) moving slowly through
a series of stable states is said to undergo a reversible process if that process can
be completely reversed in all thermodynamic aspects, i.e. if the original state of
the system itself can be recovered (internal reversibility) and its surroundings can
be restored (external reversibility). An irreversible process is one that cannot be
reversed in this way. The idea behind the second principle is that despite energy
conservation from first principle, energy experiences quality degradation in the pur-
pose to generate work that prevent from recovering reversible process. Entropy is
used as a measure of this energy quality degradation. Entropy is generally an un-
familiar quantity because no absolute reference, as opposed to most quantities that
the fluid mechanics deals with like velocity (defined with reference to the reference
frame of the study) and temperature (with reference to the absolute zero or to the
temperature at which water freezes). Also, it cannot be seen or measured directly,
its value can only be inferred by measuring other properties. The fluid considered is
a simple compressible substance. The thermodynamic state of this fluid is specified
when two independent intensive thermodynamic properties (pressure and temper-
ature, for example) are known. Any other thermodynamic quantities of the fluid
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can be recovered with among them entropy. Therefore, the purpose is to derive an
expression for entropy based on these two independent quantities. For incremental
reversible processes in a simple compressible substance, the heat addition to the
fluid is
δQ = Tds. (2.4)
Under the assumption of a reversible process, the only force producing work onto
the system is pressure force onto the volume V of the system
δW = pdV. (2.5)
Although the association of work with pdV and heat addition with Tds is only true
for a reversible process. The sum of these quantities, as expressed by the first law,
is a state change which means that it does not depend on the path to achieve this
change especially irreversible ones. For an infinitesimal process where the variation
of kinetic and potential energy are negligible, total energy conservation eq.(2.1) leads
to the equality (known as Gibbs equation) that holds for irreversible processes:
de = Tds− pdV (2.6)
where the convention is taken positive when energy is supplied to the system. When
pressure forces are applied onto the surface of the fluid system, the first principle of
thermodynamics can be written as:
d(e+ Ek + Ep) = dp/ρ+ δWnon−pressure + δQ (2.7)
where Wnon−pressure refers to non-pressure works. A convenient practice is to add
pressure forces to internal energy to obtain a quantity known as enthalpy h:
h = e+ p/ρ (2.8)
that gives:
d(h+ Ek + Ep) = δWnon−pressure + δQ. (2.9)
Neglecting the potential energy compared to kinetic and internal energy, this makes
possible to write the variation of total enthalpy htot = h+ Ek:
d(htot) = δWnon−pressure + δQ. (2.10)
This last quantity is of particular interest in the context of gas turbine flows. For ex-
ample, for compression or expansion processes where no heat is transferred (Q = 0),
total enthalpy is conserved along a stator row while reduced to Wshaft in a rotor
row. More generally, in real processes, this quantity is relevant of the potential
energy of the flow as the sum of the main energy contributions that are internal,
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kinetic energy and work transfer with pressure. Similarly to the internal energy, the
enthalpy can be expressed as a function of entropy:
dh = d(e+ p/ρ) =de+ (1/ρ)dp+ pd(1/ρ)
= Tds− pd(1/ρ) + (1/ρ)dp+ pd(1/ρ)
= Tds+ (1/ρ)dp.
(2.11)
For a perfect gas, i.e. following perfect gas equation, the enthalpy depends only on
temperature
dh = cpdT (2.12)
and an explicit expression can be derived for entropy based on thermodynamics
quantities as
ds = cp
dT
T
− rdp
p
(2.13)
where r is the molar gas constant that holds for a cp function of the temperature.
Assuming cp independent of T gives by integrating last equation:
∆s = s− sref = cp ln T
Tref
− r ln p
pref
. (2.14)
Alternatively, entropy can be expressed in terms of temperature and density by:
∆s = cv ln
T
Tref
+ r ln ρ
ρref
. (2.15)
These equations only give changes of entropy relatively to a reference state sref .
The absolute value of entropy is always arbitrary. The temperatures, pressures and
densities used in these equations may be either all static values or all stagnation
(total) values because by definition the change from static to stagnation conditions is
isentropic, meaning that the passage from static to total quantities in the expression
of entropy does not incur any entropy change.
2.1.2 Exergy: a link between loss and gas turbine efficiency
From last subsection, enthalpy and entropy are shown to be two important quanti-
ties. The enthalpy that deals with the heat and work transfer of the flow with the
gas turbine (first law of thermodynamic). Entropy (second law of thermodynamic)
that is an indicator of deficiency in the flow field, i.e irreversibility generated in the
flow field. It remains two issues that need to be clarified at current stage. The first
concerns the relation between this entropy change due to irreversibility and the lost
opportunity to produce or extract useful work for the gas turbine. Indeed, an im-
portant question is the relation between the (local) loss measures for components i.e
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entropy that can be measured locally from thermodynamic property and loss mea-
sures based on global system (i.e. thermodynamic cycle) considerations exposed
in the introduction of the thesis. The second issue concerns the loss measurement
method that can be adopted and the way to put on a same basis this measure per-
formed at different scales, i.e. locally in the flow, at the scale of a whole component
or the gas turbine since the flow locally or at the scale of the components typically
operate as a part of a more complex fluid system.
To deal with these last two requirements, we consider a steady-flow device, which
can exchange heat Q and shaft work Wshaft with the surroundings during a process
from an initial state X to a subsequent state Y is according to eq.(2.10):
Wshaft = Q+ (htot,X − htot,Y ) (2.16)
Without loss of generality, this may represent the steady flow in a gas turbine that
can exchange work with the shaft and heat provided to the flow by the combustion
of fuel or heat transfer at the wall of the gas turbine in contact with the fluid. For
given initial and final states, the change in stagnation enthalpy is specified. The
first law gives no information concerning the magnitude of the heat addition Q but
the larger the heat addition the larger the shaft work. The second law, however,
puts a bound on the maximum heat addition and thus the maximum work that
can be obtained for a given state change. This upper limit can be determined
by examining a situation in which the mainstream flow exchanges heat only with a
reservoir at temperature Tres. For current study, we will mainly consider two types of
reservoir. A first reservoir at temperature T0 corresponding to the calm atmosphere
at condition (p0,T0) in which the turbomachine operates. A second reservoir at
temperature T that is a total temperature. This can be seen as the situation of a
component of the turbomachine operating in between other components and where
T corresponds to either local temperature of the wall or the exit temperature of the
component. Let’s consider first the case of a reservoir at T0.
2.1.2.1 Heat transfer with a reservoir at T0
For the considered process between X and Y, the entropy change of the reservoir is
∆s = -Q0/T0. From the second law, the entropy change of the stream flow between
inlet and outlet must be such that the total entropy changes occurring in the device
plus the environment equal to or is greater than zero. Any difference from zero
represents the departure from reversibility. The second law, applied to the fluid
system which passes from state X to state Y is:
(sY − sX)− Q0
T0
= ∆sirrev ≥ 0 (2.17)
Qrev = (sY − sX)T0 being the outwards heat transfer between X and Y with
surrounding atmosphere at T0. The quantity ∆sirrev is the entropy generated as a
result of irreversible processes. Combining eq.(2.16) and (2.17) leads to:
[Wshaft]real = (htotX − T0sX)− (htotY − T0sY )− T0∆sirrev. (2.18)
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The entropy change sirrev is equal to zero or positive. The maximum shaft work
that can be obtained for a state change from X to Y is therefore the difference in
the quantity htot − T0s,
[Wshaft]reversible = (htotX − T0sX)− (htotY − T0sY ) . (2.19)
The notation of maximum and reversible are used indifferently since the maximum
work extracted is obtained for the reversible process. The comparison of eq.(2.18)
and (2.19) shows that for the given state change, the difference between the maxi-
mum shaft work and the shaft work actually obtained is T0∆sirrev which is the lost
work for the process or equivalently the heat generated during the process due to
irreversibilities. The quantity htot−T0s is known as the steady-flow availability func-
tion denoted B as defined by Horlock [50]. It is a composite property which depends
on both the state of the fluid (with the total enthalpy htot) and the temperature
of the reservoir (here T0). Based on availability function B, the maximum work
that can be extracted from a fluid at initial state X can be defined. This quantity
known as exergy denoted χ corresponds to the availability function at beginning of
the process BX minus the availability function of the reservoir BY = B0 with which
heat transfer can occur, here the atmosphere at the so-called "dead-state" (p0, T0):
χX = BX −B0. (2.20)
Exergy can be equally used to obtain the maximum shaft work that can be obtained
for a state change from X to Y since:
[Wshaft]rev = BX −BY = (BX −B0)− (BY −B0) = χX − χY (2.21)
[Wshaft]real = χX − χY − T0∆sirrev. (2.22)
2.1.2.2 Heat transfer with a reservoir at T
As stated, in some configuration, the temperature of the flow heat transfer is not
the environment one (locally the heat transfer with the wall of the main annulus for
example). When the reversible heat is released at temperature T in the presence of
an environment at T0, the heat transferred Qrev supplies a reversible heat engine,
delivering external work (We)rev and rejecting heat (Q0)rev to the environment. The
total work output from the extended control volume is (BX - BY ), if the flow is
again between states X and Y. But the work from the reversible external engine is
[We]reversible =
ˆ Y
X
(
T − T0
T
)
dQrev. (2.23)
The maximum reversible work obtained from the inner control volume V is therefore
equal to
[Wshaft]reversible = BX −BY − (We)rev = χX − χY −
ˆ Y
X
(
T − T0
T
)
dQrev. (2.24)
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For a real irreversible flow process in the control volume V between fluid states X
and Y with the sum of heat rejected at temperature T (Q = Qrev), the work output
is W . Heat Q0 may also be transferred from V directly to the environment at T0.
From the steady-flow energy equation, one can obtain:
[Wshaft]real = htot,X − htot,Y −Q−Q0. (2.25)
The entropy flux from the control volume associated with the heat transfer is:
ˆ Y
X
dQ
T
+ Q0
T0
(2.26)
so the entropy increase is given by:
sY − sX = ∆screated −
ˆ Y
X
dQ
T
− Q0
T0
. (2.27)
The lost work due to irreversibility within the control volume is
[Wshaft]reversible− [Wshaft]real = (BX −BY )− (htot,X − htot,Y −Q0)
= BX −BY −
ˆ Y
X
(
T − T0
T
)
dQ− ((htot,X − htot,Y )−Q−Q0)
= T0(sY − sX) + T0
ˆ Y
X
dQ
T
+Q0 = T0∆screated.
(2.28)
Thus, the work lost due to internal irreversibility within the control volume when
heat transfer takes place at T is still T0∆sirrev, as when the heat transfer is limited
to transfer with reservoir at T0. The actual work output in a real irreversible process
between stable states X and Y is therefore
[Wshaft]real = [Wshaft]reversible −
ˆ Y
X
(T − T0
T
)dQ− T0∆sirrev
= BX −BY −
ˆ Y
X
(T − T0
T
)dQ− T0∆sirrev
= χX − χY − χQout − T0∆sirrev
(2.29)
with χQout =
´ Y
X
(T − T0)/TdQ being the work potential, sometimes called the ther-
mal energy of the heat rejected. In gas turbine processes, the transformation of
part of the exhaust thermal energy into useful work can be or not performed, both
situations being found in practice. Considering an exhaust nozzle for example, there
is no chance to recover additional directly work from a stream that emerges in the
atmosphere at a temperature T greater than T02. For a high pressure turbine, the
2In electrical power plant, the heat released at the nozzle can be transferred to the incoming
flow by a heat exchanger making possible to partially used the energy available in the exhaust gas
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heat transferred at the walls will be transmitted to the environment by conduction
and this available heat will be lost. At the outlet of the high pressure turbine how-
ever, heat released passing in the low pressure turbine and nozzle will be partially
expanded to generate useful work. The thermal energy is also generally important
when dealing with the efficiency assessment or work extracted by a component and
depends on the perspective taken. From the component perspective, operating in an
environment at T0 and releasing heat at T>T0, the potential work available in the
thermal energy between T and T0 (χQout) will be released in the atmosphere and lost
for the turbine if none of the work represented by the hypothetical Carnot cycle is
realized. Conversely, considering the turbine component as part of a more complex
system including for example additional downstream turbine stages or nozzle, the
thermal energy at the outlet of the turbine will be possibly transformed partially
or fully in useful work in these components and the thermal energy is here no more
a loss for the turbine. An additional implication of thermal energy available is the
blade row inefficiencies in multi-stage turbines. The work output of the succeeding
blade rows is higher than if the upstream rows were isentropic. Irreversibility in first
stages provides additional heat to the flow compared to the isentropic process that
can be expanded in downstream stages since still under pressure (this phenomenon
is responsible for the higher efficiency obtained from a polytropic analysis of the
multi-stage configuration compared to an isentropic one, better known as the reheat
effect). The above analysis has been concerned with heat transfer from the control
volume to the reservoir. To account for all heat transfers with the reservoir, one has
to address the possible heat supplied by the reservoir to the fluid system. Without
loss of generality, this heat supplied can correspond to the combustion of fuel in
the combustion chamber releasing heat that is here hypothetically supplied by the
reservoir to the fluid system. In electrical power plant, the heat available at exhaust
of the gas turbine can travel into a heat exchanger to transfer thermal energy to
the flow before entering in the burner to increase thermal efficiency (recuperative
cycle). Therefore, we consider heat dQ = dQrev transferred from a reservoir to the
control volume. Then that heat could be reversibly pumped to the control volume
(at temperature T ) from the atmosphere (at temperature T0) by a reversed Carnot
engine. This would require work input:
(We)reversible =
ˆ Y
X
(T − T0
T
)dQ. (2.30)
Under this new arrangement, eq.(2.24) for the reversible work delivered from V
would become
Wrev = (χX − χY ) +
ˆ Y
X
(T − T0
T
)dQrev (2.31)
and eq.(2.29) for the work output from the actual process would be
W = (χX − χY ) + χQin − Icreated (2.32)
where Icreated = T0∆screatedand χQin is the work potential or thermal energy of the
heat supplied to the control volume V
χQin =
ˆ Y
X
(T − T0
T
)dQ. (2.33)
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Figure 2.1: Exergy fluxes in a turbomachine
If heat were both transferred to and rejected from control volume V , then a combi-
nation of eq.(2.29) and eq.(2.32) would give
W = (χX − χY ) + χQin − χQout − T0∆screated (2.34)
This last equation can be interpreted in terms of exergy flow χX , work output W
and work potential by
χX = W + (χQout − χQin) + T0∆screated + χY . (2.35)
This equation makes possible to have a sight in the energy transformation processes
from the entering flow. The available exergy χX can be transformed in:
• the actual work output W;
• the thermal exergy (χQout − χQin) of the heat rejected less the heat supplied;
• the work lost due to internal irreversibility T0 ∆screated;
• the leaving exergy χY .
A sight of these different contributions for the turbomachine is proposed in Fig. 2.1.
Based on the lost work due to irreversibility in the different components Icreated , if
the heat transferred from the control volume is not used externally to create work,
but is simply lost to the atmosphere in which further entropy is created, then χQout
can be said to be equal to IQout: the lost work term due to external irreversibility.
This is typically what happens when the flow of the turbomachine from an aircraft
is released in the atmosphere. The hot gas potential work cannot be recovered.
Another form of eq.(2.35) is thus
χX + χQin = W +
∑
Icreated + IQout + χY . (2.36)
This steady-flow equation can be used to obtain the difference between the maxi-
mum work possible from the fuel and the actual work (or work equivalent) obtained
from the turbomachine. This may be done at the scale of the turbomachine or divid-
ing arbitrarily in regions (e.g. components: inlet, compressor, combustion chamber,
turbine, nozzle) and summing the contributions making possible to obtain an exergy
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statement for the whole turbomachine.
To give the reader an idea of these different contributions, Horlock [50] proposed
to look at realistic Joule-Brayton cycle of a turbomachine with main characteris-
tics: pressure ratio 12:1, maximum to inlet temperature ratio 5:1 (Tmax = 1450 K,
T0 = 290 K), the compressor and turbine having polytropic efficiencies of 0.9 and
the combustion pressure loss being taken as 3% of the inlet pressure to the cham-
ber. The corresponding contributions as a fraction of the fuel exergy (the maximum
reversible work) are given in Fig. 2.2. The thermal efficiency indicating the work
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Figure 2.2: Example of work output and exergy losses in a gas turbine as a fraction
of the fuel exergy
output (1) is shown to be around thirty five percent. In the combustion chamber
contribution (2) has been added the natural limit provided by Carnot stating that
between a hot source at Tmax (in the combustion chamber) and a cold source at T0
(the atmosphere) only 1-(T0/Tmax) of thermal energy provided by the combustion
process can be converted useful work. For the present case, since (T0/Tmax) = 1/5,
20% of fuel energy originally available as the heat supplied by the combustion of the
fuel is lost and the corresponding remaining energy available to produce work is χQin.
The remaining contribution is related to internal irreversibility in the combustion
chamber producing entropy. The term (5) corresponds to the energy transferred at
the wall of the gas turbine and at the outlet of the gas turbine in terms of thermal
energy and available exergy at the outlet of the gas turbine χQout. The thermal energy
is associated to the heat transfer of the fluid with the wall of the gas turbine and
the exiting flow from the gas turbine that is still hot compared to atmosphere (po-
tential thermal work lost). Compressor and turbine loss (3 and 4) have relatively
lower contributions compared to these last two sources of loss and correspond to
internal irreversibility in these components. However, since the net power output is
the difference between the turbine work and the compressor work that is roughly
in the ratio 2:1, a small change in the power output of the turbine (by increasing
its efficiency) causes a much larger proportional change in the gas turbine power
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output
From this analysis, several observations can be made about exergy. Exergy is a
composite quantity between total energy in the flow with total enthalpy (htot) and
the subtracted entropy term (T0s). Thus, exergy provides the available energy in
the purpose to generate work. Conversely to energy, exergy is always destroyed
during conversions because of the irreversible nature of energy conversion process.
It depends on properties of both a matter or energy flow and the environment since
the available work of the environment B0 has been subtracted (χ=B-B0). The at-
mosphere contains a tremendous amount of energy but because the atmosphere is
in a dead state, the energy contained has no work potential. The greater the dif-
ference between the temperature T of a given state and the temperature T0 of the
environment, the greater the value of for exergy.
2.1.3 Balance equations for exergy and useful work
Last subsection showed that performing balance of exergy at the inlet and outlet of
the considered domain or component and linking the different domains/components
together, it was possible to draw an exergy balance for the gas turbine that explicitly
makes reference to the heat supplied to the gas turbine due to the burnt fuel Qb (or
the exergy available to generate work from this heat released χQin), the extracted work
W and so to the efficiency of the gas turbine as the ratio of these two quantities. It
remains that the flux balance of total enthalpy and entropy at inlet and outlet of the
considered domain/component obtained from the thermodynamic definition of total
enthalpy and entropy (eq.(2.11) and eq.(2.14)) providing the exergy balance for the
component is not a local measure as it would be expected for example as proposed
earlier to measure the loss of the local vortex shedding process downstream of a
blade trailing edge. To alleviate this current issue, the purpose is to derive transport
equations for total enthalpy, entropy and as a composite quantity of these two for
exergy in order to obtain a local balance (for numerical simulation for example, it
means that one could draw balance of exergy at the scale of the grid point). In
the following is proposed a transport equation for exergy and an analysis of the
different contributions over control volumes. The details of the derivation of the
different equations is given in App. C and only final expressions are given in this
chapter. As stated in eq.(2.20), the exergy is defined relatively to the dead-state
environment denoted 0 by
χ = B −B0 = (htot − h0)− T0(s− s0). (2.37)
2.1.3.1 Transport equation for total enthalpy
Total enthalpy is obtained relatively to total energy according to eq.(2.8) by
htot = Etot + p/ρ. (2.38)
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From the energy balance of the Navier-Stokes equations, one can derive a transport
equation for total enthalpy by:
∂(ρhtot)
∂t
+ ∂(ρhtotuj)
∂xj
= ∂
∂xj
(τijuj − qj) + ∂p
∂t
(2.39)
2.1.3.2 Entropy transport equation from energy conservation equations
Previous subsection provided a measure of entropy based on thermodynamic quan-
tities. Entropy, through the second law of thermodynamics, was shown to measure
irreversibility as transfers between different energy nature (kinetic, thermal) that
cannot be recovered and used to produce work for the gas turbine. The idea is to
look at balance equation of these different energy contributions to draw a balance
equation for entropy. As mentioned, only the final expressions for balance equations
are given in the section but the derivation of these different equations is proposed
in App. C. The total energy transport equation corresponding to the energy con-
servation of the Navier-Stokes set of equation eq.(A.8c) introduced in Sec. A.1.2 is
written as:
∂(ρEtot)
∂t
+ ∂
∂xj
(ρEtotuj + puj − τijuj + qj) = ρFjuj + Q˙. (2.40)
Transport equation for kinetic energy Ek can be derived by multiplying momentum
equation eq.(A.8b) introduced in same section with ui:
∂(ρEk)
∂t
+ ∂
∂xj
(ρujEk + puj − uiτij) = ρujFj + p∂uj
∂xj
− τij ∂ui
∂xj
. (2.41)
Subtracting kinetic energy equation to total energy equation gives transport equa-
tion for internal energy:
∂(ρe)
∂t
+ ∂
∂xj
(ρuje+ qj) = Q˙− p∂uj
∂xj
+ τij
∂ui
∂xj
. (2.42)
The last two equations makes possible to draw the energy transfers between internal
and kinetic energy of the fluid. It is to be noticed that the last two equations for
internal and kinetic energy have been written in a particular manner to make corre-
spond right-hand side of these two equations. However additional terms transferred
left-hand side can be found. Internal (or thermal) energy equation right-hand term
provides two terms with a sink term related to pressure work that can be transferred
to kinetic energy. For example, when a fluid system is heated by a combustion pro-
cess, the internal energy of the fluid is increased. The expansion process in the
turbine lead to transfer toward kinetic energy by pressure work that is a useful work
for the turbine. The second term is a source term for internal energy and is related
to the transfer of kinetic energy to internal energy due to velocity gradients and
viscosity of the fluid. The velocity gradients locally increase internal energy of the
flow. Based on thermodynamic relation introduced in last subsection and equation
energy conservation, the purpose is to derive a transport equation for entropy. The
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enthalpy form of the Gibbs equality given in eq.(2.11) yields to d(ρh) = Td(ρs)+dp
that holds for all small changes. This equality can be used to express the entropy
changes (d(ρs)/dt) experienced by a fluid particle
T
d(ρs)
dt
= d(ρh)
dt
− dp
dt
. (2.43)
From the energy balance of the Navier-Stokes equations, one can derive a transport
equation for total enthalpy by:
∂(ρhtot)
∂t
+ ∂(ρhtot)
∂xj
= ∂(ρEtot)
∂t
+ ∂(ρEtot)
∂xj
+ ∂p
∂t
+ ∂(puj)
∂xj
= ∂
∂xj
(τijuj − qj) + ∂p
∂t
+ Q˙.
(2.44)
Substituting the expression of enthalpy in eq.(2.43) leads to
T
d(ρs)
dt
= τij
∂ui
∂xj
− ∂qi
∂xi
+ Q˙. (2.45)
Under the assumption that the fluid follows the Fourier’s law (qi = −k(∂T/∂xi) for
heat transfer), one can obtain
d(ρs)
dt
= 1
T
τij
∂ui
∂xj
− 1
T
∂
∂xi
(
−k ∂T
∂xi
)
. (2.46)
Integrating throughout a control volume Vsys(t) enclosed in the surface ∂Vsys(t) =Asys(t)
moving with the fluid and integrating by part the term related to temperature gra-
dient leads to:
ˆ
V
d(ρs)
dt
=
ˆ
V
1
T
τij
∂ui
∂xj
+
ˆ
V
k
T 2
(
∂T
∂xi
)2
+
ˆ
V
Q˙
T
+
ˆ
A
k
T
∂T
∂xi
nidA. (2.47)
Writing back the Fourier’s law for last right-hand term (qi = −k(∂T/∂xi)), the
transport equation for entropy can be finally written in differential form as
∂(ρs)
∂t︸ ︷︷ ︸
(1)
+ ∂(ρsui)
∂xi︸ ︷︷ ︸
(2)
+ ∂(qi/T )
∂xi︸ ︷︷ ︸
(3)
= 1
T
τij
∂ui
∂xj︸ ︷︷ ︸
(4)
+ λ
T 2
(
∂T
∂xi
)2
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(5)
+ Q˙
T︸︷︷︸
(6)
(2.48)
with:
(1) temporal variation of entropy;
(2) convective term of entropy;
(3) entropy due to thermal transfer in and out of the volume and can be positive
or negative. The entropy of a fluid particle can thus decrease only if there is heat
conducted out of the particle, the entropy being transferred to the surrounding. The
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second law of thermodynamics however still holds since entropy for the considered
volume and surrounding is zero or increases;
(4) the local entropy generation due to viscous dissipation that means the degrada-
tion of mechanical energy into internal energy due to shear process;
(5) entropy generation due to heat transfer across temperature differences in the
fluid;
(6) entropy generation due to heat source in the volume.
It can be noticed that pressure forces have no effect on entropy generation meaning
that the transfer of internal energy to kinetic energy through pressure work does not
induce entropy creation. Conversely, the transfer of kinetic energy to internal energy
trough the viscous term induces entropy creation. Body forces have no influence on
entropy production. This last equation shows that all entropy variation cannot be
associated to irreversibility in the domain. Indeed, terms (3) and (6) are related
to heat transfers or production, meaning that these processes can occur while not
inducing any loss generation for the flow system of interest. On the contrary, terms
(4) and (5) induce entropy production under irreversible process leading to loss
generation. Based on transport equation for total enthalpy eq.(2.44) and entropy
eq.(2.48), one can write a transport equation for exergy:
∂(ρχ)
∂t
+ ∂(ρχuj)
∂xj
= ∂
∂xj
(τijuj − (1− T0
T
)qj)− T0
T
τij
∂ui
∂xj
− λT0
T 2
(
∂T
∂xi
)2
+ ∂p
∂t
(2.49)
This equation can be integrated over a control volume V (the detail of the integration
of the different terms is given in Sec. B.2.2.3 of App. B), and yields to
d
dt
˚
(ρχ)dV +
‹
(ρχ)ujnjdAIO = Pshaft +χq + Φ∇u + Φ∇T +
d
dt
˚
pdV (2.50)
with
• Pshaft = -
‚
((p− p0)uw,jnj − (τijuw,j)nj) dAMW . This is the integrand of force
with velocity on all moving subsurfaces and hence the net total shaft power due
to either pressure or shear forces. This term will be positive for a compressor
and negative for a turbine;
• χq =
˝
∂/∂xj(1 − (T0/T ))qjdV . This is the rate of transfer of mechanical
work potential. It is associated with the heat transfer across the surface of the
control volume. For a fixed dead state pressure p0 , its value depends on the
pressure p at the location at which the heat is added;
• Φ∇u = -
˝
(T0/T )τij(∂ui/∂xj)dV that is the rate at which the kinetic energy
of the flow is converted into internal energy inside the control volume. The
dissipation mechanism involves viscous stresses working against fluid deforma-
tion;
• Φ∇T = -
˝
λ(T0/T 2) (∂T/∂xi)2 dV is the rate of energy generation by thermal
mixing which reduces any differences in temperature in the flow field.
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Figure 2.3: Control volume located around a turbine stage. Example of viscous and
thermal irreversibility creation from exergy approach. Adapted from Miller [51]
The last two terms are responsible for the degradation of energy. This equation is
also suitable for shock waves handling. Indeed, a shock wave is a thin layer over
which the quantities vary deeply but continuously. The associated loss generated
corresponds to velocity and temperature gradients contained in the terms Φ∇u and
Φ∇T . In the framework of numerical simulations, when one wants to properly evalu-
ate the loss related to the shock based on viscous and thermal dissipation, the shock
thickness must be discretized by several grid points that is generally impracticable
in real configurations since shock thickness is in the order of the mean free path
(' 6 × 10−8 m for air at ambient conditions). To deal with this issue, a jump
condition for entropy is generally applied, leading to
Φ˙s.w = −T0
‹
Aw
[ρδs(vj − uj)] · njdAs.w. (2.51)
at the location of the shock wave. The location of the shock wave can be obtained
by a shock sensor for example. More details are given in App. B Sec. B.2.2.3.
Figure 2.4 provides a sketch with these different contributions in the case of a tur-
bine. Exergy balance provides a general framework for accounting the potential
work that can be transferred between the fluid and its environment as well as the
different contributions. When looking at the different contributions of exergy bal-
ance for a turbine, Φ∇u is associated to local velocity gradients and viscosity of
the fluid that depends on local temperature. Velocity gradients come from several
contributions: the formation of a boundary layer over wetted surfaces (hub, shroud,
blades) that induces velocity gradients from the wall where velocity is zero to free
stream velocity; acceleration and deceleration processes induced by the blade; shear
layer downstream of the blade trailing edge or at the rim seal interface; secondary
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Figure 2.4: Control volume located around a turbine stage. Example of viscous and
thermal irreversibility creation from exergy approach. Adapted from Miller [51]
vortices with velocity gradients from the center of rotation to outer radius of the
structure. These contributions will be more detailed in Sec. 2.2 about the losses
in a turbine. In addition, turbulence transports kinetic energy from large scales to
small scale flow structures where energy is dissipated in thermal energy. More de-
tails about this contribution are given in Sec. 2.1.4. This expression also shows that
the loss associated with viscous dissipation is lower when the temperature at which
it occurs is higher. A given velocity distribution and related velocity gradients at
high temperature is less crucial than at lower temperature (incurs less loss). The
heat transfer with borders is generally performed partially with the walls of the gas
turbine (hub, shroud and blade) that are generally at lower temperature than the
mainstream flow and that can be increased by cooling. This means that some heat
flux through the term χq is taken by the walls to the flow. This induces a decrease
of the thermal energy of the flow and so less thermal energy will be transferred to
the useful kinetic energy. This is typically what happens when the flow transfers
locally heat with a system at temperature T (the system being the wall). Mainly
by conduction processes, the heat is evacuated by the wall to the nacelle of the gas
turbine in contact with the ambient environment (reservoir at T0). Since no Carnot
engine can be used, this thermal energy is lost. In gas turbine, the heat transfer
is generally low compared to work transfers but this statement can become wrong
especially in low-diameter gas turbine where surface exchange with walls are impor-
tant in magnitude compared to the potential work to be extracted. At the scale of
the turbine component as proposed in Fig. 2.4, the heat transfer is not only per-
formed with the wall but with downstream components at the outlet of the domain.
In this case, the heat work available between T (temperature of the outlet border)
and T0 the ambient one depends on the perspective adopted.
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• If we consider the turbine as part of the gas turbine with downstream other
turbine stages or a nozzle, the heat available at temperature T and flow at
pressure p > p0 will be possibly transformed into useful work in the down-
stream components since expansion is still possible. In this case, the potential
work between T and T0 is not a loss for the turbine.
• When considering the turbine as an isolated component transferring heat with
outlet at T and all this potential heat transferred to the ambient at T0, the
potential work between T and T0 will be here a loss for the turbine.
The third term that needs to be further detailed is the one related to temperature
gradients Φ∇T . In a gas turbine, the heat transfer at the wall introduced previously
can promote temperature gradients from the wall to the free stream. The purge flow
supplied to the blade, hub or cavities is generally provided at a lower temperature
compared to the mainstream one. In the case of high pressure turbine, hot streaks
can be produced by the combustion chamber. Also, compressibility effect at rela-
tively high Mach number can induce temperature gradients in the flow field. The
thermal gradients induce entropy rise through the thermal dissipation term Φ∇T .
The terms Φ∇u and Φ∇T correspond to contributions contained in entropy trans-
port equation and are useless in the perspective of producing work. The terminology
used in the literature for these two terms is the viscous and thermal anergy (exergy
being associated to a useful contribution while anergy being useless in a work ex-
tracting perspective). In other words, when the exergy decreases of some amount,
the anergy increases of this same amount. Since the exergy balance eq.(2.50) is
homogeneous with a power balance, it may be more rigorous to call Φ∇u and Φ∇T as
anergy production rates that are proportional to the velocity and temperature fields
disuniformities. But, over a same period of time in steady conditions, this equation
simply states that the variation of exergy between inlet and outlet of the domain
corresponds to thermal heat transfer in the domain, energy transferred with the
shaft, and irreversible anergy produced due to thermal and velocity gradients. In
the following, viscous/thermal entropy or anergy will be used indifferently but one
has to remind that these two quantities are equal when viscous or thermal entropy
is multiplied by the reference temperature of the environment leading to a quantity
homogeneous with an energy: the anergy. The effect of heat transfer at the wall
compared to adiabatic one was assessed by Shyang Maw Lim et al. [52] that studied
the turbine of a turbocharger. An exergy balance showed that heat transfer, ther-
mal irreversibility were increased and potential work extracted decreased when the
temperature of the wall was colder. The entropy production due to thermal gradi-
ents can be important especially in components with high temperature gradients.
For example, by considering the Bejan number [53] that compares entropy produc-
tion related to temperature and velocity gradients: Be = (Φ∇T )/(Φ∇u+Φ∇T ), this
quantity can be up to 0.4 in a high pressure turbine. The entropy production and
potential loss of extractable work can be reasonably understood for velocity gradi-
ents contribution where higher quality energy (mechanical energy) is transformed
into lower quality energy (thermal energy) from an extracting work perspective. For
the contribution related to temperature gradients, entropy is clearly generated from
this quantity but this is more difficult to ascertain the impact on work extracted by
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the shaft since already a thermal form of energy. Shyang Maw Lim et al. [52] showed
that when the cooling was increased in the turbocharger, heat flux and thermal en-
tropy were increased but with small impact on work extracted on the shaft. Some
information on this observation are provided by Miller [51]. The author studied an-
alytically (based on thermodynamic consideration) an isentropic turbine operating
between the particular fluid state and a fixed dead state static pressure p0. This
means that the author is in the perspective of considering the turbine as an isolated
system transferring heat with surrounding at pressure and temperature (p0,T0).
From this perspective, as stated earlier, the exit temperature of the turbine may be
above the dead state temperature. It follows that extra useful work could still be
theoretically extracted from exhaust by a Carnot engine exhausting to dead state
temperature and recovering exergy. However, a turbine can only extract work by
pressure or shear forces acting on moving surfaces and so a turbomachinery designer
has no access to this component (see Fig. 2.5a). This approach can be considered
as a so-called "figure of merit". A figure of merit consists in factoring out one or
several contributions to exergy balance when considering that this quantity will not
be recovered or recovered by another system3. The associated work that could be
extracted by an isentropic turbine operating between the particular fluid state (p,T )
and fixed dead state temperature is the "flow mechanical work potential" denoted
in this study Ξ. A transport equation can be derived for flow mechanical work po-
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Figure 2.5: The split of exergy χ in the flow mechanical work potential Ξ and flow
thermal work potential, marked on a h-s diagram (a) and a control volume located
around a turbine stage exhibiting the thermal creation from the flow mechanical
work potential approach (b). Adapted from Miller [51]
3It has been found that application of this approach to jet propulsion devices concludes that
the largest exergy losses are due to non-equilibrium combustion, exhaust heat and kinetic energy.
However, it appears that optimization of a thrust-producing device to promote maximum exergy
output may lead to less-than-optimal result if the objective is to produce thrust for propulsion
(decrease of thermal efficiency to the benefit of propulsive efficiency).
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tential Ξ similarly to exergy equation. The details of the derivation are proposed in
Sec. B.2.2.4. The reference temperature is no more the dead state temperature T0
but the isentropic exhaust temperature Tex:
Tex = T
(
p0
p
) γ−1
γ
(2.52)
˚
∂(ρΞ)
∂t
dV +
‹
(ρΞ)ujnjdAIO = Pshaft+χq,Tex +Φ∇u+Ψtherm+Ψreheat+Ψrecool
(2.53)
In this equation the net rate of work input Pshaft and rate of viscous dissipation
Φ∇u are the same as for exergy. The net rate of transfer of mechanical work by
heat to the control volume surface χq,Tex is the same as for exergy except that the
temperature is at Tex, temperature at the end of isentropic expansion process. This
equality shows that entropy creation by thermal mixing (temperature gradients) has
no effect on turbine work but new thermal creation terms appear. The new terms
involved are:
• Ψtherm =
˝
(γ− 1/γ)(1/p)(∂p/∂xj)qjdV is the rate of thermal creation. This
is the rate at which mechanical power potential is created by internal heat
transfer across a finite pressure gradient within the fluid. The term is positive
if heat flows across a positive pressure gradient, and negative if it flows across
a negative pressure gradient;
• Ψreheat =
˝
(1 − (Tex/T ))τij(∂ui/∂xj)dV is the viscous reheat. This is the
"reheat effect" which causes the polytropic efficiency of a machine to be differ-
ent from the isentropic efficiency. The effect results from dissipation of kinetic
energy raising the internal energy locally with the fluid. The effect is known
as the "reheat effect" as it is identical to a heat being added locally in the
flow. If this "reheat" occurs at a pressure above the ambient one, then me-
chanical work potential is created locally in the flow. This is the reason why
dissipation of the same amount of kinetic energy in a high pressure turbine,
or compressor, stage has a less deleterious effect on isentropic efficiency than
if it had occurred in a low pressure stage;
• Ψrecool =
˝
(1− (Tex/T ))(γ− 1/γ)(1/p)(∂p/∂xj)qjdV 4 is the thermal recool.
This is similar to the viscous reheat term, but it is instead caused by the
thermal creation term. When this term is positive it reduces the internal
energy locally within the fluid. The effect is known as the "recool effect" as it
is identical to a heat being extracted locally within the flow. If the pressure at
the location at which it occurs is above the ambient then the local mechanical
work potential of the flow is reduced. Once again this is similar to a reversible
Carnot engine extracting heat locally from the flow. It can be noticed that
this term can also be negative and in this case the thermal recool term changes
sign.
4At a one-dimensional level these last two terms could be explained following Rayleigh theory
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This last equation provides two main important features. The anergy produced by
velocity gradients and subsequent mixing (transformation of kinetic into thermal
energy) can be residually recovered (as a second order term) since increasing locally
temperature of the flow (if still under pressure) and some expansion can be used
to generate work. This equation shows that a second heat transfer term, "thermal
creation" does modify the mechanical work potential of the flow. This term is
shown to occur in regions of the turbine where heat transfer occurs across a finite
pressure difference. Miller [51] conducted numerical simulations on bent pipe and
high pressure turbine blade. Applying this approach the author was able to show
that convective cooling can raise efficiency by around 0.5% and therefore should be
considered as part of the design process. Also, thermal mixing in the free stream has
a negligible effect on efficiency and thus can be ignored in the design process. This
approach proposed by Miller further explains why Zlatinov [54] only studied velocity
gradient term for entropy production in the perspective to study the performance
of a high pressure turbine.
The following subsection will be devoted to the application of this approach and
equations to numerical simulation in order to track losses in the simulation domain.
As it was suggested, irreversibility appearing in exergy balance equation emanates
from viscous and thermal non-uniformity that are held by the entropy transport
equation and also referred as anergy terms when entropy term is multiplied by
the reference temperature. Therefore, this analysis will be led using the transport
equation for entropy since volume viscous dissipation and thermal dissipation appear
in this equation. Furthermore, this equation has received further developments from
a numerical point of view making possible to more properly be used numerically. It
is to be noted once again that the account of the thermal heat transfer χq depends
on the perspective taken and the possibility to transform the thermal work in useful
work. For the thermal mixing term Φ∇T , it depends on considering the general
exergy equation or a figure of merit like the useful work for a turbine. In the general
framework that will be used, these different contributions will be taken into account.
2.1.4 The application of exergy to numerical simulation
When using entropy to track loss generation, mainly two approaches have been de-
veloped. A first approach where the different terms of entropy transport equation
are evaluated from temperature and velocity gradients of the flow field and referred
as direct method. A second method in which the entropy transport equation is inte-
grated over small control volumes. This second approach known as indirect method
is obtained, under some assumptions that will be discussed, with classical expres-
sion for entropy based on two independent thermodynamic quantities as proposed
in eq.(2.14).
2.1.4.1 Direct method and the account of turbulence
In the direct method, the entropy production terms on the right-hand side of
eq.(2.48) are to be calculated based on numerical simulation performed. In lam-
inar flow, shear work due to velocity or temperature gradients results directly in
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entropy production, there is no intermediate. In turbulent flow, however, the trans-
fer of mechanical energy to turbulent kinetic energy stores energy in one position,
while its conversion into heat may happen downstream due to the convection of tur-
bulent kinetic energy. This process has mainly two consequences. In turbulent flow,
shear work at one point in the flow can result in entropy production downstream
losing locality of entropy production as in laminar flow. Also, part of the shear
work is hold by turbulent contribution. In other word, part of viscous and thermal
entropy production are due to turbulent fluctuations. As suggested in App.A about
the numerical methods to deal with turbulent flows, turbomachinery flows are at
sufficiently high Reynolds number so that the flow would face predominant effects
of turbulence.
When dealing with turbulent flows, different approaches can be applied from fully
resolved simulation containing all the turbulent spectrum (DNS) to partially or fully
modeled turbulence (LES and RANS) (see Sec. A.2). For DNS, terms (4) and (5) of
eq.(2.48) related to viscous and thermal dissipation can be evaluated since turbulent
contribution is contained in the output of the simulation. For (U)RANS approach,
the output of the simulation contains only the mean contribution and additional
treatment must generally be performed to recover the turbulent contribution. For
LES, the situation is in-between. Part of the turbulent cascade is solved meaning
that the direct output of the simulation contains the mean flow contribution and
part of the turbulent one. Some part of turbulence contribution is modeled (small
eddies) and similarly to RANS additional processing must be performed to recover
this contribution to entropy production.
2.1.4.1.1 (U)RANS approach The case of RANS modeling is first studied by
applying Reynolds averaging to the entropy transport equation (2.48) which lead
to the equation known as Reynolds averaged Clausius-Duhem equality [55]. The
resulting equation can be shown to be:
∂
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(2.54)
where is reminded that . and .′ correspond to the Reynolds mean quantities and
fluctuations with:
(1) temporal variation of mean entropy;
(2) convective term of mean entropy;
(3) convective term of fluctuating entropy;
(4) turbulent flux of viscous entropy (correlation of entropy/velocity fluctuation);
(5) entropy production by direct dissipation;
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(6) entropy production by turbulent dissipation;
(7) entropy production by heat transfer with mean temperatures;
(8) entropy production by heat transfer with fluctuating temperatures.
Terms (5) and (7) can be directly computed since they are only composed by mean
quantities as direct output of the (U)RANS simulation. If only the mean (resolved)
part of the flow field is used to evaluate right-hand side terms of the equation, en-
tropy production could be underestimated. The discrepancy can be important as
stated by Wheeler et al. [56] which performed DNS and RANS simulations of a high
pressure turbine blade and splitted entropy source term in mean and fluctuating
parts. Over the whole domain, entropy production due to fluctuations was shown
to contribute to 40% of entropy production even if the boundary layer around the
blade was laminar for most part of the blade. The account of modeled fluctuations
in RANS formalism is therefore important to accurately estimate entropy produc-
tion. Several approaches have been developed to evaluate terms (6) and (8) of
Reynolds averaged transport entropy equation eq.(2.54). with for example the sep-
arate time averaging approach. A detailed description of the method can be found
in Adeyinka and Naterer [57]. However, these methods introduced complexity and
additional terms that cannot generally be obtained readily from the numerical sim-
ulation. This observation has pushed the way towards simplified models based on
classical RANS closure approaches and linear eddy viscosity model that assumes a
Boussinesq relationship between turbulent stresses and the mean strain rate through
an isotropic eddy viscosity. The purpose is to obtain an expression for terms (6)
and (8) of eq.(2.54) in terms of mean quantities and equivalent turbulent viscosity
µturb. The viscous stress tensor can be expanded as:
τij = µ
(
dui
dxj
+ duj
dxi
)
− µ′dui
dxi
. (2.55)
The second term on the right-hand side represents the viscous stress associated
with the bulk viscosity µ′ and this term is usually negligible in turbomachinery
flows except in presence of large density gradients (for example locally within shock
waves) that may give large velocity divergence and since a normal stress may be
considered as a pressure. For the purpose, terms (5) and (6) of eq.(2.54) can be
then expressed as:
τij
dui
∂xj
= µ
(
dui
dxj
+ duj
dxi
)
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dxj
(2.56)
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Based on the transport equation for turbulent kinetic energy k = 1/2 (u′i)
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(2.58)
it can be noticed that dissipation ε appears in eq.(2.57) meaning that one can write:
τ
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ν
ν
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∂u′i
∂xj
= ρε.
(2.59)
This kind of approach has been applied by several authors with among them Kramer-
Bevan [58] and Kock and Herwig [59] onto a fully developed laminar and turbulent
heated pipe. In the turbulent case, due to steep gradients of T close to the wall,
entropy production was shown to be accumulated in this part of the flow field. This
was due to insufficiently resolved meshes close to the wall and enforced the use of
analytical expression for entropy production terms in the immediate vicinity of the
wall. Alternatively, the assumption can be made that the rate of production of
turbulence kinetic energy equals the rate of its dissipation to produce entropy. This
leads to a new expression for eq.(2.57):
τ
′
ij
∂u
′
i
∂xj
= ρu′iu′j
∂ui
∂xj
. (2.60)
A classical practice in RANS averaging is to write the Reynolds stress tensor ρu′iu′j
as:
ρu′iu′j = −µt
(
∂ui
∂xj
+ ∂uj
∂xi
)
+ 23
[
µt(∇ · u) + ρk
2
2
]
δij (2.61)
by making the assumption that the turbulence field driving normal stresses (that
can be seen as an addition to static pressure) and that gradients of density in the
flow direction are negligible (the second term on the right-hand side is neglected).
Under this assumption, eq.(2.57) can be written as:
τ
′
ij
∂u
′
i
∂xj
= µturb
(
∂ui
∂xj
+ ∂uj
∂xi
)
∂ui
∂xj
(2.62)
where µturb is an equivalent turbulent molecular viscosity. This approach was pro-
posed by Moore and Moore [60] leading to express the turbulent viscous dissipation
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in terms of the mean quantities and an equivalent turbulent viscosity µt similarly
to RANS approach itself. In addition, the same approach can be applied to the
thermal turbulent contribution leading to:
λ
∂T ′
∂xj
2 = λturb
(
∂T
∂xj
)2
(2.63)
where λturb = cp µturb/Prturb is the turbulent molecular conductivity with Prturb = 0.9
the turbulent Prandtl number.
In addition, the turbulent entropy flux u′is
′ is generally neglected since it generally
cannot be obtained from turbulence models. The Reynolds averaged of entropy flux
is generally simplified under the assumption of low thermal turbulence that leads
to: (
q
T
)
= q
T
. (2.64)
Since the Reynolds averaging of entropy is not available from conservative and tur-
bulent quantities from the simulation, this variable is replaced by entropy of the
mean field. This leads to a new formulation for Reynolds averaged entropy trans-
port equation:
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∂xi
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(2.65)
This approach has been used originally by Moore and Moore [60] considering the
notion of effective viscosity by µeff = µ+µturb and in the context of tracking losses
in turbomachine by Tailliez and Arntz [61] and Zlatinov [54]. Although these models
attempt to minimize complexity, it is difficult to ascertain if the essence of relevant
irreversibilities has been captured with sufficient accuracy with these approaches.
It should be particularly noticed that this model makes several assumptions: the
temperature fluctuations are small compared to the mean temperature. Turbulent
dissipation/temperature fluctuation equilibrates turbulent production while there
are local regions in boundary layers, for example, where turbulence kinetic energy
and temperature fluctuations do build up without balance with dissipation.
2.1.4.1.2 LES approach In LES approach, the RANS formalism applied to
entropy transport equation gives a potential modeling for unresolved scales. An
equivalent turbulent viscosity/diffusivity is given by the subgrid scale model and
velocity/temperature gradients are given by the resolved part of the flow as a direct
output of the simulation. Equation 2.65 can be then used to recover the turbu-
lent contribution not resolved by LES approach. However, it should be emphasized
that this contribution is not the total contribution of turbulence as in RANS but
only some part of the turbulence production. This contribution depends on the
local mesh refinement. Based on the entropy transport equation in RANS formal-
ism eq.(2.54), terms (6) and (8) can however be computed from the output of the
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LES simulation since fluctuating quantities can be obtained from a temporal av-
eraging. Lengani et al. [62] conducted LES simulation onto T106A low-pressure
turbine profile configuration and applied direct entropy approach to track losses.
For this configuration, LES simulation of half blade height was performed with very
dense mesh (X+ < 30, Y + < 1 and Z+ < 8) with high order spatial and temporal
scheme (4th order). For this mesh approaching 500 million points, 98% of turbulent
spectrum energy as shown to be resolved. The present author expressed mean fluc-
tuating terms as a direct output of the simulation by a temporal averaging over the
fluctuating quantities.
2.1.4.1.3 Indirect evaluation of entropy production Entropy production
can also be estimated from the imbalance of the left-hand side of eq.(2.54). The
entropy production that will be noted Sgen in differential form can be written as:
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Integrating former equation spatially over the simulation domain leads to:
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and integrating over a period of unsteady phenomena ∆tu, one can obtain:
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(2.68)
Term (1) corresponds to the mean entropy production within the considered volume
V over a period of time ∆tu. Term (2) refers to the integral over a period of time
∆tu of phenomena having the same period. Therefore, this term is equal to zero
or a statistically steady flow. Terms (4) and (5) are equal to zero at the wall of
the domain, fluctuation of velocity and temperature being equal to zero. It remains
the contribution at free boundary of the volume V. Making the assumption that
thermal fluxes and fluctuation of entropy-velocity are negligible, one can finally
express entropy production per unit of volume and time by:
1
∆tu
ˆ
∆tu
˚
V
sgendV dt =
¨
∂V
ρsuidAi = m˙(sout − sin). (2.69)
The entropy generated inside a control volume is then the difference between en-
tropy flowing in and out. Entropy at inlet and outlet of the control volume can be
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Figure 2.6: Accumulated entropy in a rotor configuration, based on entropy flux
through axial cut from volume integral of direct entropy generation Sdirect from
eq.(2.48) and volume integral of indirect entropy Sindirect from eq.(2.69) (a). Com-
parison of direct and indirect methods for entropy using two different meshes (b).
Adapted From Zlatinov [54]
evaluated using an explicit formulation of s based on two thermodynamic quantities
as proposed in eq. (2.14) (s = sref +cp ln (Ts/Tref )−r ln (p/pref )). An interpretation
of entropy has been proposed by Denton [48]: Entropy may be considered to be like
"smoke" that is created within the flow whenever something deleterious to machine
efficiency is taking place. [...] Once created, the "smoke" cannot be destroyed and it
is convected downstream through the machine and diffuses in the surrounding flow.
The concentration of "smoke" at the exit from the machine includes contribution
from every source within the machine and the loss of the machine efficiency is pro-
portion to the average concentration of "smoke" at its exit. Entropy based on two
thermodynamic quantities measures a concentration of smoke accumulated from the
reference (increases monotonically all along the domain). Spatial derivative of this
quantity gives entropy production that can be either zero or positive. At the scale
of the cell, direct entropy production based on velocity and temperature gradients
that provides entropy production should be equivalent to a flux integration at the
boundaries of the cell with entropy from two thermodynamic quantities. Bejan [53]
compared direct and indirect method neglecting turbulent flux in indirect method for
a turbulent flow in a pipe and showed good agreement of the two methods. However,
Herwig and Kock [63] showed that in a highly turbulent flow this approximation can
lead to strong discrepancy compared to the direct method. Zlatinov [54] compared
direct and indirect methods on a RANS simulation of rotor-stator high pressure tur-
bine stage. He showed that indirect approach can give accurate entropy production
estimation when integrated over axial planes of the domain (see Fig. 2.6a). However,
this method can give negative entropy generation when looking at a particular cell
of the domain.5 For the direct method, the quadratic dependence of source terms in
5The author postulated that the cause of the local inconsistency is that the CFX finite volume
code he used conserved mass, energy and momentum but not necessarily entropy.
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velocity and temperature gradient, the computational domain meshes are often too
low (see Fig. 2.6b). Between the two meshes used only 3% in total loss and 1% in
change in net purge flow losses was observed while an underestimate of 53% and 41%
of entropy production was observed in entropy production. Direct method converges
to the correct value of dissipation only for high grid densities. This is especially due
to secondary flows that introduce regions of high gradients away from the relatively
well resolved endwall regions. The regions out of boundary layers and wakes being
generally coarsened. This observation was also earlier stated by Kock [59]. The
discrepancy in entropy production is due to additional numerical viscosity due to
spatio-temporal discretization (see Sec. B.3 in App. B). Indirect method used to
obtain entropy evolution in the domain is shown to be less dependant to the mesh
than direct one. This trend observed in the literature remains difficult to justify as
the inlet-to-exit values are the result of what is produced/destroyed in the domain.
Since the indirect method can locally give wrong entropy production with negative
values, the ability for the indirect method to recover better entropy generation levels
is difficult to ascertain.
2.1.4.2 The use of entropy compared to pressure or enthalpy to track
losses
The assessment of loss generation in a component is generally performed using total
pressure measurements at the inlet ptot,in and outlet planes ptot,out. Theses quantities
being non-dimensionalized by various quantities, for example dynamic pressure at
the inlet of the domain (ptot,in − pin) to build a loss coefficient ζp:
ζp =
ptot,out − ptot,in
ptot,in − pin . (2.70)
This practice comes from viewing turbine blade rows as nozzles (rotor can also
be seen as a nozzle where the incident quantity are the relative ones) with the
purpose of accelerating working fluid with a minimal drop in stagnation pressure.
This approach is also convenient from experiments since this quantity is readily
obtainable. For adiabatic flow through a stationary blade row, total temperature is
constant and so entropy changes depend only on total pressure changes by
∆s = −r ln ptot
ptot,ref
(2.71)
or, for small changes in stagnation pressure6
∆s = −rptot − ptot,ref
ptot,ref
. (2.72)
The use of total pressure loss coefficient to track losses in a steady RANS simulation
with adiabatic walls is then equivalent to the use of entropy. However, this observa-
tion is generally not true in the general case. Experiment research done by Mansour
6When the variation of ptot is small around ptot,ref , using a linear approximation
ln (ptot/ptot,ref ) = ln(((ptot − ptot,ref ) + ptot,ref )/ptot,ref ) = ln(1 + (ptot − ptot,ref )/ptot,ref ) '
(ptot − ptot,ref )/ptot,ref
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et al. [64] showed that the overall losses and the loss distributions are misrepresented
by the stagnation pressure loss coefficient since the overall losses were overestimated
by more than 69% using the stagnation pressure loss coefficient. This observation
was corroborated by studies of losses due to secondary flows where it was pointed
out that the losses generated by secondary flow losses (tip leakage vortex, lower and
upper passage vortex) were not correctly estimated by total pressure approach and
entropy approach. The reason for this phenomenon is the isotropic rearrangement
of the temperature and pressure, known as energy separation (Greitzer et al. [65]).
The stagnation enthalpy of a particle changes as it traverses an inviscid flow where
the static pressure fluctuates. This may be written as
dh
dt
= 1
ρ
∂p
∂t
(2.73)
and the second law of thermodynamics relates changes in stagnation pressure and
stagnation enthalpy by
Tds = dh− 1
ρ
dp. (2.74)
From eq.(2.73) and (2.74), it can be seen that pressure changes with time not only
influence the distribution of stagnation temperature, but also influence the stagna-
tion pressure distribution by stagnation enthalpy. Also, entropy is a particularly
convenient measure because, unlike stagnation pressure or stagnation enthalpy its
value does not depend on whether it is viewed from a rotating or a stationary blade
row that is of particular interest in multi-row configuration where entropy continu-
ously increases. Relatively to rotating rows, the loss coefficient based on enthalpy
ζh can be written as:
ζh =
htot s,out − htot,out
htot,in − hin (2.75)
where htot and htot s refer to the actual (measured) total enthalpy and the one that
could have been obtained from an isentropic process leading to same thermodynamic
conditions as actual one. However, this coefficient can lead to wrong conclusions
in rotating rows since the relative stagnation pressure and the relative stagnation
enthalpy can change as a result of changes in radius without there being any im-
plied loss of efficiency. It follows that the assessment of loss in turbomachinery
where unsteadiness, thermal effects and rotating parts can occur, should be dealt
with a measure of entropy because taking into account these different contribu-
tions.
An exergy formulation and transport equation were derived based on two
quantities used in thermodynamic: enthalpy and entropy. This approach
makes possible to take into account locally (in each point of the mesh for
a numerical simulation) the contribution modifying the available energy
in the purpose to generate work. These contributions integrated at the
scale of the considered domain/component corresponds to the exergy flux
balance between inlet and outlet of the domain. This approach applied to
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the different components of the gas turbine makes possible to draw a general
assessment for the contributions provided to the gas turbine (generally the
heat supplied by the combustion of fuel in the combustion chamber) in
conjunction with contributions that are extracted to the fluid or lost by
irreversibility. Since this general balance makes explicitly reference to the
potential extract work and heat supplied (i.e. the efficiency of the gas
turbine), the link between local loss in the component and turbine efficiency
is more properly drawn. The application of this approach to numerical
simulation and turbulent flows requires some adaptation to the account of
turbulence in the exergy balance in each point of the mesh (direct method).
The indirect method based on exergy flux balance in the domain based on
thermodynamic definitions of enthalpy and entropy is compliant with the
direct method but some discrepancy can exist especially in RANS approach
since the meshes are generally not sufficiently fine.
2.2 Losses in a turbine
The last section introduced a methodology to track the generation of losses using an
exergy formulation based on thermodynamic and control volume analysis performed
on transport equation without a description of macroscopic phenomena occurring
in the gas turbine. This section introduces the different physical phenomena known
at current stage of knowledge and available in the literature as generating potential
losses for the turbine. The section is initiated with two topics of primary importance
to understand loss generation that are unsteadiness and flow behavior in near-wall
region. Following that, losses in gas turbine will be depicted by classifying losses
from a macroscopic point of view. Despite all the losses considered in a low pres-
sure turbine are related to viscous and thermal dissipation at relatively small scale,
this classification makes possible to gather some common features. It also enables
a study/description of each phenomena despite these different type of loss sources
are seldom independent.
The flow in near-wall region and unsteadiness is first introduced since losses are
strongly related to developing fluid around wetted surfaces and unsteady environ-
ment of the turbomachine. The description of losses will be made following an in-
creasing complexity from losses related to the two-dimensional profile of the blade,
influence of hub and shroud that enable the development of secondary flow, tip
gap losses related to rotor blade. Once these baseline losses are described, the new
mechanisms induced by cavity and rim seal as well as the impact of purge flow on
losses will be introduced.
2.2.1 Unsteadiness in gas turbine flows
Unsteadiness in turbomachine generally includes several meanings and characteristic
flow structures:
• the possible transient operation of the turbomachine that lead to variation of
main annulus flow field in time;
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• instability of the flow field such as fluttering, rotating stall, surge7 or flow
distortion that is generally to be prevented since possibly damaging for the
turbomachine;
• effects related to turbulence, trailing shed vortex process and boundary layer
transition (see Sec. 2.2.2 and 2.2.6);
• inherent unsteadiness due to the relative motion of rotor/stator blade rows in
a multi-stage environment where structures are strongly correlated to blade
passing frequency and its harmonic.
Figure 2.7 provides the main unsteady processes in gas turbine introduced with their
domain of characteristic length scale and frequency. The focus will be given to this
Figure 2.7: Unsteady flow structures with corresponding characteristic length scale
and frequency. From Lagraff et al. [66]
last category. Unsteadiness has important consequences on generation of losses as
it will be depicted in this section as well as on operating life due to heat transfer
issues, thermal fatigue and noise generation. Section 1.2.3 describes the influence of
wake transport and potential effects on ingress process at rim seal interface. More
generally these two phenomena are responsible for an important part of unsteadiness
in the main annulus.
7Fluttering: interaction between the flow and the structure that can lead to resonance and
potential damaging. Rotating stall arises when a small proportion of airfoils experience stall,
disrupting the local airflow without destabilizing the component, generally compressor. Compressor
surge is when the air pressure after the compressor is actually higher than what the compressor
itself can physically maintain leading to reverse flow
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2.2.1.1 Characteristic parameters of unsteady flows
The influence and strength of flow unsteadiness can be evaluated by the Strouhal
number as
St = L
u0t
or St = Lω
u0
(2.76)
for a periodic phenomenon of frequency ω. In turbomachinery, the Strouhal number
is equivalent to the frequency of unsteady disturbance sources that is the reduced
frequency ω. The reduced frequency is parameter that has to be conserved when
dealing with dynamic similarity of unsteady flow as stated in Sec. A.1.2. The reduced
frequency is the ratio of the time taken by the given particle to be convected in the
blade passage to the time taken for the rotor to sweep past one stator passage and
is expressed as
ω = ωLpitch
u
(2.77)
where Lpitch is the blade pitch. The magnitude of the reduced frequency is a measure
of the degree of unsteady effects compared to quasi-steady effects. If ω » 1, unsteady
effects are significant and dominate the flow field. When ω ' 1, unsteady and quasi-
steady effects coexist. The reduced frequency f also represents the number of wakes
(or other upstream unsteady features) found in a single blade passage at any instant
in time.
2.2.1.2 Potential effects
The potential effects are created by the presence of an obstacle in the flow that are
here the blades. They propagate upstream and downstream at the speed of sound
and induces a non-uniform field in pitchwise direction. Due to relative motion of
stator cascades relatively to rotor ones, it induces an unsteady flow field composed
of pressure waves propagating upstream and downstream. Parker and Watson [67]
were among the first to propose the exponential decay of potential effects based on
axial distance. Leboeuf [68] proposed a relation to describe the decay of potential
effect with distance:
∂p
ρu2
=
√
1−M2√
1−M2x
exp
−2pi√1−M2√
1−M2x
x
θp
 (2.78)
where M , Mx are the Mach and axial Mach number, p the pressure, u the velocity
magnitude and θp the blade passage pitch. Similarly to the rotor/stator interaction,
due to rotor/stator gap decrease, the potential effect can have significant effects.
Penin et al. [69] experimentally studied the upstream potential effect generated by
downstream moving cylindrical rods on an upstream turbine at Reynolds Number
Re = 1.6 × 105. The authors showed that potential effect has an impact of boundary
layer state, they showed that potential effect of donwstream rod was able to suppress
periodically transition on blade suction side observed on a case where the rods
were set further downstream. Potential interactions are generally weaker than wake
interactions in most low pressure turbines as stated by Hodson and Howell [70].
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2.2.1.3 Wake transport mechanism
The convection of wakes in the passage of downstream rows is detailed in Sec. 2.2.6.1.
The emphasis of this paragraph is to deal with the unsteady nature of wake trans-
port. Wake can be primarily considered as any flow deficit in the relative frame of
the considered body beyond which this pattern develops. Conversely to potential
effect, blade wake is only convected downstream. The velocity field is decreased in
the disturbed region compared to undisturbed value and static pressure does not
usually vary significantly. A wake looks like a facing backward jet when moving with
the wake. The negative jet is one of the main unsteady transport mechanisms in
axial turbines since the downstream rows face alternating zones of low momentum
(wake) and undisturbed velocity field. Similarly to the ingress process that is domi-
nated by the wake effect unsteadiness, the wakes from upstream blade rows provide
one of the dominant sources of unsteadiness and is modulated by the downstream
blade row potential effect.
2.2.2 The flow in near-wall region
The near-wall region is generally the main problem encountered in gas turbine flows
due to the strong diversity of physical phenomena that can occur in this region. For
the viscous fluid that can be either air for the compressing components or burnt
gas for turbine components that flows on the wetted surfaces of the turbomachine
(mainly hub, shroud and blade surfaces in the mainstream passage), an essential
condition is that the velocity at any point on the wall surface is zero. This concept
of boundary layer was first introduced by Ludwig Prandtl (1875-1953) in 1904. The
extent to which this condition modifies the general character of the flow depends
upon the value of the viscosity of the fluid. For the considered surfaces and fluid
in gas turbine, the modifying effect appears to be confined within narrow regions
adjacent to the solid surfaces that are called boundary layers. The boundary layer is
characterized by rapid wall-normal fluid velocity changes from the skin surface where
the velocity has to be zero and the free stream velocity of the fluid. The frictional
effects experienced by the fluid are limited to the boundary layer while outside
the boundary layer the flow is essentially an inviscid flow where Euler equations
could apply. A boundary layer can mainly be in two states referred as laminar and
turbulent that are characterized by very different behavior. The boundary layer can
experience transition from laminar to turbulent nature and is referred as transitional
one.
2.2.2.1 Laminar boundary layer
Laminar boundary layer refers to the organized and layered nature of the boundary
layer where streamwise velocity changes uniformly as one moves away from the wet-
ted surface. Laminar boundary layer has received strong analytical developments
with earlier study of the steady two-dimensional incompressible laminar boundary
layer developing over flat plate. It was analytically possible to derive the incom-
pressible two-dimensional laminar boundary layer profile (known as Blasius profile)
solution of the partial derivative set of equations (known as Falkner-Skan equations).
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Boundary layer profile approximation based on a polynomial expansion was also de-
rived known as Pohlhausen’s method. These methods provide analytical tool to the
evolution of boundary layer thickness, skin friction and energy dissipation associated
to the laminar boundary layer. Extensions have been also proposed to account for
compressibility effects and three-dimensionality. More details on Falker-Skan set of
equations are given in App. C. In gas turbine application, such analytical methods
make possible to account for the effect of pressure gradient on boundary layer pro-
file. This can be accounted through the factor m that describe velocity at the edge
of the boundary layer by uedge = C xm, with C a constant (see Fig. 2.8a).
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Figure 2.8: Blasius boundary layer profile for various pressure gradients (a) and
start (Reθstart)/end (Reθend) of transition based on momentum thickness Reynolds
number over a flat plate without pressure gradient depending on the free stream
turbulence (b). From Abu-Ghannam and Shaw [71]
2.2.2.2 Turbulent boundary layer
A turbulent boundary layers is characterized by a loss of coherency and organization
compared to the laminar one. A turbulent boundary layer is classically divided in
different sublayers (see Fig. 2.9a). The near-wall region where convection and tur-
bulent terms are low is referred as the linear sublayer and is dominated by laminar
viscous forces. The velocity profile is supposed to evolve linearly with the charac-
teristic wall-normal coordinate y+ (y+ = 0 to 5). Going farther from the wall, the
turbulent effects become the main contribution compared to the laminar one and
the velocity profile evolves as the logarithm of y+ (y+ = 50 to 0.1 δ). In between,
the intermediate region known as buffer layer, where both viscous and inertial forces
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account (y+ = 5 to 50). These layers form the internal region. The viscous sublayer
is dominated by streamlines tricks referred as "streaks". Due to high strain rate,
strong velocity fluctuations and gradient in wall normal direction makes low mo-
mentum fluid initially close to the wall moves to higher momentum regions leading
to long streamwise zones of negative fluctuation velocities that are represented by
counter rotating streamwise vortices close to the wall from which streaks originate.
This description of the turbulent velocity profile is valid based on the assumption of
incompressible, two-dimensional, statistically steady without pressure gradient and
at infinite Reynolds number flow.
The accurate prediction of transition process and position of transition to turbulence
are critical to properly describe the flow around wetted surfaces that are mainly
blade, hub shroud and eventually technological effects. For all existing flows, it
has been early known that there is a value of the Reynolds number that triggers
transition to a turbulent state. However, transition location is difficult to be accu-
rately obtained since very dependent on free-stream turbulence, surface roughness
and pressure gradients that are shown to be possibly important and diverse in gas
turbine environment. It may be emphasized that concerning the free-stream tur-
bulence, the turbulence length scale is another parameter of importance as it not
only controls the decay of the turbulent kinetic energy, but it may influence the
receptivity of the boundary layer to external disturbances. Furthermore, for aircraft
engines operating at altitude the turbine inlet Reynolds number will be reduced to
about one half compared to sea level which means that potentially various boundary
layer states can be observed during the mission of the engine (see Fig. A.6b). The
prediction of transition location is an important feature since the boundary layer
state modifies locally the properties of the flow, the wall friction and heat transfer
are higher and the stall is delayed for a turbulent boundary layer compared to a
laminar one. In order to better understand the transition process to turbulence, a
description of the main features and paths to the transition process are described in
next section.
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2.2.2.3 Boundary layer transition
Laminar-to-turbulence transition corresponds to the change from a laminar state to
a turbulent one. This process is performed over some axial extent see for example
Fig. 2.8b with start and end of transition) where the flow is said to be transitional.
Four important modes of transition are generally considered in turbomachine. The
first mode is known as natural transition. The second one as bypass transition, third
and fourth one are referred as separated flow transition and periodic wake unsteady
transition. This section will be mainly focused on effects associated to low pressure
turbine but a more complete description of transition in the various components of
a gas turbine has been proposed by Mayle [73] and Walker [74].
2.2.2.3.1 Natural transition Since a turbulent boundary layer has generally
experienced a laminar state, this has led many authors to study the stability of lami-
nar flow and identify the perturbation that could give rise to this transition [8]. In the
absence of external perturbations and pressure gradient, for the laminar boundary
layer developing on a surface, the mechanism that can lead to turbulence is nowadays
fairly well accepted. The initial stage of the natural transition process is known as
the receptivity. At sufficiently high Reynolds number, the laminar boundary layer
becomes susceptible to small disturbances both acoustic (sound) and vortical struc-
tures often unmeasurable. Acoustic disturbances tend to excite two-dimensional
instabilities such as Tollmien-Schlichting (TS) waves, while vortical disturbances
lead to the growth of three-dimensional phenomena such as the crossflow instabil-
ity. The instability amplifies within the layer to a point where three-dimensional
instabilities grow and develop in loop vortices with large fluctuations. Linear sta-
bility analysis is generally well able to capture the growth rate of disturbances in
the linear regimes as well as predict critical Reynolds number of canonical flows
above which the laminar boundary layer can become turbulent. Finally, the highly
fluctuating portions of the flow evolve into turbulent spots which then grow and con-
vect downstream within the laminar boundary layer under a non-linear process to
eventually coalesce into a fully-developed turbulent boundary layer (see Fig. 2.9a).
The natural transition process has been extensively experimentally studied over air-
craft wings with low turbulence level. These studies have been complemented by
linear stability analysis of the boundary layer developing on the leading edge of the
wing based on the Falkner-Skan-Cooke base flow (three-dimensional steady lami-
nar boundary layer extension of Falkner-Skan flow that forms around blade leading
edge). Conversely, gas turbine field has received low experimental studies except
the works of Walker and Gostelow [75] that studied the effect of adverse pressure
gradient that can be encountered in gas turbine application on a boundary layer
subject to low free stream turbulence. The authors were able to detect waves at the
Tollmien-Schlichting frequency. However, the adverse pressure gradient remained
modest conversely to real applications. A widely accepted rule is that the flow in
gas turbine becomes turbulent when the Reynolds number based on the streamwise
distance on the surface is roughly 350 000 (Reynolds number based on momentum
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thickness8 Reθtrans = 0.664
√
Re ' 400) while the natural transition would have oc-
curred at higher Reynolds number (see for example momentum Reynolds number
at zero free stream turbulence in Fig. 2.8b). This means that the transition process
of laminar boundary layer to turbulent one is generally not the natural one.
2.2.2.3.2 Bypass transition Bypass transition is the common mode of tran-
sition in gas turbine. The flow in gas turbine engines has generally moderate or
strong turbulence intensity. Under free-stream turbulence intensities of 1 % or
more, it is observed experimentally that transition occurs rapidly under this process.
Events which are generally occurring in natural laminar-turbulent transition, such
as generation of two-dimensional Tollmien-Schlichting waves, spanwise vorticity and
three-dimensional vortex breakdown are bypassed. External perturbations enter the
boundary layer as very low frequency and low amplitude perturbation and tend to
form elongated streaks in the streamwise component of velocity fluctuations. As the
boundary develops, these perturbations cause an increase in the instability of the
boundary layer leading to the formation of small spots which are turbulent. The
spots, initially minuscule in size, tend to grow longitudinally and spread laterally.
The turbulent spots ultimately become large and fully turbulent and lead to a fully
turbulent boundary layer. Based on the works of Abu-Ghannam and Shaw [71] on
a flat plate with pressure gradient and inlet turbulence, the transition Reynolds
number may become insensitive to free stream turbulence above Tu ' 3-4% (see
Fig. 2.8b) and the pressure gradient has a less significant effect on transition process
as the turbulence level increases (as soon as Tu ' 3-4%, the pressure gradient has
almost no effect any more). At low free stream turbulence, a negative streamwise
pressure gradient has a stabilizing effect on the boundary layer while destabilizing
for an adverse (positive) pressure gradient. The boundary layer acceleration param-
eter sets a threshold on the receptivity of the BL to external disturbances. When the
acceleration is very large, the receptivity to external disturbances drastically reduces
in the boundary layer remains in a non-turbulent state It is also interesting to ob-
serve in the limit case of high free stream turbulence that the momentum Reynolds
number for start and end of transition is typically Reθstart ' 300 and Reθend ' 500.
In terms of axial coordinate Reynolds number, this provides Restart ' 200 000 and
Reend ' 500 000. For a typical medium-sized low pressure turbine at cruise (see
Fig. A.6b p.234), Re ' 100 000 meaning that the boundary layer over blades may
be fully laminar no matter the turbulence level (excepting a potential separated
flow transition). Even at take off where the Reynolds number is higher typically
Re ' 400 000, the boundary layer may be transitional.
2.2.2.3.3 Separated flow transition The streamwise pressure gradient im-
posed on boundary layer induces a flatter (in the case of favourable pressure gradient
dp/dx < 0) and thinner (in the case of adverse pressure gradient dp/dx > 0) bound-
ary layer close to the wall as suggested in Fig. 2.8a. At sufficiently low Reynolds
number for gas turbine as generally encountered in low pressure turbine and/or low
8We use here the evolution of the laminar boundary layer momentum thickness with axial coor-
dinate over a flat plate without pressure gradient θ/x ' 0.664√1/Rex providing Reθ ' 0.664√Rex
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free stream turbulence, in an adverse pressure gradient region, the laminar bound-
ary layer developing on a surface could separate (inversion of boundary layer profile
close to the wall). This causes the flow to locally transition and may reattach
further downstream due to high mixing forming a laminar-separation/turbulent-
reattachment "bubble" on the surface (see Fig. 2.10a).
2.2.2.3.4 Periodic wake unsteady transition Periodic unsteady transition
is caused by the impingement of upstream periodic waves. Disturbances generated
by the wake impact downstream blade and can lead to an early transition of the
downstream blade boundary layer. The wake-induced transition can be seen as
a particular case of bypass transition since the transition is strongly related to
the turbulence intensity in the wake. Next paragraph is devoted to describe the
transition processes that are commonly observed in low pressure turbine blades
according to the different paths to a turbulent boundary layer introduced in last
subsection. The description is led by splitting suction and pressure side surfaces
since the mechanisms are generally different.
Laminar boundary
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Separation bubble
Turbulent
boundary layer
Laminar boundary
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Turbulent
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Figure 2.10: Sketch of possible transition process on aft part of low pressure turbine
suction side depending on external disturbances (FST: Free Stream Turbulence,
WNJ: Wake Negative Jet). Adapted from Cui et al. [76]
2.2.2.3.5 Transition process over low pressure turbine suction surface
The low pressure turbine blade design has generally favourable pressure gradients
up to the throat on the suction side and the flow switches over an adverse-pressure
gradient on the remaining portion of the suction side known as "diffusion" portion.
At relatively low free stream turbulence/Reynolds number, the laminar boundary
layer developing over the suction surface of a low pressure turbine can separate on
its aft part due to adverse pressure gradient. The separated flow is inherently unsta-
ble and undergoes transition to turbulence enclosing a separation bubble (separated
flow transition, see Fig. 2.10a). The size of separation bubble and related losses is
strongly sensitive to the unsteady environment faced by low pressure turbine blade.
If the separation extends until the suction side trailing edge, the boundary layer
momentum thickness is large, and losses are large as well. This induces generally
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a plateau for pressure coefficient around the blade in the separation bubble region.
When incoming wake is added, the wake acts like a negative-jet intensifying Kelvin-
Helmholtz roll-up vortices in the separated region and inducing large oscillation of
pressure coefficient close to the separated bubble. This process can cause alterna-
tively early transition for the boundary layer leading to a possible suppression of
the separation process. The turbulent boundary layer being less prone to the ad-
verse pressure gradient since more momentum is given to the boundary layer due
to turbulence (see Fig. 2.10b). At high free stream turbulence, stronger streamwise
Klebanoff streaks are induced in the boundary layer that suppress the tendency to
form Kelvin-Helmholtz vortices and related flow separation. The boundary layer is
no more alternatively laminar and turbulent as for wake effects but can experience
early transition steadily. This configuration can be observed in some low pressure
turbine where free stream turbulence is important. The majority of losses are gener-
ated in the diffusing part of the suction side, and therefore the design of the pressure
side focuses mostly on controlling the suction side pressure gradient.
2.2.2.3.6 Transition process over low pressure turbine pressure surface
At relatively low free stream turbulence over the pressure surface, due to concave
curvature, there is a possibility of Görtler instability under counter-rotating lon-
gitudinal Görtler vortices. The key parameter is the Görtler number G = (Ubl
θ)(θ/R)1/2. According to Saric [77], the Blasius boundary layer becomes unstable
on a concave surface when G ' 0.3 and the Görtler vortices are shown to be detected
at G ' 5. At low free stream turbulence, coherent elongated vortices have been ob-
served by Cui et al. [76] as well as Wang et al. [78] with a Görtler number around
5 while at higher free stream turbulence where the Görtler number was lower, no
evidence of elongated vortices were pointed out. These vortices are characterized
by a mushroom-shaped streamwise velocity due to the transport of low-momentum
fluid away from the fluid promoted by a pair of counter-rotating vortices. Wu and
Durbin [79] as well as Wissink [80] proposed a different explanation for the formation
of these elongated structures. Since their study took into account wake at low free
stream turbulence, they proposed the selective intensification of vortices originally
contained in the wake that are selectively developing in the pressure side bound-
ary layer. At relatively higher free stream turbulence, transition on pressure side is
mainly forced by bypass transition process.
2.2.2.3.7 Transition handling in numerical simulation Transition process
is intrinsically contained in the equations of fluid motion and can be capturer in
DNS simulation and LES simulations for fine enough grids. RANS approach is
generally not able to capture transition process except some extensions proposed
for example by Jones and Launder [81] that introduced the turbulent kinetic energy
gradients in the so-called low-Reynolds number versions of the k- model allowing to
capture transition without a dedicated transition model. The transition models used
is the γ-Reθ model of Langtry and Menter [82] which models the intermittency and
transition momentum thickness Reynolds number is also an example of the account
for transition in RANS approach. The laminar kinetic energy model from Walter et
al. [83] determines the laminar, transition and turbulent flow regimes with the help
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of a concept known as laminar kinetic energy. Laminar kinetic energy or laminar
fluctuations are the fluctuations created by Tollmien-Schlichting waves in the pre-
transitional boundary-layers. The description of losses in a turbine can be difficult
to evaluate since the flow in a turbine is complex and a variety of phenomena can
induce losses. In order to introduce the interaction between main and purge and
its influence on low pressure turbine aerodynamic losses, it can be useful to have a
sight of the different losses phenomena that occur in a turbine without technological
effects and purge flow blowing into the mainstream.
According to the loss generation and exergy analysis led earlier in the chapter,
irreversibility occurs due to the following fluid dynamic processes:
• viscous friction in either boundary layers or free shear layers. The latter include
the mixing processes;
• heat transfer across finite temperature differences due to heat transfer at wall,
compressibility effects, coolant flow;
• non-equilibrium processes such as very rapid expansions or shock waves. In
low pressure turbines, these phenomena have generally less occurrence than in
high pressure ones.
From these processes performed at relatively low scales, the mechanisms of loss have
generally been split at macroscopic scale to make isolated study. The historical
breakdown of loss in profile loss, endwall and leakage loss continues to be widely
used although it is now clearly recognized that the loss mechanisms are seldom
really independent as stated by Denton [48]. These different mechanisms of loss
will be as far as possible quantified in terms of entropy/anergy since shown as a
good indicator of loss generation. The profile loss will be first studied as from a
two-dimensional analysis. Endwall losses will be split in the contribution of the
boundary layer developing at hub and shroud and the secondary flows induced by
the interaction of such boundary layer with blade. Leakage flow that refers to the
flow field in between blade tip and casing will be finally introduced.
2.2.3 Blade losses
2.2.3.1 Two-dimensional flow field
In mid-span regions located away from endwalls, the radial flow is often considered
as almost negligible and the flow assumed to be two-dimensional. The loss may
be based on two-dimensional cascade tests or boundary layer calculations. When
studying the losses related to the two-dimensional flow of a blade, a common idea
would be to define a notion of drag similarly to external aerodynamics. The local
surface normal force contribution of the flow is the pressure work while tangential
one is the friction contribution. Projected on the incoming velocity direction gives
the pressure and friction drag contribution forming total drag when no shocks are
taken into account. The choice of this direction is obvious for external flows but is
not at all obvious in turbomachinery where a force acting in the direction of blade
motion is essential for work transfer and a force acting in the meridional direction is
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essential for pressure changes. For example, the skin friction force acting on a highly
staggered9 compressor blade has a large component in the opposite direction to
rotation and so contributes to the work input. It is not immediately clear whether or
not this work input contributes to the pressure rise. This difficulty further explained
the necessity to use a different approach as the one based on exergy and entropy. For
this two-dimensional configuration, Denton [48] derived an expression for entropy
production per unit chord area sbl,blade
sbl,blade =
d
dx
ˆ δ
0
ρux(s− sδ)dy =
ˆ δ
0
1
T
τyxdux (2.79)
where δ is the boundary layer thickness. Since the velocity in the boundary layer
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Figure 2.11: Variation of the shear stress with velocity in the boundary layer with
Reθ = 1000 (a) and evolution of the dissipation coefficient for laminar and turbulent
boundary layers based on the momentum thickness Reynolds number (b)
changes mostly near to the surface, most of the entropy generation is concentrated in
the inner part of the boundary layer. The evolution of viscous shear stress in bound-
ary layer as proposed in Fig. 2.11 for various boundary layers profiles shows that
the viscous stress tensor is almost constant or vary slowly in the inner part of the
boundary layer. This observation has pushed towards approximating entropy pro-
duction at a considered Reynolds number by a constant value non-dimensionalized
by the loss coefficient Cd:
Cd =
Tsbl,blade
ρu3δ
(2.80)
where uδ is the velocity at the edge of the boundary layer and sbl,blade is the entropy
produced in the blade boundary layer at a considered abscissa. The evolution of the
loss coefficient was shown to have different behavior depending on the nature of the
boundary layer.
For fully developed turbulent boundary layers where much of the entropy creation
occurs within the laminar sublayer and the logarithmic region, constant value of
9Angle between the chord line and the turbine axial direction
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entropy production is generally good approximation for turbulent boundary layer
profiles subject to a variety of pressure gradients. The well-characterized "universal
velocity profile" of the boundary layer shows that only the external region of the
layer (see Fig. 2.9b and 2.11b) is greatly affected by the streamwise pressure gradi-
ent. Since this portion generates little of the entropy, this result suggests that the
entropy generation may be relatively insensitive to the detailed state of the turbu-
lent boundary layer. Several experiments proposed a relation between loss coefficient
and momentum thickness Reynolds by (see Schlichting [8]):
Cd = 0.0056Re−1/6θ (2.81)
that is well suitable for 103 < Reθ < 104 and shape factor10 1.2 <Hf < 2.0 (turbulent
boundary layer with various pressure effects). This comparison suggests that for
Reθ > 500, the dissipation coefficient is relatively insensitive to the boundary layer
thickness since proportional to θ−1/6. In the range 500 < Reθ < 1000 (typical of
high pressure turbine for example), it is also relatively insensitive to the shape factor
of the boundary layer. For many turbomachine blades where the average Reθ is of
order 1000, a reasonable approximation is to take Cd = 0.002 as a constant for
turbulent boundary layers.
For low pressure turbine at lower Reθ and potentially laminar boundary layer, the
dissipation coefficient is more dependent on boundary layer thickness. Truckenbrodt
reported results showing
Cd = βRe−1θ (2.82)
where the value of β varies little with the shape factor, about 0.17 for typical laminar
boundary layers. An analytical result can be derived for laminar boundary layers by
integrating the well-known Pohlhausen family of velocity profiles (Schlichting [8]) to
give
Cd = Re−1θ (0.1746 + 0.0029ι+ 0.000076ι2) (2.83)
where terms with higher power of ι have been neglected. ι is the Pohlausen pressure
gradient parameter whose value ranges from 12 for a highly accelerated boundary
layer to −12 at separation. The corresponding range of Cd is 0.22 to 0.151. Equation
(2.83) shows that the dissipation coefficient is in fact relatively insensitive to the state
of the boundary layer, the dissipation being marginally increased in an accelerating
boundary layer and reduced in one near separation. Since laminar boundary layers
are much more likely to exist on turbomachinery blades with favourable pressure
gradients, i.e. with ι positive, a typical value of β = 0.2 is realistic. The variation
of Cd with Reθ obtained from eq.(2.81) and (2.82) is shown in Fig. 2.11. In the
range of Reθ where either a laminar or a turbulent boundary layer could exist that
is to say 300 < Reθ < 1000 due to environing conditions, the dissipation in the
10Hf=δ/θ. The shape factor of a laminar boundary layer over a flat plate without pressure
gradient is generally around Hf = 2.59 (Blasius boundary layer) while for turbulent one Hf = 1.3-
1.4
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laminar boundary layer is much less (by a factor of between 2 and 5) than that in
the turbulent one11. This large difference highlights the importance of predicting
boundary layer transition on turbomachine blades. From the loss coefficient, the
total entropy generation in the blade boundary layers can be evaluated by
sbl,blade =
ˆ x
0
ρu3δCd
T
dx =
∑
Ls
ˆ 1
0
ρu30Cd
T
d(x/Ls) (2.84)
where the summation is for both blade surfaces, x is the surface distance and Ls is
the total length of the surface. The value of entropy production is dominated by
the location of the transition point where Cd undergoes a rapid change, as shown
in Fig. 2.11. In order to minimize the loss the boundary layers should be kept
laminar as long as possible. The extent of the laminar boundary layer will depend
mainly on the Reynolds number, turbulence level and on the detailed surface velocity
distribution. At high turbulence levels prevalent in turbomachines, transition is
likely to occur in the Reθ range 300-500 whilst Reθ at the trailing edge is usually in
the range 200-500 for low pressure turbines and 500-2000 for high pressure ones. The
approximation of loss coefficient with constant value has to be made with care when
used to predict systematic trends for the variation of loss with blade and stage design.
The blade surface boundary layer loss varies significantly with Reynolds number and
surface roughness. The variation with Reθ is, as suggested by Fig. 2.11 with the loss
increasing rapidly at very low Re (Re < 105), due to the high dissipation in laminar
boundary layers and possible laminar separation of the boundary layer. Within the
transition region, 2 × 105 < Re < 5 × 105, the variation is complex and depends on
the details of the surface velocity distribution. The net result being a combination
of the general decrease in loss with increasing Re and an increase in loss as the
transition point moves upstream. At Re > 6 × 105 the loss varies approximately
as Re−1/6θ for very smooth blades. However, in this regime, the turbulent boundary
layer is significantly influenced by the surface roughness so that for machines that
operate at very high Re the surface finish of the blades is very important.
2.2.3.1.1 Three-dimensional boundary layer The former analysis assumed
two-dimensional flow in the blade surface boundary layers. The same approach can
be applied to three-dimensional boundary layers where the convergence or divergence
of the surface streamlines may thicken or make thinner the layer. Although this can
have a considerable effect on the boundary layer thickness, it should not have a
large effect on the entropy creation per unit surface area, unless convergence of the
surface streamlines causes the boundary layer to separate. Hence it is suggested
that eq.(2.84) can be modified to estimate the entropy production over the whole
blade surface, even in three-dimensional flow.
2.2.3.1.2 Trailing edge loss The other major contribution to blade loss comes
from the trailing edge. The boundary layers developing on the blade pressure and
11Not only skin friction is increased with turbulent boundary layer but boundary layer thickness
is also increased. For example, at equivalent Reynolds number, for a 0.3 meter long duct at
a velocity of 50 m.s−1 (Reynolds number of 106), the thickness of the laminar and turbulent
boundary layers are approximately 1.5 mm and 7 mm, respectively.
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Figure 2.12: Mixing of two streams in a constant area duct corresponding to a
simplified configuration of mixing process downstream a blade trailing edge. From
Greitzer et al. [65]
suction side tend to separate at the blade trailing edge or slightly upstream since
turbine blade trailing edge are generally thick for thermo-mechanical reasons. The
mixing out of the surface boundary layers behind trailing edge induces relatively
high rates of shearing behind the trailing edge in vortices with unsteady phenomena
like the formation of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability and Karman vortex streets. Since
usually associated with turbulent flow, the effective viscosity may be large, typically
two order of magnitude higher the laminar viscosity. The loss generation is mainly
brought by the mixing process of vortices when convected further downstream in
the main annulus. The majority of entropy is produced within few trailing edge
thickness. Entropy generation associated with trailing shed vortex can be assessed,
from a simple view by considering the mixing of two co-flowing streams with different
stagnation conditions corresponding to the flow on pressure and suction side. A
model of this configuration is the constant area mixing of two streams (m˙1, ptot1,
Ttot1), (m˙2, ptot2, Ttot2) of different stagnation temperature and pressure as shown
in Fig. 2.12. The mixing process can be analysed using a control volume approach.
This approach consists in applying conservation equation of mass, momentum and
energy to a control volume from the unmixed two streams to the location where the
two streams are fully mixed at conditions (m˙e, ptot e, Ttot e) where m˙e = m˙1 i + m˙2 i
and Ttote = (m˙1 iTtot1 i + m˙2 iTtot2 i)/ (m˙1 i + m˙2 i). For this configuration, entropy
at the fully mixed plane se compared to entropy at the blade trailing edge si can be
expressed by:
(se − si)
cp
=
[(
m˙1 i
me
)
ln
(
Ttot e
Ttot i
)
+
(
m˙2 i
me
)
ln
(
Ttott
Ttot i
)]
− (γ − 1)
γ
ln
(
ptot e
ptot i
)
.
(2.85)
A demonstration of this equality is proposed for example in Greitzer et al. [65]. The
change in entropy measures not only the effect due to viscous dissipation but also
the lost work associated with the thermal mixing of the two streams. This config-
uration makes possible to emphasis on the notion of perspective for loss generation
in a component discussed previously depending on whether one is interested only in
the degradation of the mechanical energy within a fluid component or in the overall
system losses. In the first case, only loss associated to mechanical energy degrada-
tion should be taken into account for the variation of total pressure. In the latter
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case the entropy change associated with heat transfer across a finite temperature
difference must be added: someone has paid to have one fluid heated or cooled, and
a comprehensive system accounting must include this. Alternatively, Denton [48]
proposed simplified model to take into account trailing edge losses based on the
state of boundary layer at trailing edge. The entropy that has been created in the
boundary layers upstream of the trailing edge is measured by the entropy thickness
which, in incompressible flow, is identical to their energy thickness, so the entropy
level just before the trailing edge is
T∆ste = 0.5ρuteδe. (2.86)
The total entropy created associated with blade and trailing edge losses can be
related to momentum thickness for a blade with zero trailing edge thickness by
T∆s = 0.5ρute(2θ). (2.87)
The loss related to the trailing edge can be finally obtained by making the difference
of these last two contributions: T∆s = 0.5ρute(2θ − δe). The ratio θ/δe is a type
of shape factor whose value depends on the state of the boundary layer. For a
typical turbulent boundary layer its value is about 1.7 and so, for thin trailing
edges, the ratio of the entropy level just before the trailing edge to that present far
downstream is typically 0.85, that is to say about 15% of the total entropy is created
behind the trailing edge. For boundary layers near separation, this proportion can
rise to about 25%. For separated boundary layers and thick trailing edges, an even
greater proportion of the entropy is generated downstream. Since trailing edge
are generally not thin, a common value observed for the loss behind trailing edge
due to mixing is about thirty percent of total loss generated by a two-dimensional
blade profile. The entropy generation due to the mixing process can be obtained by
subtracting total entropy generation downstream blade to the contribution of blade
boundary layer calculated with the method introduced earlier in the section. It may
be emphasized however that the extra losses downstream of the trailing edge caused
by the wake mixing-out are not constant, as they depend on the static pressure
gradients downstream, typically governed by a downstream blade row as stated by
Marconcini et al. [84], Michelassi et al. [85] , Pichler et al. [86].
2.2.4 Endwall losses
Endwall losses refer to several process related to the development of a boundary
layer at hub and shroud of mainstream passage both within and outside of the blade
passage. The flow at endwall is highly three-dimensional and more complex than
those encountered at mid-span of the blade introduced previously. The boundary
layer induces loss due to wall-normal velocity gradients and the interaction of the
boundary layer with blade leads to the development of three-dimensional structures
often referred as secondary flows. The term secondary arose since it was thought
originally that it was a result of turning and stretching of the incoming boundary
layer onto the blade as stated by Denton and Pullan [87]. Endwall losses are gen-
erally used in preference to "secondary loss" to also consider the loss arising on the
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annulus walls both within and outside of the blade passage. The boundary layer
at the endwall, especially in the passage, is strongly related to cross-passage pres-
sure gradients and subsequent secondary vortices. Hence, the development of these
secondary flow structures will be first introduced. The losses related to the friction
processes at endwalls and associated to the secondary flows will be then described.
2.2.4.1 Secondary flows
The three-dimensional flow structure close to hub/shroud endwall has been investi-
gated essentially for loss generation purposes with annular vane/blade configurations
with or without rotation. Studies of the complex flow at hub/shroud has also been
simulated using stationary cascades with three-dimensional blade geometry. Quali-
tative assessments have been given to the flow structures in the inter-blade channel
with passage crossflow, vortices induced by the blade leading edge, the corners and
supplied coolant flow. Most of the observations have been considered to be similar
in rotating cases except mainly that cross flow vortices are alleged to be stronger
in rotating configuration due to higher turning. A comprehensive review of the sec-
ondary flow structures in turbine cascades has been presented by Sieverding [88]
and Langston [89]. Detailed experimental studies concerning secondary flows and
the main pattern have been led successively by Langston et al. [90], Yamamoto [91],
Goldstein et al. [92]. Figure 2.13 shows the different secondary structures that can be
observed in a four blade linear cascade passage at Reynolds Number Re = 2.7 × 104
proposed by Wang et al. [93]. Close to endwall, the boundary layer separates as
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Figure 2.13: Secondary flow structures in the passage proposed by Wang et al. [93]
it approaches the leading edge stagnation point and rolls-up into a horse shoe vor-
tex similarly to the one observed classically in most of the junction flows of blunt
bodies [94, 95, 96, 97] or between fuselage and wing for aircraft for example. This
process is due to the low momentum of the boundary layer at endwall that cannot
reach blade leading edge due to high stagnation pressure. Multiple separations oc-
curs front of the leading edge forming trains of vortices. The leading vortex in the
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trailing shed 
(a)
(b)
Figure 2.14: Side (a) and downstream view (b) of simplified secondary flow struc-
tures in the passage proposed by Cui et al. [76]
periodic separation process diminishes over time as it get closer to blade leading
edge. The following vortex experiences a local favourable pressure gradient due to
leading vortex and is convected towards the leading edge. The horse shoe vortices
convected downstream impact periodically the blade at a frequency that depends
mainly on the boundary layer edge velocity ubl and equivalent diameter of blade
leading edge. These vortices are chopped by the blade leading edge into two legs,
one leg on the blade suction side and the other on the blade pressure side. The suc-
tion side leg of the horse shoe vortex (Vsh) remains close to blade suction side. Far
from endwall, an equilibrium between pitchwise pressure gradient and centrifugal
forces is applied on the fluid element. This equilibrium breaks close to the end-
wall due to a low-momentum endwall boundary layer while cross-passage pressure
gradient remains high. Hence, the pressure side leg of the horse shoe vortex (Vph)
close to endwall travel across the inter-blade channel due to this transverse pres-
sure gradient. This vortex trajectory defines a separation line where the upstream
boundary layer is swept onto the blade suction side surface and a new-born bound-
ary layer must start to develop at endwall downstream of the separation lines. The
boundary layer is subject to a strong cross pressure gradient and to the entrainment
effect of secondary flows. These two effects make the boundary layer highly three-
dimensional and drive it towards the suction surface. As a result, fluid is continually
removed from this boundary layer and swept onto the suction surface so that the
new endwall boundary layer itself stays thin. The measurements of Harrison [98]
and Holley [99] suggest that this extremely thin boundary layer is laminar over an
extended portion of the endwall in the passage. The pressure side leg of the horse
shoe vortex strengthens as is entrains this thin passage boundary layer. Pressure
and suction side leg of the horse shoe vortex merge close to blade suction side. The
greater the blade turning and loading, the sooner the pressure side leg and end-
wall boundary layer fluid moves onto the suction surface. At the two-leg merging
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point, the interaction among different flow components, such as the counter-rotating
horseshoe legs, the incoming boundary layer, the endwall crossflow, and the main-
stream, form an even stronger vortex in the passage, which is called the passage
vortex (Vp). Since the pressure leg has the same sense of rotation as the passage
vortex, Langston [100] credited this pressure leg as part of the passage vortex. The
passage vortex stays close to the suction surface, and rotates in a counter-clockwise
direction when viewed in the flow direction. The sense of rotation of the suction side
leg is clockwise when viewed in the flow direction and starts to rotate around pas-
sage vortex forming a counter-rotating vortex pair. Additional vortices with small
spatial extent are created as the counter part of the vortices introduced previously
mainly at the junctions of endwall and blade. At the blade leading edge, counter
vortices with respect to pressure and suction side of horse shoe vortex respectively
referred as suction and pressure side leading edge corner vortex (VsLc and VpLc) are
observed. Further downstream, two additional vortices are created at suction and
pressure side leg merge. The wall vortex (Vwip) is a very intense vortex that starts
to rotate around passage vortex similarly to the suction side leg of the horse shoe
vortex. The strong crossflow in the passage also induces a small intense corner vor-
tex that remains close to hub and blade suction side (VsLc). In addition, at the
trailing edge of the blade row, a shear layer is formed between the fluid from suc-
tion side that has a significant spanwise velocity component compared to pressure
surface that has little or slightly negative spanwise velocity. This induces vorticity
rolls up behind the trailing edge often called counter vortex and contributes to the
trailing shed vortex process (see Fig. 2.14b). Once the passage vortex has started
to develop, it is gradually lifted away from the endwall as it travels downstream,
remaining close to blade suction side and is the most energetic vortical structure
in the inter-blade passage. Yamamoto [91] presented experimental results for two
cascades with different turnings. In the case with 110◦ turning representative of a
typical rotor blade row, the corner vortex is seen as a result of the overturning close
to the endwall. For a lower turning case (68◦) representative of a stator cascade, the
experimental results did not exhibit this result. The author concluded that a corner
vortex only develops at a certain level of blade turning. Conversely, underturning
is observed some distance away from the endwall which is one of the most obvious
signs of secondary flow downstream blade.
2.2.4.2 Losses related to friction process at hub and shroud
Similarly to blade surface, a boundary layer develops at hub and shroud. Endwall
losses correspond to the dissipation of mechanical energy due to the boundary layer
developing on the wetted endwall surfaces (hub and casing of the turbine). As
introduced in former section, the endwall boundary layer is still very thin at the
trailing edge. In a cascade, it continues to grow relatively undisturbed downstream
of the blade row and becomes more two-dimensional as the passage vortex and
the cross stream pressure gradient decay. Similarly, the incoming boundary layer
is relatively undisturbed until the horse shoe vortex processes. Furthermore, in a
turbine, the boundary layer will have to cross the gap separating the stationary and
rotating parts of the endwall and will then find itself adjacent to a surface moving
with a different velocity before it enters the next blade row. As a result of this
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change of reference frame, the endwall boundary layers entering all except the first
blade row in a turbine will be skewed relative to the mainstream flow. Hence, in
cascade tests, which usually have a comparatively thick collateral endwall boundary
layer may not be representative of conditions in a turbine. The conjunction of the
passage pressure gradient and discontinuous endwall then strongly influences the
amount of loss generated by endwall boundary layer due to wall-normal velocity
gradient. The direction of the boundary layer skew in a turbine induces negative
incidence on the blade row and so the direction of the relative inlet flow in the
boundary layer reinforces the secondary flows. Unless the inlet boundary layer is
very thick, the effects of the skew on blade loading are not large and so the local
negative incidence does not significantly reduce the cross passage pressure gradient
driving the secondary flows. The effects of skewing of the inlet boundary layer on
the flow and loss have been examined. Skewing in the direction found in a turbine
greatly increased the magnitude of the secondary flow the loss by about 50% whilst
skewing in the opposite direction reduced both as stated by Walsh et al. [101].
The question that arise when dealing with loss related to endwall boundary layer is
the possibility to apply formulation developed for blade boundary layer with entropy
generation per unit of area and a simple approximation of the loss coefficient Cd. The
main difficulty is related to the strong cross flow component of boundary layer since
strongly skewed that makes difficult to use only τyx component for the evaluation of
Cd. Based on measurements with 0 and 50◦ skew, Harrison [102] showed that the
skew changes the dissipation by at most 10% suggesting that the dissipation rate
on the endwalls is unlikely to be greatly different from that in a collateral boundary
layer with the same Reθ and the use of loss coefficient can be good approximation
for endwall boundary layer. Upstream the passage and downstream of the blade
boundary layer are generally to be treated separately since of different nature. After
the separation line, the boundary layer is likely to be laminar with a very low value
of Reθ, Harrison [102] found that it remained laminar over most of the region near to
the pressure surface but became turbulent in the higher velocity region near to the
suction surface. A rough idea of the magnitude of the dissipation on the endwalls can
be obtained by assuming constant value for loss coefficient, for example Cd = 0.002
and that the relative velocity varies linearly across the pitch from the suction surface
(s) to the pressure surface (p). If the endwall is not moving relatively to the blades,
the entropy production rate can then be integrated across the pitch to give
sendwall,p = 0.25
ˆ Cx
0
Cd
T
(
u4s − u4p
us − up
)
ρdx (2.88)
where x is the axial distance. The endwalls downstream of a turbine blade are
subject to the full blade exit velocity and so the entropy generation rate per unit
area will be comparable to the maximum value on the suction surface. In a turbine
the downstream endwalls typically extend about 1/4 of an axial chord behind the
blades before the relative velocity between the flow and the wall is reduced by the
change from stationary to rotating walls, or vice-versa. Thus, the entropy generation
in this region is comparable to that on the endwall within the blade row. This is
a significant loss component which can only be reduced by minimizing the area of
endwall exposed to the full blade exit flow velocity. The endwalls upstream of a
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turbine blade are subject to the relative inlet velocity which is usually significantly
less than the exit velocity. The axial extent of these walls is unlikely to be more
than about 1/4 of an axial chord and so the entropy generated in the inlet boundary
layers is usually much less than that on the downstream endwalls. Hence it seems
that the total entropy generation in the endwall boundary layers, upstream, within,
and downstream of the blade row can only explain about 2/3 of the observed endwall
loss.
2.2.4.3 Losses related to secondary flow structures
Once the loss related to wall-normal velocity gradients on the blade and endwall
have been factored out, it remains that the total loss is generally not recovered. A
first phenomenon that was possibly inducing additional losses was the mixing of the
inlet boundary layer in the passage. Butler showed that this source of loss remained
almost constant as the thickness of the inlet boundary layer was changed. This
implied that this source of loss is a low contributor. Due to the blade turning, the
inlet boundary layer skewing and new endwall boundary layer developing into the
passage, some secondary flows are generated as stated in last subsection. A measure
of its amplitude is generally the secondary kinetic energy associated with the ve-
locity component perpendicular to the primary mainstream flow. The development
of secondary flows is an inviscid process and so does not initially produces entropy
(from the point of view of a turbomachine it does not cause loss). When the mean
flow is accelerated in the passage, the secondary kinetic energy increases since, for
an inviscid flow, the secondary kinetic energy is proportional to the square length
of the vortex, the vortex being elongated by the acceleration process. The process
of loss generation is then mainly due to this vortex core stretching that induces
strong velocity gradient close to its central core. Some of the related dissipation oc-
curs within the blade row but the dissipation continues downstream and will incur
additional loss. Secondary flows are strong contributors to aerodynamic losses in
the turbine passage, requiring special considerations by turbine designers. Methods
to predict secondary losses were originally developed on correlations from experi-
mental data with seldom attempts to model physical processes generating losses.
These different methods were gathered and analysed by Dunham [103] that showed
strong discrepancies between the results and correlation prediction. To overcome
these prediction difficulties, numerical simulation have quickly been used to pre-
dict secondary flow and their subsequent losses but it is well known until nowadays
that they are scarcely accurately captured by numerical simulation. Denton and
Pullan [87] performed RANS simulations of an experimental large-scale low-speed
turbine and applied the direct entropy method to find the regions where losses are
generated in the domain. The losses related to secondary flows were shown to be
almost negligible upstream of the developing horse shoe vortex. Losses increased as
the pressure side leg of the horse shoe vortex crosses the passage especially when it
started to interact with the suction surface. Losses due to the thin passage boundary
layer were shown relatively small. Downstream, important losses were generated on
the blade suction surface where the passage vortex climb up and in the core of the
passage vortex reaching a maximum at x/Cx = 0.9. Losses then decreased before
additional localized losses immediately downstream of the blade trailing edge due
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to the trailing shed vortex process. Downstream of the blade trailing edge, losses
related to the passage vortex decrease but the vortices were still high so the net
losses are still significant. One of the main parameters driving the development of
secondary vortices is the development of the inlet boundary layer before interacting
with blade. Gregory-Smith et al. [104] and more recently Cui et al. [76] studied
the effect of boundary layer state at inlet on secondary vortices development. For
the turbulent boundary layer, pressure and suction side leg of the horse shoe vortex
are move further downstream in the passage compared to laminar one at similar
thickness. The turbulent boundary layer being more unlikely to separate due to the
adverse pressure promoted by blade leading edge potential effect since additional
momentum is provided close to the wall to the turbulent boundary layer compared
to laminar one. Downstream the blade, the passage vortex and trailing shed vor-
tex are moved farther in span direction for a turbulent boundary layer compared
to a laminar one. The boundary layer is also shown to have a strong influence on
secondary flow development. The transition between the combustion chamber and
the first high-pressure turbine nozzle guide vane no is shaped to control the endwall
boundary layers, both velocity and thermal. For a downstream rotor blade and
subsequent stages of a multistage turbine, the boundary layer is generally thin since
developing over a low distance downstream rim seal. The secondary flow near the
endwall may be consequently reduced and has a beneficial effect on losses related
to secondary flows according to Denton and Pullan [87]. The proportion of endwall
loss generation depends on inlet boundary layer thickness and skew and on blade
turning and blade loading but generally 2/3 of it comes from entropy generation in
the annulus wall boundary layers within, upstream of and downstream of the blade
row. The loss associated with the secondary kinetic energy is in the order of 1/4 of
the total endwall loss while the remaining can be attributed to mixing of the inlet
boundary layer in the passage. This ratio may change from high pressure to low
pressure turbine and it essentially depends on the endwall aerodynamic load and
the blade aspect ratio.
2.2.5 Tip clearance leakage flow
The various losses introduced previously represent the different loss processes en-
countered in static row (nozzle guide vane). For unshrouded rotor blade rows, an
additional process known as tip clearance leakage flow can occur. Mainly two types
of blade tip architectures can be found: unshrouded and shrouded blades where a
tip seal is added. Between the tip of a rotor blade and the casing, a tiny space
called the tip gap is necessary to ensure the rotation of the rotor cascade. The pres-
sure gap over the blade tip between the pressure and suction surfaces of the blade
induces some flow to move through this gap from pressure to suction side. For un-
shrouded blades, the pressure difference driving the leakage flow is the one between
the pressure and suction surfaces of the blades whilst for shrouded blades it is the
overall pressure change over the blade tip. For most blade rows these two pressure
differences are similar and so, for the same tip clearance, the leakage flow rates will
be similar for shrouded and for unshrouded blades. However, for low reaction rotor
blades, the pressure drop over the blade row becomes much less than that between
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the blade surfaces and so, shrouded blades will have a lower leakage flow rate. Due
to a generally high pressure gradient, the flow is highly accelerated in the tip gap.
This process is mitigated by the rotation of rotor blade where some flow would be
naturally deviated from suction to pressure side at the tip. The tip leakage flow
separates at the pressure side sharp edge of the blade tip and is contracted in a
narrow stream jet between the separation region and shroud endwall. The area of
the jet being lower than the seal clearance by a contraction coefficient whose value is
typically about 0.6. The tip leakage flow becomes generally turbulent in the clear-
ance space and the mixing process is irreversible, creating entropy before additional
mixing along the chord evolution. Downstream of the gap, the tip leakage flow
separates from the endwall due to the adverse pressure gradient and travels in the
inter-blade channel as a vortex structure convected downstream. The tip leakage
flow is not turned similarly to the stream in the passage, it rather follows the blade-
to-blade transverse pressure gradient. The leakage flow being re-injected into the
main flow, due to differences in both the meridional velocity and the swirl velocity
of the two flows, more mixing losses are generated. The leakage streams that bypass
the passage does not yield to work extraction since the flow is widely underturning
at the tip. The tip gap over the blade generally eliminates the potential effect of
the blade leading edge. Therefore, no horse shoe vortex processes are encountered
unless when the gap is very small. The flow at the tip approaching the blade leading
edge is divided in two streams, one part going to the tip gap over the blade and
a stream going across the passage. This last stream rolls-up in the passage and is
referred to the tip passage vortex. The tip passage vortex and tip leakage vortex
are counter-rotating vortical structures where the tip leakage structure is dominant
with a circulation that is often several times larger than the passage vortex. The
tip leakage region is characterized by a high level of flow turbulence where the pro-
duction and dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy are significant sources of flow
losses. In addition, the flow direction is not changed until blade trailing edge which
indicates that no work can be extracted from the tip flow.
Figure 2.15: Sketch of the tip leakage process over a rotor blade. From P. Lam-
part [105]
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2.2.6 Transport of upstream non-uniform flow structures in
a downstream cascade
The mechanisms of losses introduced previously rely on approaches where only an
isolated cascade is taken under consideration. This approach has been widely used
to estimate losses since the coupling of several cascades could be difficult to perform,
often computer demanding and more difficult to analyse. Furthermore, the assump-
tion was made that the rotor and stator rows were spaced far enough apart such
that the flow in each is steady that is to say that there is no unsteadiness of any sort
due to rotor-stator aerodynamic interaction and the flow is sufficiently homogenized
by mixing process downstream of the blade. However, turbine components are gen-
erally composed of several stages, each stage being composed of a stator and rotor
cascade. The rows of current turbines (and compressors) are already very closely
spaced. Axial gaps between adjacent rows of approximately 1/4 to 1/2 of the airfoil
chord are common practice. Thus, the problem of rotor-stator interaction is having
an impact on existing turbine designs. Future designs with higher loading and lower
aspect ratios that is to say fewer and bigger airfoils, and the ever present desire to
minimize engine length or compactness, will aggravate this condition even further.
Interaction between cascade rows will therefore keep increasing and need to be taken
into account in loss generation estimation. Wakes, vortices from separation process
and secondary flow structures are the main structures emanating from an upstream
cascade that can have different influence on loss generation. Since the blade loading
is expected to increased due to decreased blade number, pressure gradients in trans-
verse and radial directions are expected to increase and lead to stronger secondary
flow losses.
2.2.6.1 Wake transport in a downstream cascade rows
Section 2.2.1.3 dealt with the unsteady nature of wake transport. This paragraph
deals with the subsequent losses induced by the wake transport in the downstream
rows. A downstream cascade faces periodically a wake from upstream cascade and
the flow from an open channel. As stated in Sec. 2.2.1.3, wake can be primarily
considered as a flow with same velocity direction than the free stream one but with
a momentum deficit and turbulence carried. The balance between inertia and radial
pressure equilibrium is not fulfilled and the wake is deviated downwards towards
hub. An analysis based on the velocity triangle shows that this velocity deficit leads
to underturning of the flow in the downstream cascade frame. The underturning
generally means that less work will be extracted by the blade to the flow since the
profile is no more adapted. The wake is chopped by downstream cascade leading
edge and curved since the flow at middle of the passage goes faster than close to blade
leading edge. Since the wake is low momentum flow, this flow is more influenced
by acceleration processes in the passage. The wake undergoes bowing, dilatation,
stretching and compression processes within the blade passage that lead to turbulent
kinetic energy production by the shear and strain action of these processes as stated
by Michelassi et al. [85]. The velocities near the suction surface are higher than
near the pressure surface, and therefore, fluid near the suction surface is convected
in the passage more rapidly, resulting in a reorientation of the wake segment. The
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Figure 2.16: Evolution of an upstream wake in the passage of a downstream row,
contours of entropy (a) and negative jet phenomenon (b). Adapted from Pullan [106]
gap in convective velocities also causes the wake segment to elongate, and this, in
turn, decreases the wake width to conserve the vorticity of the wake fluid. From
simple view, by neglecting viscosity, as the wake convects the circulation in the
vortex sheets, bounding a fixed quantity of fluid must remain constant by Kelvin’s
theorem and so if the wake is stretched the velocity difference between its centreline
and the mainstream is decreased. The implication is that the dissipation in the
wake will be reduced by mixing in a downstream blade row relative to that when
mixing in a uniform flow. Since the mixing loss of a wake is comparatively small
and most of the mixing takes place very close to the trailing edge this is probably
not a very important effect. However, considering that it is very difficult to further
reduce profile losses, while still some hope exists to reduce such kind of unsteady
losses studied for example by Pichler et al. [86]. This also leads to a negative jet
phenomenon where the wake on blade pressure side tends to be deviated on blade
suction side due to azimuthal pressure gradient induced between two adjacent blades
and increase blade loading.
Wake can also have an impact on the boundary layer state of the subsequent blade
row. Due to relatively low Reynolds number encountered in low pressure turbine,
the boundary layer transition and/or separation plays an important role on loss
generation. The open separation of boundary layer (without reattachment) is espe-
cially a key parameter to be controlled in low pressure turbine with relatively low
Reynolds number. The turbulent intensity of the wake is higher than in the free
stream one and carry a dense population of streaky structures that may further alter
the stability of boundary layer by exciting the transition process of the downstream
blade boundary layer. This mechanism can be especially observed in low pressure
turbine since the Reynolds number can be low enough to have a laminar boundary
layer on main part of blade suction side. An early transition may happen and a
positive impact on the blade efficiency if it suppresses the boundary layer separa-
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tion that can sometimes appear onto blade suction side close to the trailing edge
due to the adverse pressure gradient at sufficiently high blade loading. Conversely,
a detrimental effect on the overall performance can be observed if no flow sepa-
ration was induced in the calmed region since a turbulent boundary layer induces
addition friction compared to a laminar one. The blade suction side structure of
the boundary layer can therefore be alternatively laminar and turbulent. Incoming
wake and intrinsic unsteadiness were shown to have low impact on losses generated
in blade suction side boundary layer under viscous process as well as in the mixing
region downstream blade trailing edge as stated by Lengani et al. [62]. However,
unsteady losses related to the rear part on blade suction side was shown to be due
to mid-range modes carried by the wake in the boundary layer. The same argument
developed for wake can be applied to a flow separation which is in effect only a large
wake, however, the mixing loss of a separation can be large and so any reduction
may be significant.
2.2.6.2 Transport of secondary flows from an upstream
Similarly to wake, secondary flow structures from an upstream cascade are gener-
ally not dissipated when approaching a downstream cascade. This is especially true
for secondary structures that are large scale coherent structures that can be con-
vected over great distance before to be fully mixed. The passage vortex experiences
similar process than the endwall boundary layer by being alternatively chopped by
blade leading edge and inducing the separation of the passage vortex into a pair of
contra-rotating vortices in the downstream cascade. Denton and Pullan [87] studied
this process onto a RANS simulation of a stator-rotor configuration. The upstream
passage vortex at around 35% span was shown to be separated by the rotor blade
into a lower vortex migrating downstream at 30% span and an upper vortex con-
vected to higher radii onto the rotor suction surface boundary layer at 60% span
(see Fig. 2.17). The transport of these vortical structures rotating mainly around
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Figure 2.17: Entropy contour at exit of the stator (left) and rotor (right). From
Denton and Pullan [87]
the stream direction have different implications for loss compared to wake. Using
once again Kelvin’s theorem from simple view, the circulation around a stream tube
remains constant and so if the diameter of the tube is reduced by stretching the
streamwise vorticity is amplified that is typically what happens for convected sec-
ondary flow structures in a downstream passage. When a vortex is stretched or
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compressed longitudinally it can be shown that its secondary kinetic energy will
vary as the square of its length. Hence, stretching a vortex will greatly amplify its
secondary kinetic energy and when this is subsequently dissipated by viscous effects
it will increase the loss. The magnitude of this effect is not known but if the kinetic
energy of secondary flow vortices is significant, it could have important implications.
Koschichow et al. [107] who run linear cascade tests and DNS of a low pressure tur-
bine endwall flow with incoming wakes generated by cylindrical rods discovered that
the unsteadiness from the inlet periodic wakes barely survived in the endwall region,
while it was very evident at midspan.
Losses are related to processes at micro scales. In gas turbine, losses are
generally split in different categories at macro scale. The boundary layer de-
veloping on the wetted surfaces is primarily a process related to all category
of losses: profile loss, secondary flow losses, tip-leakage flow for rotor rows.
Additional losses can be incurred by the wake transport of an upstream row
unsteadiness.
2.3 Influence of purge flow blowing in the main-
stream
This thesis aims at studying the interaction process between the mainstream and
inter-disc cavities into a low pressure turbine with the emphasis to get a better
understanding to the additional mechanisms of losses. Despite the study of Pau
et al. [108] that observed a beneficial effect of purge flow on the loss generation
in the cascade, the majority of the literature dealing with purge flow influence on
mainstream have shown detrimental effects of purge flow. This section introduces
the influence of this technological effect on losses mechanisms introduced previously
and the new loss processes induced by purge flow.
2.3.1 Viscous shear layer
Purge air exhibits strong differences of velocity in both direction and magnitude
compared to the flow in the mainstream. The axial component is very low despite
some rim seal geometries with axial arms that can promote partially the flow to blow
into mainstream with an axial velocity component. The radial velocity component is
low too due to the low mass flow of purge air compared to the mainstream (typically
in the order of magnitude of 1% of the mainstream mass flow rate) and relatively
large rim seal gaps to ensure the sustainability of low pressure turbine. Purge flow
has also a velocity deficit in the tangential direction. The boundary layer developing
on the rotating disc (rotor) in the cavity "pumps" the flow tangentially and can
draw annulus gas into the rim seal. The tangential velocity of the purge air flow is
typically in the order of magnitude of half the rotational velocity of the rotor disc
known as entrainment effect. The velocity gap of the purge flow compared to the
main annulus one results in a shear layer at the rim seal interface, with velocity
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gradients that are dissipated under a viscous process. In conjunction, cavity flow
(c) temperature is generally lower than mainstream one (m) inducing temperature
gradients that tend to be homogenized. Similarly to the two stream configuration
to estimate entropy production downstream blade trailing edge, a control volume
analysis can be led by considering the main and cavity stream as the two streams that
fully homogenize in the mainstream after some distance. Young and Wilcock [109]
furnished the corresponding entropy production until full mixing for two-dimensional
configurations by:
∆sirrev =
m˙c
mm
{[
(uxm − uxc)2 + (uyc)2
2T
]
+
[ˆ Tin
T
( 1
T
− 1
Tˆ
)
dTˆ
]}
. (2.89)
The first square bracket represents the entropy change from mixing of two streams at
different velocities, i.e. the dissipation of the bulk kinetic energy as the mainstream
and injection flows mix to a uniform state. The first quadratic term in the bracket
refers to velocity equilibration in the mainstream direction x. The second shows that
in the mixing process all the kinetic energy associated with the injection normal
to the mainstream is entirely converted into heat. The second square bracket is
the entropy change associated with thermal mixing of the injected flow and the
mainstream to a uniform temperature. This term, multiplied by m˙cpT is the power
that could theoretically be obtained from a Carnot engine coupled between the
mainstream flow at constant temperature T and the injected flow as the temperature
of the latter changes from Tc to T . Zlatinov [54] extended this equation for three-
dimensional flow in a polar coordinate system taking into account the tangential
velocity component and eventual velocity in the radial direction:
∆sirrev =
m˙c
mm
{[
(uxm − uxc)2 + (uθm − uθc)2 + (urm − urc)2
2T
]
+
[ˆ Tin
T
( 1
T
− 1
Tˆ
)
dTˆ
]}
(2.90)
2.3.2 Losses due to change of reaction
The purge flow blowing in the mainstream induces a velocity decrease of the flow
upstream in the stator stage close to the hub. Reid et al. [110] observed a decrease
of losses for a nozzle guide vane with an upstream cavity and purge flow. The loss
decrease was attributed to a pressure drop along the blade and a decreased degree of
reaction close to the hub as a consequence of the blockage effect introduced with the
purge air flow. Conversely, the degree of reaction in the downstream rotor cascade
is increased and the losses are higher compared to a configuration without purge
flow. In addition, purge flow modifies flow angle close to hub for the downstream
rotor cascade that lead to over and under incidence of the flow close to rotor blade
leading edge. Zlatinov observed that for a rotor/stator configuration with cavity
purge flow, loss decrease does not compensate additional losses in the downstream
rotor cascade.
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Figure 2.18: Generation of entropy due to shear layer in an axisymmetric (1)/3D
configuration (2) (a). From Zlatinov [54]. Sketch of the mixing of two streams (b).
From Greitzer et al. [65]
2.3.3 Influence on turbine secondary flow
Secondary flow developing in the passage was originally studied in endwall/blade
configuration where boundary layer could develop on the endwall as introduced in
Sec. 2.2.4.1. When purge flow and cavity is accounted, a new-born boundary layer
starts to develop between rim-seal right corner and blade leading edge. Due to rel-
atively low distance, the boundary layer is relatively thin and could make expect
relatively low secondary flow to develop. However, when purge flow was supplied
at the hub, the additional loss incurred usually exceeded what would be expected
from mixing out of shear layer and change of reaction as stated by Zlatinov [54].
Evidences of increased secondary flows were reported when the cavity and purge
flow were taken into account compared to a same configuration with simple endwall.
Kost et al. [111], Paniagua et al. [112], de la Rosa Blanco et al. [34] and Ong [113]
exhibited the potential interaction of purge flow with secondary flow structure and
its potential loss increase. Schuler et al. [114] investigated experimentally the influ-
ence of different rim seal geometries for the linear cascade configuration. The author
pointed out the increase of the passage vortex and counter vortex with an increase
of the purge mass flow rate. Purge flow was shown to move radially secondary flow
structures and its influence on mainstream flow was shown to remain within the
lower 60% span of mainstream. The increase of secondary flow was not entirely due
to purge flow since Abo El Ella et al. [115] showed an increase of secondary flow losses
for a configuration with cavity but without purge flow, indicating that the cavity it-
self influence secondary flow losses. Purge flow does not remain close to hub endwall
as stated by Popovic et al. [116] showing that purge flow can only marginally cool
down the hub of a high pressure turbine configuration. Purge flow rather induces
a modification of horse shoe vortex process as stated by Gallier [117]. Purge flow
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is entrained by pressure side leg of horse shoe vortex leading to stronger secondary
structures. Also, in the reference frame of the downstream blade, a strong crossflow
component is observed at the hub by the blade compared to a configuration without
cavity since the swirl fraction of cavity flow is generally lower than in mainstream.
This crossflow has been shown to drive passage vortex development by giving an
early start to secondary flows and could explain the stronger radial movement of
secondary vortices as stated by Zlatinov et al. [54]. Stronger secondary vortices does
not yield directly to stronger losses since entropy generation does not coincide with
the main vortex cores indicating that the vortex itself is not the direct loss genera-
tion mechanism as stated by Zlatinov et al. [54]. The strong cross flow component
at the inlet of the passage being accelerated when moving further downstream, the
passage vortex induces a blockage effect generating high radial velocities. Associated
loss generation is then mainly due to cross and radial velocity gradient occurring
between passage vortex and blade suction side. However, by measuring the pressure
distribution around the blades at different height, he concluded that the impact of
purge air flow remained onto the first 50% of the blade. He noticed that regions
of pressure losses corresponded with the location of secondary vortices. These ob-
servations were also reported by Paniagua et al. [112] and de la Rosa Blanco [34].
Using thermographic measurements and applying a different temperature between
the mainstream and purge flow, Schuler [114] was able to show that purge flow was
literally feeding the passage vortex.
Entropy [-]0 1
Vortex core center
(a) (b)
Figure 2.19: Regions of entropy generation in an axial plane with vortex center (a).
Radial velocity across the blade due to crossflow (1), blockage (2) contributions (b)
The radial velocity can be associated with two effects: the crossflow component of
the flow directed radially as it comes up against the blade (see (1) in Fig. 2.19b) and
streamwise component of the flow deviated as a consequence of flow blockage (see
(2) in Fig 2.19b). When purge flow blows into the mainstream without swirl or with
a lower swirl than the mainstream, in the frame of the subsequent blade row, this
purge flow has a strong crossflow component. The crossflow layer near the hub, and
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Figure 2.20: Decomposition of entropy production according to the velocity gradi-
ents (see eq.(3.12) p.146 for more details). From Zlatinov et al. [54]
consequently the passage vortex are given an early start due to purge flow blowing.
As a consequence, the passage vortex core migrates toward mid-span as observed in
experiments. Early development and radial migration of the passage vortex has two
consequence: more fluid is swept by the vortex towards the blade suction surface
and the blockage effect associated with the vortex is increased. These two features
enhance the generation of radial flow on the blade suction surface and subsequent
losses. The swirl component of purge flow is therefore an important parameter in loss
generation for secondary flow as well as the migration of the passage vortex. These
detrimental effects can be reduced by increasing swirl of purge flow.
Additional losses incurred by the purge flow blowing into the mainstream
are first induced at the rim seal interface due to a mixing layer. The purge
flow promotes a local blockage effect for the upstream row close to the
hub while potential higher reaction rate in downstream row. Cavity flow
experiences entrainment effect by the developing pressure leg of the horse
shoe vortex that strengthen secondary vortices, secondary kinetic energy
and the subsequent related losses.
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Losses generated in a gas turbine can be analyzed based on the first and
second law of thermodynamics leading to a composite quantity between the
state of the flow and the level of irreversibility known as exergy that quantify
the available energy in the purpose to generate work. This analysis makes
possible to set under a same basis the different phenomena that contribute
to modification of the available work for the gas turbine at the different
scale including the local one at which they occur. For current applications
at large Reynolds numbers, the turbulence needs to be accounted in the
analysis since delaying the direct relation between dissipation of mechani-
cal energy into heat. The phenomena inducing loss in a gas turbine that
occur locally are generally treated at a larger scale in the literature to be
more easily characterized. These physical mechanisms are strongly related
to the incoming unsteadiness and the boundary layer development on the
wetted surfaces. Blade, hub and shroud boundary layers contribute to loss
generation due to wall-normal velocity gradients and additional losses ema-
nating from the secondary vortices induced by the interaction of hub/shroud
boundary layer with blades. The purge flow induces losses at the rim seal
interface, due to mixing processes, change of reaction rate and increased
secondary vortices.
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A mathematician will recognise Cauchy, Gauss, Ja-
cobi or Helmholtz after reading a few pages, just as
musicians recognise, from the first few bars, Mozart,
Beethoven or Schubert.
— Ludwig Boltzmann
3
Linear cascade configuration
This chapter is focused on the numerical simulation of a low speed linear
cascade with an upstream cavity including different rim seal geometries and
purge flow rates. This simplified configuration compared to real geometries
makes possible to isolate the pressure asymmetry effect in the mainstream
compared to the additional pumping effect that could have been incurred
by a rotating configuration. Based on the comparison with experiments
conducted on this configuration, the purpose is to assess the ability of dif-
ferent numerical solvers to recover the physical phenomena that occur in this
configuration. Then, the flow field obtained numerically will be detailed to
obtain insights and a better understanding of the interaction between purge
and mainstream flow.
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3.1 Experimental setup
Purge air flow contribution to turbine losses has been investigated during the Eu-
ropean project MAGPI between 2007 and 2011 in which several industrials (Rolls-
Royce, Siemens, Alstom, Industria de Turbo Propulsores S.A. (ITP), MTU, Avio,
Turbomeca) and universities (Technische Universita¨t Darmstadt, Karlsruhe Insti-
tute of Technology, Universidad Politecnica Madrid, University of Surrey, Universita
di Firenze) have been involved. The purpose was to improve qualitative and quan-
titative understanding of rim seal design and purge flow amount on aerodynamic
performance of the turbine and sealing effectiveness. This study was based on two
configurations extensively tested experimentally. These two configurations are stud-
ied during this chapter and in Chap. 4. The first configuration under investigation
is a low-Mach linear cascade composed of five nozzle guide vanes set up at Karlsruhe
university, Germany (see Fig. 3.1). The rig is set in an open circuit which includes
an upstream honeycomb settling chamber, a centrifugal blower and a venturi pipe
to target the desired inflow conditions. Upstream of the blade leading edge, the rim
seal is included in a cavity module linked to the test section allowing to easily set
different rim seal designs. The purge flow is supplied to the cavity as a fraction of the
mainstream flow, respectively m˙s/m˙m = 0, 0.5 or 1% with a tangential component
γ = 45 ◦ with respect to the span direction that mimic the entrainment effect of a
rotor disc on the sealing flow. Main rig characteristics are gathered in Tab. 3.1. In
order to promote periodic conditions on lateral sections of each blade of the cascade,
adjustable tailboards were moved along rig channel’s wall. Their position was moved
until reach a low discrepancy for the pressure distribution around the blade for the
three inner blade. The tolerated pressure coefficient mismatch at mid-span was set
to 1 %. This requirement is necessary to ensure that the comparison with numerical
simulation for which only the central blade is simulated and periodic conditions are
applied on the lateral sections is compliant. Three different rim seal geometries are
studied during the experiments with a first geometries composed of an axial clear-
ance (A) and two geometry using axial overlapping, simple (S) and double (D) (see
Fig. 3.2).
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Figure 3.1: View of the experimental set up. Adapted from Schuler [114]
A S D
Figure 3.2: Rim seal geometry
3.1.1 Inlet parameters
Total pressure, temperature, azimuthal α and radial β angles profiles are provided
at one axial chord length upstream of the blade leading edge by the experiments
(see Fig. 3.3). Measurements of turbulence intensity have been conducted by means
of a hot-wire probe upstream of the cascade. Free stream turbulence is produced
by a turbulence grid positioned at seven axial chord length upstream of the blade
leading edge. The grid has been designed to correspond to the correlation pub-
lished by Roach et al. [118] on turbulence decay behind a grid and consists in 8 mm
squared bars with an aperture of 25 mm. Measurements of turbulence intensity
have been conducted at two different locations upstream of the leading edge at 50%
blade height. This correlation and the experimental decay provides additional infor-
mations on the characteristic length of turbulence produced by the turbulence grid
since influencing the decay rate. In Figure 3.4a, the decrease of resulting turbulence
intensity is shown and compared to the correlation. The axis of abscissa represents
the distance from the measurement point to the upstream turbulence grid. The
turbulence intensity measured in the experiments agrees well with the correlation.
In addition, the turbulence intensity at one axial chord length upstream of the blade
leading edge (x = 400 mm) is shown to be Tu = 6%.
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Table 3.1: Characteristics of the cascade rig
cascade details nominal conditions
Inlet blade angle α0 37.9 ◦ Re chord 5.6 x 105
Outlet blade angle 66.3 ◦ Exit Mach 0.22
Cx 75 mm m˙m 1.13 kg/s
Aspect ratio
hNGV /Cx
1.3 ptot,in/Pout 1.035
s/Cx 0.884 m˙m/m˙s 0 - 0.5 - 1 %
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Figure 3.3: Inlet profiles at one axial chord length upstream of the blade leading
edge: (a): azimuthal angle, (b): radial angle, (c): inlet total pressure (d): inlet total
temperature. The height has been normalized by the height of the main annulus.
(Pref , Tref )=(101 325 Pa, 300 K)
3.1.2 Experimental data
Measurements have been conducted by means of a calibrated five-holes probe. This
kind of probe allows the complete determination of local total and static pressures as
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Figure 3.4: Turbulence intensity decay in the axial direction downstream the tur-
bulence grid (a) and five-holes probe measurement positions (b)
well as relative flow directions at a point in a flow. The experimental determination
of the total pressure loss is based on measurements in two planes, one axial chord
upstream of the blade leading edge (station 1 in Fig. 3.5) and 25% axial chord down-
stream of the cascade, respectively (station 2 in Fig. 3.5). The five-holes probe has
been moved inside these planes by means of a stepper motor and a traversing system
over one pitch and the entire channel height. The resolution of the measurement
grid in each plane is locally optimized and refined corresponding to the location of
high total pressure gradients inside the flow (see Fig. 3.4b). The step-size varied
between 2 and 5 mm considering that the boundary layer thickness at the outlet of
the blade represents around 2 mm, while the endwall boundary layer and the regions
corresponding to secondary vortices were traversed with minimum step-size.
Measurements of static pressure distribution around the blade surface at three differ-
ent blade height 4, 6 and 50% have been performed. For this purpose, pressure tabs
have been instrumented on the central blade. The instrumentation of the blades was
confined to 80% of the axial chord-length, as the thin trailing edge did not permit
to set any pressure tab. From experimental measurements, the pressure coefficient
around the central blade the at 4, 6, 50% span and the total pressure loss coefficient
25% axial chord downstream of the blade defined as follows
Cp(x, z) =
ptot,1(z)− pblade(x, z)
ptot,2(z)− p2(z)
, (3.1)
ζ(z) =
ptot,1(z)− ptot,2(z)
ptot,2(z)− p2(z)
, (3.2)
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have been used to compare blade loading as well as aerodynamic efficiency along
the different parameters compared during this study. pblade is the static pressure
around the blade. The overline indicates that pressure is pitch-wise area averaged
according to the two-dimensional measurement grid (azimuthal mean). Subscripts 1
and 2 refer respectively to a position one axial chord upstream of the blade leading
edge and 25% downstream of the blade trailing edge (see Fig. 3.5). The experimental
uncertainty was estimated to be ζ ± 0.015 for the pressure loss downstream of the
blade and Cp ± 0.03 for the pressure coefficient around the blade.
3.2 Numerical setup and convergence
3.2.1 Numerical setup
3.2.1.1 Simulation domain
A S D
γ
x
z
y
1 2
Figure 3.5: Simulation domain
For the present study, the simulation domain is composed of one blade and is
focused on the flow around the central nozzle guide vane of the experimental test rig.
The rim seal is set one axial chord downstream of the inlet to isolate the rim seal flow
feature from inlet boundary. The outlet is located two axial chord-length behind
blade trailing edge to avoid wave reflection issues. In this chapter, the different
cases studied with the different geometries and purge flow rates will be denoted
by a letter for the rim seal geometry (A: axial, S: simple overlapping, D: Double
overlapping) and a figure for the purge flow rate (0: 0%, 05: 0.5%, 1: 1%). For
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example, the configuration A05 stands for the axial rim seal geometry with 0.5% of
the mainstream flow supplied in the cavity.
3.2.1.2 Boundary conditions
The linear cascade normal Mach number of the fluid at the inlet is lower than
unity. Subsonic boundary conditions are applied at the inlet and outlet of the
domain. At the inlet, total pressure, total temperature and velocity direction profiles
are applied according to the experimental data introduced previously. Uniform
velocity and temperature profiles are applied at the bottom of the cavity to meet
desired purge flow (0, 0.5 or 1% of the mainstream flow). The purge flow is supplied
radially with a tangential component (gamma = 45◦, see Fig. 3.1) at a slightly lower
temperature than the mainstream one to follow the purge flow mixing with the main
annulus one (Tcavity/Tmain = 0.9). This temperature ratio between the mainstream
and cavity flow is higher than in real low pressure turbine configurations where
the ratio can be in the order of magnitude of 0.6 at the first low pressure turbine
stage. This value increases along the stages. Periodic conditions are applied on the
lateral boundaries (y-axis direction)1 and walls are considered as adiabatic. This
last condition should be representative of the experiments since the temperature
gap between the mainstream and cavity flow is quite low and in a steady state.
The wall temperature should be close to the mainstream one. Wlassow [46] that
performed coupled (aerodynamic and thermal) high-pressure turbine simulations
showed the low influence of the heat flux at the wall on aerodynamic since the
thermal power is generally low compared to the power extracted by the turbine to the
flow. Denton [48] discussed the influence of heat flux at wall and observed that these
effects are generally negligible but can be important in relatively low-diameter gas
turbine where wetted surfaces and thermal power can become important compared
to the work extracted.
3.2.1.2.1 RANS
The turbulent quantities are prescribed for the RANS simulations based on the
turbulence intensity provided in the experiments Tu = 6% and a characteristic length
based on the width of the squared section grid used to generate upstream turbulence.
The outlet is modeled by a throttle condition to target the experimental mass flow
by a variation of the throttle parameter λ,
pout(t) = pref + λm˙2(t) (3.3)
with pref a reference pressure taken at an arbitrary radius Rref .
3.2.1.2.2 LES
Conversely to the RANS simulations, the inlet and outlet conditions for elsA LES
1It may be emphasized that applying periodic boundary conditions on lateral sections induce
a phase synchronization for the flow along the different nozzle guide vanes of the linear cascade
that may be not the case in the experimental configuration. However, this impact has not been
considered. This effect becomes a source of inaccuracies generally in presence of very large scale
turbulence and/or in presence of large flow separations.
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and AVBP solvers, former conditions are coupled with the Navier-Stokes Character-
istics Boundary Condition (NSCBC) [119] to avoid wave reflection in the simulation
domain in conjunction with a shift of the outlet position.
3.2.1.2.3 LES-LBM
The experimental pressure and velocity profiles are applied at the inlet since the
solver is based on a weakly-incompressible formulation around a reference temper-
ature.
Without any additional mention, the figures related to the meshing and convergence
criteria that will be showed in the next subsection are based on the axial rim seal
geometry at an intermediate purge flow (A05 case) since the geometry and purge
flow rate induce marginal deviation for these quantities.
3.2.1.3 Meshing strategy
3.2.1.3.1 RANS
The simulations have been performed using the ONERA code elsA [120] solving
the compressible Navier-Stokes equations over multi-block structured grids. This
approach is generally suitable for configuration where only the mainstream is taken
into account or with relatively simple technological effects. The take into account of
more complex geometries and technological effects using structured grids are gener-
ally made by using a chimera approach (see for example Wlassow [46] and Tang [121]
for high-pressure turbine applications) or hybrid methods coupling structured and
unstructured meshes in the simulation domain (see for example Tucker et al. [122]).
The main annulus domain is discretized in same way for all three rim seal geome-
tries based on a multi-block approach using a O-6H meshing strategy for the nozzle
guide vane. The O-block around the blade makes possible to describe accurately
HH
H
H
H H
O
Figure 3.6: Structured multi-block 0-6H tolopogy
the boundary layer keeping orthogonality errors as low as possible. The 6 H-block
around the 0-block discretizes the remaining domain. The topology for the nozzle
guide vane is built to have an orthogonality2 higher than 30◦, aspect ratio3 lower than
1000. In near-wall region, these criteria are checked to have orthogonality higher
2The angle between two contiguous faces of the considered cell
3The ratio between the longer and shorter edge of the cell
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than 80◦, lower than 500 for aspect ratio and an expansion ratio4 lower than 1.2
(see Fig. 3.8a). The geometry with the cavity is meshed using a matching approach
without any chimera approach. The mesh size close to the wall is set to 5 × 10−6 m
in order to reach the quality requirements for a wall-resolved simulation y+ < 1 (see
Sec. A.3.2.3 p.246). Figure 3.7 shows y+ distribution around the blade, at the hub
and shroud obtained from the RANS simulation. y+ remains below unity for the
different wetted surfaces. The mesh is refined at the blade leading and trailing edge,
in the wake region and at the interface between the cavity and mainstream. The
mesh is coarsened when approaching the outlet of the domain to prevent any reflec-
tion of wake structures on the outlet condition. The mesh is composed of around
7 million cells for the different geometries. Pau et al. [123] used a similar number
of grid points in a high pressure turbine at Re=1.1 × 106 with the same structured
flow solver.
T.E Suction side L.E Pressure side T.E
y+
1
0
Hub Shroud
Blade
Figure 3.7: y+ distribution around the wetted surfaces: unwrapped blade (top), hub
and shroud (bottom) for the RANS simulation. LE and TE stand respectively for
leading and trailing edge
4The ratio of the edge length between two successive cells
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3.2.1.3.2 LES
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.8: Leading edge discretization (a) : RANS elsA, (b) : LES elsA,
(c) : LES AVBP, (d) : LES-LBM Pro-LB
elsA The meshing strategy for the LES solver based on structured grid keeps
the same topology as for the RANS simulation described previously (see Fig. 3.8b).
LES mesh quality requirements close to the blade and wakes have to be as high as
possible to prevent unsufficient gradient resolution. For the T106C configuration
simulation, Pichler et al. [124] provided almost perfect orthogonality around blade
and deviation by more than 15 degrees in the wake region. The stretching ratio
between the size of neighbouring cells was set below 1.04. For the current study,
minimum orthogonality remains higher than 30◦ with orhthogonality around 80◦
in near-wall regions. The aspect ratio is also decreased compared to the RANS
approach by applying the criteria furnished in the literature to fulfil recommendation
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for wall-resolved LES in near-wall region [125][126] proposed in Sec. A.3.2 (p.245).
These criteria were first set to 50 ≤ s+ ≤ 150; n+ ≤ 1; 15 ≤ r+ ≤ 40, where (s+,
n+, r+) is the local curvilinear coordinate system close to the wall. The notation y+
and n+ will be used indifferently, y+ being generally used for Cartesian coordinates
considering wall-normal coordinate as y (notation generally used for the study of
a boundary layer over a flat plate) while n+ is generally used when wall-normal
direction is not y and along curved surface where the wall-normal component can
change along the surface. More recent works are alleged to show that these values
need to be lowered especially in the spanwise direction to capture the streaks aligned
with the streamlines in the near-wall region. LES simulation conducted by Cui
et al. [76] on the T106A configuration set grid requirements close to the wall to
s+ ≤ 30; n+ ≤ 1; r+ ≤ 30. Similarly, Pichler et al. [124] performed LES simulation
over T106C configuration where the grid requirements close to the wall were set to
s+ ≤ 50; n+ ≤ 2; r+ ≤ 15-20. For the current study, mesh refinement criteria close
to the wall have been refined to reach s+ ≤ 80; n+ ≤ 1; 15 ≤ r+ ≤ 25 (see Fig. 3.9,
and 3.10) leading to a mesh of around 60 million cells.
T.E Suction side L.E Pressure side T.E
y+
1
0
Hub Shroud
Blade
Figure 3.9: y+ distribution around the wetted surfaces: unwrapped blade (top), hub
and shroud (bottom) for the LES elsA simulation (temporal average). LE and TE
stand respectively for leading and trailing edge
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Figure 3.10: Averaged grid dimension at the wall for the LES elsA simulation, s+:
streamwise, n+: normal, r+: spanwise
AVBP For the unstructured LES approach, a layer of 15 prisms in near-wall
regions is applied with an expansion ratio of 1.05 and a maximum y+ ' 3 on blade
suction side. Tetrahedra elements fill the remaining domain (see Fig. 3.8c). In
addition, pyramids are used in some locations to allow for a transition between
the prisms and the tetrahedra. Since an explicit temporal scheme is only available
for this approach, CFL number has been set to 0.7 to ensure the stability of the
numerical simulation
LES-LBM Unlike former described domain discretization based on a body-
fitted approach, LES-LBM approach is based on an Immersed Boundary Model
(IBM) with octree elements and multi-domain grids refinement (see Fig. 3.8d). Since
the mesh size is the same in all three directions, a wall-resolved simulation is not
possible at a reasonable cost for the current Reynolds number because no stretching
of the cell is tolerated in axial and span direction as it was done for finite volume
approaches. Furthermore, a filter used in the solver to improve the stability prevent
from having layer with same characteristic length lower than six cells (no expansion
ratio possible in the layer conversely to the finite volume approaches). The Mesh
is then unrefined close to the wall to recover a similar number of degree of freedom
and physical time step compared to the other LES approaches leading to a y+ ' 40.
The law of the wall treatment derived by Afzal [127] is used to correctly recover the
flow behaviour (friction velocity and velocity profile) at the first fluid node above
the wall.
3.2.1.4 Numerical parameters
3.2.1.4.1 RANS
An upwind Roe scheme with third-order limiter is used for the convective terms [128].
Diffusive fluxes are computed with a second-order centred scheme. The Wilcox k-ω
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two-equations model with Zheng’s limiter is used to evaluate turbulent quantities
while avoiding strong sensitivity to free stream conditions. This turbulence model
was selected since widely used and calibrated for turbomachine application at Cer-
facs, see for example Daroukh et al. [129] and good practises were developed by
Gourdain et al. [130, 131] in a turbomachinery context. Menter also showed that
the k-ω model does well for flows with adverse pressure gradients [132] that are
supposed to occur on the aft (diffusion) portion of the blade suction side and along
pressure side close to the leading edge.
3.2.1.4.2 LES
elsA The mesh quality in current application was not high enough to use the
sixth-order compact finite-volume scheme [133] available in elsA to solve convec-
tive fluxes and promoted the use of a second order centred scheme with the Jame-
son artificial viscosity [134] (κ4jam. = 0.002). This scheme is generally preferable
to Roe schemes used for RANS simulation because, despite of a lower order, it
avoids the dissipative nature of upwind scheme. Subgrid scale model is the Wall-
Adapting Local Eddy-viscosity (WALE) [135] specifically designed to compute tur-
bulent effects in wall-bounded flows by recovering the proper y3 near-wall scaling
for eddy viscosity. The time step is adapted to mesh resolution close to the wall
∆t+ = ∆t u∞/Cx = 10−5 (i.e. 1 500 time steps per axial chord length). The tem-
poral integration is achieved with a Dual Time Step (DTS) approach based on an
implicit backward Euler scheme with sub-iteration Newton’s algorithm (second or-
der accurate). The maximum CFL number based on the cubic root of the smallest
cell volume in the domain remains lower than 11 out of the near-wall region. In ad-
dition, the same simulation has been performed with a time step ∆t+ = 4 × 10−5,
residuals in the sub-iterations of the implicit loop were difficult to converge and are
alleged to indicate that the time step close to ∆t+ = 10−5 used for the different
approaches is compliant with the configuration studied.
AVBP The convective operator is discretized by the two-step Taylor-Galerkin
scheme [136] that is the high-order numerical scheme available in AVBP compared
to the Lax-Wendroff scheme. The diffusion operator is discretized using a method
close to the Galerkin finite element method (second order accurate). The simulation
time step based on the explicit time advancement is ∆t+ ' 10−6.
LES-LBM Pro-LB The particle velocity space is discretized using the D3Q19
lattice. A main implication is that no difference in temperature can be set between
the main and cavity flow since solving the isothermal, incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations. The spatio-temporal resolution is based on the characteristic method
while a regularized BGK method is used for the collision operator. The subgrid scale
model is the Approximate Deconvolution Model (ADM) [137] based on an explicit
selective spatial filtering that have shown good behaviour in LES of incompressible
wall-bounded flows [138]. A summary of the numerical parameters for the various
solvers is given in Tab. 3.2 and 3.3.
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Table 3.2: Numerical setup for the Navier-Stokes numerical approaches
Numerical
approach Convective scheme Temporal scheme
Turbulence
model/SGS
RANS Upwind (3rd order) DTS k-ω Wilcox
LES elsA
Centered (2nd order)
Jameson
(κ4jam. = 0.002)
DTS (∆t+ = 10−5) WALE
LES AVBP TTGC (3rd order)
Explicit
(CFL = 0.7)
∆t+ ' 10−6
σ-model
Table 3.3: Numerical setup for the LBM numerical approach
Lattice Space/Timediscretization Collision operator SGS
D3Q19 Characteristicmethod
BGK scheme +
regularization step
∆t+ ' 1.6 x 10−5
ADM
3.2.2 Convergence
3.2.2.1 Numerical convergence
3.2.2.1.1 RANS
The convergence is shown here for A05 configuration only but all other rim seal
geometries and purge mass flow rate showed similar behaviour. The evolution of the
normalized mass flow rate at the inlet, cavity inlet and outlet are given in Fig. 3.11.
After approximately 20 000 iterations, the inlet mass flow rate reaches a plateau
and the sum with inlet cavity leads to differences lower than 0.1% compared to
the outlet mass flow rate. Figure 3.12 shows the residual convergence of contin-
uum, first momentum, energy and turbulent quantity equations. The increase at
approximately 250 000 iterations corresponds to the passage from Van Albada to
a third order limiter. All residuals have decreased their magnitude of more than
three orders and reached a plateau. According to the convergence criteria proposed
in Sec.A.4.1 (p.249), RANS simulations have reached a converged state.
3.2.2.1.2 LES
elsA According to the numerical convergence criteria for unsteady simulation
exposed in Sec. A.4.2 (p.249), the simulation time is expressed in terms of flow
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Figure 3.11: Evolution of the mass flow rate at the inlet, cavity inlet and outlet
based on the number of iterations performed (RANS)
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Figure 3.12: Convergence of continuum, first momentum, energy and turbulent
residuals (logarithm scale) for the RANS simulation
through i.e. the characteristic time for a particle to move along the cavity at a con-
vection velocity corresponding to the one in the cavity plus the time for the particle
to move from the rim seal to the exit of the mainstream domain, tchara. = hcav/ucav
+Lmain/umain where hcav, Lmain, ucav and umain are respectively cavity height, main-
stream axial width, mean velocity in the cavity and in the mainstream. Since the
cavity convective velocity is very low compared to the mainstream one, the char-
acteristic time is mainly the transport time in the cavity. The convergence time is
generally higher for simulations taking into account the cavity compared to smooth
configurations because the flow in the cavity needs more time to converge. The
convergence is shown here for the A05 configuration only but all other rim seal ge-
ometries and purge mass flow rates showed similar behavior. The evolution of the
normalized mass flow rate at the inlet, cavity inlet and outlet are given in Fig. 3.13
in terms of particles that would have travel along the domain at fluid velocity speed
(one flow through). The domain of fluctuation for the inlet is higher than for outlet
due to larger sponge zone at the outlet than at the inlet.
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Figure 3.13: Evolution of the mass flow rate at the inlet, outlet (a) and cavity inlet
(b) in time for the LES elsA simulation
AVBP Similarly to elsA LES approach, the evolution of the mass flow rate at
the inlet and outlet of the domain for the AVBP simulation is proposed in Fig. 3.14.
After a similar number of flow through, the inlet and outlet purge flow rates converge
towards the same value with a discrepancy lower than 0.1%. Table 3.4 shows the
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Figure 3.14: Evolution of the mass flow rate at the inlet, outlet (a) and cavity inlet
(b) in time for the LES AVBP simulation
number of CPUs used for each simulation and the whole computational time.
3.2.2.2 Mesh dependency
The mesh convergence is proposed for the different numerical approaches by com-
paring the pressure coefficient around the blade and the pressure loss coefficient
downstream of the blade for the standard and a refined mesh used only for the
mesh convergence study. Most of the published studies related to turbine stages use
the mean blade pressure distribution and pressure loss profiles downstream blades.
Theses quantities give an assessment of the ability of the mesh to properly capture
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Table 3.4: Evalation of computational cost
RANS LES-LBM LES AVBP LES elsA
Flow through - 13 11 11
Number of CPUs 96 360 360 360
Cost/flow through - 1600 9000 12 000
Total cost (CPUh) 1100 20 800 99 000 132 000
the different gradients in the flow field that will affect the aerodynamic quantities
and level of loss downstream blade. In addition, this quantity is readily extracted
numerically and from experiments when available. However, in LES simulations,
more stringent criteria based on turbulence statistics often emanating from DNS
practice can be used to assess the convergence and give a more accurate indication
of grid convergence. For the present study, the grid convergence is based on the
pressure loss downstream of the blade but this last point will be discussed in more
details in the section related to loss generation proposed in Sec. 3.7.
3.2.2.2.1 RANS
In order to assess the grid convergence for the RANS simulation, an additional grid
has been generated where the transverse mesh size (s,r) have been refined and the
expansion ratio in the wall normal direction has been decreased to 1.1. Figure 3.17
shows the pressure coefficient around the blade and the pressure coefficient down-
stream of the blade for A05 configuration for the standard and refined mesh grids.
For the pressure coefficient around the blade, a local discrepancy of 5% can be ob-
served on suction side close to the wall at 4 and 6% blade height (see Fig. 3.15a
and 3.15b). For the pressure loss coefficient downstream of the blade, a similar local
discrepancy can be observed especially in the two main peaks of loss. However,
results for the standard and fine grids are in relatively good agreement to indicate
grid convergence.
3.2.2.2.2 LES
In order to assess grid convergence, the simulations have been performed on refined
grids for the various LES approaches with a similar number of cells (approximately
100 millions). The simulations are performed for the A05 configuration.
elsA The mesh has been mainly refined in the span direction to capture the
streaks aligned with the streamlines in near-wall region (r+ ≤ 15). Additionally,
the mesh has been refined in the streamwise direction (s+ ≤ 50) and the expansion
ratio has been decreased to 1.03.
AVBP For the LES AVBP approach, the mesh has been refined in the wall
normal direction to reach n+ ' 1.
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Figure 3.15: Comparison of the pressure coefficient distribution around the blade
(a): 4%, (b): 6%, (c): 50% and pressure coefficient downstream of the blade (d) for
the A05 configuration for the standard and refined mesh grid (RANS simulation)
LES-LBM For the LES-LBM approach, an increase in the mesh size in the
same order of magnitude as other approaches has led to a decrease in the mesh
size in near-wall region to n+ ' 25. Figure 3.16 shows the comparison of pres-
sure distribution downstream blade for the A05 configuration for the different LES
approaches with the two mesh refinement. The change in mesh size shows local
discrepancy in the order of magnitude of 5% in loss peak region for the elsA and
AVBP approaches. For the LES-LBM approach, the discrepancy is slightly higher
with locally differences of 8%. Despite these local differences, the results between
standard and refined meshes are in relatively good agreement.
3.2.2.3 Influence of turbulence modeling
In order to assess the influence of the turbulence modeling on the RANS simulation,
a simulation has been performed using the one equation Spalart-Allmaras model
compared to the k-ω Wilcox two equations model used to perform the various sim-
ulations. Figures 3.17a, 3.17b and 3.17c show the pressure coefficient around the
blade for the RANS simulation with k-ω turbulence and Spalart-Allmaras turbu-
lence modeling for the A05 configuration. Pressure coefficients are close to each
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Figure 3.16: Comparison of the pressure loss coefficient downstream of the blade for
the A05 configuration for coarse and fine grids, (a) : LES elsA, (b) : LES AVBP,
(c) : LES-LBM Pro-LB
other except at 6% span where some discrepancy can be observed at around 60%
chord. Concerning pressure loss coefficient downstream blade, the discrepancy in
the results between the two different turbulence models are larger. In particular, the
pressure losses are more important for Spalart-Allmaras turbulence modeling. An
additional pressure loss is almost well distributed along blade span. The analysis of
the boundary layer thickness based on a vorticity magnitude criterion (see Fig. 3.18)
shows that the boundary layer is thicker for Spalart-Allmaras turbulence modeling
than with k-ω model both on the blade suction and pressure side. Using a control
volume analysis, Denton [48] has demonstrated that the profile loss on the suction
surface of the aerofoil is proportional to the momentum thickness at the trailing
edge θte (see Sec. 2.2.3.1). This trend is observed at different span and explains the
main pressure loss difference between the two turbulence model.
3.3 Experimental/numerical comparison
The purpose of this section is to compare the numerical results obtained from the
different solvers (RANS elsA, LES elsA, AVBP and LES-LBM Pro-LB) against ex-
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Figure 3.17: Comparison of the pressure coefficient distribution around the blade at
(a): 4%, (b): 6%, (c): 50% span and pressure coefficient downstream of the blade
for the A05 configuration for k-ω and Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model (RANS)
perimental results available. The comparison is conducted for the A05 configuration
to assess the capability of the different codes to predict the correct trend with cavity
and purge flow. Y-error bars are included in the plots to take into account experi-
mental uncertainty described in Sec. 3.1.2 (p.86) that was estimated at Cp ± 0.03.
In the definition of the pressure coefficient Cp, the pressure around the blade pblade
is subtracted to the pressure at the inlet meaning that the suction side pressure
coefficient is the top curve while the pressure side is the bottom one.
3.3.1 Flow around the blade
3.3.1.1 RANS
Figure 3.19 shows pressure coefficient blade at 4, 6 and 50% span for the A05 config-
uration. The comparison against experiment is first conducted at mid-span where
the flow can be supposed to follow an ideal flow behaviour and endwall contribu-
tions are normally low (see Fig. 3.19c). However, the effect of endwalls may be
visible at midspan due to the streamtube contraction effect driven by the growth
of secondary flows. Its effect could be assessed by performing a purely 2D simu-
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Figure 3.18: Suction side boundary layer thickness from k-ω turbulence model used
in the study (a) and Spalart-Allmaras model (b)
lation. On the blade suction side (top curve), the flow initially accelerates on the
favourable pressure gradient portion (decreasing pressure portion) until x/Cx = 0.7
that corresponds to the passage throat. Downstream, the flow velocity starts to
decline when it encounters the adverse pressure gradient downstream of the throat
until the blade trailing edge. This portion of the blade suction side is sometimes
referred as the diffusion portion of the blade suction side. The pressure coefficient
on the blade suction side is relatively well predicted by RANS simulation. Despite
a lack of experimental pressure measurements downstream the throat, the trend
inversion at this location shown by the experiments is predicted by the RANS sim-
ulation. On the blade pressure side, the RANS simulation agrees well with available
experimental data between x/Cx = 0 and x/Cx = 0.75. The pressure coefficient on
this portion is almost constant then increases steadily until the blade trailing edge
with a positive pressure gradient. A localized adverse pressure gradient is observed
close to the blade leading edge. The pressure coefficient on pressure side is almost
insensitive to the span, while decreasing on the blade suction side when approaching
the hub. Blade loading or lift that provides work on the turbine shaft being deter-
mined based on the area circumscribed by these pressure curves, it decreases close
to the hub. Since the blade is two-dimensional in span, these differences in pressure
coefficient are only due to the flow around the blade, which is more affected by the
wall close to the hub.
Figures 3.19a and 3.19b show pressure coefficient around the blade at 4 and 6% span.
A similar trend for suction and pressure side pressure coefficient can be observed
compared to mid-span. The flow is well predicted by RANS simulation on the blade
pressure and suction side. However, pressure coefficient is slightly overpredicted
between x/Cx = 0.4 and x/Cx = 0.7 at 6% span.
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Figure 3.19: Pressure coefficient around the blade at (a): 4%, (b): 6%, (c): 50%
span for the A05 configuration using RANS approach and experimental results at
the different blade height (d)
3.3.1.2 LES
3.3.1.2.1 elsA Figure 3.20 shows the pressure coefficient around blade at 4, 6%
and 50% span. At mid-span, pressure coefficients are in good agreement compared to
the experiments. On the blade suction side, an inflectional portion can be observed
that was not observed in the RANS simulation. Since no experimental data is
available at this position, no conclusion can be drawn between the RANS and LES
at current stage concerning this different behavior. Close to the hub (4 and 6% span),
pressure side coefficient is well predicted by LES approach. On blade suction side,
the pressure coefficient is slightly underpredicted until mid-chord then overpredicted
but remains in good agreement with experiments.
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Figure 3.20: Pressure coefficient around the blade at 4, 6 and 50% span for the A05
configuration using the LES elsA approach
3.3.1.2.2 AVBP Figure 3.21 shows pressure coefficient around blade the A05
configuration based on LES AVBP simulation. At mid-span, the pressure coefficient
distribution around the blade is in good agreement with the experiments. Similarly
to the LES elsA simulation, an inflection of pressure loss coefficient is observed at
around x/Cx = 0.8 in the adverse pressure gradient portion. Close to the hub, a
similar trend can be observed compared to the LES elsA simulation with a pressure
coefficient distribution underestimated in the first half blade length and overesti-
mated elsewhere.
3.3.1.2.3 Pro-LB Figure 3.22 shows the pressure coefficient around the blade
for the A05 configuration based on Pro-LB simulation. The pressure coefficient is
slightly underestimated at mid-span (around 3% of discrepancy) without inflection
point observed at mid-span compared to LES elsA and AVBP solvers. Close to the
hub, pressure coefficients are in good agreement compared to the experiments at the
locations where experimental measurements were available.
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Figure 3.21: Pressure coefficient around the blade at (a): 4%, (b): 6%, (c): 50%
span for the A05 configuration using the LES AVBP approach
3.3.2 Pressure loss coefficient downstream blade
Figure 3.23 shows the pressure loss coefficient downstream of the blade for the A05
configuration for the different numerical solvers used in this study.
3.3.2.1 RANS
Close to the hub and shroud, Fig. 3.23a high values of pressure loss coefficient that
corresponds to the hub and shroud boundary layers where total pressure is lower
than in the mainstream one. A pressure peak can be observed at approximately
h/H = 0.35 that is relatively well captured by the RANS simulation both in terms
of position and amplitude. In the mid-span region between h/H = 0.4 and h/H = 0.6,
a region of low pressure loss coefficient can be observed. RANS simulation shows
some discrepancies compared to the experiments with a flatter pressure distribution
in this region. On the upper part of the blade, another pressure loss coefficient peak
can be observed at around h/H = 0.7. The RANS simulation predicts a pressure
peak with higher amplitude and slightly shifted towards mid-span compared to the
experiments (around 4% of spanwise shift discrepancy).
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Figure 3.22: Pressure coefficient around the blade at (a): 4%, (b): 6%, (c): 50%
span the A05 configuration using the LES Pro-LB approach
3.3.2.2 LES
For the LES solvers, Fig. 3.23b and 3.23c show a strong discrepancy of the pressure
loss downstream of the blade for the LES elsA and AVBP solvers compared to
experiments. From a general sight, the overall loss are underpredicted/overpredicted
of 40% in some portions of the annulus. The position of the two main pressure loss
peaks is too close to the wall compared to the experiments. A central region of
constant pressure loss is observed but not in the experiments. Concerning the results
from Pro-LB solver, the two main loss peaks of pressure loss are well predicted as
well as the position of the two main pressure loss peaks.
+The comparison of the results for the different approaches led to the conclusion
that the approaches with more modeling (turbulence for RANS) and near-wall region
management for LES-LBM Pro-LB (law of the wall treatment) gave better results for
losses downstream of the blade compared to the wall-resolved simulation LES elsA
and AVBP. It seems acceptable that the poor results obtained from LES simulation
AVBP and elsA would not be due to a poorly resolved simulation because the two
simulation are in good agreement with each other concerning the pressure coefficient
around the blade and pressure loss coefficient downstream the blade. The next
section will focus on the flow behavior in the cascade to better understand the
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Figure 3.23: Pressure loss coefficient downstream the blade for the A05 configuration
for the different solvers (a): RANS, (b): LES elsA, (c): LES AVBP, (d): Pro-LB
mechanisms of loss and explain the differences between the different simulations
performed.
3.4 Main flow feature
The purpose of this section is to describe the main flow feature obtained first by the
steady RANS simulation and temporally averaged LES solvers in conjunction with
the knowledge learnt from the literature concerning the flow along a linear cascade.
The emphasis is given to further understand the pressure distribution around and
downstream of the blade that have been used for the comparison with experiments
and the influence of purge flow and rim seal geometry. The description is made as
much as possible by following the flow in the linear cascade. The interaction of the
shroud boundary layer with the blade leading edge will be first studied.
3.4.1 Incoming boundary layer at shroud
The interaction of endwall boundary layer with blade has been deeply studied
[111, 139, 88] especially with the emphasis to describe secondary flow development
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in the passage as proposed in Sec. 2.2.4.1 (p.65). The scope of this subsection is
to verify that the main mechanisms previously observed in these former studies can
be observed in this configuration. This section is used to draw the differences with
a hub where the endwall is partially replaced by a cavity upstream of the blade
including an emerging purge flow.
Figure 3.24b shows the boundary layer thickness at shroud obtained from the RANS
simulation. At the inlet of the domain, the boundary layer has a non-zero ini-
tial thickness due to the imposed experimental inlet profile that mimic an existing
boundary layer that had started to develop downstream of the turbulent grid. Fig-
δ/Cx [−]
0.1
0
(a) (b)
Figure 3.24: Hub (a) and shroud (b) boundary layer thickness from the RANS
simulation
ure 3.25a shows streak lines obtained from friction vectors at the shroud endwall.
The flow at the inlet is supplied with a tangential component that mimics a hypo-
thetical upstream rotor stage and that corresponds to an adapted (zero incidence)
profile for the nozzle guide vane cascade under consideration. Streak lines bifurca-
tion can be observed when approaching the blade leading edge (see Fig. 3.25a). This
observation corresponds to the shroud boundary layer approaching the blade that
detaches due to an increase of the static pressure from the blade potential effect and
low momentum of the shroud boundary layer compared to the free stream one. At
this location known as saddle point and all along the separation line, the boundary
layer detachment induces the formation of vortical flow structures almost orthogonal
to the mainstream flow direction immediately downstream the separation line. Fig-
ure 3.25b shows the wall friction at the shroud where elongated structures upstream
of the blade leading edge can be observed since these structures locally increase the
wall shear stress. This observation indicates the rolling structures development from
the boundary layer detachment that travels until the blade leading edge before to
impact it. This vortex structure termed as horseshoe vortex is split by the blade
leading edge and propagates downstream in the passage on both pressure and suc-
tion side forming two legs. According to the streak lines at the shroud, the suction
side leg horse shoe vortex remains close to suction side wall while the pressure side
leg travel along the inter-blade channel due to the cross pressure gradient (induced
by a high pressure pression side and low pressure suction side of the adjacent blade).
The pressure side leg azimuthal and axial migration induces a separation line where
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the flow close to shroud is entrained by the pressure side leg and downstream a new-
born boundary layer starts to develop [98]. This process is related to the equilibrium
between pitchwise pressure gradient and centrifugal forces on the fluid element that
breaks down close to endwall due to the low momentum boundary layer and pressure
forces that are dominant as stated by Acharya et al. [140]. Downstream of the blade
τwall [−]
0
40
Pressure
side leg
vortex
Saddle
point
Leading edge
attachment
line
Separation
line
Suction side
leg vortex
(a) (b)
Figure 3.25: Streak lines (a) and skin friction (b) at the shroud wall exhibiting
rolling process of the horse shoe vortices from the LES simulation
leading edge, streak lines at shroud indicate that the suction side and pressure side
leg merge together in the region where the two separation lines meet close to blade
suction side and initiate the formation of the vortex known as passage vortex (see
Fig. 3.25a at around 30% axial chord length). On the blade suction side, the flow is
less accelerated in the boundary layer than in the free stream. A negative spanwise
pressure gradient is induced from the endwall to free stream. Figure 3.26 shows
streak lines around the blade suction side and pressure side. Near to the shroud
on the blade suction side, a streamline deviation can be observed that indicates the
migration of the passage vortex along the blade suction side due to the spanwise
pressure gradient. The migration is characterized by a three-dimensional turbulent
flow travelling on the blade and skewed as stated by Dominy et al. [141]. The pres-
sure and suction side leg merge at the shroud induces the formation of an additional
vortex structure slightly downstream the initial migration location of the passage
vortex that remains close to the shroud called corner vortex that can be seen on the
streak lines of Fig. 3.26. This vortical structure is a small but very intense structure
as stated by Wang et al. [93].
The interaction of the shroud boundary layer with the blade leading edge and the
subsequent development of secondary structures has been described and made possi-
ble to observe some of the different phenomena described by former studies especially
in linear cascade experiments. At the hub, the configuration is similar to the shroud
except that part of the wall is replaced by a cavity and rim seal upstream of the
blade leading edge.
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Figure 3.26: Streak lines on the suction (left) and pressure side (right) for the A05
configuration from the RANS simulation (unwrapped blade)
3.4.2 Incoming boundary layer at hub
The boundary layer developing at the hub, upstream of the cascade, separates when
approaching the cavity rim seal left corner. For the axial rim seal, the flow in
the cavity is entrained by the mainstream flow. This process is similar to academic
entrained cavity where a base flow onto a cavity induces a clockwise vortical structure
in the whole cavity. The additional momentum provided to the cavity flow at the
interface by the main annulus flow is progressively spread all over the cavity under a
viscous process. Figure 3.27a and 3.27b show velocity vector in the upper part of the
axial rim seal face to the blade leading edge and at the center of the passage with top
part of this rotating core. For simple (S) and double overlapping rim seal geometries
(D) that are more representative of real engine geometries, the overlapping partially
breaks the entrainment effect on whole cavity restricting the influence and rotating
core to the flow in the rim seal (see Fig. 3.27c and 3.27d). According to these different
velocity vector plots at the rim seal interface, the velocity adaptation between the
cavity and mainstream flow is performed at the top of the rim seal over a small
height typically in the order of magnitude of the incident boundary layer. The
strongest velocity gap being observed at the rim seal left corner and decreasing all
along the axial direction due to the entrainment effect. This small region of velocity
adaptation is a shear layer in both axial (see Fig. 3.27) and azimuthal velocity
component at a radius corresponding to the rim seal left corner. This shear layer
will be more deeply analysed in the Sec. 3.5 related to unsteady phenomena with the
possible development of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability in the case of low free stream
turbulence. Since less flow is entrained for the single (S) and double axial overlapping
rim seal geometries (D) compared to the axial one (A), the velocity deficit of the
rim seal flow compared to the mainstream flow is lower for overlapping geometries
than axial one and therefore promotes a less intense shear layer (see Fig. 3.27a and
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.27: Velocity vector close to the rim seal: face to leading edge (a)(c) and at
the center of the channel (b)(d) for the A05 and S05 configuration
3.27c). Between the single (S) and double overlapping geometries (D), relatively low
differences were observed compared to the flow topology at the rim seal interface.
The first axial overlap (single overlap) promotes a reduced entrainment of the whole
cavity flow to reduce the shear layer at the rim seal interface. Similarly, the second
arm of the double overlapping geometry and radial tooth is a discourager of flow
transfer between the cavity flow and rim seal one that is shown to have relatively low
influence in current static configuration. However, as stated in Sec. 1.1.3 (p. 8) the
second (bottom) arm (see rim seal geometry D in Fig. 3.2 p.83) has a considerable
importance in rotating cavity configurations. The entrainment effect in the cavity
producing the central core and the positive radial pressure gradient in the cavity is
damped by this second arm inducing less pressure asymmetry and pressure gradient
across the rim seal. The flow at the rim seal interface is generally asymmetric due
to upstream effects with alternating wakes and free stream flow when an upstream
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cascade is considered or potential effects of downstream row. In this configuration,
only the potential effect of the downstream blade is taken into account. The effect
of wakes will be developed in the next chapter (see Sec. 4.4.3). Figure 3.27a shows
velocity vector face to the blade. When approaching blade leading edge, the flow at
the rim seal interface is deviated downwards in the rim seal and cavity due to the
potential effect of downstream blade and high stagnation pressure. Figure 3.27a and
3.27c show velocity vector at the rim seal interface face to the blade and at center
of the passage in Fig. 3.27b and 3.27d showing that part of the flow is deviated into
the cavity when facing the blade (velocity vectors oriented upstream close to rim
seal right corner) while the flow can freely go into the mainstream at the center of
the passage where pressure is lowervelocity vectors oriented downstream close to rim
seal right corner). Based on a mass conservation balance for the cavity including the
rim seal, since some flow enters in the cavity face to the blade, an equivalent amount
of flow must blow into the mainstream. When purge flow is added, this additional
mass flow has to blow into the main annulus. Since the cavity flow was supplied
at a lower temperature than the mainstream one (Tc/Tm ' 0.9), temperature can
be used as a passive scalar to track the blowing and mixing of the cavity flow in
the mainstream. Figure 3.28a shows the total temperature profile at hub where the
flow emerges into the mainstream. The blowing process is mainly performed where
the main annulus pressure is more favourable, i.e. where pressure at the hub of
the main annulus is lower. Along the azimuthal direction, pressure is lower at the
center of the inter-blade channel and close to the suction side. The cavity flow then
travels and is rolled up towards the blade suction side due to the cross pressure
gradient. These structures interact with the vortical structures emanating from the
horse shoe vortex especially the horse shoe pressure side leg (see Fig. 3.28b). Due
rim seal
interface
T/Tref
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0.97
(a)
Vorticity
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side leg
KH vortices
Pressure side
separation bubble
Emerging
flow
(b)
Figure 3.28: Total temperature distribution at the hub (a) and horseshoe vortex
interaction with the cavity flow based on a iso q-criterion q = 106 colored by the
streamwise vorticity from an instantaneous LES solution (b)
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to the rim seal at hub, a new boundary layer starts to develop at the rim seal
right corner on the hub platform of the nozzle guide vane. This boundary layer is
very thin when approaching blade leading edge compared to the shroud due to the
proximity between the rim seal right corner and blade leading edge. Similarly to the
process at the shroud, the horse shoe vortex at hub emanates from the developing
hub boundary layer. The pressure side of the horse shoe vortex travels along the
passage and is strengthened by the new-born passage boundary layer similarly to
the process at shroud. In addition, the emerging low-velocity cavity flow is entrained
by the pressure side horse shoe vortex promoting a stronger rotating core structure.
The different mechanisms described at the shroud leading to the development of
passage and corner vortices are the same at the hub except that these secondary
flow structures have higher extensions/secondary kinetic energy due to the purge
flow.
3.4.3 Blade flow feature
Based on Fig. 3.26 introduced previously showing streamlines related to the blade
suction and pressure side, the boundary layer on the blade pressure side separates
at around ten percent chord length (5 in Fig. 3.26) and is characterized by a loss of
organization of the flow. This is confirmed by a local constant / slightly increasing
isentropic Mach number in this region of the pressure side (see Fig. 3.29). The
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Figure 3.29: Isentropic Mach number at mid span for LES simulation
adverse pressure gradient inducing a closed separation bubble along most of the span
(6) that reattaches at around thirty percent axial chord length (7). Downstream,
the boundary layer remains attached until blade trailing edge. The flow on the blade
pressure side is essentially two-dimensional and not influenced by secondary vortices.
The quasi-uniform pressure distribution all along the pressure surface span and very
weak interaction of the boundary layers between the pressure surface and endwall
are responsible for this flow behavior. On the blade suction side, the developing
boundary layer is relatively insensitive to wall effects in a cup shape region from the
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blade leading edge (1). The influence of secondary vortices can be observed at the
hub and shroud with migrating passage vortices (2-3) and corner vortices close to
the hub and shroud (4) in a delta shape region.
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Figure 3.30: Streak lines at the hub from the temporally averaged LES (a) and sight
from downstream to upstream of the secondary flows in the passage obtained using
iso q-criterion q = 106 colored by vorticity from instantaneous LES solution (b)
3.4.4 Flow downstream of the blade
Figure 3.30b shows an iso q-criterion colored by the streamwise vorticity in a down
to upstream view where some of the vortical flow structures developed in the passage
can be highlighted. The hub and shroud passage vortices can be identified as mi-
grating structures on the blade suction side. Hub and shroud passage vortices have
opposite sign vorticity. Similarly, close to the hub and shroud boundary layer, corner
vortices can be identified. Close to the blade trailing edge, pressure and suction side
boundary layer separate and mixes out due to a velocity gap between pressure and
suction side exiting velocity producing trailing edge wake vortices. Between corner
and passage vortex, where the flow is relatively undisrupted by secondary vortices,
the wake vortices are characterized by elongated roll-up structures aligned with the
radial direction characterizing stream velocity differences. At locations where sec-
ondary flow structures leave the blade, these structures cannot be clearly identified
due to the interaction with secondary flow structures, mainly the corner and passage
vortices. At this location, elongated structures aligned with the stream direction are
rather observed due to the shear layer formed between the fluid from the suction
surface, which has a significant spanwise velocity and the fluid from the pressure
surface with little or slightly negative spanwise velocity. The vorticity in this shear
layer rolls up into a vortex behind the trailing edge generally referred as the counter
vortex with opposite sign to the main passage vortex (see Fig. 2.14a p.66). For
the case where a separation bubble occurs on the blade suction side, the separation
also induces vortices that interact with the trailing edge vortices leading to complex
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three-dimensional structures.
From this last description of the flow, a first qualitative assessment of the loss
ζ
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Figure 3.31: Pressure coefficient and vorticity downstream the blade from instanta-
neous LES solution where experimental measurements have been performed
sources leading to a pressure drop downstream of the blade where experimental
measurements have been performed can be proposed. Figure 3.31 shows the non-
dimensional pressure and vorticity at 25% axial chord length downstream of the
blade trailing edge where the experimental pressure measurements have been per-
formed. By performing an azimuthal averaging, one can recover the curves of pres-
sure coefficient as a function of blade height used to compare the simulations against
experiments. This figure makes possible to see the loss history of the flow in the
linear cascade since the total pressure decrease can be seen as an accumulation of
irreversibility generated upstream. A first possible mechanism contributing to the
pressure loss is the shear layer at the rim seal interface. The boundary layer devel-
oping along the hub and shroud is expected to produce pressure loss localized close
to the wall (1). Out of the hub and shroud boundary layers, part of losses can be
related to the blade boundary layer contributions and trailing shed vortex process
(4). The last type of contribution that could be inferred in this configuration are the
secondary flows that are associated to low pressure regions close to their center of
rotation and large vortical structures (hub and shroud corner vortices (2), passage
vortices (3)).
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3.5 Unsteady phenomena within the cascade
3.5.1 Horse shoe vortex process at shroud
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Figure 3.32: Spectrum and corresponding summed modes (1, 2, 3 and 4) related
to the horse shoe vortex process at the shroud obtained from Dynamical Mode
Decomposition (LES simulation)
Horse shoe vortices developing at the shroud impact periodically the blade lead-
ing edge initiating pressure and suction side leg horse shoe vortices. The frequency
depends on the boundary layer edge velocity ubl and equivalent diameter of the
blade leading edge as stated by Cui et al. [76]. A Dynamical Mode Decomposition
(DMD) performed at the shroud have made possible to identify a few modes with a
large amplification showed in Fig. 3.32and related to the periodic horse shoe vortex
development. The main harmonic of the phenomenon is set at Strouhal number
St = (fr D)/ubl = (250 0.02)/30 = 0.2 where fr is the frequency, D the distance
from saddle point to blade leading edge. The corresponding reconstructed mode
is shown in Fig 3.32b with alternating high and low density modes associated to
shroud boundary layer separation and horse shoe vortices generation. The location
where horse shoe vortex develops and the pressure side leg of the horse shoe vor-
tex migrates are associated to strong pressure standard deviation σp (see Fig. 3.33b
top). On the blade, the strongest pressure deviations are observed where the pas-
sage vortex migrates on the blade suction side and close to the shroud where the
corner vortex travels (see Fig. 3.33a). Even downstream of the blade, the pressure
loss coefficient experiences amplitude fluctuations in particular in regions of strong
losses related to the passage vortices (see Fig. 3.35b). A spectral content analysis
have been conducted with the two-dimensional temporal signal associated to the
shroud wall, skin blade where passage and corner vortices travel and downstream of
the blade where the pressure loss experimental measurements have been performed.
This last position was convenient in the purpose to analyse the beating frequency of
the passage vortex downstream blade. The position is relatively far from the blade
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trailing edge to reduce the influence of the trailing shed vortex characteristic fre-
quency and close enough to have secondary flow structures still relatively coherent.
The modes related to the horse shoe vortex process are shown to be propagating in
the secondary structures leading to unsteadiness around the blade suction side where
the secondary flows travel. Downstream of the blade, amplitude and azimuthal po-
sition variations of the passage vortices were shown to be related to the horse shoe
vortex process (see Fig. 3.36 with HS standing for horse shoe-related modes). There-
fore, the horse shoe vortex process and subsequent secondary vortices development
in the blade passage is a source of unsteadiness for the cascade.
Blade suction side Hub
Shroud
σ(p)/pref (%)
0
0.5
(a) (b)
Figure 3.33: Pressure standard deviation σ(p) around the blade suction side (a), at
hub and shroud (b)
3.5.2 Horse shoe vortex and Kelvin-Helmholtz process at
hub
At the hub, due to tangential and axial velocity gap between the mainstream and
cavity, a shear layer takes place at the rim seal interface. Under low free stream tur-
bulence, the shear layer induces Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. A three-dimensional
DMD has been performed using fully three-dimensional snapshots in time and made
possible to isolate a few modes initiated at the rim seal interface and considered as
the instability. The spatial reconstruction of this mode can be seen in Fig. 3.34a
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characterized by alternating positive and negative density modes at the rim seal
interface. Once generated and amplified in the axial extent of the rim seal, alternat-
ρ
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FB CP
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ρ
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FB CP
(b)
Figure 3.34: Three-dimensional (a) and two-dimensional modes related to Kelvin-
Helmholtz instability based on fully three-dimensional and two-dimensional merid-
ional plane face to the blade leading edge (FB) and at the center of the passage
(CP) (b)
ing vortical flow structures extending along the whole azimuthal direction are either
deviated downward into the rim seal when facing the nozzle guide vane due to high
stagnation pressure or remain in the mainstream due to cavity purge flow blowing
into mainstream and relatively lower pressure. The flow structures entering into the
cavity tend to weaken and vanish when going further downstream in the cavity for
the axial rim seal and in the rim seal for overlapping geometries. At the center of
inter-blade channel, these flow patterns emerge into the mainstream (see Fig. 3.34b
and 3.28b). The blade-to-blade pressure gradient induces the migration of these
modes from the center of the passage to the suction side of the adjacent blade under
the entrainment effect of pressure side horse shoe vortex. Additional entrainment
flow given to the pressure side horse shoe vortex and Kelvin-Helmholtz instability
induce higher pressure standard deviation compared to the shroud (see Fig. 3.33b
bottom). Similarly, around the blade, the pressure unsteadiness is stronger where
the secondary vortices travel compared to the shroud (see Fig. 3.33 left and 3.35a
showing pressure fluctuations around the mean value at 4% span). Similarly to the
spectral analysis performed at the shroud, the sources of unsteadiness observed at
the hub, on the blade suction side where the passage vortex migrates and down-
stream of the blade where passage vortex decays have been conducted. The horse
shoe vortex process is the dominant source of unsteadiness even at the hub. The
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability occurs at higher frequency, typically four times higher
than the horse shoe vortex process (see Fig. 3.36 with KH standing for Kelvin-
Helmholtz-related modes). Based on these observations, a reduction of the shear
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Figure 3.35: Pressure coefficient and domain of fluctuation at 4% blade height (a)
and downstream blade (b) where the characteristic time T corresponds to the time
for a particle to be convected of one axial chord
layer intensity close to the rim seal could reduce unsteadiness on the blade suction
side at the hub. This could be achieved by reducing the tangential and axial velocity
gap between the mainstream and rim seal flow by increasing swirl in the cavity or
longer rim seal arms to increase rim seal axial flow component.
The last description was dedicated to show the common flow feature in the lin-
ear cascade that were observed with the different numerical simulation performed
(RANS and LES) and the unsteady phenomenon observed in the LES simulation.
Next section will be focused on the influence of turbulence modeling on the pro-
cesses occurring in the linear cascade described previously. This study is made with
the emphasis to better understand the difference observed between the different nu-
merical solvers, in particular the discrepancy in pressure loss downstream of the
blade. The influence of turbulence will be assessed in two ways. At first by com-
paring turbulence modeling approaches: RANS simulation against LES simulations
performed with elsA and AVBP. Then, as a second step, by comparing LES sim-
ulations from elsA and AVBP without turbulence injection compared to the same
simulation where turbulence is injected at the inlet of the domain (AVBP).
3.6 The influence of turbulence
Based on the common flow features described in the last section no matter of the
approach chosen, the purpose of this section is to describe the differences observed
between the different simulations with the objective to better understand the dif-
ferences observed especially the pressure loss coefficient downstream of the blade.
3.6.1 Turbulence modeling
At the hub and shroud, a boundary layer develops from the inlet of the simulation
domain with an initial thickness imposed according to the experiments. Figure 3.38
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Figure 3.36: Density frequency spectrum in x, z cuts and around the blade with the
A05 configuration and corresponding to the fundamental Kelvin-Helmholtz density
mode
shows the boundary layer profiles on the hub endwall at the various axial positions for
the RANS and LES simulations before the rim seal. The positions where the bound-
ary layer profiles have been extracted are given in Fig. 3.37. In addition, the Blasius
analytical solution without pressure gradient for a laminar boundary layer has been
added to the profiles related to the LES simulation and power law turbulent bound-
ary layer profiles (u/uedge) = (y/δ)1/7 for the RANS simulation. The wall-normal
coordinate and velocity in the boundary layer have been non-dimensionalized by the
boundary layer thickness δ and velocity at the edge of the boundary layer uedge. This
process is used since the Blasius profile, solution of the laminar boundary layer on a
flat plate, is a self similar function. However, it is reminded that the boundary layer
thickens with the axial coordinate and the same process is also used for the turbulent
boundary layer profiles. The boundary layer at the hub for the RANS simulation
(Fig. 3.38a) has a profile close to a turbulent one with lower momentum close to the
wall until y/δ < 0.08 but higher momentum above. The hub is relatively close to
a flat plate configuration with a very low favourable pressure gradient and due to
the RANS modeling, this boundary layer profile is essentially what could have been
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Figure 3.37: Positions in the linear cascade where the boundary layer profiles have
been extracted for the RANS and LES simulations
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Figure 3.38: Inlet hub boundary layer profiles for RANS (a) and LES simulations
(b), see Fig. 3.37 for the corresponding extraction positions
expected. For the LES simulation (Fig. 3.38b), the boundary layer profile is close to
a laminar boundary layer profile over a flat plate. Since no turbulence injection was
performed and for the current Reynolds number (Re ' 500 000 or Reθ ' 500) at the
trailing edge, this is in agreement with the works of Abu-Ghannam and Shaw [71]
(p.53) for which the boundary layer over a flat plate remained laminar at the con-
sidered Reynolds number without turbulence injection. According to streak lines at
shroud from the RANS (3.25) and LES simulations (Fig. 3.30a), the separation line
is closer to the blade leading edge for the RANS simulation. The turbulent boundary
layer is more resistant to an adverse pressure gradient since the fluctuating veloci-
ties in the turbulent boundary layer greatly increase the transfer of momentum and
energy towards the wall and is less prone to separate when facing an increasing stag-
nation pressure due to the blade compared to a laminar boundary layer as stated
by Cui et al. [76]. Figure 3.39 shows the boundary layer profile upstream of the
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Figure 3.39: Boundary layer profiles for the RANS (a) and LES simulation (b)
upstream of the blade leading edge, see 5 in Fig. 3.37 for the corresponding extraction
position
blade leading edge for the RANS simulation (position 5 in Fig. 3.37 between rim
seal right corner and blade leading edge). While the boundary layer profile for the
RANS simulation is close to separation due to the adverse pressure gradient (the
velocity profile rise up close to the wall in Fig. 3.39a), the boundary layer module
provide a profile that may indicate that the boundary layer has already separated
in the LES simulation. Since no boundary layer thickness can be obtained due to
a non converging value far from the wall, the profile has been set to the RANS
boundary layer thickness. (Fig. 3.39b). A main consequence is that the pressure
T.E L.E. T.E.Suction side Pressure side
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3 Hub passage
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4 Corner vortices
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8 Adverse pressure
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Figure 3.40: Streak lines on the suction and pressure side for the A05 configuration
from the LES simulation (unwrapped blade)
side leg of the horse shoe vortex reaches the adjacent blade suction side earlier in
the LES than RANS. The migration of the passage vortex is initiated earlier on the
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blade suction side. At same time, based on the streak lines around the blade, the
angle of migration of the passage vortex is less important for the LES (around 18◦
between the x axis and the stramline direction in the passage vortex) than RANS
simulation (around 25◦ see Fig. 3.26 for RANS and 3.40 for LES). The two main
loss peaks downstream of the blade associated to hub and shroud boundary layers
are moved farther from the endwall for RANS, i.e. shifted more strongly towards
half span for the RANS simulation. This phenomenon was previously observed by
Cui et al. [76]. Around the blade, similar flow topology is observed on the pressure
side with a separation bubble at around 10% of axial chord, reattachment at around
30% of axial chord and a nearly two-dimensional flow downstream (see Fig. 3.40).
The experimental measurements have been supplemented with oil-painting visual-
01
x/Cx
0.7
(a)
0 1
x/Cx
0.1
(b)
Figure 3.41: Oil-painting visualization on the blade suction (a) and pressure side
(b)
izations to characterize the boundary layer nature over the different wetted surfaces.
For the laminar boundary layer region, the friction at the wall is low enough so that
the oil-painting would be maintained while for turbulent boundary layer region, the
friction at the wall is supposed to be high enough to prevent it. Figure 3.41 shows oil-
painting visualization obtained experimentally around the blade pressure side. The
high friction due to a closed separation bubble on the blade pressure side leads to an
oil-painting that cannot be maintained on the surface. The LES, RANS simulations
and experiments are allegedly to capture similar flow behavior on the pressure side
with a separation bubble between x/Cx = 0.1 and x/Cx = 0.3. On the blade suction
side, based on the streak lines around the blade, the RANS, LES and experiments
predict regions of strong friction levels associated to the migrating passage and cor-
ner vortices. Also, the cup shape of the boundary layer is in agreement for all three
approaches. Figure 3.42 provides the boundary layer profiles around the blade suc-
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tion side in the favourable pressure gradient part (from x/Cx = 0 to x/Cx = 0.7,
dp/dx < 0) for the RANS and LES simulation. Similarly to the hub, a power law
turbulent profile has been provided for RANS. For LES, the Blasius profile without
and with pressure gradient m = 0.1 has been added. The boundary layer profiles
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Figure 3.42: Boundary layer profiles on the blade suction side in the favourable
pressure gradient portion for the RANS (a) and the LES simulations (b), see position
6, 7 and 8 in Fig. 3.37
around the blade for the RANS simulation displays some differences compared to
the power-law turbulent boundary layer profile. According to the author, this may
be due to the relatively low friction Reynolds number Reτ = (uτδ)/ν where uτ is
the friction velocity. For the considered profile extraction location Reτ ' 250 while
the description made of a fully turbulent boundary layer with established logarithm
region (see Sec. 2.2.2.2 p.53) is generally considered to be valid for Reτ > 500 that
is not fulfilled in current configuration. This is due to relatively low axial Reynolds
number and length over which the boundary layer has developed. For this case the
viscous layer occupies a larger portion of the near-wall region. This profile is almost
unmodified around the blade. For the boundary layer profile extracted from the LES
simulation, the profile is close to the Blasius one with favourable pressure gradient
m = 0.15. Similarly to the RANS simulation, the boundary layer profile is almost
unmodified on the blade suction side in the favourable pressure gradient portion.
Figure 3.43 shows boundary layer profiles for the RANS and LES simulations (ex-
tractions 9, 10 and 11) around the blade suction in the adverse pressure gradient
portion x/Cx = 0.7 to x/Cx = 1, dp/dx > 0). For the RANS simulation (Fig. 3.43a),
the boundary layer profiles are shifted from the wall indicating the adverse pressure
gradient effects on the boundary layer. For the LES simulation (Fig. 3.43b), the
boundary layer separates characterized by an inversion of the velocity profile in-
dicating a separation bubble due to the adverse pressure gradient. The laminar
boundary layer separates at around 80% axial chord without reattaching. Hodson
and Dominy [142] also reported the formation of a separation bubble on the blade
5The value of m corresponds to the power value of velocity at the edge of boundary layer
uedge = xm before to be injected in the boundary layer equations
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Figure 3.43: Boundary layer profiles on the blade suction side in the adverse pressure
gradient portion for the RANS (a) and LES simulations (b), see 9, 10, 11 in Fig. 3.37
for the corresponding extraction positions
suction side at around x/Cx = 0.7 at lower Reynolds number Re = 1.8 × 105 and
low free stream turbulence. According to the oil flow visualization in Fig. 3.41a, this
boundary layer separation is not observed. Due to the relatively high free stream
turbulence (around 6% when approaching blade), the hub and shroud boundary
layers are supposed to turn turbulent since similar angles of migration of passage
vortices at the hub and shroud between the RANS and experiments are observed.
On the blade suction side, the boundary layer is allegedly to become turbulent and
no separation bubble would be observed because the turbulent boundary layer is less
prone to separate under adverse pressure gradient. It remains that the oil-painting
should have been removed from blade suction side due to turbulent boundary layer.
According to the partial information reporting the experiments, streaks structures
were observed on the blade suction side with oil-painting. Oil-painting being pro-
gressively removed from suction side. It is the author’s view that the boundary
layer may be transitional/turbulent on the suction side but since the wall shear is
less important than at the pressure side separation bubble and along the migrating
suction side secondary vortices, the oil-painting is progressively removed. The tur-
bulent nature of the incoming hub and shroud boundary layers as well as around the
blade seems to be confirmed since the experimental total pressure loss downstream
blade are in better agreement with the RANS than LES simulation. In particu-
lar, the position of the main loss peaks associated to the hub and shroud passage
vortices are in better agreement indicating that boundary layer close to hub and
shroud boundary layer is better predicted in the RANS than LES. The levels of
loss downstream of the blade are underpredicted by the LES simulation all over the
span. Since the laminar boundary layer induces less loss than a turbulent one at
equivalent thickness, this would indicates that the boundary layer over the suction
side would be mainly transitional/turbulent.
The comparison between the RANS, LES simulations without turbulence injection
and experiments have shown that the flow field is poorly resolved by the LES simu-
lations without turbulence injection. Indeed, turbulence has a significant influence
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on the physical phenomena in the linear cascade as observed in the comparison
between RANS and LES. Turbulence modifies the nature of the hub and shroud
boundary layer, the position of the passage vortex and subsequent losses as well as
the boundary layer around the blade. However, these last observations suffer from a
lack of predictability and the idea was to perform the same LES simulation but with
turbulent injection in order to see if the different assumptions made were correct
and if it was possible to recover the proper level of losses downstream of the blade.
3.6.2 Turbulence injection in LES simulation using AVBP
Turbulence injection at the inlet of the LES simulation is made in conjunction to
NSCBC conditions of AVBP solver proposed in Sec. A.3.1 (p.241) (see Fig. 3.44a).
Velocity fluctuations are generated using a synthetic eddy viscosity method. The
details of the method is proposed in Smirnov et al. [143] but a brief description
is given. A set of modes is randomly chosen from a Normal distribution on each
component of κ, the wave number corresponding to the two direction over which is
defined the boundary layer plane. The corresponding energy E(κ) is computed using
the turbulent spectrum for each mode and the related velocity coefficients in the
spectral domain are then computed. The velocity signal and its time derivatives are
rebuilt in physical space using a Taylor assumption with a bulk velocity. Different
parameters need to be set in the turbulence injection: the characteristic integral
length scale, the spectrum of turbulence and the characteristic mesh size at the
inlet of the domain. These parameters have significant effects on the flow in the
configuration. The parameters have been chosen following the numerical study of
Segui [144] using the same flow solver AVBP, turbulence injection and a configuration
(LS89) with a turbulent grid upstream of a turbine cascade. The integral length
scale has been set to 7 mm that corresponds to the experimental measurements
on the LS89 configuration [145] fo which the turbulence grid and distance to the
cascade was similar to the current configuration. The cut-off length scale is set to
0.2 mm and corresponds to the characteristic length scale of the mesh from the inlet
to the blade since the mesh cannot transport structures with characteristic length
lower than the characteristic cell size. Once the turbulence is generated (using
a grid for experiments and at the inlet boundary for the simulation), turbulence
experiences a spatial decay in the axial direction. The integral scale set is here an
important parameter since the decay rate is inversely proportional to the integral
length scale. That’s why setting the inlet length scale is important to make sure
that a realistic turbulence level reaches the airfoil. The decay of turbulence is then
compared to the analytical law resulting from the decay of a homogeneous isotropic
turbulent field [146] in order to reach similar values of turbulence intensity at the
blade leading edge compared to the experiments. The analysis is based on the initial
turbulent kinetic energy Ekturb(t0) and initial turbulent dissipation kturb(t0) at the
inlet of the domain. The time evolution of Ek is:
Ekturb(t) = Ekturb(t0)
(
1 +
(
Ckturb − 1
) t
τ0
)(− 1
Ckturb
−1
)
(3.4)
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with τ0= (Ekturb(t0)/kturb(t0)) and the analytical model constant Ckturb = 1.92.
From the integral length scale, the initial turbulent dissipation kturb(t0) is estimated
at kturb(t0) = 2.1 .106m2s−3. The time evolution can then be transformed to a spatial
evolution along a streamline using the Taylor hypothesis [146], i.e x = u0 t with u0
the velocity at the inlet to be compared to the spatial prediction. Figure 3.44b
shows the turbulent kinetic energy decay from the inlet of the domain x/Cx = -1 to
blade leading edge x/Cx = 0 obtained by integrating the turbulent kinetic energy
on axial planes. The turbulence decay is stronger in the simulation compared to the
theoretical one. This may be due to two effects. Since turbulence is injected from
a synthetic eddy viscosity method, turbulence is not initially a homogeneous and
isotropic turbulence (HIT) meaning that some axial extent is required to reach this
state[144] while the theory supposes HIT as soon as the inlet. A second contribution
may be due to the mesh. Despite a refined mesh from the inlet to the blade leading
edge to carry turbulent structures, part of the structures are possibly dissipated by
numerics (spatial scheme and subgrid scale model). The ratio Ekturb(x)/Ekturb(0) is
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Figure 3.44: Iso q-criterion q = 107 colored by the vorticity showing the turbulence
injection at the inlet of the domain in the first time steps of the AVBP simulation
(a) and the turbulent kinetic energy decay from the inlet of the domain to the blade
leading edge based on a theoretical HIT decay and obtained in AVBP simulation
(b)
around 0.2 meaning that the velocity fluctuations between the inlet and blade leading
edge is around u′inlet/u′LE = 0.4, the turbulent fluctuations injected at inlet of the
domain have been set to Tu ' 15% to reach the turbulence level at the blade leading
edge measured experimentally Tu = 6%. The value of the turbulence intensity at
the blade leading edge has been checked by setting a probe giving a turbulence
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intensity of 6.5%. For the considered turbulence intensity and momentum thickness
Reθ ' 350, the boundary layer should be transitional according to the works of
Abu-Ghannam and Shaw [71]. Figure 3.45a shows the boundary layer profile at
positions 1,2,3 and 4 provided previously and power-law turbulent profile. The
boundary layer profiles are close to a turbulent boundary layer profile. The levels of
turbulence injection is not relevant above 5% for the transition process according to
the study of Abu-Ghannam and Shaw [71] but the inlet turbulence injection around
15% at the inlet of the domain may have played in favour of an earlier transition to
turbulence. The Kelvin-Helmholtz instability that was developing at the rim seal
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Figure 3.45: Boundary layer profiles on the hub endwall (a) and around the blade
(b) for the LES simulation AVBP with turbulence injection. The boundary layer
profile extraction location in provided in Fig. 3.37
interface in the LES without turbulence injection is not observed in the case with
turbulence injection since no rolling up process is observed. This may be due to the
cancelling of this instability phenomenon at a sufficiently high free stream turbulence
since this instability is a natural instability of the flow that can be fully bypassed
in relatively high free stream turbulence. From the spectral content, only the horse
shoe vortex process remains at the hub. The boundary layer at the hub and shroud
is seen to be separating closer to the blade leading edge due to the adverse pressure
gradient compared to the LES simulation with a radial migration less important,
closer to the RANS simulation (see Fig. 3.47b). On the blade pressure side, the
topology is similar between the RANS and LES simulations with a separation bubble
in the adverse pressure gradient region close to the blade leading edge reattaching
downstream. On the blade suction side, the boundary layer profile at position 6,
7 and 8 (see Fig. 3.37) is shown in Fig. 3.45b. The boundary layer profile is not
clearly a turbulent boundary layer since less momentum is provided to the near-wall
region but may be considered as a transitional one. A main consequence shown
in Fig. 3.47a is that for the pressure coefficient around the blade at mid-span, no
inflectional point can be observed at x/Cx = 0.8 indicating that the separation
bubble observed in the LES without turbulence injection has been cancelled, the
transitional boundary layer being less prone to separate in the adverse pressure
gradient portion (see Fig. 3.46). Figure 3.47b shows the pressure loss coefficient
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Figure 3.46: Lateral sight of blade suction side with iso q-criterion q = 106 colored
by streamwise vorticity for the LES simulation AVBP with turbulence injection at
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Figure 3.47: Pressure coefficient around the blade at mid-span (a) and pressure loss
coefficient downstream of the blade for the axial rim seal at an intermediate purge
flow rate for the LES simulation AVBP with turbulence injection at the inlet (b)
downstream of the blade for the A05 configuration and turbulence injection. The
two main loss peaks are moved towards mid-span and the levels of loss are larger
than the LES simulation without turbulent injection. Some discrepancy can be still
observed compared to the experiments but turbulence injection promotes a better
agreement with experiments for the position of the two main loss peaks and loss
levels. This observation is in favour of the turbulent state proposed for the hub and
shroud boundary layer as well as the suction side boundary layer. The comparison
between the RANS, LES simulations without turbulence injection and experiments
indicated that the flow field was not properly recovered by LES simulations without
turbulence injection leading to a poor estimation of losses downstream blade. In this
configuration, this is mainly due to the relatively high free stream turbulence that
plays a major role in the development of secondary flow structures and topology
around the blade suction side that cannot be properly captured by the current LES
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approach since no turbulence injection was provided. Turbulence injection made
possible to recover levels of losses similar to the experiments. RANS and Pro-LB
approaches gave relatively good results since, the hub, shroud and blade boundary
layers are turbulent in the experiments meaning that the modeling approach of
RANS and law of the wall treatment for the Pro-LB simulation can relatively well
approach the flow in the experimental configuration.
The effect of turbulence on the physical phenomena in a linear cascade
with upstream hub cavity has been assessed by comparing RANS, LES
and LES with turbulence injection at the inlet of the domain. In con-
junction with experiments, the numerical results show that the hub and
shroud boundary layers approaching the blade leading edge turn turbulent
under a bypass process due to the free stream turbulence. The main effects
are a stronger migration towards mid-span of the hub and shroud passage
vortices compared to a laminar boundary layer and the cancelling of the
natural Kelvin-Helmholtz instability at the interface between main annulus
and cavity due to the shear layer observed in the LES simulation without
turbulence injection. Also, the suction side boundary layer is allegedly to
become transitional/turbulent. This information is supported by the can-
celling of the suction side pressure bubble separation observed in the LES
simulation without turbulence injection (laminar boundary layer) while not
observed in the experiments and LES with turbulence injection. Further-
more, the levels of losses downstream of the blade for the LES simulation
without turbulence injection are underestimated compared to the experi-
ments that could indicate that the boundary layer is indeed turbulent and
generate more losses than the laminar one.
3.7 Application of exergy formulation to track losses
In the current section, the exergy formulation is applied to the linear cascade con-
figuration. The analysis is first conducted by looking at the decrease of useful work
(exergy) along the simulation domain due to irreversibility. Then, the emphasis is
given to the influence of the different contributions to exergy decrease along the
domain: the effects of turbulence, the contribution of the viscous and thermal dissi-
pation. Once described, a closer look is given to the contributions of the boundary
layers over the wetted surfaces (hub, shroud and blade) by restricting the analysis
to these subdomains and in the remaining domain (the full domain where the sub-
domains related to boundary layers have been removed) where secondary flows are
known to develop and contribute to loss in the turbine. All these elements will be
used to obtain the regions and mechanisms inducing loss in the turbine. These sub-
sections are followed by the influence of the purge flow rate and rim seal geometry
on the loss mechanisms previously described. The study is performed first on the
RANS simulation for the axial rim seal at intermediate purge flow rate (A05), the
same analysis on the LES simulation being proposed at the end of this section.
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3.7.1 Exergy analysis in the simulation domain
Exergy formulation described in Sec. 2.1.3 (p.34) is used in this section to highlight
the regions of loss production. The general equation for exergy proposed in eq.(2.50)
can be written as:
d
dt
˚
(ρχ)dV +
‹
(ρχ)ujnjdAIO = Pshaft + χq + Φ∇u + Φ∇T +
d
dt
˚
pdV. (3.5)
Considering steady flow conditions, this equation can be written as
‹
(ρχ)ujnjdAIO = Pshaft + χq + Φ∇u + Φ∇T + Φsw. (3.6)
This equation gives a power balance between enthalpy, entropy flux balance (with
exergy) at the inlet and outlet of the domain (left-hand side of the equation) and
the power associated to the heat flux (χq), work transferred with the shaft (Pshaft),
and the irreversibility in the domain (Φ∇u + Φ∇T + Φsw). The current configuration
is low Mach meaning that no shocks are expected Φsw = 0. Since the configuration
is static, no work is transferred with the fluid similarly to a stator row leading
to Pshaft = 0. Finally, no heat is transferred at the border of the domain (since
adiabatic wall), no heat due to a combustion process for example leading to χq = 0.
Thus, the exergy variation between inlet and outlet of the domain can only decrease
due to viscous Φ∇u and thermal Φ∇T gradient contributions.
It may be useful to recall here the composite nature of exergy χ = (htot − h0) −
T0(s − s0) composed of the total enthalpy and entropy. The total enthalpy in last
equation eq.(3.6) provides in right-hand side of the equation non-pressure related
work, here expressed in terms of power extracted/supplied on the shaft Pshaft and
heat added/collected for the fluid (see eq.(2.10) p.23). In the current configuration,
since none of these contributions appear, the total enthalpy is conserved along the
cascade. This means that the flux of total enthalpy at the inlet of the main annulus
plus the cavity inlet one equals the flux of enthalpy at the outlet of the domain. This
statement is true in current configuration and more generally in static configuration
with no heat exchanged. Some useful work stored in kinetic energy and pressure work
is transferred to internal energy under irreversibility and since total enthalpy is the
sum of all these three contributions, the total enthalpy is conserved. However, from
the purpose to generate work, since kinetic energy and pressure that can be fully used
to generate work have been transformed partially in internal energy that can only be
partially transformed in useful work (the Carnot cycle for example), loss is generated
(in the purpose to generate work). With exergy, the entropy term added to the total
enthalpy makes possible to take into account this degradation of energy quality (in
the purpose to generate work) with the velocity and thermal mixing Φ∇u and Φ∇T
held by the entropy transport equation eq.(2.48) (p.33). The entropy production in
the domain multiplied by the temperature at which irreversibility occurs Ts provides
the equivalent heat supplied Q to the fluid increasing its internal energy and equal
to the decrease of pressure and kinetic energy terms. This term being subtracted to
the total enthalpy in the definition of exergy. An additional feature of exergy is its
definition relatively to a reference state (h0, s0). The potential energy contained in
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the fluid of the cascade could be hypothetically used to generate work by expanding
the fluid towards zero pressure (the total energy contained in the fluid). However,
since the majority of applications are performed on earth used as the reference or
dead state, the energy contained between atmospheric and zero energy cannot be
used to generate work and further explains why exergy is defined with a reference
state. It should be emphasized that the reference state could be any other reference
state than atmosphere like exit conditions of the turbine for example.
The description of this notion of exergy makes also possible to recall the procedure
of averaging that should be used if one had only access to a value of pressure and
temperature at the inlet and outlet plane of the domain to properly analyse the
losses generated in the averaged flow field of the turbine. The exergy quantity is
here shown to be relevant for tracking losses. Since a composite quantity of total
enthalpy and entropy, the flux of these two quantities must be conserved between
the non-uniform inlet/outlet plane and the one dimensional quantities at these same
planes. Since the flow field can be described by any other two intensive independent
variables like pressure and temperature commonly used in gas turbine. It was shown
that the conservation of total enthalpy is obtained for mass averaged temperature
while following the work averaging procedure for pressure to ensure a conservation of
entropy flux. Following this averaging procedure, the conservation of exergy fluxes
at the inlet and outlet planes is ensured between the non-uniform plane and one
dimensional value on these same planes (see Sec. A.5 p.250).
Figure 3.48a shows the exergy decrease of the flow along the simulation domain
where the environment has been taken at conditions (p0 = 101 325 Pa, T0 = 300 K)
since the exergy is defined with a reference state. It is reminded that inlet to rim
seal left corner extends from x/Cx = -1 to -0.26, rim seal region from x/Cx = -
0.26 to -0.04, blade domain from x/Cx = 0 to 1 and blade trailing edge to two
axial chord downstream blade (outlet) from x/Cx = 1 to 3 (see Fig. 3.50). This
figure is obtained by subtracting to the total exergy at the inlet of the domain (here
normalized to one), the contributions related to velocity and temperature gradients
Φ∇u and Φ∇T . These contributions that decrease the exergy of the flow restricted
here to these last two terms are generally said to produce anergy. The anergy is
the useless energy (for the purpose to generate work) obtained from the gradients
transformed into thermal energy. The viscous and thermal anergy evolutions along
the simulation are given in Fig. 3.48b where the left-hand side abscissa corresponds
to viscous term and right-hand side to the thermal one. The exergy of the flow at
a position x is obtained by subtracting the viscous and thermal anergy at position
x from the exergy available at inlet of the domain. The viscous and thermal anergy
are obtained by performing a volume integration of the velocity and temperature
gradients from the inlet to the considered position x:
Φ∇u(x) =
˚
V,0→x
τij,eff
T0
T
∂ui
∂xj
dV; Φ∇T (x) =
˚
V,0→x
(λ+ λturb)
T0
T
2
(
∂T
∂xj
)2
dV
(3.7)
where τij,eff = (µ+µturb)(∂ui/∂xj+∂uj/∂xi) is the effective viscous stress tensor. In
addition, the derivative according to the axial coordinate of the anergy that is here
referred as anergy production at station x of the domain and denoted dφ/dx can be
obtained by splitting the whole domain in axial subdomains of characteristic length
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Figure 3.48: Evolution of the flow exergy from the inlet to outlet of the domain (a).
Evolution of anergy along the simulation domain including viscous Φ∇u, thermal
contribution Φ∇T (b) and anergy production along the axial evolution dΦ∇u/dx
dΦ∇T/dx (c). The right axis refers to thermal contribution and left axis to viscous
contribution
dx (see Fig. 3.50). Integrating the velocity and temperature gradient terms over
these subvolumes for which the characteristic length tends towards zero provides
the local production:
dΦ∇u
dx
(x) =
˚ x+dx
V,x
τij,eff
T0
T
∂ui
∂xj
dV; dΦ∇T
dx
(x) =
˚ x+dx
V,x
(λ+ λturb)
T0
T
2
(
∂T
∂xj
)2
dV.
(3.8)
The corresponding anergy production is shown in Fig. 3.48c. These different plots
that provide the evolution of exergy/anergy in the domain makes possible to observe
the main regions all along the main axis x contributing to loss generation before to
look more precisely at local points in the three-dimensional domain. From these last
figures, it can be pointed out that the decrease in exergy of the flow (or equivalently
increase in anergy) is not performed linearly in the simulation domain. The viscous
and thermal anergy are shown to have different behavior. For the thermal anergy
production, the main regions of production corresponds to the extension of the rim
seal and downstream along the blade. The viscous anergy production is relatively
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T0 = 300 K,
p0 = 101325 Pa,s0 = 1050
T0 = 295K,
p0 = 95000 Pa,s0 = 1050‚
ρ(htot−h0)ujnjdAI 9135 10227‚
ρ(htot− h0)ujnjdA0 9135 10227‚
ρT0(s− s0)ujnjdAI 7202 6753‚
ρT0(s− s0)ujnjdA0 7236 6788‚
(ρχ)ujnjdAI 1897 3508‚
(ρχ)ujnjdAO 1833 3474‚
(ρχ)ujnjdAI0 34 34‚
(ρχ)ujnjdAI0‚
(ρχ)ujnjdAI
[%] 1.8 0.8
Table 3.5: Exergy balance at two different reference conditions
low from the inlet to rim seal, increases sharply along the rim seal and blade exten-
sions before to return towards intermediate levels of anergy production downstream
of the blade. The viscous anergy production does not tend towards zero while the
thermal contribution is almost zero as soon as one axial chord downstream of the
the nozzle guide vane (x/Cx = 2) (see Fig. 3.48c). In magnitude, the thermal
contribution is in the order of magnitude of ten times lower than the viscous contri-
bution (see Fig. 3.48b). At the outlet of the domain, the remaining exergy is around
98.2% of the exergy available at inlet of the domain (compared to the reference
state). It corresponds to the remaining exergy compared to the reference state that
is still available and could be extracted by expansion between pressure at outlet
of the domain and reference pressure. Alternatively, the linear cascade is shown
to deteriorate 1.8% of the exergy available at the inlet of the domain by viscous
and temperature dissipation process in order to accelerate the flow by transfer of
potential pressure forces to kinetic energy. A detail of the enthalpy flux at the inlet,
outlet and entropy flux that are constituent of exergy is proposed in Tab 3.5. It can
be noticed that the flux of enthalpy between the inlet (main annulus and cavity)
equals the enthalpy flux at the outlet and that the evolution of exergy is only held
by the changes in entropy. The same exergy flux balance between inlet and outlet of
the domain has been performed for a reference state at a same disorganization level
s0 = 1050 [kg.m2.s−2.K−1] but with lower enthalpy (T0 = 295 K, p0 = 95000 Pa). In
this case, the entropy generated along the domain is still the same, but the ratio of
exergy decrease between inlet and outlet compared to the exergy available at inlet
of the domain is lower than the case (T0 = 300K, p0 = 101325 Pa) since more exergy
is available due to a lower enthalpy magnitude for the reference state (see Tab.3.5).
3.7.1.1 Anergy production splitting between mean and turbulent con-
tribution
Last figures provided the total contribution (mean and modeled turbulent contribu-
tion) of viscous and thermal anergy. This total contribution was obtained by using
the notion of effective viscosity/diffusivity (µeff/λeff ) that is the sum of the natural
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viscosity/diffusivity of the fluid (µ/λ) provided by the mean flow and a turbulent
contribution modeled with an equivalent turbulent viscosity/diffusivity (µturb/λturb)
as proposed in Sec. 2.1.4.1 (p.40). These different contributions can be written for
viscous and thermal anergy as:
Φ∇u,mean =
˚
V
µ
(
∂ui
∂xj
+ ∂uj
∂xi
)
T0
T
∂ui
∂xj
dV; Φ∇u,turb =
˚
V
µturb
(
∂ui
∂xj
+ ∂uj
∂xi
)
T0
T
∂ui
∂xj
dV
(3.9)
Φ∇T,mean =
˚
V
λ
T0
T
2
(
∂T
∂xj
)2
dV Φ∇T,turb =
˚
V
λturb
T0
T
2
(
∂T
∂xj
)2
dV. (3.10)
Figure 3.49 provides the mean and turbulent contributions to the viscous and ther-
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Figure 3.49: Evolution of the anergy production along the simulation domain for
viscous dΦ∇u/dx (a) and thermal contributions dΦ∇T/dx (b) including the mean
and turbulent contributions
mal anergy production. As proposed in Sec. 2.1.4.1 (p.40) or Lengani et al. [147],
the viscous and thermal anergy production (or equivalently entropy since these two
terms are held by the entropy transport equation) in a turbulent flow corresponds
to a mean contribution sometimes called laminar contribution and a turbulent one.
This former contribution is only due to the mean flow distortion. The second con-
tribution is provided by turbulence that under transfer of energy from large to small
scales is dissipated in internal energy (heat). This induces the non locality between
mean energy flow lost and equivalent heat generated at small scales. But, similarly
to the mean contribution, as soon as mean kinetic energy is transferred to turbu-
lence this contribution will not be recovered in the purpose to generate work. The
turbulent production is larger than mean contribution for both viscous and thermal
contributions at the current Reynolds number. Mean and turbulent contributions,
despite of different magnitudes, provide a similar trend in the domain.
3.7.1.2 Anergy production splitting between different regions of the flow
The boundary layer module introduced in App. C makes possible to obtain the
boundary layer thickness over the different wetted surfaces: hub shroud and blade.
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Based on the boundary layer thickness available over the different surfaces of the
configuration, the volume related to the hub (Vhub), shroud (Vshroud) and blade
boundary layer (Vblade) can be extracted from the three-dimensional domain as well
as the remaining domain (Vrem.) i.e. the full domain (V) without the boundary layers
of the wetted surfaces (Vhub
⋃
Vshroud
⋃
Vblade) (see Fig. 3.50). From this decompo-
sition is built contiguous volumes that map the whole volume. Anergy production
along the domain can be then split according to these different contributions. For
example, for the viscous anergy evolution, the integral can be split according to the
different contributions:
Φ∇u(x) =
˚
Vhub+Vshroud+Vblade+Vrem.,0−→x
(µ+µturb)
(
∂ui
∂xj
+ ∂uj
∂xi
)
T0
T
∂ui
∂xj
dV. (3.11)
The computational domain can be split in axial subvolumes to obtain anergy pro-
duction along the domain as performed previously. The same procedure applied to
the volumes restricted to the boundary layer and remaining domains can be used
to obtained anergy production restricted to these different contributions. This pro-
cedure is used in the following of the section. It is to be noticed in the remaining
of the section that we will deal indifferently with entropy production or anergy
production to characterize the regions of loss generation. Anergy and entropy pro-
duction can be used indifferently to follow the loss generation along the domain
since related by a constant that is the reference temperature T0: dΦ∇u/dx = T0svisc,
dΦ∇T/dx = T0stherm. We use here these two terms since the anergy production along
the domain is held by contributions that appear in the entropy transport equation
(eq.(2.48) p. 33). It is reminded that if one wants to lead an exergy analysis, the
quantities obtained with entropy are simply to be multiplied by T0 to draw the
exergy balance. Furthermore, as shown in Tab. 3.5, the ratio of exergy decrease
along the domain compared to the inlet one depends on the reference state while
the entropy production term depends only on local quantities (temperature, velocity,
viscosity and diffusivity) that may be more intuitive when one wants to deal with
local loss. The analysis is first conducted on the viscous entropy production then
on the thermal entropy production (where viscous and thermal anergy are simply
recovered by multiplying this result by the reference temperature). The different
figures related to the contributions of the boundary layers and remaining domain
are given in conjunction with the total contribution of the domain at a same abscissa
(denoted svisc,total) to give the reader the magnitude of the contribution to the total
one.
3.7.1.2.1 Viscous entropy production Figure 3.51 shows viscous entropy
production related to the boundary layers of the different wetted surface (hub,
shroud, blade) and the remaining term that is the difference of the total viscous
entropy production less boundary layers contributions. From the inlet x/Cx = -1 to
the rim seal left corner x/Cx = -0.26, the viscous entropy is produced by hub and
shroud boundary layers (see Fig. 3.51c and 3.51d for contributions of hub, shroud
and cumulated contributions). This can be understood as the development of a
boundary layer over the hub and shroud that induces velocity gradients close to the
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-1 -0.26 -0.04 0 1
... 3
x/Cx
Total contribution Hub contribution Remaining contribution
Hub bound.
layer
Vi−1 Vi
Figure 3.50: Example of a simulation domain discretized in axial subvolumes Vi
(green). For a simple configuration where only the hub boundary layer is considered,
Vi can be split in a subvolume associated to the hub boundary layer (red) and a
remaining domain that is simply the subvolume Vi minus the subvolume associated
to the hub boundary layer (blue)
wall and as a consequence the viscous entropy. Since the hub and shroud contri-
butions almost equal the total contribution along this portion, it may be concluded
that negligible viscous entropy is generated in the free stream (i.e. the velocity gra-
dients must be low). Along the blade domain, viscous entropy production is split
between the contributions of the blade, hub and shroud boundary layers as well
as remaining term (see Fig. 3.51). The notion of remaining domain and remaining
term is used here since this subdomain can contain and cover various phenomena.
The main underlying phenomena that may happen out of the boundary layers are,
according to the description of the flow in the cascade proposed in Sec. 3.4 (p.106),
the shear layer at rim seal interface (p.109), secondary vortices produced in the pas-
sage (p.112) and the trailing shed vortices at blade trailing edge (p.113). Depending
on the axial position in the domain, one or other contribution may be dominant.
For example, at the rim seal interface, the main contribution could be attributed
to the shear layer since no secondary vortices and trailing shed vortices have been
produced yet. However, at the blade trailing edge for example, trailing shed vortex
process and secondary vortices mixing/dissipation could contribute to this notion
of remaining term. Downstream of the blade, the viscous entropy production is
mainly brought by the hub, shroud and remaining term. The entropy production is
almost entirely due to hub and shroud boundary layers at around one axial chord
downstream of the blade trailing edge (x/Cx = 2). The entropy production related
to the boundary layer downstream of the blade is greater of a factor 5 compared to
the upstream blade. This observation agrees with Denton [48] stating that the loss
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associated to the hub and shroud boundary layers downstream of the nozzle guide
vane are generally greater than upstream of the vane since the flow has experienced
acceleration in the passage and more losses are to be expected (see Fig. 3.51b and
3.51d). The platform extent downstream of the blade being important to shorten
to reduce losses. An additional observation that can be made is that the hub and
shroud boundary layers generate a similar levels of viscous entropy in the domain.
From the inlet x/Cx = -1 to the rim seal x/Cx = -0.26, since the prescribed inlet
profile gave a similar inlet boundary layer thickness and state at the hub and shroud,
the associated loss should be comparable. Along and downstream of the blade, the
comparable magnitude observed is less obvious to understand since, at the hub, the
cavity induces a boundary layer separation at the rim seal left corner x/Cx = -0.26
and a new born boundary layer at the rim seal right corner x/Cx = -0.04 that is not
induced at the shroud. However, this similar viscous entropy generation can be un-
derstood by the similar horse shoe vortex process at the hub and shroud that induces
a boundary layer separation at the saddle point upstream of the blade leading edge
line and a new boundary layer initiated downstream of the blade leading edge at
the hub and shroud. The new born boundary layers at the hub and shroud are then
skewed similarly in the passage due to the cross pressure gradient and entrainment
in the pressure side of the horse shoe vortex process. These two boundary layers
experiencing similar processes, a similar nature and thickness is expected and conse-
quently a similar viscous entropy until the outlet of the domain. Downstream of the
trailing edge, the total contribution to viscous entropy becomes equal to the hub and
shroud boundary layers after around one axial chord at x/Cx = 1 (see Fig. 3.51d).
Between the trailing edge and one axial chord downstream of the trailing edge, the
additional contribution emanates from the remaining term. At the blade trailing
edge, according to the description of the flow proposed in Sec. 3.4.4 (p.113), two
main contributions can be associated to the remaining term that are the secondary
vortices produced in the passage and the trailing shed vortices produced at blade
trailing edge. From Fig. 3.51b, the decay of these structures under a mixing process
generates entropy and are mainly dissipated over one axial chord downstream blade,
the contribution becoming very low between x/Cx = 2 and x/Cx = 3.
Similarly to the total anergy production where the mean and turbulent contribu-
tions have been split as proposed in Fig 3.49, this same process can be applied for
the viscous entropy production to the different subdomains defined. The entropy
generation related to the hub and shroud boundary layer is almost equally balanced
between mean and turbulent contributions with a similar trend along the domain
(see Fig. 3.52). For the blade boundary layer contribution, mean and turbulent part
contribute almost equally to the total entropy production with an increasing entropy
production trend on the blade. However, it is observed that the mean contribution
increases strongly close to leading edge and is a phenomenon not observed in the
turbulent contribution that increase linearly all along the blade (see Fig. 3.53). Fig-
ure 3.54 shows the contribution of the blade boundary layer split in pressure and
suction side of the blade. The major part of the entropy is produced on the blade
suction side (see Fig 3.54a and 3.54c). This observation agrees with the statement
of Denton [48] showing that main part of the loss contribution to the blade bound-
ary layer is brought by the suction side essentially because acceleration and velocity
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Figure 3.51: Mean, turbulent and total entropy production for the different subdo-
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Figure 3.52: Entropy production associated to mean and turbulent contributions for
the hub and shroud
are stronger on the blade suction side. The contribution of the pressure side is
relatively low until x/Cx = 0.5 corresponding to the decelerating flow portion and
may explains why the viscous entropy production is almost zero. This relatively
low contribution may be also explained by the boundary layer thickness estimation
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Figure 3.53: Mean and turbulent contribution to the blade boundary layer entropy
production
on this portion. Indeed, a separation bubble was observed on the blade pressure
side between ten and thirty percent axial chord (see Sec. 3.4.3 p.112). Providing a
boundary layer thickness is this region is rather challenging for the boundary layer
module since the boundary layer is not properly defined. The entropy production
then increases corresponding to the accelerating flow portion of the pressure side
until the blade trailing edge (see Fig. 3.54b and 3.54d). Close to the blade trailing
edge (x/Cx = 1), a sharp increase in entropy production can be observed for the
blade contribution. This may be explained by the possible separation process of
the pressure and suction side boundary layer slightly upstream of the trailing edge
(around x/Cx = 0.95) due to a thick trailing edge enforcing the boundary layer to
separate upstream. Also, the methodology used to capture the blade boundary layer
that may contain a short portion of the flow downstream blade trailing edge where
shedding vortex process occurs.
The total viscous contribution in entropy production is, as stated previously, domi-
nated by turbulent contribution with a mean contribution lower. The study of the
different boundary layers shows, however, that the contributions between turbulent
and mean contributions are in the same order of magnitude. This means that the
additional contribution to the turbulent part must be provided by the remaining
domain without boundary layers. Figure 3.55 shows viscous entropy production re-
lated to this remaining term. The turbulent contribution is clearly seen to be the
largest. The mean and turbulent contributions of the remaining term are zero before
the rim seal that is as stated previously, indicating that the velocity gradients in
the free-stream are low. Two localized entropy peaks can be observed corresponding
to a portion close to rim seal right corner x/Cx = -0.04 and in front of the blade
leading edge x/Cx = 0. For the first peak, some main annulus flow can enter the
cavity due to the potential effect of the blade leading edge and cavity flow emerges
close to the center of the passage that may explain velocity gradients in this region.
The second peak is associated to the portion between the rim seal right corner and
blade leading edge. This peak may be associated to the horse shoe vortex process
at the hub and shroud initiating the formation of secondary vortices in the passage.
A first observation is that between x/Cx = 0 and x/Cx = 0.2, negligible entropy
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Figure 3.54: Pressure and suction side contribution to the viscous entropy produc-
tion
due to secondary flow structures is generated indicating that from the horse shoe
vortex process at the blade leading edge, the generation of loss is not immediately
initiated. Downstream, the turbulent contribution increases as soon as x/Cx = 0.2
corresponding to the migration of the pressure side of the horse shoe vortex. For
the mean contribution, the increase starts at around x/Cx = 0.5 where pressure
and suction side of the horse shoe vortex have already merged and the migration of
the passage vortex have been initiated. The mean and turbulent contributions then
increase until trailing edge meaning that the secondary vortices are continuously fed
by the cross flow component induced by the blade-to-blade pressure gradient and dis-
sipate this additional momentum along the passage. At the trailing edge, the mean
contribution becomes negligible while a peak of turbulent entropy can be observed
associated to the trailing shed vortex process. Downstream, the entropy generation
decreases, the secondary vortices are no more fed by the passage pressure gradient
and trailing shed vortices decrease. The dissipation process of these structures is
made mainly by turbulence and over one axial chord. The entropy production re-
lated to this remaining term becoming negligible downstream x/Cx = 2. A point
that also needs to be addressed is the decomposition of the full domain in different
subdomains related to the different boundary layers over the wetted surfaces and
remaining domain. A main consequence of that decomposition is that no interaction
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Figure 3.55: Mean and turbulent contribution to the viscous entropy production for
the remaining term
can proceed between for example the remaining term and the boundary layer contri-
butions. However, some interactions can be exhibited between the secondary flows
in the passage that are supposed to be captured by the remaining domain and the
boundary layers. Figure 3.56 shows the entropy production at the hub and shroud
for mean and turbulent contributions in the boundary layers. Regions of high en-
tropy production in the hub and shroud boundary layers correspond to the regions
where the pressure side of the horse shoe vortex travels in the passage and further
downstream where corner vortex migrates. The vortices induce additional friction
close to the wall and more entropy is generated in the hub/shroud boundary layer
contribution. Figure 3.57 shows the entropy production in the blade boundary layer.
Similarly to the hub and shroud, regions of high entropy production correspond to
the regions where passage and corner vortices migrate. Secondary vortices devel-
oping in the passage induce additional entropy production in the hub, shroud and
blade boundary layers by a friction process of the vortical structures on the wetted
surfaces. This means that part of the viscous entropy generated in the hub, shroud
and blade boundary can be attributed to the friction of the secondary vortices on
these surfaces. Then, secondary vortices can be seen to have two main mechanisms
of loss generation. A first mechanism related to the mixing process and viscous
dissipation of the secondary kinetic energy (energy contained in the cross contribu-
tions to the stream one) in the vortices and the friction of these structures on the
different walls of the turbomachine where these structures travel. This observation
was previously made by Denton and Pullan [87] studying the endwall sources of loss
in a rotor/stator configuration based on an entropy formulation. The regions of high
entropy production close to the endwall were shown to correspond to the horseshoe
vortex system, especially the pressure side leg as it crosses the passage towards the
suction surface and on the blade suction surface with the passage vortex.
3.7.1.2.2 Entropy production in the boundary layer in the wall-normal
direction Previous paragraphs were devoted to study the evolution of entropy
relatively to the axial coordinate in the different regions of the flows including the
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Figure 3.56: Mean and turbulent entropy production related to the hub and shroud
in the boundary layer at a constant distance from the wall (y+ = 30)
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Figure 3.57: Mean and turbulent viscous entropy production related to the suction
side blade in the boundary layer at a constant distance from the wall (y+ = 30)
boundary layers. The purpose of this paragraph is to study the evolution of entropy
production with the wall-normal coordinate. This analysis is performed at mid-chord
and span on the blade suction side. According to the turbulent velocity profile
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Figure 3.58: Mean, turbulent and total entropy production in the boundary layer at
mid-span, mid-height of blade suction side (a) and accumulated entropy production
relatively to the wall-normal coordinate (b)
around the blade suction side provided in Fig. 3.42a (p.123), the mean entropy
production is large close to the wall due to wall-normal gradients that is observed
in Fig. 3.58a where the entropy production is maximum at the wall and decrease to
become zero at around y/δ = 0.6. The turbulent entropy contribution is identically
zero at the wall since no turbulent fluctuations and increases until y/δ = 0.2 where
the mean and turbulent curves cross. The turbulent contribution becomes negligible
at y/δ = 0.8. The total entropy production is dominated by mean contribution
between δ = 0 to 0.2 and by turbulent contribution between δ = 0.2 to 1. In
addition, the cumulated entropy from the wall can be plotted relatively to the wall-
normal coordinate for the mean, turbulent and total entropy production as shown in
Fig. 3.58b. The mean and turbulent contributions contribute almost equally to the
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total entropy production for the considered abscissa as observed in Fig. 3.54a and
3.54c at the abscissa x/Cx = 0.5. At the considered location, the friction Reynolds
Number Reτ ' 250 that is low to consider a fully developed turbulent boundary layer
as proposed in Sec. 2.2.2.2 (p.53). The main consequence at the considered abscissa
and for the relatively low Reynolds number encountered in current low pressure
turbine configuration, the viscous layer has a larger extension in the boundary layer.
However, it may be interesting to draw a parallel with the observations of Denton [48]
at an higher friction Reynolds number (Reτ ' 500-1000) for the boundary layers
over high pressure turbine blades for example. It provides a good understanding on
how entropy and consequently loss is generated in the boundary layer. For developed
turbulent boundary layers, much of the viscous entropy creation occurs within the
laminar sublayer and the logarithmic region since the strongest velocity gradients
occur in this region (about 90% of the entropy generation occurs within the inner
part of the layer). Since only the outer part of the boundary layer is affected by
pressure gradient that may be important in gas turbine (see Fig. 2.11a p.60), the
dissipation coefficient was then shown to slowly vary with the Reynolds number
encountered in gas turbines (see Fig. 2.11b p.60) and pushed towards the use of the
constant value Cd = 0.002 that integrated over a an axial line of a blade for example
provided the two-dimensional loss related to the boundary layer on this surface
(see Sec. 2.2.3.1 p.59). The laminar boundary layer or in current configuration at
relatively low friction Reynolds number, the related dissipation coefficient is more
dependant to the Reynolds number. The conclusions of Denton [48] concerning
the low influence of pressure gradient on loss generation at higher friction Reynolds
number may found less applicability at current lower friction Reynolds number since
as stated the large velocity gradients occur on a wider portion of the boundary
layer where pressure effects may have a significant effect. In the current approach,
since the boundary layers are isolated and the viscous entropy is integrated on the
whole boundary layer thickness, it provides a path to fully account for the entropy
produced including the pressure effects. Even in the case of a laminar boundary
layer, for simulation that tolerate both laminar and turbulent boundary layers (in
current study the wall-resolved LES simulation), this approach is suitable.
3.7.1.2.3 Thermal entropy production The similar analysis conducted for
the viscous entropy production is performed for the thermal contribution. It is re-
minded that all the contributions (hub, shroud, blade boundary layer and remaining
term) are plotted against the total contribution at a same abscissa. Figure 3.59
shows the total thermal entropy production and the contributions of the different
subdomains (hub, shroud, blade and remaining domain). The entropy production
at the shroud boundary layer is identically zero. Due to adiabatic wall and no in-
fluence of the purge flow supplied at the hub, temperature gradients are reduced
to temperature inhomogeneity that are not negligible. For the contribution of the
blade boundary layer, the contribution is almost zero except between x/Cx = 0.5
and x/Cx = 1.0. The two main contributions to the thermal entropy production are
related to hub and remaining subdomain. These two contributions are in regions
where the cavity flow at lower temperature than the mainstream one can interact
with the main annulus one. The contribution of the hub boundary layer upstream
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Figure 3.59: Total thermal entropy production and contributions of the subdomains
(hub, shroud, blade) and remaining domain
of the rim seal is zero. The thermal entropy production increases close to the rim
seal interface where the cavity and main annulus flow start to interact and where
temperature gradients are the stronger. The entropy production then continuously
decreases until reaches negligible values close to the trailing edge. The remaining
term provides a similar trend with a strong increase at the rim seal interface corre-
sponding to the mixing regions between the main annulus and cavity flow. As stated
in Sec. 3.4.2 (p.109) about the description of the flow, the cavity flow is entrained
by secondary vortices in the passage. Furthermore than dissipating kinetic energy
due to a mixing process and generating viscous entropy, the secondary vortices also
generate thermal entropy by homogenizing the cold cavity flow entrained with the
main annulus flow (see Fig. 3.60a). This observation may be put in parallel with the
viscous contribution. It was shown that out of the boundary layers, the secondary
flow contribution to entropy generation was made until one axial chord downstream
of the blade trailing. For thermal contribution, this thermal entropy production and
temperature homogenization performed by the secondary vortices is performed on
a shorter distance (until blade trailing edge).
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Figure 3.60: Iso-contour of the thermal entropy colored by temperature (a) and
iso-contour of viscous entropy colored by temperature (b) exhibiting the secondary
vortices downstream of the blade trailing edge (trailing shed and passage vortices)
3.7.1.3 The directional decomposition of entropy production
The viscous entropy production contains twelve terms that can be expended in any
coordinates systems. The total viscous entropy production used earlier is inde-
pendent of any coordinate system chosen because a scalar quantity. Similarly, the
thermal entropy production contains three terms (the three derivatives of temper-
ature according to the three coordinates). In the context of turbomachinery, the
notion of secondary flow and related losses is often defined as the flow normal to the
circumferentially averaged mean flow direction. It is then convenient to express the
different entropy contributions in the polar streamline coordinates (stream, cross
and radial components). In the current study of the linear cascade and more gen-
erally in high hub-to-tip ratio, it is convenient to approximate polar stream line
coordinate by local Cartesian coordinate denoted (s, c, r). When expanding the
viscous stress tensor in this coordinate system, the total viscous entropy production
Svisc based on effective viscosity µeff = µ+µturb can be written as :
Svisc =
µeff
T
[
2
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(3.12)
Similarly the thermal entropy production, Stherm can be written as:
Stherm =
λeff
T 2
(∂T
∂s
)2
+
(
∂T
∂c
)2
+
(
∂T
∂r
)2 . (3.13)
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This process makes possible to extract the direction over which entropy is produced
since each of the twelve terms can be integrated for the viscous contribution and the
three terms for the thermal entropy production.
3.7.1.3.1 The contributions of boundary layers Figure 3.61 shows the to-
tal entropy production related to the hub, shroud and the wall-normal contributions
(∂us/∂r and ∂uc/∂r) of entropy. Out of the blade domain extension, entropy pro-
duction is due to the hub/shroud wall-normal contribution that makes possible to
confirm that the entropy generation from the inlet to the rim seal is due to the
development of boundary layers over hub and shroud inducing wall-normal gradi-
ents. In the blade passage domain, part of the entropy production is not due to
wall-normal contribution. One of the main issues that could explain this difference
is the difficulty to define the hub and shroud boundary layer in the passage where a
new-born boundary layer starts to develop and is strongly skewed due to the cross
pressure gradient. This difference between total and wall-normal entropy grows may
be put in parallel with the growth of the streamwise vorticity, that is proportional
to the growth of secondary flows. This induces a poor estimation of the bound-
ary layer thickness and a bad evaluation of the entropy production. Figure 3.62
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Figure 3.61: Hub and shroud boundary layer viscous entropy production with wall-
normal contributions (dus/dr and duc/dr)
shows total entropy production related to the blade boundary layer and wall-normal
contribution (∂us/∂c). Similarly to the hub and shroud, the contribution to the
entropy production in the boundary layer is due to wall-normal velocity gradients
corresponding to the development of a boundary layer along the blade pressure and
suction side.
3.7.1.3.2 The contributions to the remaining term In order to obtain
the direction over which the gradients are generated in the remaining domain, the
analysis is conducted by focusing on the different regions of the flow where different
phenomena are supposed to happen. We first look at the rim seal interface from
the rim seal left corner at x/Cx = -0.26 to the right corner at x/Cx = -0.04. Fig-
ure 3.63a shows the viscous entropy production related to the remaining term at
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Figure 3.62: Blade boundary layer entropy production with wall-normal contribution
(dus/dc)
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Figure 3.63: Entropy production at the rim seal interface between the left corner
at x/Cx = -0.26 and right corner at x/Cx = -0.04 including the terms with high
contribution to entropy: shear layer for axial and tangential velocity gap (duc/dr
and dus/dr) (a) and variation of radial velocity ur close to rim seal right corner (b)
the rim seal interface (svisc,remain.term) and the contributions of radial evolution for
stream (dus/dr), cross components (duc/dr) and the sum of these two contributions
(dus/dr+duc/dr). These two contributions are responsible for the entropy produc-
tion at the rim seal interface on the first 70% of axial extension of the rim seal
(between x/Cx = -0.26 and x/Cx = -0.12). As described in Sec. 3.4.2 (p.109), this
corresponds to the adaptation of the flow over a short layer at the rim seal inter-
face between a cavity flow with low axial and tangential velocity components to a
strong one corresponding to the main annulus flow that induces velocity gradients
in the radial direction. Close to rim seal right corner between x/Cx = -0.12 and
x/Cx = -0.004, the entropy production strongly increases of a factor five compared
to the levels upstream. In addition to the shear layer contribution already described
(radial evolution of stream and cross component), strong variations of radial veloc-
ity are shown to contribute to the entropy production (see Fig. 3.63b). The radial
velocity variation with the radius close to the rim seal right corner is attributed to
the cavity/rim seal flow emerging into the main annulus at the center of the pas-
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sage. The analytical solution based on the three-dimensional shear layer providing
an increase of the entropy in terms of radial evolution of the velocity components
at the rim seal interface as proposed in eq.(2.90) of Sec. 2.3.1 (p.76) is here shown
to be relevant. However, it may be observed that an additional contribution to en-
tropy production is provided by the cross evolution of radial velocity (dur/dc close
to the rim seal right corner). Close to the rim seal right corner, alternating regions
of ingested main annulus flow (upstream of the blade leading edge) and blowing at
the center of the passage induce alternating regions of positive and negative radial
velocity along the cross direction (see Fig. 3.74). This radial velocity distribution
induces gradients in the cross direction that are observed in Fig. 3.63b. The en-
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Figure 3.64: Viscous entropy production in the passage from the blade leading edge
to trailing edge (x/Cx = 0 to x/Cx = 1) including the terms with high contribution
to entropy: variation of radial velocity ur in the passage (a) and uc close to the
trailing edge (b)
tropy production related to the remaining term in the passage is shown in Fig. 3.64b.
As stated in last subsection, the entropy production related to the remaining term
and the secondary vortices developing in the passage does not induce losses before
x/Cx = 0.2 while some secondary vortices are initiated as soon as at the leading edge
x/Cx = 0.0 for the horse shoe vortex process. A major contribution to secondary
vortices in the passage is induced by strong variations of the radial velocity accord-
ing to the stream and cross component. This observation was originally made by
Zlatinov [54]. The author demonstrated that purge flow induces stronger secondary
vortices in the passage. The secondary vortices generating loss and entropy close to
their center of rotation but also under an additional process. The passage vortex
migrating close to the blade suction side serves as a region of blockage, creating the
effect of a nozzle that generates high radial velocities. However, the resulting inter-
action between this radial flow and the passage vortex is not purely a potential flow
effect, and shearing occurs between the two flow features that can be observed in
Fig. 3.64a between x/Cx = 0.6 and x/Cx = 1. Slightly upstream of the trailing edge
(between x/Cx = 0.95 and x/Cx = 1), an increase of entropy related to cross veloc-
ity gradients can be observed in Fig. 3.64b. This may indicate a separation of the
boundary layer on blade suction and pressure side slightly upstream of the trailing
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Figure 3.65: Axial cuts in the passage colored by viscous entropy production related
to dur/dc gradients
edge. At the blade trailing edge, the entropy production related to the remaining
term decreases. The main contributions to the decay downstream of the trailing edge
is twofold. A first contribution related to cross velocity gradients. The cross velocity
gradient corresponds to the shear layer between the suction and pressure side flow
promoting the formation of trailing shed vortices (see Fig. 3.60b). The contribution
is strong close to the trailing edge with a quick decay since becoming almost zero as
soon as x/Cx = 1.4 (see Fig.3.66a). A second process related to the passage vortex
that induce entropy production due to variation of radial velocity that is performed
over a longer distance since becoming negligible around x/Cx = 1.8-2 (see Fig.3.60b
and Fig. 3.66b)
3.7.1.3.3 The contributions to thermal entropy production Thermal en-
tropy production is mainly initiated at the rim seal interface and the contribution
is mainly due tu radial temperature gradients. Similarly to the velocity, at the rim
seal interface, a mixing region is induced between hot main annulus flow and low
temperature cavity flow inducing a radial temperature change (see Fig. 3.67).
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Figure 3.66: Viscous entropy production from upstream of the trailing edge
x/Cx = 0.9 to the end of the domain x/Cx = 3 including the terms with high
contribution to entropy: trailing shed vortex process (duc/ds) (a) and radial veloc-
ity gradients (b)
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Figure 3.67: Thermal entropy production along the domain with the large contri-
bution of the radial variation of temperature (dT/dr)
3.7.2 Influence of purge flow rate
3.7.2.1 Pressure coefficient around the blade
Figure 3.68 shows the pressure coefficient around blade at 4, 6 and 50% span for the
axial rim seal at the different purge flow rates available for RANS and experiments.
At mid-span, the RANS simulation as well as experiments show an unaffected pres-
sure coefficient profile for the different purge flow rates. This observation indicates
that no modification of blade loading is induced far from rim seal interface. This
result is in agreement with Schuler et al. [114] showing that the purge flow influence
on blade loading is generally limited to the first 20% of blade height for a common
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purge flow rate around 1%. At 4 and 6% blade height, RANS and experiments do not
show any influence of the purge flow on the blade pressure side pressure coefficient.
Conversely, on blade suction side, experiments as well as RANS simulations show
an increase of pressure coefficient with purge flow rate. This observation shows that
the emerging purge flow is mainly deviated towards the blade suction side and addi-
tional flow leads to stronger acceleration on blade suction side which decreases the
pressure coefficient on blade suction side (it is reminded in the pressure coefficient
definition that the pressure around the blade is subtracted to the inlet pressure).
The increase in the peak suction Mach number (decrease of pressure coefficient) in
the endwall region with purge flow rate may be directly associated and proportional
to added flow rate, although there may be an extra contribution due to additional
blockage.
3.7.2.2 Pressure loss coefficient downstream of the blade
Figure 3.69 shows the pressure loss coefficient downstream of the blade for the axial
rim seal at different purge flow rates obtained from RANS simulations (left) and
experiments (right). The azimuthal averaging is performed with a mass averagin
which ensure a conservation of total enthalpy between the axial cut total pressure
and its azimuthal averaging. A main issue in the comparison between the different
purge flow rate is that the total enthalpy in the flow field increases with increased
purge flow rate that may have influence on the total pressure loss coefficient down-
stream of the blade. Based on the comparison, an increased purge flow rate leads to
additional pressure loss for the turbine. Figure 3.70 shows the influence of the purge
flow rate on the total entropy production and according to the various contributions.
Similarly to the pressure loss downstream of the blade, the increase of purge flow
rate increases the amount of entropy generation in the simulation domain. This
observation is in agreement with the majority of turbine studies taking into account
the purge flow that has a detrimental effect on loss generation. Above h/H = 0.6,
no influence of the purge flow rate on the pressure loss coefficient can be seen ac-
cording to experiments as well as in the RANS simulations. The pressure coefficient
around the blade did not show an influence of the purge flow rate at mid-span which
indicates that the pressure loss downstream of the blade cannot be only induced by
blade pressure repartition and boundary layer. This observation is supported by
Fig. 3.69 showing a very low influence of the purge flow rate on the blade bound-
ary layer entropy production. Similarly, close to the hub between h/H = 0 and
h/H =0.2, the purge flow rate has a low influence on pressure loss downstream of
the blade. The purge flow is entrained by the pressure side of the horse shoe vortex
and further downstream by corner and passage vortices. The region between the
corner and passage vortices should be then undisrupted by a variation of the purge
flow rate that is indicated by an undisrupted pressure loss coefficient downstream
of the blade at this location. According to the experiments, the purge flow rate
mainly influences the bottom pressure loss peak related to the hub passage vortex.
As stated, the purge flow is entrained by the secondary vortices in the passage and
particularly in the passage vortex. The strengthened structures increase loss un-
der a mixing process and induce more pressure loss downstream of the blade. The
influence of purge flow on secondary vortices is supported by additional entropy
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Figure 3.68: Pressure coefficient around the blade at (a)-(b): 4, (c)-(d): 6 and (e)-
(f): 50% span for the axial rim seal at the different purge flow rates based on the
RANS approach (left figures) and experiments (right figures)
production close to hub when purge flow is added (see Fig. 3.69). This contribution
can be difficult to assess in the experiments because very close to the wall where
no data are available. The entropy production related to the secondary vortices in
the passage is also stronger (see Fig. 3.69) and can be associated to stronger corner
and passage vortices identified on the pressure loss downstream blade by a stronger
pressure loss peak.
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Figure 3.69: Pressure loss coefficient downstream of the blade for the axial rim seal at
the different purge flow rates obtained from RANS simulations (a) and experiments
(b)
3.7.2.3 Influence of purge flow rate on viscous entropy production
Figure 3.70 shows the viscous entropy production for the axial rim seal at the differ-
ent purge flow rates including the contributions of the different subdomains (hub,
shroud, blade, remaining term). The total entropy produced along the domain in-
creases with an increased purge flow rate. This is compliant with the increase of
pressure loss downstream of the blade observed in the last subsection and more
generally with the studies dealing with influence of purge flow rate on turbine aero-
dynamics. The influence of the purge flow rate on the entropy production at shroud
is shown to be negligible as shown in Fig. 3.70e. At the current purge flow rate,
typically in the order of magnitude of 1% of the main annulus flow, the influence
of purge flow rate is generally shown to be limited to the first of the 60% blade
height and explains why no influence is shown in the loss related to the shroud
boundary layer. The main contribution of purge flow rate is seen on the hub and
remaining domain contribution. The purge flow rate increases entropy production
in the blade passage from x/Cx = 0 to x/Cx = 1 and downstream blade. As stated
in Sec. 3.7.1.3.2 (p.149), the entropy generated in the passage and downstream of
the blade in the remaining domain may be attributed to secondary flows devel-
oping in the passage. The current observation supports a feeding process of the
secondary vortices in the passage that as a consequence generates more entropy (see
Fig. 3.70e). Also, as stated in Sec. 3.7.1.2.1 (p.141), the secondary vortices induce
additional entropy generation on the hub boundary layer due to a friction process
of the secondary vortices on these surfaces. Due to stronger secondary vortices, the
friction process at the hub is also higher with a higher purge flow amount that is
observed in Fig. 3.70c. However, it should be reminded that if the increasing entropy
production trend with increased purge flow at the hub should be acceptable, it is
difficult to ascertain on its magnitude for the reason already mentioned about the
ability to properly evaluate the boundary layer thickness at the hub in the passage
due to the strong cross-component velocity and entrainment effects. The additional
friction process due to the additional purge flow rate should also be visible on the
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blade boundary layer contribution. However, the contribution of this surface is rel-
atively high and the difference between the different purge flow rate is very low (see
Fig. 3.70b).
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Figure 3.70: Influence of the purge flow rate on entropy production for the total (a),
blade (b), hub (c), shroud (d) and remaining term (e) contributions
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3.7.3 Influence of rim seal geometry
3.7.3.1 Pressure coefficient around blade
Figure 3.71 shows the pressure coefficient around the blade at 4, 6 and 50% span at
the intermediate purge flow rate (0.5%) for the axial, simple and double overlapping
geometries available for the RANS and experiments. Similarly to the purge flow
rate, no influence of the rim seal geometry can be observed at mid-span and on blade
pressure side at the different span height for the RANS simulations and experiments.
Pressure coefficients on the blade suction side close to hub (4 and 6%) show almost no
difference between the rim seal geometries in the experiments. Conversely, the RANS
simulations shows some discrepancy of pressure coefficient on the blade suction side
for the axial rim seal compared to single and double overlap rim seal geometries. At
4% span, between 30 and 50% chord length, and between 40 and 70% chord length
at 6% span, the pressure coefficients are higher for overlapping geometries compared
to the axial one. At equivalent purge flow rate, for the different rim seal geometries,
a same amount of purge flow emerge into the mainstream and provides similar blade
loading.
3.7.3.2 Pressure loss coefficient downstream of the blade
Figure 3.72 shows the pressure loss coefficient downstream of the blade at high
purge flow rate (1%) for the different rim seal geometries (axial, single and double
overlap) available for RANS and experiments. Similarly to the influence of purge
flow rate, rim seal geometry does not affect pressure loss downstream of the blade
over h/H = 0.6 and below h/H = 0.2. The rim seal geometry mainly influences the
lower pressure peak with larger pressure losses related to the axial rim seal geometry
(A). A similar trend is predicted by the RANS simulation. At the rim seal interface,
simple (S) and double axial overlapping geometries (D) promote an axial momentum
of the purge flow emerging into the mainstream and less localized than axial one.
The main consequence is that the strengthening of the pressure side leg of the horse
shoe vortex is delayed compared to the axial one. The passage vortex is then weaker
for overlapping rim seal geometries and induce less pressure loss downstream of the
blade.
3.7.3.3 Influence of rim seal geometry on viscous entropy production
Figure 3.73 shows the total viscous entropy production at an intermediate purge
flow rate for axial and single overlapping rim seal geometries. The entropy produc-
tion is shown to be decreased at the rim seal interface for the overlapping geometry.
In addition, the entropy production is shown to be residually lower all along the
blade extension and downstream of the blade compared to an axial geometry. Sim-
ilarly to the purge flow rate, the rim seal geometry is shown to have no influence
on losses generated in the shroud boundary layer and around the blade confirming
that both purge flow rate and rim seal geometry have a limited influence on losses
in the main annulus. The main influence is shown to be on the secondary flows.
At the rim seal interface, the entropy production associated to azimuthal and axial
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Figure 3.71: Pressure coefficient around blade at 4, 6 and 50% span for the different
rim seal geometries at high purge flow rate (1%) based on the RANS approach and
experiments
velocity gap between the main and rim seal flow is lower for the overlapping ge-
ometry. According to Sec.3.4.2 (p.109), this is due to the local recirculation zone
for overlapping geometries that reduces the shear compared to the axial geometry.
The overlapping geometry promotes an intense recirculation zone that homogenizes
the flow at the rim seal interface. A main consequence is that the main annulus
ingested flow (negative radial velocity close to rim seal interface) is made over an
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Figure 3.72: Pressure loss coefficient downstream of the blade at high purge flow
rate (1%) for the different rim seal geometries obtained from RANS simulations (a)
and experiments (b)
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Figure 3.73: Influence of the rim seal geometry (axial and simple overlapping) on
entropy production for total (a), blade (b), hub (c) contributions
axial extension lower for overlapping geometry than axial geometry (see Fig. 3.74a
for axial geometry and Fig. 3.74b for overlapping geometry). Similarly, the cav-
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Figure 3.74: Radial cut close to the hub colored by the radial velocity for axial (a)
and single overlapping geometry (b)
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Figure 3.75: Radial cut close to the hub colored by temperature for axial (a) and
single overlapping geometry (b)
ity/rim seal flow emerges earlier in the axial direction and closer to blade leading
edge (see Fig.3.75). This induces an earlier development and strengthening of the
horse shoe vortex process, pressure side of the horse shoe vortex process for axial
geometry compared to overlapping one. The radial migration of secondary vortices
along blade suction are initiated early for the axial rim seal geometry (see Fig. 3.74)
3.7.4 Entropy generation from LES simulation
3.7.4.1 LES without turbulence injection
Figure 3.76 shows viscous entropy production for the RANS and LES simulations
without turbulence injection based on the A05 configuration. For the RANS simu-
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Figure 3.76: Mean and turbulent contribution to the viscous entropy from the RANS
simulation (top). Resolved and subgrid contributions to the viscous entropy pro-
duction based on the LES simulation without turbulence injection (bottom)
lation, the total contribution can be split between mean and turbulent contribution.
For the LES simulation, the splitting operation is performed between resolved (by
the mesh grid) and unresolved contributions for which an equivalent turbulent vis-
cosity is furnished by the subgrid scale model. The general trend of total entropy
production between the RANS and LES simulations is similar excepts that the LES
simulation predicts a much stronger peak close to the leading edge for x/Cx = 0.
In addition, entropy production decreases until x/Cx = 0.3 while for the RANS,
entropy production increases linearly in the blade domain. The entropy production
related to hub and shroud boundary layers upstream of the cavity from x/Cx = -1
to from x/Cx = -0.26 and downstream blade when the secondary vortices have been
dissipated where only hub and shroud boundary layer induce entropy production are
shown to be twice less for LES simulation than for RANS simulation. The laminar
nature of the boundary layer for LES simulation without turbulence injection shown
in Sec. 3.6.1 (p.119) induces less entropy production compared to the turbulent one
from RANS simulation. For the LES simulation, resolved and subgrid contributions
acts quite differently than the mean and turbulent contribution of RANS simulation.
Part of the turbulence is directly accounted in the resolved contribution. According
to Fig. 3.76c and 3.76d, the subgrid scale model contribution is low compared to
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the resolved one. It remains however that the subgrid scale model is triggered in
the blade domain and at the trailing edge of the blade x/Cx = 1 where a strong
peak can be observed. Despite a mesh refinement in the wake, the turbulence as-
sociated to the trailing shed vortex process seems to be not captured and induces
the subgrid scale model to be triggered. The turbulent structures of the wake are
then not properly propagated but dissipated by the subgrid scale model. A main
consequence is that the decay of these structures is made over a shorter distance
between x/Cx = 1 and x/Cx = 1.4 compared to the RANS simulation where the
structures were dissipated on a larger axial extension.
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Figure 3.77: Total entropy production for the different subdomains in the LES
simulation without turbulence injection
3.7.4.2 LES with turbulence injection
Compared to the LES simulation without turbulent injection (Fig. 3.77), the entropy
production for the LES simulation with turbulent injection is larger (Fig. 3.78). This
trend is consistent with the pressure loss downstream of the blade that were larger
for the LES simulation with turbulence injection compared to without turbulence
injection. The entropy production associated to the separation bubble on the blade
suction side for the LES simulation without turbulence injection and observed in the
blade (Fig. 3.77a) and remaining contribution (Fig. 3.77c) between x/Cx = 0.7 and
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1 is no more visible in the case with turbulence injection (Fig. 3.78a and Fig. 3.78c)
since the separation bubble was cancelled by the inlet turbulence. The entropy
production between the inlet and the blade leading (x/Cx = -1 to 0) is non zero
compared to the entropy production with turbulence injection and can be attributed
to the inlet turbulence decay (see Fig. 3.78c). Also, the contribution of this same
remaining term is higher in the passage domain (x/Cx = 0 and 1) compared to the
case without turbulence injection.
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Figure 3.78: Total entropy production for the different subdomains in the LES
simulation with turbulence injection
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The exergy analysis applied to the linear cascade showed that the available
energy to generate work could only decrease in the domain due to viscous
and thermal anergy production. Based on the splitting operation between
the mean and turbulent contributions of the RANS formalism, theses two
contributions were shown to contribute almost equally to anergy produc-
tion. Upstream of the rim seal left corner, and one axial chord downstream
of the blade, the contribution to viscous anergy was almost entirely due to
boundary layers developing on the hub and shroud inducing wall-normal
gradients. At the rim seal interface, viscous anergy is produced due to
the shear layer between the cavity with low momentum flow and the main
annulus flow with high momentum (both axial and azimuthal). Thermal
anergy is also produced since the cavity flow with slightly lower temperature
(Tc/Tm ' 0.9) mixes with higher temperature main annulus flow. Close to
the rim seal right corner, the potential effect of the downstream blade in-
duces main annulus ingestion and purge flow blowing at the center of the
passage inducing azimuthal gradients of radial velocity. In the passage, sev-
eral contributions to viscous anergy production can be found: the boundary
layers at the hub, shroud and around the blade due to wall-normal gradi-
ents. Secondary flow losses that induce anergy production as soon as 20%
axial chord under various mechanisms: a friction process on the wetted sur-
faces where secondary vortices travel especially the passage vortex on the
blade suction side and the corner vortex at the hub and shroud; a blockage
effect due to the passage vortex promoting strong cross radial velocity gra-
dients. In addition, a mixing process close to the center of rotation of these
structures induces thermal viscous anergy production since the cold flow
emerging from the cavity is carried and mixed by the secondary vortices
in the passage. This last contribution being limited to the blade passage.
Downstream of the blade leading edge, mainly two contributions are added
to the hub and shroud boundary layer: the vortex shedding process that
induce velocity gradients of stream velocity in the cross direction. This
contribution, mainly by a turbulent dissipation process induces anergy pro-
duction until half chord downstream of the blade trailing edge. A second
contribution, related to the decay of secondary vortices that is performed
over a longer axial distance around one axial chord. The same analysis
applied to LES simulations without turbulence injection shows that the
contributions of the boundary layers are lower compared to RANS due to
the laminar nature of the boundary layer and a lower thickness at a same
axial coordinate. However, an additional contribution due to the separa-
tion bubble on blade suction side was highlighted both on the blade and
remaining domain contribution. For the LES simulation with turbulence
injection, losses are generated in the free stream domain until blade leading
edge due to turbulence decay that was not observed in both RANS and
LES without turbulence injection, the boundary layer contributions were
also higher due to the turbulent nature of the boundary layer and no loss
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related were incurred due to a separation bubble since cancelled by the free
stream turbulence compared to the LES without turbulence injection.
The linear cascade configuration has been studied using several numeri-
cal approaches with different turbulence modeling. The different methods
predicted similar pressure coefficient around the blade as in experiments.
However some discrepancy was observed between the different numerical
approaches regarding the pressure loss coefficient downstream of the blade.
The numerical methods with lower turbulence modeling (LES without tur-
bulence injection) gave less representative results than other approaches
with more modeling (RANS and LES-LBM with law of the wall treatment).
This difference was shown to be due to the importance impose the proper
inlet profile and turbulence level that was not taken into account in the
LES simulations without turbulence injection. The free stream turbulence
was show to turn the hub and shroud boundary layers turbulent causing
a stronger radial migration of the hub and shroud passage vortices on the
blade suction side. Around the blade suction side, the boundary layer be-
comes turbulent and recovers a similar loss profile as in the experiments
compared to a laminar one as obtained in LES simulation without turbu-
lence injection. An exergy formulation has been applied to track the loss
generated in the linear cascade including the contributions of the bound-
ary layers over the wetted surfaces, the secondary flows developing in the
passage and the directions over which the losses occur. This analysis made
possible to observe the influence of the cavity, the rim seal geometry and
the purge flow rate. The variation of purge flow rate supplied in the cavity
promoted strengthened vortices with higher secondary kinetic energy induc-
ing more loss by mixing and friction process on the linear cascade surfaces
compared to a smooth configuration. The rim seal geometry was also shown
to influence the levels of loss in the linear cascade. Axial geometries were
shown to induce higher level of loss at the rim seal interface due to higher
velocity deficit compared to overlapping geometries. In addition, the purge
flow emerging earlier in the passage for axial geometry promoted early de-
velopment of the secondary vortices in the main annulus and subsequently
more losses due to secondary flow dissipation.
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Gentlemen, I give you the Whittle engine.
— Frank Whittle
4
Two-stage annular configuration
This chapter is focused on the second configuration of the MAGPI project
corresponding to a two-stage low speed annular cascade. Some insights have
been obtained from the last chapter about the interaction process between
the purge and main annulus flow and the subsequent generation of loss in a
linear cascade. The purpose of this chapter is to obtain further knowledge
about the mechanisms of interaction and loss in a more complex and real-
istic configuration. In particular, the pumping effect of the rotor discs and
multiple row configuration will be studied as additional phenomena to be
accounted compared to the linear cascade.
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4.1 Experimental setup
Secondary air
cooler
Secondary air
blower
Venturi pipe
Primary air cooler
Settling chamberTurbineGenerator Torque meter
Figure 4.1: Low pressure turbine experimental test rig
The configuration under investigation is an experimental facility representing a
high-diameter two-stage low pressure turbine equipped with a representative low
pressure turbine blading set up in Darmstadt, Germany. The primary air circuit of
the test rig is driven by a compressor which is designed to provide a mainstream
mass flow rate up to 15 kg.s−1 at a pressure ratio of 1.55. Downstream of this
primary air blower a Venturi pipe and a water driven air cooler are installed to
measure the mass flow and adjust the turbine inlet temperature. A settlement
chamber upstream of the turbine itself houses several screens and flow straighteners
to generate a homogeneous pressure and temperature distribution at the inlet. The
power of the turbine is absorbed by a generator which feeds the energy back to
the primary air blower. To evaluate the efficiency of the turbine, a torquemeter is
installed at the shaft between the main bearing of the turbine and the generator.
The seal air is provided by an additional blower, which is designed for a mass flow
up to 4 kg.s−1 and a pressure ratio up to 2.1. The temperature of the seal air
is adjusted by another water driven air cooler. Downstream of the secondary air
cooler, the seal air is separated into two flows to feed two cavities of the turbine
configuration. Each of these seal air flows is controlled by its own valve and mass
flow orifice (see Fig. 4.1). Figure 4.2 shows the general arrangement of the two-
stage turbine including cavities underneath the hub platform. Blue parts indicate
the nozzle guide vanes and light orange parts indicate blades. Grey and blue colors
are associated to static parts while light orange ones describe rotating walls. The
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Figure 4.2: Sketch of the two-stage linear cascade including the pressure taps, ther-
mocouples and total pressure experimental measurement planes (MP0I)
rim seal at the interface between the different platforms has been designed to be
compliant with the rim seal geometries tested on the linear cascade configuration
and are of single axial overlapping type with various axial and radial overlapping
distance. The axial distance along the test rig is expressed in terms of the first stator
axial chord Cx (see Fig. 4.2 top). Main rig characteristics are gathered for each row
in Tab. 4.1, and for stage and full turbine in Tab. 4.2. The main features of this test
rig are smaller blade aspect ratios (h/Cx) compared to the typical value for modern
low pressure turbine. The main reason relies on the geometrical constraints of the
rig as it was previously designed to run with high pressure turbine conditions for
which the section height is low and the blades have high axial extent. The blades are
designed without any creeping1 due to experimental instrumentation. Stage work
distribution is around 45% for the first stage and 55% for the second one. The stage
reaction is around 45%, whereas in modern gas turbines a typical stage reaction
is 50% (the expansion ratio is the same in stator and rotor row). In addition, the
expansion ratio (ptot,in/pout = 1.09) and Mach number (Ma ' 0.2 on blade suction
side) is lower than in real configuration. The turning for each row is around 100◦,
which is similar to current turbine design, except for the first stator due to the inlet
flow characteristics (no upstream swirl). The Reynolds number corresponds to a
medium-size configuration at take-off (see Fig. A.6b p.234).
1the wavy pattern along the blade height at the leading and trailing edge
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Table 4.1: Characteristics of the stator and rotor rows
Row S1 R1 S2 R2
Number of blades 48 72 48 72
Cx [mm] 0.075 0.048 0.075 0.050
Aspect ratio h/Cx 1.77 2.77 1.77 2.66
Inlet blade angle (◦) 0 37.1 -36.0 39.6
Exit blade angle (◦) 65.2 -64.6 65.4 -66.4
Lift coefficient
(Zweifel 2FL/ρuCx)
0.61 0.90 0.83 0.86
Exit Mach 0.19 0.19 0.20 0.21
Rechord 544 000 354 000 581 000 405 000
4.1.1 Inlet parameters
The radial distribution of total pressure and temperature at the inlet of the domain
(see MP01 in Fig. 4.2) are provided by the experiments based on two pressure and
two temperature rakes, each containing 10 pressure or temperature keels in the radial
direction. Azimuthal and radial angle (α, β) are set to zero producing a non swirled
inlet profile. The static pressure at the outlet of the domain located approximatively
1.5 chord lengths downstream of rotor 2 trailing edge (see MP05 in Fig. 4.2) is also
provided by the experiments from eight different circumferential positions. The
design point is characterized by a pressure expansion ptot,in/pout = 1.09, a rotational
speed of 750 rounds.min−1 (78.5 rad.s−1) and a main mass flow rate m˙ = 14 kg.s−1.
For this operating point of the main annulus, several purge flow rates were supplied
in the cavities. For the cavity between the stator 1 and rotor 1 (rim seal 1), a purge
flow was supplied at the bottom of the cavity in circumferentially spread holes to
reach a purge flow blowing into the mainstream of 0.5% of the mainstream flow rate
for all the cases studied (rim seal 1 in Fig. 4.2). The purge flow rate in the cavity
between rotor 1 and stator 2 (rim seal 2) was then the parameter changed to provide
the different cases. Table 4.3 provides the purge flow rate in the cavity between
rotor 1 and stator 2 (cooling holes in Fig. 4.2) and corresponding purge flow rate at
the interface between the cavity and main annulus (rim seal 2 in Fig. 4.2). These
different amounts of purge flow supplied correspond to different regimes observed
experimentally from strong ingestion of the mainstream air into the cavity at low
purge flow rate to a high leakage when a sufficient amount of purge flow is provided
in the cavity by the holes shown in Fig. 4.3. In the current study, the numerical
simulation is performed at the ingestion point.
4.1.2 Experimental data
Static pressure taps are set up at 5, 20 and 50% span of the second stator (static
tap). Each blade contains six pressure taps on the pressure side and 8 taps on
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Table 4.2: Characteristics of the annular test rig
Stage 1 Stage 2 Fullturbine
Stage spe. work
(dhtot/T)
[m2.s−2.K−1]
10.6 12.0 Mass flow[kg.s−1] 14
Stage reaction 0.45 0.52
Rotational
speed
[rad.s−1]
78.5
ptot/p 1.042 1.047 ptot/p 1.091
Stage loading
parameter (dhtot/U2)
2.04 2.28
Stage flow parameter 0.72 0.75
Cooling mass flows
No flow Ingestion
point
High
leakage
High
leakage
WP3
Very high
leakage
Rim seal
cavity 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
Cooling
holes 1 0 0.2 0.6 1.3 2.3
Rim seal
cavity 2 -0.3 -0.1 0.3 1 2
Table 4.3: Purge mass flow rate (kg.s−1) for the different cases studied
the suction side (see Fig. 4.2). In addition, several static pressure and temperature
measurements are provided in the cavity. The flow field behind each row is monitored
by five hole probe measurements providing total pressure, temperature and velocity
direction (radial and tangential angles). The total number of measurement points
is 1209 to cover 15◦ (test rig periodicity angle) and the mesh is refined at the
lower 50% span to better account for the cavity flow influence. From experimental
measurements, the pressure coefficient around the stator 2 nozzle guide vane at 5,
20, 50% span and the total pressure loss coefficient downstream the different rows
defined as follows
Cp(x, z) =
ptot,MP03(z)− pNGV (x, z)
ptot,MP03(z)− pMP03(z)
, (4.1)
ζ(z)MP0(I) =
ptot,MP0(I−1)(z)− ptot,MP0(I)(z)
ptot,MP0(I−1)(z)− pMP0(I−1)(z)
, (4.2)
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have been used to compare the blade loading as well as aerodynamic efficiency
for the different parameters compared in this study. pNGV is the static pressure
around blade. The overline . indicates that the pressure are pitch-wise area averaged
values over the two-dimensional measurement grid. Subscript MPOI refers to the
measurement plane I (see Fig 4.2). The experimental uncertainty was estimated to
be ζ ± 0.015 for the pressure loss downstream of the blade and Cp ± 0.03 for the
pressure coefficient around the blade.
4.2 Numerical setup and convergence
4.2.1 Numerical setup
4.2.1.1 Simulation domain
Inlet
Outlet
Inlet
cavity Inlet
cavity 2
S1
R1
S2
R2
Figure 4.3: Simulation domain representing 1/24 of the full test rig
For the present study, the simulation domain is composed of two nozzle guide
vanes of the stator row 1, three blades of the rotor row 1, two nozzle guide vanes of
the stator row 2 and three blades of the rotor row 2. This configuration represents
15 degrees and 1/24 of the full domain since the configuration has been developed
in such a way to provide a periodicity of 15 degrees based on the blade count
(48 nozzle guide vanes, 72 blades, 48 nozzle guide vanes, 72 blades)2. The inlet
2In real configurations, the blade count for the different rows is generally composed of coprime
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boundary condition is set at MP01 plane where the inlet parameters are available
in the experiments. The outlet is set four axial chord downstream of the blade
trailing edge of the last blade row to avoid wave reflection issues. Since outlet
measurements are provided at MP05 upstream outlet, the pressure outlet condition
has been adjusted to reach the experimental mass flow rate and static pressure at
MP05. Figure 4.3 provides a side view of the numerical simulation domain.
4.2.1.2 Boundary conditions
At the inlet, total pressure, total temperature and velocity direction profiles are ap-
plied according to the experimental data previously introduced. Conversely to the
linear cascade configuration, no turbulence grid is used to increase the free stream
turbulence ans no turbulence is injected at the inlet of the domain. A non-rotating
mass flow condition is applied at the bottom of the first hole (see Fig. 4.3) to meet
the requirement of 0.5% of mainstream flow at the rim seal interface 1 (see Fig. 4.2).
A rotating mass flow condition is applied at the bottom of the second hole (see
Fig. 4.3) and was varied to reach the desired mass flow rate corresponding to in-
gestion point (0.2% of main annulus flow rate). The temperature of the purge flow
rate supplied in these two holes is set at a value slightly lower than the mainstream
(Tc/Tm ' 0.95) to be able to follow how the purge flow mixes with the main an-
nulus one, consistently with the experiments. All these conditions are coupled with
a Navier-Stokes Characteristics Boundary Condition (NSCBC) to avoid wave re-
flection in the simulation domain in conjunction with a shift of the outlet position.
Periodic conditions are applied on the lateral sections (azimuthal direction) and
walls are considered as adiabatic. Because the purge flow rate is low and cavity
volume large, the flow in the cavity has been initialized with the temperature of the
purge flow.
4.2.1.3 Meshing strategy
The simulation has been performed using the in-house code AVBP described in
Sec. A.3.3 (p.248) and Sec. 3.2.1.4 for the linear cascade configuration. Two instances
of AVBP (one for the static domain and the other for the rotating one) are coupled at
interfaces between static and rotating domains. In each domain, an instance solves
the Navier-Stokes equations and a data exchange is performed at the interface under
a synchronous process. This current approach makes the mesh generation tractable
in this complex geometry. A layer of 15 prisms in near-wall regions is applied around
the different nozzle guide vanes/blades and tetrahedra fill the remaining domain. In
addition, pyramids are used in some locations to allow for a transition between the
prisms and the tetrahedra. The mesh is refined at the blade leading and trailing
edge, in the wake region and at the interface between the cavity and the mainstream.
The mesh is coarsened when approaching the outlet of the domain to prevent any
reflection of wake structures on the outlet condition. The initial mesh is composed
of around 150 million cells. This mesh has been used to perform the numerical
convergence, reach the operating point and perform as much as possible rotations
numbers to prevent any amplification phenomena along the gas turbine related to common char-
acteristic modes between rows
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of the gas turbine in order to converge the flow in the cavity. The convergence
rate in the cavity being generally slower than the main annulus. This point will be
further detailed in Sec. 4.4.1.1 (p.148) of this chapter but this process has been used
to follow the observations by Tang [121] studying the cavity over the rotor shroud
on a high pressure turbine performance. A dozen of rotations were required to
converge the flow in the cavity. From this simulation, the viscous dissipation term
τij(∂ui/∂xj) contributing to loss has been extracted. In the AVBP distribution,
an automatic mesh refinement library called mmg3d [148] of INRIA Bordeaux has
been used. The viscous dissipation term called "LIKE" (Loss In Kinetic Energy)
in the AVBP code has been used. An isosurface of "LIKE" is provided in Fig. 4.4.
This quantity is, as stated in last chapter 3 on the linear cascade, large in regions
of strong velocity gradient: in the boundary layers, along the secondary vortices
developing in the passage, downstream of the blade trailing edge and in the wake.
The mesh refinement technique is currently available only for tetrahedral elements.
The prism layers, interface with tetrahedral and azimuthal boundary nodes have
been frozen to keep prisms and periodic nodes. This criterion is generally relevant
in gas turbine simulations given that for an imposed pressure difference between
the inlet and outlet of the domain, the corresponding mass flow rate (and so the
operating point) is driven by the discharge (amount of loss) generated across the
domain. Furthermore, in the scope of this study on loss generation, the regions
where losses are generated need to be properly discretized to evaluate accurately
the amount of loss generated for each phenomenon while keeping a computationally
affordable numerical simulation. In addition, the mesh refinement technique was
shown to provide a better quality mesh with improved skewness, smoothness and
aspect ratio3 compared to the initial mesh, which may reduce numerical issues. The
Figure 4.4: Iso-contour of quantity "LIKE"
quantity "LIKE" has been transformed into a metric given to mmg3d. In this metric,
3Respectively determines how close the actual cell is compared to the ideal one (i.e., equilateral
or equiangular), the change in size between cells and the ratio of longest to the shortest side in a
cell
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a constraint of no mesh coarsening is imposed, and a refinement limitation of 0.4 the
original characteristic length (tolerating a minimum volume around (0.4)3 ' 1/16
the initial volume of the cell) to prevent the generation of very small cells that could
strongly affect the explicit time step. The final mesh is composed of around 380
million cells. The mesh refinement at mid-span of the rotor 1 and in the cavities is
given in Fig. 4.5. The mesh shows refinement in wake regions of upstream stator 1,
rotor 1, in the boundary layers and in the inter-stage honeycomb labyrinth between
cavity 2 and 3. The tetrahedral mesh is finally glued back to the prisms and periodic
nodes. The mesh refinement in the near-wall region is provided in Fig. 4.2. On the
Figure 4.5: Grid refinement for rotor 1 including wake refinement of stator 1 and
refinement in the cavities
hub endwall, y+ resolution can go up to 30 into the passage, therefore a law of the
wall treatment is applied. Around the blade, the use of prism layers enable to reach
wall resolved requirements in terms of y+. For each cavity, the wall resolution has
been estimated a priori by δcav =
√
µ/Ω that originates from the radius-independent
Ekman layer representative of this standalone model flow and generally provides a
good estimate of the boundary layer thickness over discs even in turbulent confined
cases. The wall resolution is checked a posteriori by calculating the first grid node
wall-normal coordinate y+ (we use here the notation y+ since no unique normal
vector exists for the different cavities). Figure 4.7 shows the corresponding y+
distribution for all three cavities. As the friction velocity uτ increases with the
radial position in the cavity, y+ also increases with the radius, but in all layers the
first mesh point is always located within the viscous sublayer (usually bounded by
y+ < 5). However, the y+ value exceeds recommendation for wall-resolved simulation
locally in the labyrinth.
4.2.2 Numerical parameters
The 150 million cells mesh used to converge the flow provided sufficiently light and
high explicit time step. However, due to the automatic mesh refinement which
impacts the mesh size and the physical time step, the simulation time step for
explicit time-advancement is ∆t+ = ∆t u∞/Cx = 10−5. A simple analysis of the
physical time required to converge (two full rotations) and extract data from the
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y+
1
0
y+
30
0
Figure 4.6: y+ resolution around the different blade suction sides S1, R1, S2, R2
(top) and at the hub surface (bottom)
y+
0
5
Figure 4.7: y+ resolution at the cavity walls
simulation (two additional full rotations) shows that due to the low rotational speed
of current configuration (750 round.min−1) compared to real engines, the number
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of iteration is important for the considered time step. This constraint has led to the
use of the second order accurate Lax-Wendroff scheme instead of the TTG family
scheme (third order accurate) due to higher CPU cost compared to Lax-Wendroff
scheme (2.5 to 3 times slower).
4.2.3 Convergence
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Figure 4.8: Temporal evolution of the mass flow rate at the inlet, outlet (a) and at
the inlet of the cavities (b)
The evolution of the mass flow rate at the main annulus inlet, cavity 1, cavity 2
inlet holes and the outlet of the domain for the refined mesh is given in Fig. 4.8 for
the time window corresponding to two full convergence rotations of the gas turbine
on the refined mesh. The target mass flow rate corresponding to the operating
point is reached after around one full rotation. The mass flow rate at the inlet of
the domain and the contribution of the two purge flow rates supplied in the cavity
differs less than 0.1% from the outlet mass flow rate. The mass flow supplied in
the cavity 1 corresponds to a non-rotating inlet while the injection into the second
cavity corresponds to a rotating inlet at lower mass flow rate that was shown to
increase fluctuations.
4.3 Experimental/numerical comparison
The purpose of this section is to compare the results obtained from the numerical
simulation on the refined mesh with experimental data available to assess the ca-
pability of the simulation to predict the physical phenomena observed during the
experiments.
4.3.1 Flow around the blade
Figure 4.9 shows the pressure coefficient around the nozzle guide vane of stator 2 at
5, 20 and 50% blade height. At mid-span on the blade pressure side, the pressure
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Figure 4.9: Pressure coefficient around the blade at (a): 5, (b): 20 and (c): 50%
span of the stator 2 row and experimental measurements at the different nozzle
guide vane height (d)
coefficient is correctly predicted. The pressure increase observed at x/Cx = 0.15
may indicate a separation bubble. This observation cannot be supported by the
experiments because experimental measurements does not give enough measure-
ments points at this location. On the blade suction side, the pressure coefficient
is in agreement with the experiments on the accelerating portion until x/Cx = 0.7
but the simulation underpredicts the velocity decrease until the trailing edge on the
diffusion portion. Close to the hub, the pressure coefficient obtained numerically
is in agreement with the experiments on the blade pressure side. On the suction
side, the pressure coefficient is underpredicted in the region of pressure decrease
until x/Cx = 0.7 with a maximum discrepancy of around 5% at 4% span, then the
pressure increase is correctly predicted until the trailing edge.
4.3.2 Pressure loss coefficient downstream of the blade
Figure 4.10 shows the one dimensional total and static pressure evolution all along
the simulation domain including the experimental data available at measurements
planes based on a mass averaging procedure. The expansion process along the dif-
ferent rows shows a good agreement compared to the experiments at the available
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measurement planes. Figure 4.11 shows the pressure loss coefficient downstream
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Figure 4.10: Evolution of the total and static pressure in the simulation domain
compared to the experiments non-dimensionalized by the pressure at the outlet of
the domain
of the stator row 1, rotor 1 and stator row 2. The pressure loss coefficient in span is
slightly overpredicted in the numerical simulation (around 5% discrepancy in mid-
span region) downstream of stator row 1. The two main pressure loss peaks are at
a similar radial position h/H = 0.1 and h/H = 0.85 (see Fig. 4.11a). Downstream
of the rotor 1, the constant pressure loss zone between h/H = 0.2 and h/H = 0.8 is
in good agreement with the experiments except at h/H = 0.3 where the numerical
simulation indicates additional losses. Close to the hub, the pressure loss is rela-
tively well predicted. However, close to the shroud between h/H = 0.8 and 1, the
pressure loss coefficient is strongly underpredicted compared to the experiments in
the region corresponding to the blade tip with a maximum discrepancy of around
8% (see Fig. 4.11b). Downstream of the stator row 2, the linear increase in the
pressure loss coefficient between hub and h/H = 0.2 is not properly recovered by
the numerical simulation. The loss peak at h/H = 0.35 is not predicted by the
numerical simulation while the pressure peak at h/H = 0.6 is underpredicted by the
simulation. This may be due to several contributions: the incoming flow on stator
row 2 may be inhomogeneous due to the effects of stator and rotor 1 and the small
gap between rotor 1 and stator 2 may prevent sufficient homogenizing of the flow.
It should also be noted that the linear trend reported by the experiments close to
the wall is also difficult to explain.
4.4 Phase-averaged flow field
The purpose of this section is to describe the flow field in the whole configuration
based on a phase averaging performed over two complete rotations of the configu-
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Figure 4.11: Pressure loss coefficient downstream of stator 1 (a), rotor 1 (b) and
stator 2 (c) obtained numerically compared to experimental data
ration. Because 24 shifts of one passage are required to make a full rotation, the
average is based on 48 snapshots. The description is first conducted in the three
cavities underneath the main annulus, in the main annulus and at the different rim
seal interfaces between the cavities and the main annulus.
4.4.1 Cavity flow field
4.4.1.1 General motion of the three cavities
In order to describe the flow in the cavity, we briefly recall the main mechanisms
leading to the established laminar flow field in a two infinite facing disc configuration
initially at rest. Despite being a crude simplification of the current configuration,
it provides some guidelines, parallels and references with the flow observed in the
configuration. From the fluid in the cavity initially at rest, the rotor is instanta-
neously brought to its rotation speed in the current numerical simulation. Due to
the slip condition on the rotor disc, the flow close to the disc is driven in rotation
inducing the formation of a boundary layer. Some air is pumped axially towards
the rotating disc to be expelled radially outwards. This boundary layer on rotating
disc corresponds to the Ekman family profile (flow initially at rest on a rotating
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disc). The evolution of the kinetic energy for the fluid layer located immediately
above the rotating disc of cavity 1 is provided in Fig. 4.12b. After approximately 0.1
full rotation of the gas turbine, the kinetic energy reaches a plateau. According to
the study on the laminar flow over a rotating disc (Sec. 1.1.1.3 p.4), in addition to
this short layer of fluid influenced by the disc, the rotating disc promotes at current
Reynolds number the development of an inviscid core flow between the static and
rotating disc where the radial velocity is close to zero and the tangential velocity
is constant u = K, K being usually termed as the entrainment coefficient. This
inviscid core flow generates the second type of characteristic flow observed near the
static disc with a rotating flow on it (corresponding to the inviscid core flow) and
referred as Bödewadt configuration. In this configuration, the flow migrates radially
inwards from high radius to the center of the disc to generate an axial flow leaving
the stator disc. The evolution of the kinetic energy for the fluid layer located im-
mediately above the rotating disc of cavity 1 is provided in Fig. 4.12c. The layer
close to the stationary discs have a delayed response and stay in its initial resting
state for a longer time compared to the rotating disc (around 0.2 full rotation, see
Fig 4.12c). This corresponds to the time required for the fluid in between stator
and rotor walls to be set in rotation. However, the plateau observed for the kinetic
energy on the stator side is only true at the initial state, it will progressively increase
when the flow in between (inviscid core flow) will be increasingly put in rotation
(over a much longer period of time). The axial flow extracted from the static cavity
wall is pumped by the rotor disc. The studies of Bridel-Bertomeu [12] on industrial
rotor/stator cavities of turbopump configuration, Tang [121] for the shroud cavity
over a high pressure turbine stage reported a convergence of the flow field in the
cavity after a dozen of full rotation at a similar cavity Reynolds number, the time
required to have the former described phenomena established. The convergence time
required to converge the flow field in the cavity can be further increased as stated
by Pogorolev et al. [149] that studied instability in the cavity of a rotor/stator con-
figuration with mainstream flow. The author showed that around 40 full rotation of
the rotor were required to obtain a fully developed flow field inside the rotor/stator
wheel space. The number of rotation required to make the flow into cavity con-
verge can be of this magnitude when thermal effects are important. For example, in
bore cooling, thermal instability like Rayleigh-Bénard instability can be a dominant
phenomenon compared to convective ones and requires four or five dozen rotations
to reach a converged state [150]. Figure 4.12 shows the temporal evolution of the
total volume-averaged kinetic energy of the flow for the first cavity. The base flows
of the rotor/stator cavities used in this investigation are then considered to have
reached a converged state when the volume-averaged cavity kinetic energy reaches
a plateau. For current configuration based on ten full rotation of coarse mesh, the
volume-averaged cavity kinetic energy approaches a plateau that is in favour of a
convergence of the flow in the cavity. This large time required to converge the total
kinetic energy of the flow in cavity 1 corresponds to the time required to put the
inviscid core flow between stator and rotor walls at the entrainment velocity. These
observations are coherent with Tang [121] that showed a convergence in a shroud
cavity in a high pressure turbine after around 14 full rotations. Regarding the tran-
sition to turbulence, this may be induced by relatively high free stream turbulence
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Figure 4.12: Evolution of the dimensionless volume-averaged kinetic energy for the
entire cavity 1 (a) and evolution of the dimensionless kinetic energy of the rotor
boundary layer (b) and stator boundary layer at the cavity mid-height (c)
that could onset the transition to turbulence under a bypass process. At relatively
high Reynolds number and low free stream turbulence as in the current situation,
several studies infer in favour of a natural destabilization of the flow field (hydro-
dynamic instability) [151]. The susceptibility of rotor/stator cavity flow to inviscid
crossflow instability is to be expected from the inflectional nature of the velocity
profiles close to rotating and stationary wall that might be responsible for the onset
of turbulence in this configuration. These fluctuations are observed to form macro
structures, born in the unstable stator boundary layer and extending to the homoge-
neous inviscid core and the rotating disc boundary layer, causing its instability. This
phenomenon is generally enhanced by the inner shaft and reach the limit cycle (fully
developed turbulent flow in the cavity) [12]. The natural destabilization process is
supported by linear stability analysis showing similar transitional Reynolds number
between theoretical and experimental value [152]. Cavity 1, 2 and 3 provide similar
cavity aspect ratio G = hx/r0 = 0.28 and rotating Reynolds number at mid-height
Reω = (r20 ω)/µ = 7.37 × 105, where it is reminded that hx is a characteristic length
between the stator and rotor side (here in the axial direction), r0 is the mean radius
of the cavity and ω is the rotating angular velocity of the gas turbine. Given the
cavity aspect ratio, Reynolds number Reh and the analysis provided in Sec. 1.1.2
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and Fig. 1.4, the flow in these cavities should be turbulent with separated boundary
layers. The boundary layer profiles for the axial, radial and azimuthal velocity are
provided at cavity mid-height for the cavities 1, 2 and 3 (see Fig. 4.16 and 4.14 for
velocity profile extraction location). These profiles have been obtained by averaging
azimuthally the flow field. In addition, the analytical profile for the laminar flow
in a two infinite facing disc configuration without inner shaft (one static and the
other rotating) is provided at Reh = 58 000 corresponding to the cavity Reynolds
number. Radial and tangential velocity profiles in cavity 1, 2 and 3 are provided in
Ur
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Velocity profile
Figure 4.13: Radial and tangential velocities in the cavity 1 in a meridional plane
Ur 1
-1
Uθ
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profile
Figure 4.14: Radial and tangential velocities into the cavities 2 and 3 in a meridional
plane
Fig. 4.13 and 4.14. Due to the rotation of the rotor discs that hold the blades, the
azimuthal component of the flow near the rotor disc surfaces can be observed for all
three cavities. The rotation of the disc induces radially outward expelled flow on
the rotating disc and conversely radially inwards on static surfaces (see Fig. 4.13a
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Figure 4.15: Three-dimensional streamlines in the cavities 1, 2 and 3
and 4.14b). In addition, streamlines in the cavities are provided for all three cavities
in Fig. 4.15, the static walls being displayed in blue and rotating ones in red. For
cavity 1, the purge flow supplied at the bottom of the cavity is shown to induce three
recirculation zones with a center clockwise recirculation zone and two counter rotat-
ing structures on both side of this recirculation zone. These structures extend until
around 40% of the cavity height. Above, the flow is shown to recover the structure
of the flow in a rotor/stator cavity. The streamlines show two main contributing
phenomena: the pumping effect where some flow is pumped towards the rotor disc
at low radius, expelled radially outwards by rotor disc, travel towards the stator wall
at high radius and is send radially inwards at low radius by the stator wall (see the
streamlines on the static and rotating wall of the cavity 2 and 3 in Fig. 4.15). In a
meridional plane, this generates the large scale flow structure rotating counter clock-
wise for cavities one and three (since the rotor disc is on right-hand side and static
one on left-hand side), and clockwise for cavity two (rotor disc on left-hand side and
static one on right-hand side). The second effect is the rotating central core which
induces this large scale structure also rotating azimuthally. Figure 4.15 also provides
the streamlines (green arrow) of the purge flow emerging from cooling holes at the
bottom of the cavity. The purge flow first travels radially on the stator wall before
migrating at around 40% cavity height on the rotation wall. The axial momentum
may be explained by the von Kármán pumping effect induced by the rotating disc
(see Sec. 1.1.1.1 p.2). When the flow reaches the rotating wall, the purge flow is sent
radially outwards at higher radial locations before blowing in the main annulus in
the upper loop induced by the rotor/stator configuration. In addition of the merid-
ional planes provided for the three cavities, radial and tangential velocity profiles
at mid-span is proposed in Fig. 4.16 for cavity 1 and in Fig. 4.18 for cavities 2 and
3. The theoretical profile for laminar flow over an infinite two-discs configuration is
also provided in the same figures. For all three cavities, a central core with nearly
zero radial velocity but non-zero entrainment velocity can be observed. This central
core separates two regions of strongly varying radial and azimuthal velocity close
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to rotor and stator walls. This observation shows some similarities with the predic-
tion by Daily and Nece [17] for enclosed rotor/stator configuration. For the current
Reynolds number Reh and the aspect ratio of all three cavities (Reh = 5.8 × 104,
G = 0.28), the mean flow exhibits separated boundary layers with a central core
(regime IV in Fig. 1.4 p.6). However, it may be pointed out that the central core
is not rotating at a purely constant velocity as for theoretical profiles. This may
be due to the relatively complex geometry and the influence of purge flow blowing
at the bottom of the cavities 1 and 2. In addition, the entrainment is shown to
be lower than for the theoretical profile, around half the rotating velocity of the
rotor disc. Also, the boundary layer profiles close to rotor and stator surfaces are
shown to be different with respect to the theoretical laminar one. This may indicate
the turbulent nature of the boundary layer over stator and rotor disc walls, as it is
predicted by the experimental studies of Daily and Nece [17] (separated, turbulent
boundary layers).
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Figure 4.16: Azimuthally-averaged radial (a) and azimuthal (b) velocity profiles at
cavity 1 mid-height
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Figure 4.17: Azimuthally-averaged radial (a) and azimuthal (b) velocity profiles at
cavity 2 mid-height
4.4.1.2 The flow transfer between cavities
Some purge flow is supplied into the cavity 1. Since this cavity is only linked to
the main annulus, a mass balance for the cavity 1 shows that an ingestion (main
annulus flow into cavity)/egress (cavity flow into main annulus) process can happen
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Figure 4.18: Azimuthally-averaged radial (a) and azimuthal (b) velocity profiles at
cavity 3 mid-height
at the rim seal interface but the blowing will excess the ingress of the main annulus
flow by an amount corresponding to the mass flow supplied in the cavity. In the
current configuration, it corresponds to 0.5% of the main annulus flow. In the cavity
2, some purge flow is also supplied at the bottom of the cavity. The second cavity is
connected with the main annulus flow and cavity 3 by the inter-stage labyrinth seal.
Figure 4.19a provides axial velocity in the labyrinth between cavity 2 and 3. The
flow in the labyrinth is characterized by an increased velocity when approaching the
tooth due to a section reduction. Regarding pressure distribution, between the teeth
of the labyrinth, pressure is almost constant with jumps to ensure the pressure drop
between cavity two and three (see Fig. 4.19b). The labyrinth seal used to reduce
flow migration of flow between cavity 2 and 3 was shown to induce a mass flow rate
between cavity 2 and 3 that is around 4% of the mass flow provided to the cavity
2 by the cooling holes. The main consequence is that the balance between ingress
and blowing at the rim seal interface 2 is positive (blowing into the mainstream)
corresponding to 96% of the cooling flow for the cavity 2, while the balance at the
rim seal interface 3 represents 4% of the cooling flow for the cavity 2 (see Fig. 4.20).
4.4.2 Main annulus flow field
4.4.2.1 The flow field in stator rows
As introduced in Sec.4.1, the mainflow gas path of the current configuration cor-
responds to the main geometrical feature and Reynolds number of a medium-sized
low pressure turbine at take-off (see Fig. A.6b p.234). The two stator and two rotor
are similar in design (see Tab. 4.1 p.168). The flow at the inlet of the turbomachine
is a purely axial flow without whirl (angle between axial axis and actual velocity
vector projected in blade-to-blade plane) or radial angle (angle between radial axis
and actual velocity vector projected in axial plane) for the first stator row while
swirled for the second stator row (36◦ with respect to the axial direction). The first
and second stator rows have geometrical feature similar to the previously studied
linear cascade configuration, making possible to draw some parallels. The boundary
layer at the hub and shroud separates when approaching the blade leading edge.
This induces the development of a horse shoe vortex process with pressure side leg
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Figure 4.19: Axial velocity in the labyrinth (a) and pressure evolution normalized
by pressure cavity 2 (b)
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Figure 4.20: Repartition of cooling flow in cavity 1 and 2 on the three rim seal
and suction side leg emanating from the horse shoe vortex being chopped by the
blade leading edge. The pressure side leg travels along the passage to reach the
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blade suction side and initiates the migration along the blade suction side and sub-
sequent passage vortex (see Fig. 4.21). At the shroud, due to decambering (nozzle
guide vane less twisted), the cross pressure gradient is lower, the pressure side of
the horse shoe vortex at shroud travels with a lower cross component velocity in-
ducing the merge between the pressure and suction side horse shoe at a higher axial
chord (see Fig. 4.21). In addition, the boundary layer thickness on the blade suction
Wall shear stress
1
-1
Pressure coefficient
1
0.98
Hub passage
vortex
Shroud passage
vortex
Incoming flow
S1
R1
Figure 4.21: Wall friction on the surfaces of stator 1 and on an axial plane down-
stream of the blade with pressure coefficient. The shroud and cavities are omitted
side is provided for stator 1 and 2. Similarly to the linear cascade configuration,
regions where secondary vortices travel along the blade suction side are shown to
thicken the boundary layer profile predicted by the boundary layer module (see
Sec. 3.2.2.3 p.98). The boundary layer profile on the blade suction side is provided
at mid-span at different axial positions in conjunction with the Blasius profile of a
laminar boundary layer for stator row 1 (see Fig. 4.22a) and 2 (see Fig. 4.22b).
The boundary layer on the suction surface provides a similar profile compared to
the theoretical Blasius laminar boundary layer profile. Based on the characteristic
Reynolds number Re ' 500 000 (Reθ ' 470) and no free stream turbulence, the
boundary layer should remain laminar according to the works of Abu-Ghannam and
Shaw [71] (p.53) that is confirmed on the stator 1 surface. On the stator 2 surface,
despite an increased turbulence level due to stator 1 and rotor 1 wake, the boundary
layer is shown to be laminar. Figure 4.24 provides the total pressure, whirl and ra-
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Figure 4.22: Boundary layer profile on the blade suction side at mid-span for stator
row 1 (a) and 2 (b)
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Figure 4.23: Suction side boundary layer thickness for stator 1 (a) and 2 (b)
dial angle downstream of the nozzle guide vane of the first stator row at MP02 plane
for which experimental measurements are available. This same measurement plane
is shown in Fig. 4.21 with the correspondence between low pressure coefficient region
and streamlines emanating from the upstream nozzle guide vane. The pressure loss
coefficient downstream of the blade employed in the linear cascade configuration is
used in the current configuration in conjunction with Fig. 4.21 to correlate pressure
loss coefficient and phenomena inducing the loss in total pressure. The regions of
low pressure coefficient close to the hub and shroud can be attributed to the bound-
ary layer over these surfaces. The central region of loss extending along the whole
span can be related to the blade boundary layer and wake. The high pressure loss
coefficient at 20% blade height at hub and shroud slightly shifted in the azimuthal
direction from the wake region is attributed to hub and shroud passage vortices. The
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position of strong pressure loss coefficient, corresponding to the passage vortex, is
in good agreement with experiments both in terms of amplitude and position. The
central region of intermediate pressure loss coefficient corresponds to the blade influ-
ence and the trailing shed vortices. At the shroud, a similar pressure loss peak can
be observed corresponding to the shroud passage vortex. The azimuthal averaging
on this axial plane is provided in Fig. 4.11a for MP02 plane. The whirl angle at the
hub is also provided in the experiment. The region associated to the passage vortex
induces underturning of the flow, the blade being design to provide a nominal whirl
angle of -62.5◦ (the trigonometric convention is used). Under the region related to
the passage vortex, a region of overturning is observed. This structure may be asso-
ciated to corner vortex more prone to be influenced by cross pressure gradients near
the wall. The secondary flow gives rise to a passage vortex in and downstream of the
blade row. This overturning close to the endwall and underturning some distance
away from the endwall is generally the most obvious evidence of a secondary flow
from measurements downstream of a blade row. The numerical simulation under-
predicts the azimuthal shift between these two structures. The turning of the flow
decreases with radial distance in span because the blade is designed with decam-
bering towards nozzle guide vane tip. Regarding radial angle downstream stator 1,
the profile is relatively well predicted by the simulation with alternating negative,
positive and negative structures close to the passage vortex. The positive radial
angle in the region related to the passage vortex corresponds to the radial migration
of the passage vortex. For the stator row 2, the development of secondary vortices
ptot/pref Whirl angle Radial angle7
-7
5
-50.98
1
Figure 4.24: Total pressure, whirl and radial angle downstream of the first rotor
row (compared to the nominal turning of the blade 64.6◦ and no radial angle) from
simulation (top) and experiments (bottom) (MP02 plane)
is seen to be similar to the first stator row with hub and shroud passage vortices
(see Fig. 4.25). However, several differences can be observed compared to the first
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Figure 4.25: Wall friction on the surfaces of stator 2 and axial plane downstream
of the blade with pressure coefficient. The casing, rotor shrouding and cavities are
omitted
stator row. The incoming flow from rotor one is swirled. The wake and secondary
vortices developed along the upstream rows are shown to influence the flow on the
blade suction and pressure side. The boundary layer and pressure loss coefficient
downstream of the blade more disrupted than in row 1 (see Fig. 4.23b). However,
the boundary layer remains laminar despite upstream perturbations (see Fig. 4.22b).
4.4.2.2 The flow field in rotor rows
The first and second rotor row use an axis-symmetric full shroud. The shroud is
composed of two inclined backward fins for the two rotor rows promoting a reduced
tip leakage flow in the labyrinth between the shroud and casing compared to un-
shrouded blade and reduced associated loss. At the hub, the rim seal geometry is
a simple axial overlapping with similar shape as the one introduced in the previous
chapter on the linear cascade. Figure 4.40 shows streamlines and pressure loss coef-
ficient downstream of rotor 1 blade. The development of secondary vortices in the
rotor is shown to be similar to the stator rows since the shrouded rotor provides a
similar configuration as a nozzle guide vane. The influence of hub/shroud boundary
layers, wakes and secondary vortices can be identified in the pressure loss coefficient
downstream blade similarly to stator rows. However, some differences in the pres-
sure loss coefficient downstream of the blade can be drawn. Close to the shroud,
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regions of high pressure can be observed related to the underturning of the blade
close to the shroud. Similarly, a wide region of low total pressure is observed close
to shroud. Figure 4.27 shows the corresponding streamlines emerging in this low
pressure region that may be attributed to bypassed flow between the shroud with
labyrinth and the casing. The flow entering this region separates along the teeth of
the shroud labyrinth inducing recirculation zones downstream of the teeth, which is
designed to reduce the flow in this region. The mass flow rate bypassed between the
shroud and the casing was measured at 1.5% of main annulus flow rate for rotor 1
and 1.9% for rotor 2.
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Figure 4.26: Wall friction on the surfaces of stator 1, rotor 1 and axial plane down-
stream of the blade with total pressure showing wakes and secondary flow influence
on the pressure coefficient downstream of the blade. The casing, rotor shrouding
and cavities are omitted
4.4.3 The flow at the interface between the cavity and the
main annulus
Similarly to the linear cascade configuration (see Sec. 3.4.2 p.110), the main annulus
flow close to hub is partially deflected downwards into the rim seal when facing a
downstream blade leading edge. The potential effect can be observed close to the rim
seal interface right corner with high stagnation pressure (see Fig. 4.29). The flow that
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Figure 4.27: Wall friction on the surfaces of rotor 1 and axial plane downstream of
the blade with total pressure showing wakes, secondary and bypassed flow influence
on the pressure coefficient downstream of the blade. The casing and cavities are
omitted
enters into the rim seal induces negative axial velocity at the bottom of the cavity,
and is then expelled radially close to the rim seal left corner promoting the formation
of a localized recirculation zone. The recirculation zone corresponds to this small
amount of flow contained in the rim seal that is continuously entrained by the main
annulus flow under a viscous process (see Fig. 4.28). As stated in Sec. 3.4.2 (p.110),
the entrainment effect of the main annulus flow on the cavity/rim seal provides
additional momentum to the flow at the interface that is progressively spread to the
whole rim seal under viscous effect. When the axial and radial clearance (for axial
overlapping geometries) are important (in the limit case, axial geometries with strong
axial clearance) this additional momentum will be provided to the whole cavity
meaning that the deficit of velocity will be higher at the interface for axial rim seal
than for overlapping geometries. This difference was observed in the loss generation
at the rim seal interface for axial and overlapping geometries where the loss induced
were shown to be higher for axial rim seal than the overlapping geometries (see
Sec. 3.7.3.3 p.156) due to higher tangential and axial velocity deficit. This effect
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Figure 4.28: Radial velocity at the rim seal interface in a radial and axial plane
(a). Streamlines showing the recirculation zone at rim seal interface S1-R1. A: wake
region, B: passage vortex. Rotor blade 1 and 2 have been omitted
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Figure 4.29: Pressure distribution at the rim seal interface 1 (S1-R1) and 3 (S2-R2)
is important when the flow into rim seal is partially isolated from the flow into
cavity i.e. when the radial and axial clearance of the rim seal are low. The rotating
disc in the cavity 1, 2 and 3 induce a central core with a rigid body rotation. The
entrainment velocity corresponds to a portion of the rotating velocity (see Fig. 4.16b,
4.17b and 4.18b). Therefore, compared to the linear cascade configuration studied
in Chap. 3, the flow in the cavity and the rim seal interface is shown to have reduced
azimuthal velocity deficit compared to main annulus. Figure 4.30 shows the radial
evolution at the rim seal of axial and tangential velocity profiles, temperature and
total pressure at the beginning (x/Cx = 6.3), middle (x/Cx = 6.4) and end of the
cavity (x/Cx = 6.5), the radial extension between 0 and 1 is provided in Fig. 4.28b.
As stated, the rim seal used for the current rotating configuration is similar in terms
of geometry to the single overlapping geometry used for the linear cascade, thus it
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Figure 4.30: Radial evolution at the rim seal interface at the beginning (x/Cx = 6.3),
middle (x/Cx = 6.4) and end of the cavity ((x/Cx = 6.5) for axial (a), azimuthal
(b), total pressure (c) and static temperature (d)
is possible to look at the influence of the rotation and especially the cavity core
flow compared to the static configuration. The adaptation between tangential, axial
velocity, total pressure and temperature at the rim seal interface is performed over
a short layer at radius close to the rim seal left corner (R = 0.15 in Fig. 4.30) where
hub boundary layer from stator platform separates. The thickness over which the
field at the cavity adapts to the mean flow field is roughly 1 cm. At the rim seal
left corner, the axial velocity is almost zero with the entrainment effect into cavity
providing only residual axial velocity because the pumping is a low magnitude effect
(see Fig. 4.30a). The tangential velocity deficit is shown to be lower compared to the
linear cascade configuration. This is due to the entrainment effect of the flow into
the cavity and at rim seal interface that corresponds to an entrainment of 0.3 the
tangential velocity in the main annulus at the rim seal left corner (see Fig. 4.30b).
From the left corner (x/Cx = 6.3) to the right corner of the rim seal (x/Cx = 6.5),
velocity pressure and temperature deficits of the rim seal flow are reduced due to
the mixing process into the rim seal that progressively homogenize the rim seal
flow along the axial direction. The temperature of the purge flow supplied at the
bottom of the cavity increases progressively along the rim seal (see Fig 4.30d) to
accommodate the cavity flow at a temperature lower than in the main annulus one.
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In the main annulus, the additional effects contributing to the ingestion and blowing
process at rim seal interface is the wake travelling above the rim seal interface. The
upstream wakes and secondary vortices induce locally along their trajectory a lower
pressure close to the hub where some rim seal flow can blow into the main annulus
(see blue arrows in Fig. 4.29). Conversely to the linear cascade where the rim seal
flow emerged close to the rim seal right corner at the center of the passage, the rim
seal flow can blow into the main annulus upstream. The wake and potential effects
are two phenomena contributing to the asymmetric and unsteady purge flow blowing
at the rim seal interface. The flow field at the rim seal interface remains however
complex and these two phenomena alone appear not sufficient to fully explain the
current ingestion/blowing distribution. In particular, it is difficult to ascertain the
influence of the flow field in the cavity on the blowing process. It remains that
the wakes promote a purge flow blowing slightly upstream the rim seal right corner
compared to the linear cascade without upstream wakes. For the Reynolds number
found in the main annulus and in the cavity, the externally induced ingress/egress
due to the flow field imposed into main annulus (see Sec. 1.2.1 p.10) should be
predominant, which seems to be the case in the current configuration.
The flow in the cavities of the two-stage turbine configurations is influenced
by the rotating disc that holds blades. The rotating disc promotes a radi-
ally expelled flow on the rotor side and radially inwards flow on the stator
side with a rotating central core flow region separating the stator and rotor
side of all three cavities. The separated and possibly turbulent nature of
the flow for the considered cavity Reynolds number is coherent with the
literature, the laminar flow over infinite disc solution also providing a good
match compared to current configuration for the velocity profiles in the
cavity. In the main annulus, the two-stage annular turbine shows similar
secondary vortices development process along the different blade rows, as
expected from the linear cascade. Since the rotor rows are shrouded, sec-
ondary vortices similar to the nozzle guide vanes can be observed. At the
rim seal interface, the flow entrained tangentially by the cavity accommo-
dates with the main annulus flow over a short layer close to the rim seal left
corner. The main annulus flow is ingested close to rim seal right corner due
to potential effect of the downstream blades. This recirculated flow at the
bottom of the cavity is expelled and blows into the main annulus in regions
where the upstream row wakes travel.
4.5 Application of exergy formulation to track losses
Exergy formulation described in Sec. 2.1.3 is used in this section to highlight/extract
regions of loss production. The general equation for exergy proposed in eq.(2.50)
can be written under steady flow condition as
‹
(ρχ)ujnjdAIO = Pshaft + χq + Φ∇u + Φ∇T + Φsw. (4.3)
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Figure 4.31: Extracted power on first rotor along blade (a) and cumulated power
(b), the first rotor blade extends from x/Cx = 6.9 to 7.6
The current configuration is low Mach meaning that no shocks are to be expected,
thus Φsw = 0.
4.5.1 The work extracted by rotor rows
Similarly to the linear cascade configuration no work is transferred with the fluid
at the first and second stator leading to Pshaft = 0. However, along the two rotor
rows, some work is extracted meaning that Pshaft < 0 in the regions of rotor rows
that is extracted from the total enthalpy of the flow. No heat is transferred at the
border of the domain because of adiabatic wall conditions and there is no heat from
a combustion process. Thus, the exergy variation between the inlet and outlet of the
domain can only decrease due to Φ∇u, Φ∇T terms (anergy production) and the work
extracted by the shaft of the rotor rows. The power extracted on the shaft proposed
in Sec. 2.1.3 (p.35) is written as Pshaft = -
‚
((p− p0)uw,jnj − (τijuw,j)nj) dAMW .
The pressure term is related to the local wall-normal contribution while the shear
term corresponds to the local tangential one. Integrating pressure and shear forces
on the surface of the blade and projecting according to the axial main axis provides
the axial contributions that is absorbed by the bearings of the shaft. This contri-
bution does not generate any work because orthogonal to the velocity of the blade.
Conversely, the projection of pressure and shear forces in the azimuthal direction
and multiplied by the velocity of the blade provides the work extracted by the shaft
Pshaft, these two terms being collinear. Figure 4.31 and 4.32 show the extracted
shaft power for rotor 1 and 2 along the blade (left figures) as well as the cumu-
lated extracted shaft power (right figures). It is reminded that rotor 1 and 2 extend
respectively from x/Cx = 6.9 to 7.6 and x/Cx = 10.35 to 11.1.
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Figure 4.32: Extracted power on second rotor along blade (a) and cumulated power
(b), the second rotor blade extends from x/Cx = 10.35 to 11.1
4.5.2 Viscous and thermal anergy production along the do-
main
4.5.2.1 General trend in the simulation domain
Similarly to the analysis conducted for the linear cascade in Sec. 3.7.1 (p.130), the
viscous and thermal anergy production along the simulation domain can be obtained
by integrating the viscous term from inlet to a given axial coordinate point x (main
axis) of the domain. In addition, the simulation domain can be split in axial sub-
domains. When the characteristic axial length of the subdomain dx tends towards
zero, integrating the viscous term provides the anergy production at considered
point x. Figure 4.33 provides the total viscous anergy production in the domain
(resolved and subgrid scale model contribution) and the subgrid scale model contri-
bution only. The stator row 1 extends from x/Cx = 4.7 to x/Cx = 5.9, rotor 1 from
x/Cx = 6.9 to 7.6, stator 2 from x/Cx = 8.3 to 9.4 and rotor 2 from x/Cx = 10.35
to 11.1. Similarly to the linear cascade configuration in Sec 3.7.4 (p.160), the contri-
butions of the subgrid scale model providing an equivalent turbulent viscosity can
be explicitly obtained from the LES simulation. The subgrid scale model in the
current configuration is also shown to be trigerred close to the trailing edge of the
different rows. This may be due to the insufficiently resolved mesh in wake regions
and strong contribution of turbulence in the wake. However, conversely to linear
cascade configuration, the subgrid scale model is shown to be trigerred along the
different blade rows with non negligible contributions. Despite automatic mesh re-
finement, this observation is alleged to indicate that the mesh is not refined enough
to properly resolved all scales of turbulence. A simple assessment of the number of
mesh points used for the linear cascade shows that 60 million cells per blade were
used in the linear cascade while in the current simulation around 350 million cells
for ten blade (' 35 million cells per blade). In the T106C configuration studied by
Pichler et al. [124], which is a symmetric low pressure turbine blade profile, nearly
500 million cells were used to properly resolved the turbulence spectrum which is
much higher than the 35 million cells per blade in current configuration meaning
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Figure 4.33: Evolution of total viscous anergy production (resolved+subgrid) along
the domain including subgrid scale model contribution
that some care has to be taken regarding the results in the current configuration.
Also, the patio-temporal resolution was 4th order both in time and space compared
to the current 2nd order accurate approach. In addition, in the AVBP code, ar-
tificial viscosity is often added to stabilize the numerical scheme. Depending on a
sensor that detects node-to-node non-linear behaviour of pressure events, additional
viscosity can be triggered locally. As described in App. B Sec. B.3.1, the spatio-
temporal discretization induces additional equivalent viscosity to the fluid to which
we have generally no access but which is contained in the total contribution shown
in Fig. 4.33. In current simulation, no access is given to this numerical viscosity
contribution except the contribution to stabilize the convective scheme. The added
artificial viscosity is applied according to the sensor model proposed by Colin [153].
The corresponding artificial viscosity contribution to anergy is provided in Fig. 4.31.
Similarly to the subgrid scale model contribution, the artificial viscosity is not neg-
ligible, as it is triggered in regions related to the different rows and at the trailing
edge similarly to the subgrid scale model contribution. Based on this general view of
anergy production in the simulation domain, peaks of viscous anergy production are
observed at location x/Cx = 6.2, 8.1, 9.6 and 12. These locations correspond to the
overlapping regions where informations are exchanged between static and rotating
instance of AVBP. The data exchange between the two instances is performed using
a third order interpolation in the overlapping regions that are not coincident. This
interpolation induces local additional viscosity to the fluid. A general observation
shows that the viscous anergy production is low upstream stator one (x/Cx = 4.7)
and around 1.5 Cx downstream rotor 2 (x/Cx = 12.5). The main regions of viscous
anergy production correspond to the different row domains and downstream of these
rows in wake regions. The viscous anergy production increases in the different rows.
The anergy production for the different rows has a similar trend compared to the
linear cascade configuration with a sharp increase at the leading edge, continuous
increase along the blade until the trailing edge before to decay downstream.
For the thermal entropy production, the trend is similar to the linear cascade con-
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Figure 4.34: Evolution of total anergy production (resolved+subgrid) along the
domain including the artificial contribution
figuration with strong entropy production at the different rim seal interfaces and
a decrease in the passage of the downstream row with an influence limited to the
blade row extension (see Fig. 4.35) . A similar feeding process of the secondary flows
developing in the passage by the cavity flow is observed with the cold flow being
entrained by the passage vortex (see Fig. 4.36).
4.5.2.2 The analysis for the different rows based on a directional analysis
Obtaining the boundary layer domains related to the hub, shroud and the different
blades is difficult to performed in the current configuration because the number of
grid points is important. Indeed, in the process of three-dimensional boundary layer
extraction, all the grid points of the simulation domain must be checked to evaluate
whether they are in or out of the boundary layer of a given surface. Therefore, in
the current subsection the analysis is not conducted by splitting the whole domain
according to the different contributions (hub, shroud, blade boundary layer and
remaining domain) but based on the gradients direction over which anergy is pro-
duced. Indeed, based on the linear cascade study, the different mechanisms of loss
were shown to occur in directions that are generally independent. Similarly to the
linear cascade configuration, the entropy production is shown for each contribution
and including the total contribution to give the relative magnitude of the different
contributions.
Figure 4.37 shows the entropy production at the inlet and outlet of the domain
at one axial chord downstream of rotor 2 blade trailing edge including wall nor-
mal contributions. The entropy production at the inlet and outlet of the domain
one axial chord downstream of the rotor 2 blade is due to the hub and shroud
wall-normal contributions related to the boundary layers over these surfaces (see
Fig. 4.39 for an iso-contour of viscous entropy restricted to hub/shroud wall-normal
contribution dus/dr). The levels of entropy production between boundary layers
at the inlet and outlet of the domain have comparable magnitudes. In the linear
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Figure 4.35: Evolution of total thermal anergy production (resolved+subgrid) along
the domain including subgrid scale model contribution
T/Tref
1.02
0.98
Figure 4.36: Temperature at the rim seal interface, along the hub and rotor 1 blade
with migrating cavity flow on blade suction side
cascade configuration, the entropy production related to the boundary layers over
hub and shroud downstream of the nozzle guide vane showed entropy production
levels five times higher compared to the inlet due to accelerated flow in the passage
(see Sec.3.7.1.2.1 p.136). In the current configuration, the work extracted by the
second rotor that slow down the flow induces lower losses to the hub and the shroud
boundary layer at the outlet. The entropy production along the domain due to the
hub and shroud boundary layer generates wall-normal gradients (see Fig. 4.38) and
similar magnitude to the linear cascade for the different rows with a slightly higher
contribution along the passages of rotor rows (x/Cx = 6.9 to 7.6 and x/Cx = 10.35
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Figure 4.37: Total entropy production at the inlet (a) and outlet (b) of the domain
one axial chord downstream of rotor 2 blade trailing edge including wall normal
contributions
to 11.1) than stator rows (x/Cx = 4.7 to 5.9 and x/Cx = 8.3 to 9.4). In addition,
the cross hub/shroud wall normal contribution (duc/dr) increases in the passage
due to skewed boundary layer in the azimuthal direction of the different rows (see
Fig. 4.41 and 4.39b). The contribution of blade wall-normal gradients (dus/dc) that
were attributed to the development of a boundary layer over the nozzle guide vane
in the linear cascade configuration (see Sec. 3.7.1.3.1 p.147) is shown for current
annular configuration in Fig. 4.42. The contribution of the blade boundary layer
is important in the different rows, around 40% in the passage. This contribution
increases at the different blade trailing edge, and correspond to the vortex shedding
process slightly upstream of the trailing edge (see Fig. 2.14b and Fig. 4.39). The
contribution of dur/dc velocity gradients that was attributed to blockage effect of
passage vortex in the linear cascade configuration (see Sec. 3.7.1.3.2 p.147) is also
observed in the current configuration (see Fig. 4.44). The higher contribution in the
rotor rows may be attributed to stronger cross passage pressure gradients and higher
secondary kinetic energy to develop secondary vortices in the passage (see Fig. 4.45).
Downstream of the different blade, the total viscous entropy production does not
tends towards zero (i.e no entropy production). This is due to several processes: the
shear layer at the rim seal interface that induces stream and cross velocity gradients
in the radial direction (see Fig. 4.38 and 4.45) similarly to the loss observed at the
rim seal interface of upstream blades in the linear cascade (see Sec. 3.7.1.3.2 p.147).
The vortices downstream of the rows show an exponential decay. The first mech-
anism of vortex decay downstream of the blade is the trailing shed vortex process
where the loss are mainly due to a velocity gap between pressure and suction side
flows. The velocity gap in the streamwise direction induces vortices aligned with the
radial direction (see Fig. 4.43 and Fig. 3.30b for the linear cascade configuration)
and the radial velocity difference induces vortices aligned with stream velocity (see
sketch in Fig. 2.14b and Fig. 4.41 for related loss). Losses are also induced by the
dissipation of the passage vortex. These structures are not fully dissipated before
reaching downstream rows. This interaction process between upstream secondary
vortices and downstream rows can be seen in Fig. 4.46. The secondary vortices are
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Figure 4.38: Evolution of the total viscous entropy production along the simulation
and restricted to the hub/shroud wall normal contribution (dus/dr)
Incoming flow
S1 S1
Figure 4.39: Iso-contour of entropy production along first stator row for the contri-
bution dus/dr (left) and duc/dr (right)
chopped by the blade leading edge and induce additional friction on the blade suction
side. Upstream secondary vortices interacts with developing secondary structures
of the rotor. Figure 4.47 shows the pressure loss coefficient downstream of the first
rotor row. The shrouding at the tip of the blade provides a similar configuration
as static rows where an horse shoe vortex process and passage vortex can develop
in the passage. The hub passage vortex and equivalent shroud passage vortex can
be observed with regions of lower total pressure. In addition, two additional peak
can be observed. When upstream passage vortex is chopped by the rotor leading
edge apart of this structure migrates radially upwards while another part migrates
downwards. It can be discussed that these two structures impact the pressure loss
downstream of the blade.
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Figure 4.40: Wall friction on the surfaces of stator one rotor one and axial plane
downstream blade with total pressure showing wakes and secondary flow influence
on pressure coefficient downstream blade. The shroud is omitted
4.5.3 Evolution of exergy in the simulation domain
Since the contributions of shaft, viscous and thermal irreversibility have been ob-
tained along the domain, it is possible to extract the decrease of exergy (normalized
to one at the inlet of the domain) due to these different contributions. Figure 4.48a
provides the decrease of exergy restricted to the contribution of viscous anergy,
Fig. 4.48b due to the thermal anergy and Fig. 4.49a due to the work extracted by
the shaft. This last figure makes possible to confirm in the numerical simulation that
around 45% of the work extracted by the shaft is performed by rotor 1 (x/Cx = 6.9
to 7.6) and 55% by rotor 2 (x/Cx = 10.35 to 11.1). Finally, all these contributions
can be summed to obtain the exergy decrease along the domain due to all of these
contributions (see Fig. 4.49b).
The exergy analysis performed on the two-stage annular configuration is
characterized by a transfer of energy from the flow to the shaft along the
two rotor rows, decreasing total enthalpy of the flow. Along the domain, the
decrease of exergy is also associated with entropy production due to viscous
and thermal mixing. The viscous entropy production is originates from
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Figure 4.41: Evolution of the total viscous entropy production along the simulation
and restricted to the hub/shroud wall normal contribution (duc/dr)
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Figure 4.42: Total entropy production along the domain and blade wall normal
contribution (dus/dc)
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s(visc,dus/dc)
0.6
1
Figure 4.43: Axial cuts at the trailing edge colored by viscous entropy production
related to dus/dc gradient for stator 1 and 2
to wall-normal velocity gradients along hub, shroud and blade boundary
layers of the different rows. Secondary vortices developing in the passage
induce entropy production due to the blockage effect of passage vortex,
trailing shed vortex process due to the mixing of pressure and suction side
flow and underturning/overturning flow. Downstream of the different rows,
these structures decay, inducing additional entropy production. At the rim
seal interface, the entropy production is mainly due to velocity gradients
following the radial direction associated to the shear layer at the rim seal
interface.
The two-stage annular configuration provides more realistic and additional
insights in the interaction process of the purge flow with the main annulus
flow compared to the linear cascade configuration introduced in Chap. 3.
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Figure 4.44: Total entropy production along the domain and entropy production
related to dur/dc gradients
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Figure 4.45: Axial cuts along the passage domain colored by viscous entropy pro-
duction related to dur/dc gradient for stator one and two
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2 Hub passage vortex from Stator 1
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Figure 4.46: Iso-surface of q-criterion colored by streamwise vorticity showing up-
stream secondary vortices from stator 1 impacting rotor 1 in an upstream (a) and
side view (b)
Pressure coefficient
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1 Hub passage vortex R1
2 Downward part of passage vortex from S1
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Figure 4.47: Pressure coefficient downstream of the rotor 1
The ingestion and blowing processes at the rim seal interface shows a similar
influence of the potential effect of the downstream blades as observed in the
linear cascade configuration. In addition, the wake transport from upstream
rows promotes the blowing of the cavity flow in the main annulus. The
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Figure 4.48: Contribution of viscous and thermal anergy to the decrease of exergy
or the flow
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Figure 4.49: Contribution of the work extracted on the shaft to the decrease of
exergy of the flow
entrainment effect of the disk in the cavity promotes a reduced shear layer
at the rim seal interface. The influence of this process on the ingress/egress
distribution at the rim seal interface is more difficult to establish. Regarding
the influence of the purge flow blowing into the main annulus on the the
generation of loss, the main mechanisms observed are the shear layer at the
rim seal interface between the different rows, an increased blockage effect in
the passage due to more energetic secondary flow structures. The analysis
of the work extracted by the two rotor rows and irreversibility induced by
velocity and thermal gradients mixing made possible to draw the decrease
of available energy in the purpose to generate work all along the domain.
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Conclusions and perspectives
Recalling the objectives
The present thesis deals with the influence of the purge flow blowing at the hub on
turbine aerodynamics. The purge flow supplied in the turbine component emanates
from the increased temperature in the combustion chamber to improve the natural
limit conversion of thermal energy from the combustion to useful work. The main
drawback is this additional flow taken at the compressor to cool down turbine that
comes as a net loss since not used in the thermodynamic cycle. The bleed air system
makes possible to maintain a quiescent environment for the components downstream
of the combustion chamber while maintaining a high thermal efficiency. This thesis
has been developed to provide a general framework to take into account the benefits
of a thermal efficiency increase promoted by a increased temperature as well as the
losses related to the air collected at the compressor that does not contribute to the
thermodynamic cycle and additional losses due to the mixing of the purge flow with
the mainstream flow in the turbine. This general framework is based on the notion
of exergy that consists in energy balance at local, component or whole turbine scale
compared to a dead state, generally the environment for gas turbine studies. When
assessing the possible benefits of an increased combustion temperature with the
side effect of an higher purge mass flow rate required, mainly three contribution
must be balanced. First, the benefit of an increased temperature that enhances the
conversion of thermal energy into work. Due to an increased temperature in the
combustion chamber, the temperature in the turbine will increase and additional
purge mass flow rate must be collected at the compressor. Based on an aero-thermal
analysis, the additional amount of purge flow required to cool down the blades, rotor
discs, etc. can be obtained. The cost in the exergy balance can be assessed since the
amount of flow collected is known from the former analysis and the work (pressure)
given to the fluid can be obtained depending on the station where air is collected.
The purge flow supplied in the turbine generally provides a residual work to the
turbine since still under pressure but at a relatively low temperature. The last
contribution that needs to be quantified is the detrimental effect of an additional
purge flow for the turbine by interaction with the main annulus. Since the interaction
mechanisms are not currently fully understood, this thesis has been devoted to
provide a better understanding of the mixing processes between the main annulus
and cavity flow as well as the underlying mechanisms of loss in order to provide an
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accurate estimate of the loss incurred. The main strength of the exergy analysis is
that the additional useful work obtained from an increased thermal efficiency, the
work lost for compressing purge flow that are global quantities can be put in a same
analysis with the local losses in the turbine induced by the mixing of the purge
flow with the main annulus turbine flow (from the numerical simulation, the exergy
balance can be applied in each grid point of the domain).
Conclusion from a methodological point of view
The exergy formulation
The exergy formulation used in this study to take into account the losses generated
in a gas turbine is a composite quantity between the state of the flow with the
total enthalpy and the degradation of current energy in the purpose to generate
work measured by entropy. From a general purpose, exergy formulation makes
possible to balance between different nature of energy (kinetic, internal, potential
pressure, etc.) in a same framework. This quantity is defined relatively to a dead
reference state that provides the lower limit of energy extraction. Compared to a
more common energy balance assessment, the exergy formulation takes into account
the energy that cannot be used to generate work (anergy) in this study and held
by the entropy term. This approach can be used at the different scales of the
turbomachine. At the scale of the full gas turbine, this approach gives a sight in the
conversion of the heat provided by the fuel in the combustion chamber into useful
work, heat released into the atmosphere at the outlet, etc. as proposed in Sec. 2.1.2
(p.24). At the scale of the component, the exergy balance performed in Chap. 3 and
4 gives access to the transformation of exergy available at the inlet of the domain in
the different contributions (work extracted on the shaft, heat transfers at the wall of
the component, losses in the flow, exergy available at the outlet of the component) to
provide a better insight in the energy transfer for the component. This assessment
is obtained locally based on an exergy transport equation (Sec. 2.1.3 p.31). For
numerical simulations, each of the contributions to the exergy transport equation can
be obtained in each point of the mesh. In the purpose to study the losses generated
in the turbine due to purge flow, two of the contributions are of particular interest:
the viscous and thermal anergy terms denoted Φ∇u and Φ∇T in this study that are
induced by velocity and temperature gradients and held by entropy. Since these two
terms were available in each grid point it was convenient to split the whole simulation
domain in contiguous subdomains. The splitting strategy proposed in current thesis
is based on isolating the boundary layer domains developing on the wetted surfaces
(hub, shroud, cavity, blades) and a remaining domain that is the whole domain minus
the subdomains related to the boundary layers. This strategy has be chosen since
the boundary layer is known to be a contributor to anergy/loss generation since the
flow has to adapt between a no slip condition at the wall and the free stream velocity
inducing strong velocity gradients. Furthermore, the remaining domain composed of
the full domain minus the boundary layer contributions contains the contributions
of secondary flows (cross components with respect to the stream direction) that
are also known to contribute to losses and can be more properly studied in the
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remaining subdomain. Finally, the exergy formulation is particularly adapted to
study the losses generated in the simulation domain since providing a local measure
(in each grid cell) with an access to the gradient directions inducing loss.
Numerical approach
The LES-LBM approach used in the linear cascade configuration described in Chap. 3
gives access to higher computing efficiency compared to classical finite volume ap-
proaches for low-Mach flows. The Cartesian grid provides an easy meshing strategy
(sometimes referred as meshless approach) since the non body fitted meshing of the
configuration can be performed automatically especially when complex geometries
are considered like technological effects and cavities for the current study. However,
the isotropic mesh prevent generally from having wall-resolved simulation for the
Reynolds number encountered in low pressure turbines and a law of the wall treat-
ment needs to be added. This approach can be adapted when the boundary layer
is turbulent on a wide portion of the wetted surfaces. But in low pressure turbine
where the boundary layer can be depending on the free stream turbulence, Reynolds
number and surface roughness, laminar on a large portion of the surfaces, this ap-
proach may be more questionable. The more classical finite volume approaches used
for current LES simulations are suitable for handling low pressure turbine flows. The
Reynolds number encountered makes possible to perform wall-resolved simulation
at a high but more and more affordable computational cost. For relatively simple
geometries as the one encountered in chap. 3 concerning the linear cascade, the
structured approach is suitable since providing well posed problem and high order
schemes can be derived more easily. For more complicated geometries as the one en-
countered when technological effects like cavities of the two stage annular cascade of
Chap. 4, an unstructured approach is more suitable. The finite volume approaches
can also reduce the sources of uncertainty that can be numerous: wall-resolved LES
simulation makes possible for dense enough grids to predict the laminar, transi-
tional or turbulent nature of the boundary layer over the wetted surfaces. High
order schemes with explicit time stepping reduce numerical errors. The automatic
mesh refinement makes possible to increase the spatial discretization in regions of
interest. Finally, turbulence injection at the inlet of the domain is important for
predicting the flow in near-wall despite some improvement still need to be made in
the turbulence spectrum content injected and its possible intermittent nature.
Conclusion from a physical point of view
The study of loss generation in the main annulus due to cavity flow has been con-
ducted based on two configurations. A first configuration based on a low-Mach
linear cascade with an upstream cavity providing different rim seal geometries and
purge flow rates detailed in Chap. 3. The numerical simulations performed showed a
better agreement of RANS with experiments compared to LES simulations without
turbulence injection (Sec. 3.3 p.99). The turbulence was shown to be an important
parameter for the physical mechanisms and subsequent losses in the cascade espe-
cially due to an upstream grid that artificially increased the turbulence intensity of
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the flow facing the cascade. The high free stream turbulence was shown to drive the
state of the boundary layers at the hub, shroud and around the blade by triggering
the onset to turbulence while remaining laminar without free stream turbulence.
The LES simulation performed with turbulence injection was then shown to give a
better agreement with experiments (Sec. 3.6 p.118). The influence of purge flow and
rim seal geometry on losses generated was assessed using the exergy formulation.
This analysis showed the influence of the shear layer at rim seal interface, more ener-
getic secondary vortices in the passage as additional paths for more losses generated
in the cascade compared to a smooth configuration. The second configuration stud-
ied during this thesis in Chap. 4 was a two stage low-Mach annular turbine with
cavities at hub. This configuration made possible to add the entrainment effect of
the rotor discs on the cavity flow and the influence of upstream rows and wakes on
the flow at rim seal interface compared to the first configuration. A similar feeding
process of secondary vortices by cavity flow was observed in this configuration as
well as similar physical mechanisms in the main annulus compared to the linear cas-
cade. This configuration made possible to have a look into the possible interaction
(transport of vortices) between the different rows as well as the energy transferred
to the rotor rows in the exergy analysis.
Future work
From a numerical point of view, the influence of spatio-temporal discretization on the
viscous and thermal entropy production needs to be assessed accurately. The main
issue is the additional viscosity and diffusivity induced by the discretization. The
entropy production is higher than the one that would be obtained from continuous
equations. The numerical viscosity is not uniform in the domain and depends on the
discretization and physical phenomenon occurring in the region of interest. An a
posteriori method similarly to the one suggested in App. B should make possible to
evaluate this numerical viscosity, without dependence on the numerical scheme used
but based on the numerical solution. A major difficulty faced in the current study is
the determination of the boundary layer when complex phenomena occur. Indeed,
the boundary layer thickness estimate gave very thick boundary layer on the blade
suction side where the passage vortex travels or in the separation bubble region
on the diffusion portion for the LES simulation without turbulence injection. This
observation comes from the difficulty to define the notion of boundary layer in these
regions. However, since the boundary layer thickness is used to split the domain
in the different contribution, a more reliable method would be required if one want
to prevent to see part of these contributions accounted in boundary layers while
not purely related to the development of a boundary layer on these surfaces. From
a physical point of view, it would be interesting to look at the terms appearing
in the exergy balance but simplified in the two configurations of this thesis. At
first, an increased Mach number in order to look at the compressibility effects and
especially the transfer of energy since thermal and convective contribution are no
more decoupled as in the two low Mach configurations studied. At higher Mach
number, the shock handling from a numerical point of view with the use of sensors
would provide a more general framework to tackle this kind of flow. The other
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contribution that was not been taken into account in this study is the heat transfer
at wall. This term can either provide or extract heat to the flow depending on
the temperature of the wall compared to the flow. Furthermore, non adiabatic
wall would induce temperature gradients that could be interesting to study with an
exergy balance.
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A
Numerical methods
In the gas turbine, the flow experiences a strong variety of behaviour along
the channel with complex phenomena, interaction processes over a wide
range of temporal and spatial scales. At the same time, experimental mea-
sures are often difficult to perform due to compactness and complexity that
make difficult an accurate description of the flow. A further improvement
of aeronautical engines and future breakthrough requires a better under-
standing of the flow behavior. In the past decades, with the emergence
and increasing capacity of supercomputers, the numerical simulations have
become a path for a better understanding of the flow in the gas turbine.
This chapter introduces a framework used to deal with the numerical sim-
ulation of turbulent flows encountered in gas turbines. The numerical sim-
ulation of the fluid motion requires a model that is supposed to describe
the flow. A first part is devoted to introduce the Navier-Stokes and lattice-
Boltzmann method approaches that have been used along this study. The
treatment of turbulence is an important feature that strongly affects the
quality of the numerical simulation and the computational cost. Different
approaches from fully resolved turbulence (DNS) to fully modeled turbu-
lence ((U)RANS) with intermediate level of modeling (LES) are presented.
From the temporally and spatially continuous governing equations obtained
from the modeling approach, equations are discretized on the simulation do-
main in discrete points forming a mesh and are solved though the use of
numerical scheme that approximate the continuous equations. The end of
the chapter is devoted to the understanding of numerical schemes, param-
eters and boundary conditions used and required to ensure a proper study
of the flow field obtained numerically. The application of exergy method
and description of physical phenomena inducing loss detailed in Chap 2 re-
quires a proper convergence assessment of the simulations. Once converged,
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the output of the simulation generally needs to be reduced temporally for
unsteady methods ((U)RANS, LES and DNS) and spatially. This process
needs to be carefully performed to enable a correct analysis of the flow field
and in order to be compliant with the exergy approach. These notions of
numerical convergence and data extraction are discussed at the end of this
section.
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A.1 Equations in fluid dynamics
This section introduces modeling approaches of the flow motion based on the Navier-
Stokes and lattice-Boltzmann Method. These models have emerged after a long
period of time and thanks to different contributions. A quick journey back over
the development of fluid dynamics leading to the first governing equations proposed
to model turbulent flows known as Navier-Stokes equations is introduced. The
section is followed by the introduction of lattice-Boltzmann Method that propose
an alternative modeling strategy of the flow based on developments obtained from
the end of nineteen and along the twentieth century.
A.1.1 Early development of fluid dynamics
Fluid dynamics refers to the study of fluid motion. Early studies were led by
Archimedes (287-212 BC) that introduced some basic ideas in static fluid and Hero
of Alexandria (10-70 AD) on the notion of pressure with the first steam-powered
devices. Later on, Leonardo Da Vinci (1452-1419) observed and drew sketches of
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canonical (jets, vortices, surface waves) and complex flows over objects in streams.
All these statements were based purely on observation at the time. Quantitative
physical and mathematical understanding of the fluid flow began only along the
seventeen century with the works of Isaac Newton (1642-1726). Into his Principia
Mathematica (1687), Newton proposed a direct link between the movement of a
solid and the forces applied to the solid (second principle of the dynamics). With
the contributions of Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz (1646-1716) on the differential cal-
culus, partial differential equations that describe the dynamics of a system in time
and space were derived for a variety of systems. Book II of the Principia Math-
ematica (1687) from Isaac Newton was exclusively devoted to the examination of
static and dynamic fluids. However, the application of these developments to fluid
dynamics remained difficult until the contribution of Leonhard Euler (1707-1783).
At the time, the purpose of the fluid dynamics was to be able to track the posi-
tion of a fluid composed of particle initially at position X0 at time t0 to obtain the
successive positions (trajectory) at any time step ∆t of same particle until time t,
X(x, t). This representation of the fluid motion is now known as Lagrangian de-
scription. Euler was able to show from a mathematical point of view that for a fluid
in motion, the ability to know the trajectory of fluid particle in time is equivalent
to know the velocity field ui = (u1,u2,u3) in any position and successive time step
until time t. This representation is known as Eulerian description. Based on the
works of Daniel Bernoulli (1700-1782) and Jean d’Alembert (1717-1783), Euler was
able to conceptualize the mathematical description of a fluid flow by modeling the
flow as a continuous collection of infinitesimally small fluid elements. By applying
the basic principles of mass conservation and Newton’s second law on small fluid
elements, Euler obtained two coupled, non-linear partial differential equations for
an incompressible flow of density ρ0 subject to body forces F1
∂uj
∂xj
= 0 (A.1)
ρ0
(
∂ui
∂t
+ ui
∂uj
∂xj
)
= ρ0Fi (A.2)
where t and xi = (x1,x2,x3) are respectively time and coordinates. From the former
system of equation, mathematical inconsistency was observed by Jean d’Alembert.
Assuming the external body forces known, the above set of two equations contained
three unknowns ρui for four equations. Furthermore, when divergence operator is
applied to eq.(A.2), it can be shown that the left-hand side is non-zero while diver-
gence applied to a constant body force is zero. From this ill-posed problem, Euler
proposed to add the gradient of a quantity p called pressure that could overpass the
last two inconsistencies with a constitutive law where pressure should only depends
on density (barotropic fluid, p = p(ρ)) leading to the final incompressible Euler
1A body force is a force that acts throughout the volume of a body in contrast with contact
forces or surface forces which are exerted to the surface of an object. Forces due to gravity, electric
fields and magnetic fields are examples of body forces.
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equations proposed in 1755:
∂uj
∂xj
= 0 (A.3)
ρ0
(
∂ui
∂t
+ ui
∂uj
∂xj
)
= − ∂p
∂xi
+ ρ0Fi. (A.4)
Using Euler equations without external body forces (F = 0) and looking at the
time derivative of kinetic energy for a fluid in motion in the domain of volume V
expressed as ∂/∂t
(˝
V
ρ0u
2
i dxi
)
, it can be shown that this quantity is identically
zero. This result promoted the use of perfect fluid for the flow following the Euler
equations since energy is conserved along the movement. Jean D’Alembert was able
to find particular analytical solutions from steady incompressible Euler equations
and showed that the drag force was zero on a body moving with constant velocity
relatively to the fluid what was not observed and known as D’Alembert’s paradox.
To solve this paradox, a first correction to Euler momentum equation was proposed
by Claude-Louis Navier (1785-1836) in 1821 for incompressible flows. Its purpose
was to take into account viscous forces applying to an object moving at a constant
speed in this kind of flow. An heuristic term known as viscous stress tensor τ was
added to the Euler equations to account for the effect of internal friction within the
flow field with a viscous dissipation. A more general derivation of the momentum
equation for compressible flows was later given by Augustin Louis Cauchy (1789-
1857) in 1829. In his work, he derived a general equation of motion that included
non normal (shear) deformations based on continuum mechanic theory. In 1845,
George Stokes (1819-1903) expressed the compressible momentum equation in the
fluid mechanics framework, leading to the set of equations:
∂ρ
∂t
+ ∂(ρuj)
∂xj
= 0 (A.5a)
∂(ρui)
∂t
+ ∂
∂xj
(ρuiuj + pδij − τij) = ρFi i = 1, 2, 3. (A.5b)
Kinetic energy for the fluid in motion described by latter equations is not conserved
since one can obtain:
∂
∂t
(˚
V
ρ0u
2
i dxi
)
= −
˚
V
τijuidxi. (A.6)
Despite this further extension of fluid flow modeling, some shortcomings still re-
mained since several phenomena, such as the conversion of mechanical energy into
heat by viscosity through the viscous stress tensor were still not taken into ac-
count. Following the developments of the thermodynamics, an additional equation
was added to the system of equations that stated for the conversion of the total
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energy denoted etot by possible transfer of kinetic energy to internal energy for the
fluid denoted e. Jean-Baptiste Joseph Fourier (1768-1830) was among the first to
be interested in temperature fluctuations inside an inviscid and incompressible flow.
He proposed to take into account these fluctuations through an energy equation. In
1868, Kirschoff (1824-1887) further included the impact of small viscous effects in
the fluid mechanics framework:
∂(ρEtot)
∂t
+ ∂
∂xj
(ρEtotuj + puj − τuj + qj) = ρFjuj + Q˙ (A.7)
where q and Q˙ are heat transfer and internal heat source.
This paragraph introduced the main chronological steps leading to a possible descrip-
tion of the fluid motion. The next subsection introduces the set of Navier-Stokes
equations at the current stage of knowledge including phenomenological laws to
close the Navier-Stokes equations. The lattice-Boltzmann approach will be then in-
troduced as another possible path to model fluid motion. The related development
are more recent, essentially at the end on nineteen and twentieth century.
A.1.2 Navier-Stokes equations
The Navier-Stokes equations are nowadays used to describe the physics of many phe-
nomena of scientific and engineering interest with among them the weather, ocean
currents, pipe flow or flow around a wing. These equations are also of interest from
a pure mathematical point of view. Despite its wide use, it has not yet been proven
whether solutions always exist in three dimensions and, if they do exist, whether
they are smooth (they are infinitely differentiable at all points in the domain). The
Navier-Stokes equations in their current form can be written as:
∂ρ
∂t
+ ∂
∂xj
(ρuj) = 0 (A.8a)
∂(ρui)
∂t
+ ∂
∂xj
(ρuiuj + pδij − τij) = ρFi i = 1, 2, 3 (A.8b)
∂(ρEtot)
∂t
+ ∂
∂xj
(ρEtotuj + puj − τijuj + qj) = ρFjuj + Q˙. (A.8c)
The main concern of computational fluid dynamics is to obtain a representative flow
of a given configuration determined by the boundary conditions, the geometry, the
set of equation and its discretization. According to the historical steps for modeling
fluid dynamics introduced previously, a set of equation capable of representing the
fluid behaviour are the Navier-Stokes equations. The fluid under consideration is
assumed to be monoatomic and compressible which means that the density can vary
in time and space. Navier-Stokes equations are a set of conservative equations for the
mass eq.(A.8a), momentum eq.(A.8b) and total energy eq.(A.8c). Since the system
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is composed of eight unknown for five equations, the system needs to be closed using
three additional equations. To close these equations, it is necessary to determine
the pressure p, the viscous stress tensor τ , the dynamic viscosity µ contained in the
viscous stress tensor and the heat flux q. For this purpose, the following state laws
and behavior laws are used.
A.1.2.1 State law
The fluid is assumed to follow to the ideal gas law known as perfect gas2
ps = ρrTs (A.9)
where r =R/M = cp/cv is the specific mixture gas constant (r = 287.058 [m2.s−2.K−1]
for air mixture). R is the universal gas constant (R = 8.3145 [kg.m2.s−2.K−1.mol−1])
and M the molecular weight of the gas. cp and cv are the constant pressure and vol-
ume specific heat capacity. Equation (A.9) holds for air and other gases over a wide
range of temperatures and pressures. For a perfect gas, the internal energy of the
fluid e and heat capacity only depend on temperature. The flow will be considered
as calorifically perfect that lead to constant values for cp and cv. The total energy
of the fluid can be then written as
Etot =
rT
γ − 1 +
1
2ρ || u ||
2 (A.10)
with γ = cp/cv the ratio of specific heat capacity. The assumption of constant
temperature and pressure heat capacity is convenient to integrate internal energy
between two states since it depends on the temperature difference of these two states.
It remains that these two quantities rigorously evolve with temperature and must
be taken into account when dealing with accuracy requirements or high temperature
flows such as in combustion chamber or turbine. The mid-way solution often used
is the semi-perfect gas assumption where a constant value of γ is taken for the
compressor side (γ = 1.4) and the turbine side (γ = 1.3).
A.1.2.2 behavior laws
The behavior laws are used to model the momentum and heat transfer at the fluid
particle scale. The Newtonian fluid hypothesis is generally used and assumes that
2The ideal gas law was originally introduced by Emile Clapeyron (1799-1864) and later Kirschoff
to relate pressure to temperature through a proper equation of state since only isobaric relation
was proposed at the time. For ideal gases, it is assumed that there are no intermolecular forces
and that the molecules themselves take up no volume. This is quite true at low pressures and
in majority of flows encountered in turbomachine, because the spacing between the molecules is
so large that they rarely collide. Also, low pressure usually means that there is little of them or
that the volume of the container is very large, so the space taken up by the actual molecules is
negligible. For example, air at a pressure of 30 atmospheres and a temperature of 1650 K that are
conditions representative of the exit of the combustion chamber in a gas turbine, the ratio p/ρrT
would be approximately 1.03. For dense gas, alternative law must be used referred as real gas laws.
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the viscous stresses arising from the flow are linearly proportional to the local strain
rate at every point:
τij = −32µ
′
(
∂ui
∂xj
+ ∂uj
∂xi
)
− 23µ
(
∂ui
∂xi
)
δij (A.11)
where µ′ is the coefficient of bulk viscosity and µ is the dynamic viscosity of the
fluid. For a fluid following the Stokes hypothesis, these two quantities can be related
by:
µ
′ + 23µ = 0. (A.12)
The viscous stress tensor can be finally expressed as:
τij = µ
(
∂ui
∂xj
+ ∂uj
∂xi
)
− 23µ
(
∂ui
∂xi
)
. (A.13)
The evolution of the dynamic viscosity of the fluid is obtained using the Sutherland
law:
µ(T ) = µref
(
T
Tref
) 3
2 Tref + S
T + S (A.14)
where µref = 1.711.10−5 [kg.m2.s−1] is the dynamic viscosity at reference tempera-
ture Tref = 273.15 [K] and the constant for air S = 110.4 [K] obtained experimentally.
The thermal transfers due to the conduction are modeled using the Fourier law that
relate the heat flux and the temperature gradient
qi = −λ ∂T
∂xi
(A.15)
where λ is the thermal conductivity. This value is obtained along this study by
assuming that the Prandtl number Pr defined as :
Pr = µcp
λ
. (A.16)
is constant and equal to 0.72.
An important non dimensional number in fluid dynamics is the Reynolds number
denoted Re that was first introduced by Stokes in 1851 and popularized by Osborne
Reynolds (1842-1912) along his famous pipe flow studies [154]. Reynolds number
appears naturally in the Navier-Stokes set of equations by casting the equations in
non-dimensional form and comparing viscous and inertial forces in the fluid. The
Reynolds number being the ratio of these two quantities
Re =
ρuL
µ
(A.17)
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where ρ, u, L and µ are characteristic density, velocity, length and viscosity of
the considered configuration. This number is of particular interest when dealing
with the conditions that have to be fulfilled in order that the informations about
one flow field could apply to another with different parameters. This situation can
happen for example when a real configuration have high dimensions (aircraft or gas
turbine) such that the configuration could not be studied experimentally in a wind
tunnel and reduced scale model has to be used. For the reduced scale model under
study, the idea is to know which parameters of the flow have to be tuned in order
to observe similar phenomena as in real configuration. The two configuration have
to be kinematic similar which means geometrical parameters such as blade profile,
blade stagger angle, blade spacing/chord ratio and hub/tip radius ratio are kept
the same for a gas turbine. For a steady incompressible flow around two kinematic
similar models, the behavior of the flow depends only of the Reynolds number3
(dynamic similarity). For a reduced model gas turbine with characteristic length L
half the real configuration, cinematic viscosity of the fluid ν = µ/ρ could be divided
by two to be dynamically equivalent to the first configuration, by cooling down the
incoming flow for example.
Fluid motion modeling can be led at different scales from approaches where any
particle of the fluid is tracked to fluid volumes as developed in current section for the
Navier-Stokes equations. In-between, the statistical behavior of a group of particle
can be described and is at the basis of the lattice-Boltzmann Method.
A.1.3 Lattice-Boltzmann Method
Another approach capable of representing the fluid behaviour is the Boltzmann
equation. This equation is based on a fluid description at an intermediate scale
between microscopic scale where motion of individual particle is tracked in time and
macroscopic scale where the fluid is described with control volumes that contain a
very large number of imperceptible particles forming a continuum as in the Navier-
Stokes equations previously introduced (see Fig. A.1). The numerical resolution of
this equation is made with the lattice-Boltzmann method.
A.1.3.1 Kinetic theory of gases
The Boltzmann equation was derived in the framework of the kinetic theory of
gas along the nineteen century thanks to strong contributions of Josiah Willard
Gibbs (1839-1903), Lord Kelvin (1824-1907), James Clerk Maxwell (1831-1879) and
Ludwig Eduard Boltzmann (1844-1906). The purpose of the kinetic theory of gas
was to describe the evolution of probability density functions in time and space of
particles. This analysis was led at mesoscopic scale of fluid that lies in between
microscopic and macroscopic worlds. For the former, the evolution of each particle
is tracked, while the latter describes the evolution of fluid particles with constant
characteristics in the considered particle volume. The purpose of kinetic theory
3Note that true dynamic similitude may require matching other dimensionless numbers as well.
For unsteady flows, the reduced frequency β = (ω L)/U. For compressible flows, the Mach, Stanton
or Nusselt number.
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Figure A.1: Illustration of different scales to describe a flow. From left to right,
macroscopic, mesoscopic and microscopic scales
being to draw the statistical behavior of particles in the considered volume. The
probability density function or velocity distribution function f(M ,~ξ,t) evaluates the
number of particles at pointM(x,y,z) of the domain and time t travelling at particle
speed ~ξ = (ξ1, ξ2, ξ3). From current approach, the total number of particles N in a
volume V can be expressed as:
N =
ˆ
V
ˆ
ξ
fN(M, ~ξ, t)d3Md3ξ. (A.18)
If all the particles have the same mass m, the total mass mtot of the considered
volume is
mtot =
ˆ
V
ˆ
ξ
mfN︸ ︷︷ ︸
f(M,~ξ,t)
(M, ~ξ, t)d3Md3ξ. (A.19)
By identification with the macroscopic density ρ
mtot =
ˆ
V
ρ(M, t)d3M, (A.20)
one can write density in terms of distribution function as:
ρ(M, t) =
ˆ
ξ
f(M, ~ξ, t)d3ξ. (A.21)
More generally, the macroscopic conservative quantities can be expressed as the
stochastic moments of the distribution function with respect to the particle velocity
~ξ, i.e. by integrating over the whole velocity particle domain.
 ρ(M, t)ρ(M, t)~u(M, t)
ρ(M, t)e(M, t)
 = ˆ

1
~ξ
1
2 |~ξ − ~u|2
 f(M, ~ξ, t)d3~ξ. (A.22)
Maxwell and Boltzmann were able to derive an equation that governs the evolution
of the velocity distribution function in time and space. For packets of particles whose
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velocities distribution is described by f, affected by either external body forces F or
collision occurring between particles, the space-time evolution of f is governed by
the advection-collision Boltzmann equation:
∂f
∂t
+ ξj
∂f
∂xj
+ Fj.
∂f
∂ξj
= Ω(f). (A.23)
The left-hand side term corresponds to the advective part in both geometrical
(ξi∂f/∂xi) and velocity (Fj∂f/∂ξi) spaces, whereas the right-hand side term is
linked to the change of f originating from collisions. The main difficulty lies in
the definition of the collision term Ω(f), which contains all the underlying physics.
Since the Boltzmann original collision operator Ω(f) relied on a complicated double
integral over velocity and space, the idea has been to propose a simplified modeling
of the collision operator.
A.1.3.2 Modeling the collision operator
Maxwell and Boltzmann were first able to derive a particular velocity distribution
function denoted feq solution of the Boltzmann equation that maximize disorder
(or entropy production) and can be seen as the local thermodynamic equilibrium
distribution function of particles after collisions. Maxwell-Boltzmann equilibrium
function can be expressed as
feq =
ρ
(2piRT )D/2
e−|ξ−u|
2/(2RT ) (A.24)
with D standing for the dimension of space. Based on the Maxwell-Boltzmann
equilibrium function, Bhatnagar, Gross and Krook (1954) proposed a collision op-
erator. This collision operator relies on the idea that collision induces a deviation
with respect to the local thermodynamic equilibrium state. The local equilibrium
is recovered after a time trelax called relaxation time. The mathematical expression
of this operator can be read as
ΩBGK(f) = − 1
trelax
(f − feq). (A.25)
Similarly to the distribution functions, it can be shown that the collision operator
stochastic moments integrated over the whole particle velocity domain ensure mass,
momentum conservation and elastic collisions since
´
~ξiΩ(f)d3ξ = 0 for i = 0,1,2.
The Boltzmann equation eq.(A.23) and BGK collision operator from eq.(A.25) form
the Botzmann-BGK equation. A natural analytical development to be performed is
to look at the stochastic moments of the Boltzmann-BGK equation to draw a link
with the macroscopic quantities. For the sake of clarity and simplicity, no external
body forces are considered (F = 0).
ˆ  1ξ
ξ2
(∂f
∂t
+ ξ ∂f
∂xj
)
d3ξ = −
ˆ  1ξ
ξ2
( 1
trelax
(f − feq)
)
d3ξ. (A.26)
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Rewriting the different contributions in terms of macroscopic quantities when they
are known lead to:
∂
∂t
 ρρui´
ξ2fd3ξ
+ ∂
∂xj
 ρuj´ ξ2fd3ξ´
ξ3fd3ξ
 =

0
0
− 1
trelax
´
ξ3(f − feq)d3ξ
 . (A.27)
Chapman and Enskog (1920) made the assumption that the relaxation time trelax
corresponding to the mean time between two collisions is small compared to the
characteristic time of local equilibrium. Moreover, f can be approximated by feq,
i.e. the probability density function is not far from the equilibrium function. This
corresponds to make a Taylor Expansion (TE) of f around the equilibrium function:
f =
N∑
k=0
Kknf
k (A.28)
truncated at first order in NTE (or equivalently at zero order in Kn), where Kn is the
Knudsen number . This number compares the free mean path Lfree to a macroscopic
characteristic length related to the flow Lchar by
Kn =
Lfree
Lchar
. (A.29)
Under this truncation assumption it can be shown that
ˆ
ξ2fd3ξ '
ˆ
ξ2feqd
3ξ = ρuiuj + ρrTδij (A.30)
ˆ
ξ3fd3ξ '
ˆ
ξ3feqd
3ξ = ρEtotui + ρrTui (A.31)
and replaced in eq.(A.27) yields to
∂ρ
∂t
+ ∂(ρuj)
∂xj
= 0 (A.32)
∂(ρui)
∂t
+ ∂(ρuiuj)
∂xj
+ ∂(ρrT )δij
∂xj
= 0 (A.33)
(∂ρEtot)
∂t
+ ∂(ρEtotuj)
∂xj
+ ∂(uiρrT )
∂xj
= 0 (A.34)
that is under the ideal gas law p = ρrT , the Euler set of equations. Similarly,
the distribution function expansion can be made until the second order in NTE (or
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equivalently first order in Kn) with f ' feq+f1 and f1  feq. A new expression can
be obtained for the second and third order moment of f :ˆ
ξ2fd3ξ ' −trelax p (∂ui
∂xj
+ ∂uj
∂xi
− 2
D
∂ui
∂xi
) = −τij (A.35)
ˆ
ξ3fd3ξ = −D trelax p r T2
∂T
∂xi
= −qj. (A.36)
By setting
µ = (−trelax p) (A.37)
λ = (−D trelax p r T/2) (A.38)
the viscosity and conductivity of the fluid, this yields to the set of equations:
∂ρ
∂t
+ ∂(ρuj)
∂xj
= 0 (A.39)
∂(ρui)
∂t
+ ∂(ρuiuj)
∂xj
+ ∂(ρrT )
∂xj
= ∂τij
∂xj
(A.40)
∂(ρEtot)
∂t
+ ∂(ρEtotuj)
∂xj
+ ∂(uiρrT )
∂xj
= ∂(τijui)
∂xj
+ ∂(qj)
∂xj
(A.41)
corresponding to the compressible Navier-Stokes set of equations. Extending the
distribution to the third order in NTE (or equivalently second order in Kn) leads
to the Burnett set of equations particularly used for rarefied atmosphere as in low
earth orbits. The former development of f needs to be further explained especially
the quantity Kn used to perform the expansion process. High Knudsen numbers
(0.001 < Kn < 0.1) are encountered when studying discrete systems such as rarefied
gas. This explains the need to extend the distribution function until higher orders
since a low number of collisions occur. This requires more accurate approximation
of the distribution function to recover equilibrium. Small Knudsen numbers corre-
spond to dense or continuous fields such as liquids. Fluid dynamics described by
the Navier-Stokes equations considered as continuous is at relatively low Knudsen
number Kn < 0.001. This explains the need to develop only until N = 2 the dis-
tribution function to recover this set of equations. From the current approach, the
viscosity and the heat diffusivity of the flow depend on the relaxation time trelax
and Prandtl number Pr = µcp/λ = 1. This differs from the value commonly used in
Navier-Stokes approach (Pr = 0.72). This general statement based on the continu-
ous Boltzmann-BGK equation then requires space, time and velocity discretization
to be numerically solved.
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A.1.3.3 The velocity discretization
When dealing with the numerical resolution of the Boltzmann-BGK equation, the
continuous velocity space needs to be discretized. Since all the velocities from con-
tinuous space cannot be used for memory and computational cost, a limited number
of velocities has to be chosen. The main idea behind the velocity discretization
is the ability to find a set of Q discrete velocities ξα known as lattice that recov-
ers the Taylor expansion of the continuous distribution function up a certain order
(see Fig. A.2a) depending on the physic that is looked for (Euler with NTE = 1,
Navier-Stokes with NTE = 2, Burnett with NTE = 3). As shown from eq.(A.27)
to (A.41), the ability to recover the desired flow physic depends on the ability to
recover stochastic moments of the distribution function up to a certain order noted
NDF . The purpose is to conserve these equilibrium moments during the velocity
discretization compared to the continuous one such that:
ξ → ξα, α ∈ [1, Q]
f(M,ξ,t) → fα(ξ,t), α ∈ [1, Q]
ˆ
ξnfeqdξ =
∑
α
ξnαfeq,α. (A.42)
Since the recovery of macroscopic quantities is of interest when using lattice-Boltzmann
Method to describe fluid dynamics, the distribution does not need be known but
only ensure that the stochastic moments are conserved between continuous and dis-
crete ones. This statement leads to approximate the distribution function by a
polynomial function. Under the assumption of a polynomial behavior of the distri-
bution function, it can be shown that the moments of the distribution function can
be exactly recovered up to order NDF by performing a Gauss-Hermite quadrature
of the continuous distribution function
fNeq,α(M, ~ξ, t) = wα
NDF∑
n=0
an,eq(M, t)Hn(~ξ) with an,eq =
ˆ
feqHn(~ξ)dξ (A.43)
where wα are the quadrature weight andHn the Hermite polynomials. In the three-
α 1 2-7 8-19
ξ˜α (0,0,0) (0,0,± 1) (0,±1,±1)
(± 1,0,0) (± 1,± 1,0)
wα
1
3
1
18
1
36
Table A.1: Velocity particle and weight of Gauss-Hermite quadrature of the D3Q19
lattice
dimensional space, the set of nineteen velocities (D3Q19) proposed in Fig. A.2b with
weight furnished in Tab.A.1 makes possible to recover the second order moment of
the distribution equilibrium function (NDF = 2, see blue box in eq.(A.41)). A
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consequence is that higher order moments cannot be accurately evaluated. This
lead to a non-physical term that appears in viscous stress tensor:
τij = µSij − trelax (ρuiujuk)
∂xk
. (A.44)
This additional error term in equivalent momentum Navier-Stokes equation evolves
with O(M3). This error prevents from facing flows with Mach number higher than
M = 0.3. This means that the current approach is equivalent to solve weakly com-
pressible Navier-Stokes equations around a reference temperature (isothermal). This
set of velocities is used in the solver Pro-LB and along this thesis. This limitation is
alleviated with a particular set of 103 particle velocities (D3Q103) that recovers the
third order moment distribution equilibrium function (NDF = 3, see green box in
eq.(A.41)) and corresponds to the isothermal fully compressible Navier-Stokes equa-
tions. Fully compressible Navier-Stokes equations with thermal effects are recovered
with a particular set of 343 particle velocity (D3Q343) that is generally unaffordable
(NDF = 4, see red box in eq.(A.41)). When thermal effects are of interest, other ap-
proaches are generally used alleviate the cost related to the high number of particle
velocity required. Mainly two methods can be used:
• double distribution function: a first distribution function is associated to the
conservative mass an momentum quantities (ρ, ρu) and a second distribution
models thermal effects [155];
• hybrids methods: energy equation is solved using classical methods (finite
volumes, differences or elements) [156].
(a) (b)
Figure A.2: One-dimensional continuous distribution function and discretization
(D1Q3) to recover the exact integral value (a). Velocity distribution in three dimen-
sion (D3Q19) to recover the weakly compressible isothermal Navier-Stokes equations
(b)
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Figure A.3: Link between velocity, space and time discretization in a Cartesian grid
A.1.3.4 Spatio-temporal integration
Time and space discretization can be done in a smart way by considering that spatial
nodes are set such that:
|| ~ξ ||= ∆x∆t . (A.45)
This leads to a Cartesian mesh with a constant time step (see Fig. A.3). More
generally, this approach is not restricted to Cartesian mesh, the method could be
adapted to any kind of discretization, the cartesian mesh is generally used since
it is particularly convenient and efficient. The time and space resolution over the
Cartesian mesh is made by integration along a characteristic line (second order
accurate in time and space):
fα(M + ~ξ∆t, t+ ∆t)− f(M, t) =
ˆ ∆t
0
Ω(M + ~ξs, t+ s)ds. (A.46)
The collision term is computed using a trapezoidal rule
ˆ ∆t
0
Ω(M + ~ξs, t+ s)ds ' ∆t2 [Ω(M, t) + Ω(M +
~ξ∆t, t+ ∆t)]. (A.47)
The implicitness of this spatio-temporal integration is removed by the use of a change
of variable:
fα = fα − ∆t2 Ωα (A.48)
since it can be shown that fα and fα have the same distribution moments, this leads
to the explicit integration:
fα(M + ξi∆t, t+ ∆t) = fα(M, t) + Ωi(M, t)− ∆t
trelax + ∆t/2
(fα − fα,eq). (A.49)
The Boltzmann-BGK equation and the discretization in particle velocity, time and
space of this equation are the constituent of the method known as lattice-Boltzmann
Method (LBM).
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23
4
Figure A.4: Schematic view of steps 2 to 4 required to perform one iteration in LBM
approach from a D1Q3 lattice. Courtesy of Coreixas [157]
A.1.3.5 The different steps to perform one iteration in LBM
The different steps corresponding to one iteration in the lattice-Boltzmann method
over a one dimensional domain discretized by three velocities (D1Q3) e0 = ~0,
e1 = ~x,e2 = -~x is proposed. The corresponding steps 2 to 4 are shown in Fig. A.4.
1. The meshing: the choice of space length δx and speed of sound ca sets the time
step δt while the choice of µ leads to set trelax according to eq.(A.37);
2. the equilibrium distribution function is calculated from the macroscopic quanti-
ties with the initial field for the first iteration or obtained from the previous iteration
for others;
3.the collision term is calculated for each discrete particle velocity: fα := fα-
1
τ
(fα-
fα,eq);
4.the spatio-temporal integration or streaming that consists in simply moving the
distribution functions between the corresponding nodes. This operation is possible
because of the Cartesian nature of the mesh and the particle velocities, space and
temporal relation set by || ~ξ || = ∆x/∆t;
5. computation of macroscopic quantities at each node from the probability density
functions ρ = f1+f2+f3, ρu = f3-f1.
6. equilibrium function: determination of feq from ρ and u.
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A.2 Turbulence modeling
From the Navier-Stokes equations, it can be noticed that these equations are non-
linear partial differential equations. The non-linearity makes difficult an exact reso-
lution of this set of equations. Furthermore, these non-linear terms indicate possible
non-linearities in the flow. One main difficulty of fluid dynamics is turbulence.
Turbulence refers to the time-dependent chaotic behavior seen in many fluid flows.
By opposition, laminar flow are characterized by flows behaving in parallel layers,
with no disruption between the layers. For a given configuration, the Reynolds
number makes possible to predict the laminar or turbulent nature of the flow by
a critical Reynolds number below which the flow is laminar and above turbulent.
Reynolds [154], in his pipe flow studies observed that the fluid changed from an
orderly predictable state to a chaotic and unpredictable one at Re = 2300. At low
Reynolds numbers, flows tend to be dominated by laminar (sheet-like) flow (dif-
fusion term), while at large Reynolds numbers, turbulence results from differences
in the fluid speed and direction (convection term). Analytical solutions to the full
non-linear equations exist such as the flow created by a uniformly rotating infinitely
long plane disc known as von Kàrmàn swirling flow or an unsteady decaying vortex
known as Taylor-Green vortex. However, solutions at sufficiently large Reynolds
number where the flow is turbulent cannot be derived analytically due to strongly
non-linear and stochastic turbulence dynamics. This limitation has motivated the
development of numerical methods to solve either the Navier-Stokes of Boltzmann
equations. The previous partial differential equations introduced are continuous
equation that are generally discretized to be numerically solved. Depending on the
discretization, more or less modeling process needs to be performed. One main issue
that emerges when one want to solve these equations at sufficiently high Reynolds
number is, as mentioned above, the treatment of turbulence. The treatment of tur-
bulence is at the basis of the numerical methods developed to tackle flow motion in
turbomachinery applications. The flow in gas turbines, due to high Reynolds num-
ber, transformation processes and geometrical arrangement, is generally strongly
affected by turbulence. To obtain an accurate description of the flow, turbulence
needs to be properly predicted numerically. A review of current turbulence handling
in the framework of gas turbine flows is proposed by Tucker [158]. A spectrum of
kinetic energy for homogeneous turbulence is proposed in Fig. A.5. The spectrum
can be decomposed in three characteristic length scales:
• the integral length scale I, with wavenumber κI that corresponds to the length
of the most energetics turbulent structures. These structures are the main
contribution to the kinetic energy production. The integral scale varies slowly
with the Reynolds number except in the boundary layers [160];
• the Taylor length scale with wavenumber κT that correspond to the character-
istic length scale of the structures affected by the viscosity of the fluid leading
to a dissipation of the fluctuating kinetic energy into heat;
• Kolmogorov length scale υ with wavenumber κυ that corresponds to the small-
est scales of turbulence.
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Figure A.5: Turbulent spectrum with degrees of modeling: DNS, LES and RANS.
From Gravemeier et al. [159]
From this description based on turbulent scales, the spectrum can be divided into
three regions according to the cascade concept introduced by Richardson [161]:
• an energy production zone for wavenumbers below kI ;
• an energy transfer zone from big structures toward the small ones, also known
as the inertial range. In this region between integral and Taylor length scale,
the energy density spectrum decreases according to the Kolmogorov law for
large Reynolds number (E ∼ k−5/3);
• an energy dissipative zone made by the small structures under a Joule heating
process for wavenumbers above kT .
Numerical resolution of the Navier-Stokes equations in addition with the closure
equations make possible to simulate the three-dimensional turbulence if all turbulent
length scales are resolved. This approach referred as Direct Numerical Simulation
(DNS) requires very fine grids for complex and large Reynolds number in this kind
of configurations. On the other side, turbulence can be fully modeled based on
(U)RANS formalism. Between these two approaches, part of the turbulent cascade
can be solved while small scales are modeled and is known as Large Eddy Simulation
(LES) approach.
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A.2.1 Direct numerical simulation
Direct Numerical simulations is a complete time-dependent solution of the Navier-
Stokes equations that solves all the turbulent scales without any modeling. In a
turbulent isotropic context, estimation of the length scales is based on the Kol-
mogorov theory [162]. The assumption of isotropic turbulence is fulfilled below a
fixed length scale. To achieve the full scale resolution, the size of the mesh cells
has to be in the order of magnitude of the smallest dissipative scales of turbulence
(Kolmogorov scales υ) or smaller to have several grid points per wavelength. At
the same time, the whole domain under consideration has to be discretized taking
into account the largest structures that contain most of the kinetic energy (integral
scales I). The ratio between these two scales makes possible to estimate the number
of degree of freedom in each direction that can be related to the turbulent Reynolds
number ReI (based on fluctuating kinetic energy and integral length scale I, see
Coleman [163]):
I
υ
∼ Re3/4I . (A.50)
Assuming that turbulent kinetic energy is related to the macroscopic deformation
ReI ∼ Re and for three-dimensional domains, this means that the number of cells
needed is of magnitude R9/4e . The additional time resolution of kolmogorov scale
yields to a number of operation in the order of magnitude Re11/4 ∼ Re3. Due to
computational cost, the first Direct Numerical Simulation have been focused on the
study of canonical flows for which the analytical solution were available for the lam-
inar flow but generally not in the turbulent regime at sufficiently large Reynolds
number. DNS have been so conducted on channel flow for example with the con-
tribution of Kim, Moin and Moser that studied a fully developed turbulent channel
flow at Re = 3300 [164].The computational Reynolds number of these canonical
flows is becoming higher and higher thanks to improvement of computer technology
and numerical method. DNS also contributes to the understanding of complex flow
mechanisms like boundary layer transition depicted in Sec. 2.2.2 (see for example the
works of Krishnan and Sandham [165] for turbulent spot development in supersonic
boundary layer). For realistic, complex engineering flows, DNS is yet to become an
established analysis tool because of computational domains with complicated ge-
ometries, and the very high computational power and memory requirements when
Reynolds number is large. Figure A.6a shows Reynolds number evolution along axial
direction for medium-sized gas turbine engine. The Reynolds number encountered
in compressors and high-pressure turbine that can be in the order of magnitude of
106-107 is currently challenging when one wants to simulate the flow in these com-
ponents. In the literature, due to relatively low Reynolds number (see Fig. A.6b)
and Mach number, the flow past low pressure turbine blades is perhaps one of the
practical engineering concern that was first investigated by DNS. This is because of
the relatively lower computational power requirement, the Reynolds numbers being
in the order of magnitude of 104-105. Indeed, Wu and Durbin [79] were among
the first to perform fully resolved turbomachinery simulation of a stator passage in
2001. They were quickly followed by other authors with among them Michelassi
et al. [167]; Wissink [168]; Kalitzin et al. [169]; Wissink et al. [168]. Ranjan et
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Figure A.6: Reynolds number variation in a medium-sized gas turbine engine (a)
and engine flight envelope Reynolds number for a medium-sized low pressure turbine
(b). Adapted from Hourmouziadis [166]
al. [170]; Michelassi et al. [85], Garai et al. [171]. Chen et al. [172] performed a
DNS of a T106 profile4 investigated by Cardamone et al. [173] at Reynolds Number
Re = 60 000 to study the influence of incoming wake on the turbine performance as
well as Ranjan et al. [170] that studied the influence of curvature effects. DNS of low
pressure turbine configurations remain very costly especially since previous study
took advantages of simplified geometries compared to industrial one (isolated blade,
mid-span symmetry conditions) and are mainly focused on fundamental phenomena.
A.2.2 (U)RANS simulation
A.2.2.1 Averaged equations
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) approaches were proposed by Reynolds in
1895 and have been originally developed to simulate incompressible and stationary
flows. The equations are obtained by time- (in steady flow) or ensemble-averaging (in
unsteady flow) the Navier-Stokes equations providing a set of transport equations for
the averaged momentum. They are based on a statistical approach of the turbulence
where each instantaneous flow variable φ is decomposed into a mean part φ˜ and a
fluctuating part φ′
φ(t) = φ˜+ φ′. (A.51)
The mean part is defined as a statistical average called Reynolds averaging over N
independent realization of the same hypothetical simulation:
φ˜ = lim
n→∞
(
1
N
N∑
i=1
φi
)
. (A.52)
4The T106 low pressure blade turbine is a configuration extensively studied experimentally and
numerically to deal with wake-blade interference
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This averaging filters the random fluctuations of the flow and the effects of tur-
bulence are entirely modeled, the fluctuations being such that φ˜′ = 0. Under the
assumption of ergodicity stating that the mean value of a quantity obtained statis-
tically is equal to the average of a great number of measures over time, this leads to
replace the statistical averaging by a temporal average over a period T (longer than
the turbulent characteristic time):
φ˜ = lim
T→∞
(
1
T
ˆ T
0
φ(τ)dτ
)
. (A.53)
In URANS incompressible simulations, the same principle is applied at the different
time steps, a phase averaging is performed to take into account the unsteadiness
related to the motion of the blades (URANS approach)
φ˜(t) = lim
T→∞
(
1
T
ˆ T
t−T
φ(τ)dτ
)
. (A.54)
The period T must be appropriately chosen to be long enough to average the turbu-
lent fluctuations but short enough to keep the unsteady features of the flow. When
the Reynolds averaging is applied to the compressible Navier-Stokes equations, the
equations become much more complex. To simplify them, a Favre averaging is
generally applied [174] (Reynolds averaging weighted according to mass):
φ = φ+ φ′′ (A.55)
with:
φ = ρ˜φ
ρ˜
. (A.56)
The averaging process and steps leading to compressible RANS equations can be
found in Aupoix [175]. Among the different steps of this averaging process, the
molecular, turbulent transport of the turbulent kinetic energy and fluctuations of
the molecular viscosity are neglected. Applying the Favre decomposition for u, E
and h = e+p/ρ, the (U)RANS equations yields:
∂ρ˜
∂t
+ ∂
∂xj
(ρ˜uj) = 0 (A.57a)
∂(ρ˜ui)
∂t
+ ∂
∂xj
(ρ˜uiuj + p˜δij − τ˜ij − τr) = ρ˜Fi i = 1, 2, 3 (A.57b)
∂(ρ˜(Etot + k))
∂t
+ ∂
∂xj
[(ρ˜(Etot + k) + p˜)uj − (τ˜ + τr)ui + q˜ + qturb) = ρ˜Fjuj. (A.57c)
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A.2.2.2 Closure of the equations
This averaging procedure leads to an open problem with additional terms induced
by the non-linearity of momentum and energy conservation equations that have to
be modeled in order to have a closed system for eq. (A.57). These terms are:
• the turbulent kinetic energy k = 12
˜ρ | u′′i |2/ρ˜;
• the Reynolds stress tensor τr = -ρ˜u′′i u′′j ;
• the turbulent heat transfer qturb = ρ˜u′′i h′′i .
Generally, the turbulent kinetic energy k in the energy conservation equation is
neglected. Based on an analogy with the viscous stress tensor, Boussinesq (1877)
proposed a behavior law that links the Reynolds stress tensor to the strain by a
turbulent viscosity µturb:
τr = −23(ρ˜k + µturb
∂uj
∂xi
) + µturb
(
∂ui
∂xj
+ ∂uj
∂xi
)
. (A.58)
Similarly, to describe the turbulent heat flux, an analogy with the heat flux and
Fourier’s law was proposed:
qt = −λturb ∂T
∂xi
with λturb =
cpµturb
Prturb
(A.59)
where Prturb is the turbulent Prandtl number. Therefore, for approaches based on
the Boussinesq hypothesis, the closure leads to evaluate µturb and Prturb. Generally,
the turbulent Prandtl number Prturb is considered constant (Prturb = 0.9). Using
a dimensional analysis, µturb is homogeneous to the product of a density, turbulent
velocity and turbulent length scale. The turbulence model must give an estimation
of turbulent length scales. A first approach called algebraic (or zero-equation model)
uses geometrical data and mean flow to prescribe without any additional equation,
the turbulent scales. Mixing length model or the Baldwin-Lomax model (1978) are
example of algebraic models. A second approach uses one transport equation in
order to evaluate the turbulent viscosity. The Spalart-Almaras model is an example
of one equation transport model. The models based on two transport equations
make possible to obtain two scales of turbulence to evaluate µturb. Several model of
this type can be found as k-, k-ω or k-l model. These models are widely used in gas
turbine simulations despite some limitations: isotropic turbulence hypothesis, equi-
librium between turbulence production and dissipation, calibration of coefficients
over simplified or canonical configurations. These model can be further modified to
take into account rotating and curvature effects.
A second category with higher order closure of RANS equations have also been de-
veloped known as Reynolds Stress Models (RSM models) especially second order
closure with Explicit Algebraic Reynolds Stress equation Models (EARSM). These
models are more computational and memory demanding (seven transport equations
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for the RSM model) and generally less robust.
Turbulence models have been the subject of many studies over the last 40 years, but
no model was shown to provide accurate results in all flows without adjustments of
the model constants leading to numerous turbulence models. This may be due to
the fact that the large, energy-carrying eddies are much affected by the boundary
conditions, and universal models that account for their dynamics may be impossible
to develop. This observation has pushed toward developing approaches where less
modeling is given to turbulence.
A.2.3 Large Eddy Simulation (LES)
Knowldedge obtained from general turbulence considerations (Pope [176]) as well
as lessons learned from DNS that have been conducted on canonical flows (Kim
and Moin [164], Spalart [177]) suggest that different scales require different levels of
resolution. For a range of flows, the energy content of the smallest scales is little.
Therefore, if the focus of a simulation for this kind of flows is on quantities that
are dominated by the energy content of the mean flow and large scales, resolving
the small scales might not be necessary and computational resource requirements
could be reduced compared to DNS requirements. Large Eddy Simulation (LES)
approach is based on a scale splitting using a spatial filtering that takes benefit of
this observation by solving only the large scale structures and modeling small scale
structures. Small scale structures being less affected by the boundary conditions
and having more isotropic, homogeneous behavior, they are most likely to follow
universal models. Spatial filtering can be made explicitly or implicitly depending on
the mesh over which LES approach is applied (see Fig. A.7). Sufficiently large and
∆ Subgrid
Resolved
Resolved Subgrid
Log(κ)κc = pi/∆
Lo
g(
E(
κ
))
Figure A.7: Sketch of the scale splitting principle in LES due to the mesh. From
Sagaut [178]
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coherent structures are implicitly solved since the structures that are larger than
a grid cell are solved while subgrid scale effects are explicitly modeled by adding
additional terms to the fluid motion equations (subgrid scale models). The spatial
cutoff frequency κc is directly related to the Nyquist frequency and considered cell
size of the mesh by
κc =
pi
∆ (A.60)
with:
∆ = (∆i∆j∆k)
1
3 (A.61)
where ∆ is the characteristic length of the mesh in the directions (i,j,k). Spatial
scales with wavenumber lower than κc are solved. In order to only model the scales
with a nearly universal behavior the cutoff wavelength must be ideally set between
integral wavelength and Taylor wavelength. The mesh acts as a low-pass filter in the
wavenumber domain. It can be noticed that the spatial filtering induces a temporal
filtering of high frequencies. The following formalism used for LES is built to be the
same as for (U)RANS formalism to keep notation as simple as possible but one has
to remind that the filtering process is different. A quantity φ is decomposed into a
resolved part φ and a modeled part φ′ :
φ = φ˜+ φ′ . (A.62)
Similarly to (U)RANS formalism, the filtering follows a Favre operation to account
for compressible flows applied to u, E and h quantities leading to
φ = φ+ φ′′ (A.63)
that reduces for the spatially, temporally and localized filter function under consid-
eration to
ρ(M, t)φ˜(M, t) = ρ(M, t)φ(M, t) =
ˆ +∞
−∞
ρ(M ′ , t)φ(M ′ , t)J(M −M ′)dM ′ (A.64)
where J denotes the low-pass filter function kernel. The filtered LES equations yields
to
∂ρ
∂t
+ ∂
∂xj
(ρu˜j) = 0 (A.65a)
∂ (ρu˜i)
∂t
+ ∂
∂xj
(ρu˜iu˜j + pδij − τij − τSGSij ) = ρfi i = 1, 2, 3 (A.65b)
∂
(
ρE˜tot
)
∂t
+ ∂
∂xj
(ρE˜totu˜j + pu˜j + qj + qSGSj − u˜iτ˜ij − u˜iτSGSij ) = ρfju˜j (A.65c)
where τSGSij is the subgrid scale stress tensor and qSGSj the subgrid scale heat flux.
Because of these two terms, the filtered equations are not closed. Subgrid scale
models are used to model the effect of the smallest eddies. Various parameters that
influence the quality of a LES have to be chosen by the user like the subgrid scale
model or the size of the cells that will determine the filter. They are presented in
the next paragraphs.
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A.2.3.1 Subgrid scales models
In LES approach, mainly two approaches can be used to deal with subgrid terms. A
filtering procedure alone as presented for the LES method known as explicit filtering
and an implicit filtering where additional treatment is performed. When an explicit
filtering of the equations is used, there is no need for subgrid scale modeling. For
implicit filtering, two approaches exist:
• implicit methods, in which the dissipation linked to the smallest scales of eddy
viscosity turbulence is done by the numerical schemes :
• explicit methods, in which these terms are modeled. This kind of method is
the most widely used.
Among the explicit methods, there are structural models where the subgrid flow is
computed but not discussed here, the functional methods. In the explicit methods,
the effect of the subgrid is held by τSGSij and qSGSj . The most common models
introduce a turbulent viscosity µSGS:
τSGSij = 2µSGS
(
∂u˜i
∂xj
+ ∂u˜j
∂xi
− 23
∂u˜k
∂xk
δij
)
(A.66)
qSGSj =
ρµSGSCp
PrSGS
∂T˜
∂xj
. (A.67)
A.2.3.1.1 Smagorinsky model The Smagorinsky subgrid scale model [179]
expresses the subgrid viscosity as:
µSGS = ρ (Cs∆)2 || S˜ || (A.68)
where Cs is the Smagorinsky constant and:
|| S˜ ||=
√
2S˜ijS˜ij. (A.69)
Assuming that the turbulence is homogeneous, isotropic and that there is an equi-
librium between the production and the dissipation of turbulence, this constant can
be set to Cs = 0.18. But Fujiwara et al. [180] showed that near the walls, this
model is too dissipative and the transition to turbulence is poorly predicted. Some
authors thus use lower values for the Smagorinsky constant like Leonard et al. [181]
(Cs = 0.09) or McMullan and Page [182] (Cs = 0.1). Dynamic versions of the
Smagorinsky model have been proposed, like the one of of Germano et al. [183] in
which the value of the constant is adapted to each point of the grid mesh depending
on the flow physics.
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A.2.3.1.2 Wale model In the WALE model [135], the subgrid viscosity yields:
µSGS = (Cw∆)2
(
SdijS
d
ij
)
(
S˜ijS˜ij
) 5
2 +
(
SdijS
d
ij
) 5
4
(A.70)
with:
Sdij =
1
2
(
g˜ij
2 − g2ij
)
− 13δij g˜
2
kk and g˜2ij =
∂u˜i
∂xk
∂u˜k
∂xj
. (A.71)
The recommended value for the WALE constant Cw is 0.5. This model is compliant
with the cubic decrease of the subgrid scale viscosity µSGS with the wall distance
(turbulence behavior in near-wall region).
A.2.3.1.3 Implicit LES The implicit LES does not use a subgrid scale model
and assumes that the numerical dissipation is sufficient. It is sometimes called
Numerical LES (NLES) [176]. If the schemes used are dissipative, the use of a
subgrid scale model can lead to an overestimation of the dissipation. But if they are
not, the code may be unstable. Eastwood et al. [184] studied the effect of a change
of subgrid scale model on the velocity and shear stress in a jet flow. They concluded
that if the code used is dissipative, the choice of the subgrid scale model has little
importance and can be omitted. Indeed, as 90 % of the turbulent kinetic energy is
resolved, the modeling of the other 10 % has a limited influence. This kind of method
has been successfully applied to turbomachinery configurations [184, 185]. However,
these results are highly dependent on the numerical schemes used. Compared to
RANS simulations, the time-dependent nature of LES enables the resolution of
transient flow structures since a spatial filter is applied compared to a statistical
one for (U)RANS formalism. RANS and URANS simulations are also generally
not capable of predicting many turbulent unsteady effects such as transition or flow
separation that are generally crucial to properly describe the flow motion while
possibly captured by sufficiently resolved LES.
A.3 Discretization of the equations
A.3.1 Boundary conditions
Literature is rich about the number of physical variables to be set at each boundary
to close the mathematical problem. In terms of physics, two possible conditions are
to be imposed in a fluid problem.
A.3.1.1 Physical boundary conditions
The physical boundary conditions are imposed to set conditions at border of the
domain of the partial differential equation system. Dirichlet boundary conditions
lead to set directly the solution variable value. For example, a no-slip condition
imposed at wall lead to impose zero velocity at wall (~u.~t = 0) where ~t is the tangential
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vector. Neumann boundary conditions lead to apply condition on the first spatial
derivative of the solution variable. Using again the case of a wall, considered here as
adiabatic, the heat exchange must be equal to zero that is represented by ∇T.~n = 0
where ~n is the normal vector. Mixed boundary condition can also be used where
the gradient at the wall is linked to an imposed value. For example a heat flux as
the difference between wall and fluid temperature above the wall.
A.3.1.2 Permeability boundary conditions
A.3.1.2.1 Imposed quantities Numerical simulations are generally performed
over a limited spatial extent compared to real configuration that induces the need to
impose inlet and outlet conditions known as permeability conditions where quantities
are imposed to ensure compatibility with real field. For subsonic compressible three-
dimensional flows described by Navier-Stokes equations, four quantities are imposed
at inlet of the domain and one quantity at outlet of the domain corresponding to the
five equation of the Navier-Stokes set. In turbomachinery application, a particularly
convenient set of quantities imposed is total pressure, total temperature, velocity
direction at inlet and static pressure at outlet. For the lattice-Boltzmann approach
with standard D3Q19 velocity discretization, the simulation is performed around a
reference temperature meaning that only three quantities are to be imposed at inlet
of the domain. The macroscopic quantities imposed being transformed in equivalent
distribution function in the solver at the nodes corresponding to the inlet. For RANS
approaches, turbulent quantities are also provided at inlet to be compliant with
additional turbulence equations. An analysis of compressible Euler or Navier-Stokes
set of equations shows that intrinsically physical waves are being generated and
propagated in the simulation domain. A proper implementation of inlet and outlet
boundary conditions taking into account wave impacting the boundary condition
is generally required. In RANS approaches, the quantities at inlet and outlet can
generally be imposed directly in "hard way" since only a steady state is looked for
and waves have to be eliminated. No interest being given to boundary as long as
steady final state can be reached. Furthermore, turbulence modeling and low order
numerical schemes generally used often eliminates waves before they could reach
the boundary condition. In LES or DNS approaches, the situation is generally
different since the methods are unsteady meaning that no steady state is to be
reached and generally high order schemes used lead to non dissipated waves in the
domain that can interact with boundary conditions. Special treatments have to be
applied to control wave reflections at the boundary of the computational domain.
This is especially true since unwanted wave reflection can lead to the development
of spurious non-physical waves propagating back in the domain. This phenomenon
has several implications such as numerical instability since amplification can occur
when reflected waves impact successively inlet and outlet boundary conditions or a
disturbed acoustic field when acoustic quantities are looked for. These waves can
also possibly being coupled with many flow mechanisms like induced boundary layer
transitions that would not have happened with a proper handling of wave reflection
at boundaries.
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A.3.1.2.2 Navier-Stokes Characteristics Boundary Conditions (NSCBC)
The Navier-Stokes Characteristics Boundary Conditions (NSCBC) [119] provides a
path to deal with spurious waves by relaxing the solutions predicted by the scheme
towards the target value. This approach is based on an analysis of waves enter-
ing and exiting the domain of simulation. The determination of generated waves
contained in the Navier-Stokes set of equation is based on the simpler Euler set of
equations for which is analytically possible to derive the characteristics waves. The
Navier-Stokes equations are not hyperbolic5 as Euler set of equations due to vis-
cous term but the main approximation is to assume that waves from Navier-Stokes
equations are associated only with the hyperbolic part of this set of equations. The
characteristic analysis of Thompson [186] for Euler equations consists in transform-
ing the conservative variables φcons = (ρ,ρu1,ρu2,ρu3,ρE)T into primitive variables
in the reference frame ( n, t1, t2) of the boundary condition as: φprim = (un; ut1
; ut2; ps; ρ)T , and then transforming those primitives variables into characteristics
variables. Writing the set of equations for primitive variable yields to:
∂φprim
∂t
+N∂φprim
∂n
+T1
∂φprim
∂t1
+T2
∂φprim
∂t2
+ S = 0 (A.72)
where N is the normal Jacobian, T1 and T2 are the two tangential Jacobian along
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z
Figure A.8: Computational domain with incoming and outgoing waves at the inlet
and outlet of the domain
t1 and t2, and S is the diffusion term. The transformation into the characteristics
variables consists in diagonalizing the Jacobian N and the corresponding singular
5The Navier-Stokes equations have a parabolic character because there is a non-zero diffusion
term. But, in reality, we say that equations are "hyperbolic" when we mean that they are advection
dominated, and "parabolic" when they are diffusion dominated, and the Navier-Stokes equations
can be either one or the other depending on whether your Reynolds number is large or small. In
current applications encountered, the Reynolds is generally large meaning close to hyperbolic set
of equation
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eigenvalues are the characteristic waves:

L+
L−
Lt1
Lt2
LS
 =

(un + c)
(
∂un
∂n
+ 1
ρc
∂ps
∂n
)
(un − c)
(
−∂un
∂n
+ 1
ρc
∂ps
∂n
)
un
∂ut1
∂n
un
∂ut2
∂n
un
(
∂ρ
∂n
− 1
c2
∂ps
∂n
)

(A.73)
where L+ and L− are respectively the inward and the outward acoustic waves,
Lt1 and Lt2 are transverse shear stress waves, and LS is the entropic wave (see
Fig. A.8). The NSCBC strategy proposed by Poinsot and Lele [119] consists in
considering a Locally One-Dimensional Inviscid (LODI) flow on the boundary to
specify the amplitude of ingoing waves. The characteristic system for the Navier-
Stokes equations becomes (LODI relations):
∂ρ
∂t
+
(
LS + ρc2 (L+ + L−)
)
= 0
∂ps
∂t
+ ρc2 (L+ + L−) = 0
∂un
∂t
+ 12 (L+ − L−) = 0
∂ut1
∂t
+ Lt2 = 0
∂ut2
∂t
+ Lt2 = 0
. (A.74)
Waves amplitudes are deduced using LODI relations, and then used on the boundary
in equation eq.(A.72) to advance the solution in time. The equations presented
before concerns imposing primitive variables. When the objective is to impose ptot,
Ttot and flow direction at inlet using NSCBC, it requires to express LODI equations
for ptot and Ttot. This can be done by some algebra and can be written for total
pressure for example as (the demonstration can be find in Odier et al. [187]):
∂ptot
∂t
= L+
(
−ρc2
ptot
p
+ ptot
rTtot
(
βec
2c −
un
2
))
+ L−
(
−ρc2
ptot
p
+ ptot
rTtot
(
βec
2c +
un
2
))
− Lt1ut1 ·
ptot
rTtot
− Lt2ut2 ·
pt
rTtot
− ec
ρ
· LS · ptot
rTtot
.
(A.75)
A well-characterized drawback of characteristic methods is that they allow drifts
of mean values which requires a modification of the baseline theory. In order to
avoid experiencing a "drift" between the target value and the computed one, several
authors have proposed linear relaxation methods. For a linear relaxation method,
the temporal derivative of any quantity φ to be imposed at boundary is:
∂φ
∂t
= −σφ (φpredicted − φtarget) (A.76)
where σφ is a relaxation coefficient needed to be chosen by the user, φpredicted pre-
dicted is the value of the variable φ predicted by the numerical scheme, and φtarget
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is the target value imposed in the boundary condition. Non zero values of σφ lead
to a boundary which is no longer non reflecting but partially non reflecting. In
turbomachinery application, the value of σφ is generally set low at the beginning
of the simulation then progressively increased to force the boundary condition to
target the imposed condition. NSCBC condition can sometimes be not sufficient to
prevent wave reflection for example when an outlet condition is set close to blade
trailing edge and pressure waves emanating from trailing shed vortex process can
impact the boundary. In this situation, sponge layers can be added that are limited
areas of the domain, generally where the flow is not of interest where the artificial
viscosity is set higher to dissipate waves. Sponge layers are often use close to inlet
and outlet boundary conditions [188].
A.3.1.3 Turbulence injection
The incoming flow in a gas turbine can have relatively high free stream turbulence
for example for a high-pressure turbine facing the flow from a combustion cham-
ber or any row facing incoming waves from upstream rows. Turbulence injection
consists in injecting fluctuation superimposed to the mean quantities at inlet of the
domain. The transient and fidelity according to physical behavior of the flow at inlet
requires fluctuations injection as stated by McMullan and Page [182]. The account
for turbulence injection in the NSCBC can be made by adding unsteady velocity
components (u1, u2, u3) to the characteristic waves:
L+turb = L+ +
∂u′1
∂t
Lt1turb = Lt1 +
∂u′2
∂t
Lt2turb = Lt2 +
∂u′3
∂t
. (A.77)
Unsteady field applied is mainly characterized by the fluctuation intensity, the char-
acteristic turbulence spectrum and possible intermittency of turbulence for example
when an upstream wake impacts periodically a downstream blade. These three char-
acteristics are of primary importance and can widely influence the dissipation rates
in the flow field as well as the state of the boundary layer developing on the wetted
surface under a bypass mechanism as stated by Matsuura [185] et al., Gourdain et
al. [2] and Segui Troth [144]. Turbulence intensity also influences the boundary layer
state as described in Sec. 2.2.2 and 2.2.6. Turbulence intensity corresponds to the
rate between the fluctuating velocity injected u′ and mean velocity u:
Tu = u
′
/u (A.78)
Turbulence injection methods aim at imposing the proper fluctuating field according
to the specific application at the inlet of the domain. A common expectation of these
different methods is the ability to replicate a turbulence cascade spectrum. Different
methods for turbulence injection have been proposed:
• Synthetic type injection methods [189] that require some adaptation distance
to develop a physical energy spectrum;
• rescaling methods [190] that use the flow at the outlet of the domain. Using
various processing especially a rescaling of the boundary layer thickness, the
boundary layer profile is injected back to the inlet;
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• precursor methods [144] that consists in performing an additional simulation
with the same code then to couple it with the inlet of the domain.
The turbulence injection methods add to the difficulty of having an adequate bound-
ary condition implementation (especially noise generation at inlet), an adequate grid
resolution and numerical scheme able to transport the turbulent structures without
being disspiated along the domain. A comprehensive review of the different turbu-
lent injection methods is given by Dhamankar et al. [191].
A.3.2 Meshing strategy
Geometrical features as well as mesh grid quality and refinement are the most im-
portant elements of LES. The use of different numerical parameters (convection,
temporal schemes, turbulence modeling/subgrid scale model) may lead to different
solution for different meshes, more accurate results being reached for higher order
schemes. However, a high-order scheme over an under resolved mesh in near wall
region or without sufficiently fine cells to capture the structures of interest in the
simulation will not provide the correct physics. An important aspect of the meshing
strategy concerns the way the code will access the information stored at each degree
of freedom. It generally defines two type of mesh approaches.
A.3.2.1 Structured mesh
The mesh has an implicit regular connectivity with a direct data addressing. The
main strength of this meshing strategy is the possibility to construct high order
schemes since neighbouring cells can be readily known. The main drawback of this
meshing strategy is the difficulty to tackle complex geometry which in gas turbine
context often limit the use to the meshing of mainstreams. In addition, the human
time required to generate the mesh can be important (see Fig. A.9b).
A.3.2.2 Unstructured mesh
This approach is more computational demanding since it requires to read an irreg-
ular connectivity table to exchange data between elements compared to the direct
addressing in structured mesh. The main advantage of this approach is the possibil-
ity to address complex geometries, especially technological effects in a gas turbine
context. In addition, the human time required to generate mesh can be lower thanks
to partially automatic mesh generation and local mesh refinements capability to bet-
ter capture some region of the domain. Unstructured mesh makes possible to use
several types of elements with in particular the use of prisms layer in near-wall re-
gion to resolve properly boundary layer and tetrahedra in the remaining domain
(see Fig. A.9.a)
A.3.2.3 Grid requirements
The mesh sensitivity is generally higher for LES than for (U)RANS simulations as
stated by Gomar et al. [192]. One key feature is that for under-resolved LES, gra-
dients in near-wall region can be poorly predicted and Eastwood et al. [184] showed
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(a) (b)
Figure A.9: Hybrid (a) and structured meshes (b) around a low pressure turbine
blade at mid-span
that hybrid LES can help to recover a more accurate near wall region flow than
pure LES. Within an extensive study of the different configurations and simulations
performed in the context of hybrid LES and pure LES, Tucker et al. [122] proposed
an estimation of the number of points according to the Reynolds number based on
the chord Rec required to discretize one blade passage for a wall-resolved LES simu-
lation separated between the inner boundary layer (y+ < 100, red long dashed lines
in Fig. A.10a) and the outer boundary layer (y+ > 100, green short dashed lines in
Fig. A.10a). y+ is the non-dimensional wall distance for a wall-bounded flow that
can be expressed as y+ = uτy/ν where uτ is the friction velocity at the wall. For
low pressure turbine where Reynolds numbers based on axial chord are commonly
around 100 000, the inner boundary layer is not dominant and the number of points
required can be given by N = 3000 × u/c × Re0.4c . For high pressure turbine and
compressors, the inner boundary layer becomes dominant and the number of points
required scales towards N = 5 × 10−4 × u/c × Re1.8c . Due to high computational
cost in these kinds of configurations, geometries are generally simplified (without
technological effects) and/or use methods to reduce the cost in near-wall region by
using wall model [125], hybrid RANS-LES methods [193] or by a reduction of compu-
tational domain (reduction of blade number, chorochronic periodic conditions [194]).
Low pressure turbines are characterized by very different flow region where the dom-
inant scales are different in near wall region, wakes and free stream as stated by Cui
et al. [76]. In free stream region, acoustic waves induce fluctuation in compressible
simulation. The mesh must be able to transport incoming wakes if an upstream
cascade is considered or incoming turbulence. In experiments, turbulence is gen-
erally generated with an upstream grid and can be seen as a decaying turbulence
approaching the blade which have been strongly investigated [196]. Figure A.10b
shows typical turbulence cascade obtained from two levels of grid refinement com-
pared to a theoretical turbulence cascade. Close to the blade, flow conditions are
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Figure A.10: Grid requirements for LES and hybrid RANS-LES following Piomelli
and Balaras [195] and adapted from Tucker [158] (a). Sketch of the influence of the
grid resolution on the theoretical turbulence cascade (b)
considerably different. The boundary layer is initially laminar but can be influenced
by continuous free stream turbulence or intermittent upstream wakes that requires a
sufficient resolution to correctly account to the forcing fluctuations onto the bound-
ary layer. Since the flow around a blade can be seen in a simplified sight as a flat
plate with adverse pressure gradient subject to upstream disturbances, the first grid
quality requirements have emanated from this kind of configuration. and especially
similarly to the turbulent boundary layer directly after transition. However, the
Reynolds number are generally relatively low compared to these canonical configu-
ration and partially explain why mesh grid requirements are coarsened compared to
boundary layer or channel studies s+ ≤ 5-10; n+ ≤ 0.5; 6 ≤ r+ ≤ 15. These require-
ments are supposed to make possible to capture the streamwise aligned structures
known as streaks that make a more stringent resolution in wall normal and spanwise
direction.
In the wake region, the situation is supposed to be similar to the free-stream region,
especially in fully developed wake at sufficiently large Reynolds number where tur-
bulent cascade is to be recovered [197]. For the wake region close to thick blade
trailing edge, vortex shedding can take place and will lead to turbulence production
and redistribution of turbulent kinetic energy in the wake. The small structures are
assumed to be influenced by large scales streaks that have developed in the blade
boundary layer that have lost their streamwise orientation at the blade trailing
edge [198].
A.3.3 Numerical parameters and flow solvers
A.3.3.1 elsA code
The solver used to perform RANS simulations and part of the LES simulations of
the various configurations is the elsA (Ensemble Logiciel de Simulation Numérique)
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software from ONERA. This software solves the compressible Navier-Stokes equa-
tions on structured-multi block mesh [120]. This single calculation code is able to
solves internal and external, viscous and non-viscous as well as steady or unsteady
flows. Perfect and real gas at equilibrium, low to hypersonic speeds can be solved by
the code. For turbulent flows, RANS and LES versions are available. The account
for complex geometry has been more recently tackled with hybrid (coexistence of
structured and unstructured area) and chimera methods implemented. Thermal and
aero-elastic coupling of fluid with structure is also available [199]. More specifically
for turbomachine applications, mixing plane and frozen rotor for RANS simulations
have been implemented at interface between static and rotating part. No match
sliding mesh as well as chorochronic conditions [200] have also been developed for
URANS/LES approaches.
A.3.3.2 AVBP code
The AVBP code is developed conjointly by CERFACS and IFPEN and is used in
this thesis for LES simulation of the linear and annular cascade. This unstructured
code is used both for basic research and applied research of industrial interest [201]
with capability in combustion simulation. This parallel code solves the full com-
pressible Navier-Stokes equations using a finite-element scheme TTGC [136] based
on a two-step Taylor-Galerkin formulation or Lax-Wendroff from finite volume ap-
proaches. It relies on a cell-vertex formalism and schemes [202] specifically designed
for LES on multi-element meshes (prisms, tetraedra and pyramids). The low diffu-
sion and low dispersion properties of this explicit solver makes it suitable for LES
by providing third order space and time accuracy for TTG scheme. The subgrid
scale model available are the Smagorinsky, WALE [135] and Sigma models. For tur-
bomachine applications, the simulation domain is split between static and rotating
instances onto which the AVBP code solves the equations separately. Rotating and
static instances transfer information in overlapping regions, the two instances being
synchronous at each time step [203].
A.3.3.3 Pro-LB code
Pro-LB software, the code based on the lattice-Boltzmann Method, has been devel-
oped in a consortium of industrial companies (Renault, Airbus, CS), academic labo-
ratories (Aix-Marseille University, École Centrale de Lyon, Laboratoire de Mathéma-
tiques d’Orsay) and partnerships with others entities (CERFACS, ONERA, Alstom,
GANTHA, Matelys, Kalray) in two successive projects, namely, LaBS (2011-2014)
and CLIMB (2015-2018) projects. This code relies on a D3Q19 particle velocity
lattice. The particle populations are projected on a hermite base before the collision
step for stability and accuracy purposes called regularized BGK [204]. Unstructured
isotropic cells (known as octree) are used to discretized the domain (non body-fitted)
in conjunction with grid refinement technique [205] for a better account of regions
with strong gradients. Turbulence modeling is handled similarly to more classical
Navier-Stokes large eddy simulation solvers [178], using either a dedicated subgrid
scale model (the Shear Improved Smagorinsky Model SISM [206]) or model based
on an explicit high-order selective spatial filtering that have shown good behaviour
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in LES of incompressible wall-bounded flows [138]. Due to mesh isotropy and pos-
sible high Reynolds number, a wall law is available accounting for adverse pressure
gradient and curvature effects.
The sources of loss and a method to track loss generation based on exergy/entropy
were described in Sec. 3. From a numerical point of view, the analysis of the flow
field and the application of this method requires a proper assessment of numerical
convergence of the simulation. When converged, the data are generally reduced tem-
porally for unsteady methods and spatially to be properly analysed. Next section
will be devoted to describe these different notions.
A.4 Numerical convergence
This section introduces methods available in the literature to asses numerical con-
vergence of a simulation. As first step, convergence methods for RANS formalism
are introduced followed by convergence criteria for LES simulations.
A.4.1 RANS
A general convergence criterion has been proposed by Casey and Wintergerste [207]
stating that a steady simulation can be considered as numerically converged if the
following criteria are fulfilled:
• decrease of equations residuals of at least three order of magnitude, and sta-
bilization;
• discrepancy between inlet and outlet mass flow rate lower than 0.1 %;
• the main global quantities of interest are stabilized (mass flow rate, expansion
ratio, efficiency).
This criterion states on the numerical convergence of the simulation. The physical
convergence of the phenomena in the simulation domain is generally strongly related
to the numerical one. However, some studies of turbine annulus flows including the
cavities have be shown to fulfil all three criterion for numerical convergence while
not all the structures into the cavities had reached their steady state. Therefore,
special attention have to be taken in the regions of the simulation domain where the
physical convergence of the flow is generally slow compared to the mainstream one.
A.4.2 LES
For unsteady simulation, a general method used to assess the numerical convergence
is based on a characteristic time of the simulation. This characteristic time (some-
times referred as "flow through" time) is based on a characteristic length scale of the
domain L that can be the domain size or blade length for gas turbine application
and a convection velocity u0. The characteristic time is then set to tcharact. = L/u0.
Empirical values of flow through time are then generally proposed in each field of
study above which the simulation has been considered to numerically converged.
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Similarly to steady simulation, the convergence can also be assessed looking at the
convergence of one-dimensional quantities like mass flow, efficiency or pressure ra-
tio. These quantities are generally fluctuating in time but oscillation around a
mean value can generally be obtained. More rigorous criteria have been proposed
especially by Ahmed and Barber [208] stating that an unsteady simulation is nu-
merically converged if physical frequencies emerge in the simulation and if these
frequencies dominate when performing a Fourier transform. This process can be
performed by setting different probes at different location in the simulation domain
(in blade boundary layer, blade wake, etc.). Based on the analysis of Ahmed and
Barber, Clark and Grover [209] have proposed another criterion based on several
convergence criteria to be fulfilled:
• average convergence of the signal;
• amplitude convergence of the physical frequencies,
• phase convergence of the signal;
• correlation of two successive signals, especially over two blade period/revolution
when dealing with gas turbine;
• convergence of the ratio between the power spectral density at the frequency
of interest and the integral of the power spectral density.
This criterion gives a more accurate meaning to the numerical convergence but can
remain difficult to apply since the frequencies of the phenomena in the simulation
domain are scarcely known except some physical phenomena like trailing shed vortex
process, Kelvin-Helmholtz instability that can be estimated analytically. Numerical
convergence in unsteady simulation is strongly related to the quantity of interest to
be extracted. The time of convergence generally needs to be increased when looking
at higher moments of the flow field (mean quantities, fluctuations, skewness, kurto-
sis, etc.). When dealing with turbine flows where the cavities are taken into account,
special care has to be taken regarding the convergence of the flow in the cavity since
the dynamic is generally different than the mainstream one. More information on
the convergence of the flow in turbine cavities is provided in Sec. 4.4.1.1.
A.5 Reducing information by averaging
In their general form, data extracted from turbomachine numerical simulations are
unsteady non-uniform field for URANS or LES approaches and non-uniform field for
RANS approach. Non-uniformities in the flow field emerge from different sources like
blade-nozzle guide vane imposed field, boundary layer effects, inlet conditions like
distortion or non-uniform flow exiting the combustion chamber. Similarly, the flow
in a turbomachine is intrinsically unsteady due to relative motion or rotor-stator
blade row, turbulence. A more detailed description of unsteadiness in gas turbine
is proposed in Sec. 2.2.1. On the other hand, the assessment of component perfor-
mance (pressure ratio, efficiency) are generally based on single values of pressure
and temperature at inlet and outlet. Moreover, the analysis of the thermodynamic
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cycle normally uses single values for pressure and temperature at different stations
in the engine. The way that the non-uniform flow is represented by single values of
temperature and pressure is, therefore, of considerable importance. Without reduc-
ing until zero-dimensional data, the analysis or comparison of data generally needs a
dimension reduction of data from IR3 x IR+ for LES/URANS or IR3 data for RANS
to lower dimension. Among the information reduction processes commonly used in
turbomachine, temporally averaged solutions are used to exhibit the main features
of the flow field or azimuthal averaging of axial planes to obtain one-dimensional
radial evolution of some quantities of interest like the pressure loss downstream a
blade row. The averaging procedure is generally performed in the scope to compare
against experimental data, study a physical phenomenon in the simulated domain
or for parametric studies over geometrical or physical parameters. It has generally
been assumed that there must be a correct method of averaging that will be uni-
versally valid. Unfortunately, it does not seem to be the case at current state of
knowledge. Whenever a dimension decrease is operated by averaging process, in-
formation is necessarily discarded. However, it is generally accepted that there is
an appropriate method for each application that is not a matter of choice or prefer-
ence. In the framework of this study, averaging procedure will be introduced with
special attention to total pressure and temperature quantities with the use of the
work average method since suitable for turbine components. Between temporal and
spatial averaging, some differences exist especially since spatial averaging is to be
performed onto a unique simulation domain solution while temporal one is based on
a number of instantaneous solution distributed over a certain range of time. The
number of instantaneous solution and time interval over which data are extracted
are crucial parameters to ensure correct averaging known as statistical convergence
and will be depicted in this section. A paragraph is devoted to the temporal aver-
aging procedure where former rules introduced are generally not to be circumvented
but performed as close as possible to the experimental procedure. It remains that
temporal and spatial averaging face the problem of the quantities that are to be
averaged to be compliant as close as possible with full solution/data and make cor-
rect assessment with averaged field. This common issue for temporal and spatial
averaging is tackled at the end of the section.
A.5.1 Statistical convergence
The extraction of instantaneous data (or statistics) to perform temporal averaging
can be performed when the numerical convergence of the simulation has been as-
sessed according to convergence criteria proposed in previous Sec. A.4 for example.
When dealing with temporal (statistical) convergence of the time evolving flow field,
mainly three parameters have to be taken into account. The time interval over which
the data extraction have to be performed, the number of snapshots to be extracted
during this time interval and the quantity to be extracted. We first propose to deal
with the two first requirements.
In gas turbine numerical simulations, the time step for the unsteady simulation is
generally low with a cost per time step that is generally high due to mesh size,
numerical schemes. A main consequence is that the physical time simulated and
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consequently the available time of data extraction is low and a proper analysis of
the physical time required to extract data has to be done. The gas turbine flow field
can be split in steady contributions, for example an attached boundary layer over
a blade without upstream variations and unsteady contributions that can be horse
shoe vortex process, trailing shed vortex, turbulence, beating separation bubble or
related to the relative motion of stator and rotor. The averaging procedure will
mainly depends on the quantity that is looked for and unsteady phenomena influ-
encing this quantity. To be more relevant, the example of pressure loss downstream a
NGV
Boundary layer blade
Trailing shed
Secondary vortices
Pressure loss coefficient
+ +
Mean loss coefficient
Domain of fluctuation of loss coefficient
= Total loss
Figure A.11: Decomposition of the sources of pressure loss downstream of a blade
in a simplified configuration
Nozzle Guide Vane or the one presented in Chap.3 is taken here (see Fig. A.11). For
the sake of simplicity we consider that pressure loss downstream blade are mainly
due to three contributions. A first contribution that is due to the boundary layer
developing around the blade generating pressure loss due to wall normal velocity gra-
dient close to the wall. We consider here that this contribution is steady, meaning
no separation or unsteady phenomena (contribution in blue). From the statistical
sight the mean contribution is the same as one snapshot. The second contribu-
tion is the trailing shed vortex process downstream blade that induces pressure loss
under turbulent mixing process and is an unsteady phenomenon (contribution in
red). The third effect is the formation of the passage vortex in blade passage that
generates loss downstream blade by mixing process. The passage vortex beats at a
frequency related to horse shoe vortex phenomenon and induces variation of pressure
loss meaning that this phenomenon is unsteady (contribution in green). If one is
interested in the contribution of trailing shed vortex process to downstream pressure
loss, the time interval over which the data will be extracted will be lower than the
corresponding to horse shoe vortex process. This is due to the fact that trailing shed
vortex process is made at higher frequency than horse shoe vortex process. A lower
amount of time is then required to obtain a representative amount of occurrences
to build the statistic. However, if one is interested to have an average total pres-
sure loss downstream blade taking into account all the unsteady effects, the time
interval onto which statistics can be collected will be lower bounded by the lowest
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frequencies with substantial energy, that is for this example, the horse shoe vor-
tex process. From practical point of view, a good assessment of the time required
to make the temporal mean can be done by comparing the temporally averaged
solution of contiguous subsequent time intervals. When the same mean results is
obtained over these time intervals, the solution can be considered as time converged
or statistically converged. Related to this notion of time interval is the number of
snapshots to be extracted during the time interval obtained. On one hand, if the
data to be stored is not demanding from a storage point of view, snapshots can be
performed at any time step. On the other hand, if the data requires strong storage
resources, common values of snapshots to be extracted are in the order of magnitude
of a hundred equally spread over the time interval of the phenomenon of interest.
In the context of rotating configuration, the passage or rotation phase-locked av-
eraging is commonly used to capture the flow field in a passage or a full rotation.
This temporal averaging is performed by averaging the flow at any time interval ∆t
corresponding to the time necessary to turn of one passage of rotation. It is to be
noticed that these different temporal averaging (ensemble, mass or phase) are only
able to isolate the deterministic contribution. Despite temporal averaging that are
generally performed to analyse the flow field, the unsteady content can have signif-
icant contribution to the flow field as stated by Lengani et al. [62] that proposed
a Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) storage to take account of unsteady
effects onto a low-pressure turbine configuration. In addition to time interval and
number of snapshots to be extracted in order to obtain a temporally averaged solu-
tion, the data to be extracted is an important issue since it can strongly affect the
solution and analysis made over the temporally averaged solution.
A.5.2 Temporal averaging: the comparison against experi-
ment
When numerical data can be compared against experiments, the averaging procedure
should be as close as possible to the experimental one. The averaging is to be made
on the same variable as the one measured by experiment. Area averaging is widely
used for a practical reason, it is very often the best and only procedure available for
averaging a limited number of pressure probes and thermocouples buried in an en-
gine. For example, if static pressure is measured with a pressure tap, static pressure
obtained numerically should be averaged, taking into account eventual experimen-
tal filtering. Since numerical solvers store generally conservative quantities (ρ, ρu,
ρv, ρw, ρE), the temporal averaging process should not be made onto conservative
quantities to extract temporal averaged pressure from these averaged conservative
quantities. The frequency to extract data over time should be as close as possi-
ble to the one used in the experiments. Numerical simulations have generally low
time step and same frequency as in the experiments can be chosen even for high
frequency acquisition. However, the number of snapshots extracted must be high
enough to have a statistically converged quantity which is generally more feasible
from an experimental point of view since the available time of extraction is generally
high compared to numerical simulation time.
It remains true today that in engine experimental data, there is frequently little
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scope to average the data in any way more than a crude area averaging. Very often,
the biggest inaccuracy of uncertainty comes from assumption necessary to extrapo-
late data close to walls. The advent of numerical simulations has led to a new need
for averaging output and ample opportunity to select the correct averaging tech-
nique since in principle all the variables of the flow are available in greater density
of coverage than in common experiments.
A.5.3 Quantities to be temporally and spatially averaged
When numerical results are not compared against experiments, the averaging pro-
cess is generally performed to be as coherent as possible with the conservation of
quantities over the considered domain between the averaged and initial raw solution.
These are generally conservative quantities solution of a transport equation: ρ, ρu,
ρv, ρw, ρE from Navier-Stokes equations written in conservative form6, ρhtot and
ρs. For example when one want to average the axial velocity component, a possible
averaging process is
< u >= < ρu >
< ρ >
(A.79)
where < . > is either temporal, spatial or both averaging operator. This averag-
ing procedure ensure a conservation of axial momentum and mass between initial
and averaged field in the case of a spatial averaging. In the case of a temporal
averaging, the mean solution conserves mean axial momentum and mean mass be-
tween snapshots and time averaged field. Another averaging procedure could have
been applied to conserve some other quantities. This averaging procedure seems
preferential to a simple surface averaging where axial velocity is conserved which
has no really physical meaning and rational basis. However, no universal averaging
procedure can be found due to a loss of information in the averaging process. This
observation has led to the development of averaging process "for a purpose" intro-
duced by Cumpsty and Horlock [210] which mean that the averaging procedure will
be performed in the scope to conserve some quantities of interest while some other
quantities will not be conserved. A special attention is to be given to total pressure
and temperature that are crucial quantities in turbomachinery since they are often
used in the assessments of component performance and for thermodynamic cycle
analysis. Furthermore, for a pure substance, such as air or combustion products
of a particular chemical composition, all the gas properties may be obtained if two
independent intensive7 properties are known, the two-property rule. In the context
6The structured and unstructured codes used during this thesis are based on a finite volume
approach on which the equations are solved in their conservative form. For the LES-LBM approach
the conservative equations are reconstructed from the velocity distribution functions.
7Physical properties of the fluid can often be categorized as being either intensive or extensive,
according to how the property changes when the size (or extent) of the system changes. An
intensive property means that it is a local physical property of a system that does not depend on
the system size or the amount of material in the system (p, T, ρ, etc.). An extensive property
means the system could be divided into any number of subsystems, and the extensive property
measured for each subsystem; the value of the property for the system would be the sum of the
property for each subsystem (m, V, e, S, etc.).
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of turbomachine, total pressure and temperature are usual to represent these two
independent properties. Since the quantities of interest are generally different be-
tween the components of a turbomachine several averaging procedure for these two
quantities have been proposed for the different components of a turbomachine. A
complete and detailed averaging procedure depending on the quantities to be con-
served is proposed by Cumpsty and Horlock [210]. In the case of compressor/turbine,
the interest is generally given to work input/output, pressure ratio and efficiency.
Given an unsteady non-uniform flow and equivalent steady uniform flow that con-
serve mass, energy and generate the same amount of work over the interval ∆t is
looked for by a proper averaging of total temperature and pressure. Normally the
appropriate average for stagnation temperature is the mass-average, since this gives
the correct value of enthalpy flux, according to ideal-gas assumptions where total
temperature is proportional to total enthalpy that is a convected quantity. This
leads to apply mass averaged procedure when either time, space or both averaging
must be performed for total temperature, These operations can be equally permuted
(i.e performing spatial or temporal averaging first is equivalent). This statement can
be expressed as:
< Ttot >=
< ρTtot >
< ρ >
(A.80)
where < . > is either temporal, spatial or both averaging operator.
This last process makes possible to conserve mass and total enthalpy between the
initial and space averaged quantity that together define the heat and shaft work
exchanges with a fluid system that is to be conserved during the averaging. In the
case of a temporal averaging, the mean solution conserves mean mass and mean
total enthalpy between snapshots and time averaged field. For stagnation pressure,
to fix the state of the substitute flow, we can obtain an appropriate averaging by fol-
lowing the derivation for work averaged pressure in steady flows from Cumpsty and
Horlock [210]. Similarly to the mass averaging for total temperature, an equivalent
total pressure is sought that will give the correct work input or output when the
flow leaves an ideal turbine at a uniform outlet pressure. The basis of the approach
is to consider flow non-uniformity by a two stream flow with conditions (Pa, Ta) and
(Pb, Tb) mixed to a uniform pressure. This leads to the following expression for total
pressure Pwatot obtained from the spatial averaging performed here over surface A:
pwatot =

ˆ
TtotρudAˆ
Ttot/p
γ−1
γ
tot dρudA

γ
γ−1
(A.81)
A.5.4 Performance quantities
As stated, the temporal and spatial averaging are common practices in turboma-
chine to obtain zero-dimensional quantities by an averaging process on axial planes
across the turbomachine. The components of a gas turbine are generally studied
separately over contiguous domains that are bounded by axial planes. In a turbine,
the quantities that are commonly to be estimated are the following quantities:
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• the power extracted to the fluid W˙ (under ideal gas law assumption):
W˙ = htot,in − htot,out = cpm˙ (Ttot,in − Ttot,out) (A.82)
• the expansion ratio Π
Πtot−tot =
ptot,in
ptot,out
Πtot−sta =
ptot,in
pout
Πsta−t =
pin
ptot,out
Πsta−sta =
pin
pout
(A.83)
• the efficiency that compares actual work to an hypothetical ideal work sub-
scripted is. The efficiency can be both for cascade, blade row or full stage.
Similarly to expansion ratio, the efficiency can be defined in terms of static
to static quantities generally used for nozzles ηsta−sta where actual increase
in kinetic energy is compared to ideal increase. The total-to-static efficiency
ηtot−sta that compares the actual exit kinetic energy with the ideal exit kinetic
energy. The full stage efficiency generally expressed in terms of total-to-total
efficiency ηtot−tot based on entry and exit total conditions:
ηsta−sta =
hin − hout
hin − hout,is ηtot−sta =
htot,in − hout
htot,in − hout,is ηtot−tot =
htot,in − htot,out
htot,in − htot,out,is
(A.84)
Total-to-total efficiency can be written in terms of total pressure and temper-
ature as:
ηis =
Ttot,in − Ttot,out
Ttot,in
[
1−
(
ptot,out
ptot,in
) γ−1
γ
] . (A.85)
These quantities makes possible to asses the performance of the considered compo-
nent and compare different designs of turbine. When one want to characterize the
whole engine, data about power transfer, pressure ratio or efficiency of the compo-
nent are generally linked together to determine whole performance of the engine.
For example when one want to assess the isotropic efficiency of a two-stage low pres-
sure turbine ηis,2 stage with stage 1 at isotropic efficiency ηis,1 and stage 2 at isotropic
efficiency ηis,2, the efficiency of the two-stage component is ηis,2 stage = ηis,1 x ηis,2.
The definitions given for performance quantities are related to uncooled turbine.
When dealing with secondary flow influence that is a particular case for turbine
cooling as in current study, some ambiguity can emerge especially in the definition
of efficiency where actual power is compared against a hypothetical ideal process.
The use of efficiency definition for uncooled turbine may lead to unproper conclusion.
Indeed, additional energy is provided by purge flow to the flow between inlet and
outlet of the domain that may increase actual work and as a consequence efficiency
while some additional defficiency could have been induced by purge but not seen in
the efficiency. An other difficulty in the defintition of efficiency with several streams
is the choice of the hypothetical process for the mixing of these differents streams.
Indeed, the possible mixing processes are non-unique and influence the resulting
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efficiency. Among the first efficiency definitions for cooled turbine was proposed by
Hartsel [211] for stationary cascade where efficiency is defined as the ratio of exit
kinetic energy of actual mixed expansion to the total kinetic energy of separated
unmixed isentropic expansion that can be written as
ηc =
(m˙m + m˙c)(htot,out − hout)
m˙m(hin,m − htot,m,is) + m˙c(hin,c − htot,c,is) (A.86)
Denominator is calculated by assuming that the main gas flow and coolant streams
expand isentropically without mixing from their stagnation conditions to a common
exit pressure. Additional efficiency definition have been developped especially by
taking into account an isentropic or not mixing of the two flows before expansion.
A detailed review of efficiency definition in cooled turbine is proposed in Young and
Horlock [212].
Several authors studied the effect of the averaging procedure on pressure, tempera-
ture and subsequent performance quantities. The method to integrate pressure and
temperature over the two-dimensional plane to obtain a one-dimensional pressure
and temperature is non unique for mainly two reasons. Loss generation processes
typically create a non-uniform flow, with subsequent mixing downstream. Measure-
ment stations must often be placed at locations in which mixing is not complete, for
example in multistage turbomachinery where the performance of one blade row is
desired but the presence of downstream blading means the instrumentation is at a
location with incomplete mixing. Thus, the first question that emerges is, should the
remaining mixing downstream blade be taken into account in the averaging process.
The second issue is relatively to the quantity that should be conserved according to
the averaging process similarly to last subsection. As stated the mass averaging for
total temperature is a proper averaging when one want to conserve enthalpy flux
between the non-uniform flow on the measurement plane and the one-dimensional
quantity. For total pressure, several averaging exist. The area average stagnation
pressure but this quantity is not associated with application of any conservation
law and there is no fundamental reason for its use. The mass average total pres-
sure. For this type of averaging, for a uniform stagnation enthalpy on the plane and
changes in stagnation pressure small compared to the (upstream) reference value,
the mass average stagnation pressure at a given location represents the entropy flux
at that station. These last two averaging are generally widely used but suffer from
few theoretical basis. The mixed out average stagnation pressure is defined as the
stagnation pressure that would exist after full mixing at constant area. To find this
value we apply conservation of mass and momentum to the non-uniform profile,
using the constant area control volume from measure plane to full mixed flow and
neglecting frictional forces on the top and bottom walls of the channel. An other
type of averaging is the averaging that conserves the entropy flux. In conjunction
with mass averaging for total temperature this induces conservation of availability
(B = h-T0s). The entropy flux and the mass average entropy are related by:
ˆ
A
(s− sref ) ρuxdA =
ˆ
m
(s− sref ) dm˙ =
(
sM − sref
)
m˙ (A.87)
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for a perfect gas with constant specific heats, the entropy change between any (stag-
nation) state and an initial reference state is according to eq.(2.14):
s− sref
cp
= ln
(
Tt
Tref
)
− γ − 1
γ
ln
(
pt
pref
)
. (A.88)
Last equation can be integrated over the mass flow to find the entropy flux. The
requirement for the averaged flow to have the same stagnation enthalpy flux as the
actual flow yields the condition for equality of entropy flux between the actual and
the averaged flow as
sM − sref
cp
=
( 1
m
)
ˆ
m
ln
( Ttot
Tref
)(
pref
ptot
) γ−1
γ
 dm˙

= ln
TMtot
Tref
(pref
pStot
) γ−1
γ

. (A.89)
This equation defines an average stagnation pressure, pSt , based on equality of
entropy flux between actual and average flows, as
pStot
pref
=
T
M
tot
Tref

γ
γ−1
exp
 γ(γ − 1) 1m
ˆ
m
ln
(Trf
Ttot
)(
ptot
pref
) γ−1
γ
 dm˙

 . (A.90)
Tang [121] proposed a different averaging process compared to the work averaged
procedure where the total temperature, velocity components are mass averaged and
the static pressure is surface averaged. Onto a stator-rotor configuration, integra-
tions were performed at vane leading edge, vane trailing edge and rotor trailing
edge. At blade trailing edge the pressure based on entropy method was shown to
be lower than the one proposed by the author since the entropy approach takes into
account of losses that will be generated downstream. Low differences were observed
between the entropy method and work average method. The author concluded that
a small part of the expected mixing is taken into account by work averaging method.
When the averaging process was led at rotor leading edge the differences between
the different methods was very low since the mixing process could have been almost
entirely made in the vane-rotor gap. However, the author pointed out that when
efficiency is evaluated downstream vane based on the different pressure averaging
method, discrepancy of unity in the efficiency could be observed.
When dealing with numerical simulation, the assessment of convergence is
an important feature. Convergence can be evaluated as first step by lloking
at the convergence of one-dimensional data like mass flow and performance
quantities. A more accurate evaluation can be led by studying the conver-
gence of the frequency content of the different physical phenomena in the
simulation domain as well as the convergence of higher order moments com-
pared to mean quantities. Once converged, data can be extracted from the
numerical simulation. For unsteady simulations, the time of extraction is
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generally determined by low-frequency highly energetic phenomena in the
domain. Temporal and spatial averaging are performed to be compliant
with experiments when available or using quantities solution of a transport
equation. The averaging process is generally not able to conserve all pa-
rameters of interest. The averaging can be then perform in the purpose to
conserve the main quantities of interest. In this section, an averaging pro-
cedure was introduced to be compliant with the exergy analysis proposed
at the beginning of this section.
This chapter introduced several flow model and approaches to deal with nu-
merical simulation of turbulent flows in turbomachinery. Standard Navier-
Stokes equations as well as lattice-Boltzmann are presented. DNS solves
the whole turbulent spectrum but is still computationally expensive at cur-
rent stage and, in the context of gas turbine, is mainly used on simplified
low pressure turbine configurations where Reynolds number is relatively
low. On the other side, (U)RANS simulation enables the use of affordable
coarsened meshes but make the solution dependent on the turbulent model
that have been tuned for simplified configurations which can be far from
the flows in turbomachinery. Between these two approaches, LES solves
high energetic structures while modeling small dissipative structures. This
approach reduces model influence. The Reynolds number encountered in
low pressure turbine makes possible (at an expensive cost) to perform wall
resolved LES simulation with the take into account of technological effects
particularly interesting in current study for the account of cavity and purge
flow, using high order methods and eventual turbulence injection at inlet
of the domain that may be an important factor in gas turbine. Analyzing
losses in the flow field from numerical simulation requires assessments on the
convergence, temporal and spatial averaging to properly analyse the data.
Extraction time, snapshots, quantities on which averaging is performed are
key parameters.
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The purpose of this appendix is to give more details in the derivation of
the different transport equations used along this thesis since only the final
expression are given in the main chapters. Also, more details are given in the
balance equations for exergy and useful work introduced in Chap. 2. The
evaluation of viscosity in the numerical simulation is an important feature
to be accounted for when loss generation want to be properly estimated, so
the main sources contributing to total viscosity are presented with methods
to be able to evaluate them.
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B.1 Energy-related transport equations
The balance equations for the various forms of energy are first introduced in the
emphasis to give their detailed derivation. These energy equations are then used
in conjunction with first and second principle of thermodynamics to derive balance
equations for exergy χ and useful work Ξ used in this thesis that are important
quantities to track loss generation within the turbine component.
B.1.1 Transport equation for internal, kinetic and total en-
ergy
B.1.1.1 Transport equation for kinetic energy
Transport equation for kinetic energy Ek can be derived by multiplying momentum
equation eq.(A.8b) introduced in section A.1.2 with ui :
ui
∂ρui
∂t
+ ui
∂
∂xj
(ρuiuj + pδij − τij) = ρuiFi (B.1)
For the temporal and convective term of last equation:
ui
∂ρui
∂t
+ ui
∂
∂xj
(ρuiui) =
∂ρ
∂t
uiui − ρ∂uiui
∂t
+ ∂ρuj
∂xj
uiui +
∂uiui
∂xj
ρuj
= uiui(
∂ρ
∂t
+ ∂ρuj
∂xj
)− ρ∂uiui
∂t
+ ∂uiui
∂xj
ρuj
= −ρ∂uiui
∂t
+ ∂uiui
∂xj
ρuj
= ∂ρuiui
∂t
− ∂ρ
∂t
uiui +
∂ρuiuiuj
∂xj
− ∂ρuj
∂xj
uiui
= ∂ρuiui
∂t
+ ∂ρuiuiuj
∂xj
− uiui(∂ρ
∂t
uiui +
∂ρuj
∂xj
)
= ∂ρuiui
∂t
+ ∂ρuiuiuj
∂xj
= ∂ρEk
∂t
+ ∂ρEkuj
∂xj
(B.2)
For the pressure term:
ui
∂ (pδij)
∂xj
= ∂ (puj)
∂xj
− p∂uj
∂xj
(B.3)
and the viscous term:
ui
∂τij
∂xj
= ∂ (uiτij)
∂xj
− τij ∂ui
∂xj
(B.4)
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that finally lead to the kinetic energy transport equation:
∂(ρEk)
∂t
+ ∂
∂xj
(ρujEk + puj − uiτij) = ρujFj + p∂uj
∂xj
− τij ∂ui
∂xj
(B.5)
B.1.1.2 Transport equation for total energy
Transport equation for total energy corresponds to the energy conservative equation
from Navier-Stokes equation eq.(A.8c) introduced in section A.1.2:
∂(ρEt)
∂t
+ ∂
∂xj
(ρEtuj + puj − τijuj + qj) = ρFjuj + Q˙ (B.6)
B.1.1.3 Transport equation for internal energy
Subtracting kinetic energy equation to total energy equation gives transport equa-
tion for internal energy:
∂(ρe)
∂t
+ ∂
∂xj
(ρuje+ qj) = −p∂uj
∂xj
+ τij
∂ui
∂xj
(B.7)
B.1.2 Transport equation for total enthalpy
The total enthalpy is of special interest in turbomachinery since large transfers of
energy occur requiring the use of the total energy balance equation in conjunction
with the potential work of pressure. Transport equation for total enthalpy can be ob-
tained by recalling the link between total energy and total enthalpy ρht=ρEtot+p/ρ:
∂(ρhtot)
∂t
+ ∂(ρhtot)
∂xj
= ∂(ρEtot)
∂t
+ ∂(ρEtot)
∂xj
+ ∂p
∂t
+ ∂(puj)
∂xj
= ∂
∂xj
(−puj + τijuj − qj) + ∂p
∂t
− ∂puj
∂xj
= ∂
∂xj
(τijuj − qj) + ∂p
∂t
(B.8)
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B.2 Exergy and useful work
B.2.1 Transport equation for exergy and useful work
The exergy tansport equation can be derived from the defintion of exergy χ =
ht − h0 − T0(s− s0):
∂(ρχ)
∂t
+ ∂(ρχuj)
∂xj
= ∂(ρ((htot − h0)− T0(s− s0)))
∂t
+ ∂(ρ((ht − h0)− T0(s− s0))uj)
∂xj
= ∂(ρhtot)
∂t
− T0∂(ρs)
∂t
+ ∂(ρhtotuj)
∂xj
− T0∂(ρsuj)
∂xj
= ∂(ρhtot)
∂t
+ ∂(ρhtotuj)
∂xj
− T0
(
∂(ρs)
∂t
+ ∂(ρsuj)
∂xj
)
= ∂
∂xj
(τijuj − qj) + ∂p
∂t
− T0
−∂(qi/T )
∂xi
+ 1
T
τij
∂ui
∂xj
+ λ
T 2
(
∂T
∂xi
)2
= ∂
∂xj
(τijuj − (1− T0
T
)qj)− T0
T
τij
∂ui
∂xj
− λT0
T 2
(
∂T
∂xi
)2
+ ∂p
∂t
(B.9)
From exergy equation, the exit thermal work cannot be recovered and transformed
into useful mechanical work in the context of gas turbine equipping aircraft1 and
the thermal work is lost leading to the notion of useful work that is the difference
between exergy and thermal work lost. An energy conservation equation can be
written between initial state and final state(p0,T) where T > T0, the environment
temperature. The conservation equation can be written as:
dρΞ
dt
= ∂ρΞ
∂t
+ ∂ρΞuj
∂xj
. (B.10)
Temporal derivative can be written as:
∂ρΞ
∂t
= ∂((1− Tex/T )ρe+ (ρp0ui) + ρu
2
i )
∂t
= (1− Tex
T
)∂(ρe)
∂t
+ ρe∂(1− Tex/T ))
∂t
+ p0
∂(ρui)
∂t
+ ∂(ρu
2
i )
∂t
= (1− Tex
T
)∂(ρe)
∂t
+ ∂(ρu
2
i )
∂t
(B.11)
1For electrical production, hot gas exit the gas turbine can go into a heat exchanger that heat
the inflow of the gas turbine
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For the convective part:
∂ρΞui
∂xi
= ∂((1− Tex/T )ρe+ (ρp0ui) + ρu
2
i )
∂t
= (1− Tex
T
)∂(ρe)ui
∂xi
+ ρe∂((1− Tex/T )ui)
∂xi
+ p0
∂(ρui)ui
∂xi
+ ∂(ρu
2
i )ui
∂xi
= (1− Tex
T
)∂(ρe)ui
∂xi
+ ∂(p0ui)
∂xi
(B.12)
The expression for total derivative yield to:
dρΞ
dt
= (1− Tex
T
)(∂(ρe)
∂t
+ ∂(ρe)ui
∂xi
) + (1− Tex/T )(∂(ρ
1
2u
2
i )
∂t
+
∂(ρui)12u
2
i
∂xi
) + p0
∂(ρui)ui
∂xi
− T0
T
p
∂ui
∂xi
(B.13)
Using internal energy and kinematic energy conservation proposed in eq.(2.42)(2.41):
dρΞ
dt
= (1− Tex
T
)(− ∂q
∂xi
+ ∂τijuj
∂xi
− (Tex
T
)τij
∂ui
∂xj
− ∂(p− p0)
∂xj
) (B.14)
B.2.2 Control volume analysis for exergy and useful work
transport equations
The study performed on control volumes requires the use mainly of two theorems
that are the Green-Ostrograky and Reynolds theorem. A brief remind of these two
theorems is proposed before to introduce control volume analysis for exergy and
useful work transport equation.
B.2.2.1 Green-Ostrograky theorem
The Green-Ostrograky theorem also known as divergence or Gauss’s theorem states
that the outward flux of a tensor field through a closed surface is equal to the volume
integral of the divergence over the region inside the surface. For a volume V which is
compact and has a piecewise smooth boundary S. If F is a continuously differentiable
vector field defined on a neighbourhood of V, then we have:
˚
V
∂F
∂xi
dV =
‹
S
FdS (B.15)
the left-hand side being a volume integral over the volume V, the right-hand side a
surface integral over the boundary of the volume V.
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B.2.2.2 Reynolds theorem
Reynolds transport theorem for a material volume V(t) i.e. a control volume that
travels and deforms in a fluid flow such that it always occupied by the same specific
collection of fluid particles, states that
d
dt
ˆ
V (t)
FdV =
ˆ
V (t)
∂F
∂t
dV +
ˆ
A(t)
[F (u · n)]dA (B.16)
where A(t) is the material surface, a surface that encloses the material volume V(t).
From the definition of material volume as mentioned before, no fluid particles are
allowed to leave or enter V(t), and therefore A(t)must travel at local velocity of the
fluid u. n is the unit normal of A(t) such that A(t) is locally advancing along n
when (u.n) > 0, and vice versa. F is an arbitrary scalar variable. Similarly, Reynolds
transport theorem for an arbitrary moving control volume V(t) states that:
d
dt
ˆ
V ∗(t)
FdV =
ˆ
V ∗(t)
∂F
∂t
dV +
ˆ
A∗(t)
[F (b · n)]dA (B.17)
where b is the velocity of the arbitrary moving control surface A∗(t) that encloses
V∗(t), and it is observed in the same frame of reference as that of u. In general, b6=u.
At a special moment of interest when V∗(t) is instantaneously coincide with V(t),
we have V(t) =V∗(t) and A(t) =A∗(t). It is worth noting that at this particular
coincidence moment, the total time derivative for both type of control volumes is
different, i.e. d/dt
´
V ∗(t)(F) dV6=d/dt
´
V (t)(F) dV because V
∗(t) and V(t) enclose
different fluid particles. However, the volume integral of ∂ F/∂t (i.e. the temporal
local rate of change of F ) and the surface integral terms are similar for both type of
control volumes at the coincidence moment. Subtracting eq.(B.17) from eq.(B.16)
and re-arrange:
d
dt
ˆ
V (t)
FdV =
ˆ
V ∗(t)
∂F
∂t
dV +
ˆ
A∗(t)
[F (u− b) · n]dA (B.18)
This is the general Reynolds transport theorem for an arbitrary moving control
volume V∗(t).
B.2.2.3 Integration of exergy transport equation over control volumes
Exergy transport equation proposed in eq.(B.9) was written in differential form as:
∂(ρχ)
∂t
+ ∂(ρχuj)
∂xj
= ∂
∂xj
(τijuj− (1− T0
T
)qj)− T0
T
τij
∂ui
∂xj
− λT0
T 2
(
∂T
∂xi
)2
+ ∂p
∂t
. (B.19)
By integrating over a control volume V ans using the Reynolds transport theorem
eq.(B.18) for the first term and divergence theorem eq.(B.15) for the second term
gives for the left-hand side of the equation:
˚
∂(ρχ)
∂t
dV+
˚
∂(ρχuj)
∂xj
dV = d
dt
˚
(ρχ)dV−
‹
(ρχ)uj,wnjdA+
‹
(ρχ)ujnjdA.
(B.20)
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The control volume surface ∂V(t) can be split into three types of disjointed sub-
surfaces. Fixed walls AFW (t) where ujnj=0, moving walls AMV (t) where ujnj=
uw,jnj (where w stands for velocity at the wall) and input/output boundaries AIO
(see Fig. 2.4 for control surfaces). This splitting approach is particularly convenient
for turbine components since composed of static (stator) and rotating parts (rotors).
Splitting the second and third terms in eq.(B.19) into subsurface integrals, the exergy
balance in integral form can be written as:
d
dt
˚
(ρχ)dV −
‹
(ρχ)uj,wnjdA+
‹
(ρχ)ujnjdA =
d
dt
˚
(ρχ)dV
−
‹
(ρχ)uj,wnjdAFW −
‹
(ρχ)uj,wnjdAMW −
‹
(ρχ)uj,wnjdAIO
+
‹
(ρχ)ujnjdAFW +
‹
(ρχ)ujnjdAMW +
‹
(ρχ)ujnjdAIO
= d
dt
˚
(ρχ)dV +
‹
(ρχ)ujnjdAIO.
(B.21)
The pressure difference being non-zero since exergy reduces to pressure term at
the wall. The right-hand term can be developed by using the divergence theorem:
For the right-hand side of eq.(B.9), we first develop pressure contribution using the
Reynolds theorem:
˚
∂(p)
∂t
dV = d
dt
˚
pdV −
‹
puj,wnjdA
= d
dt
˚
pdV −
‹
(p− p0)uj,wnjdAMV
(B.22)
For the remaining contributions, the divergence theorem is used when it applies:
˚
∂
∂xj
(τijui)dV −
˚
∂
∂xj
((1− T0
T
)qj)dV −
˚
T0
T
τij
∂ui
∂xj
dV −
˚
λT0
T 2
(
∂T
∂xi
)2
dV
=
‹
(τijui)njdA−
˚
∂
∂xj
((1− T0
T
)qj)dV −
˚
T0
T
τij
∂ui
∂xj
dV −
˚
λT0
T 2
(
∂T
∂xi
)2
dV
(B.23)
The surfacic integral for
‚
(τijuj)nj dA is limited to moving wall boundaries that
lead to:
‹
(τijuj)njdA =
‹
(τijuw,j)njdAMW (B.24)
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The exergy transport equation integrated over the control volume expressed by
gathering right and left-hand terms:
d
dt
˚
(ρχ)dV +
‹
(ρχ)ujnjdAIO =
‹
(p− p0)uj,wnjdAMW +
‹
(τijuw,i)njdAMW
−
˚
∂
∂xj
((1− T0
T
)qj)dV −
˚
T0
T
τij
∂ui
∂xj
dV −
˚
kT0
T 2
(
∂T
∂xi
)2
dV + d
dt
˚
pdV.
(B.25)
Alternatively, this equation can be written as
d
dt
˚
(ρχ)dV +
‹
(ρχ)ujnjdAIO = Pshaft+χq +Φ∇u+Φ∇T +
d
dt
˚
pdV (B.26)
where:
• d/dt˝ (ρχ)dV , d/dt˝ pdV : net unsteady effect within the system due to
flow exergy accumulation and unsteady pressure (which can be positive or
negative instantaneously
• Pshaft=-
‚
((p− p0)uw,jnj − (τijuw,j)nj) dAMW : the shaft work extracted from
the system (positive for turbine)
• χq =
˝
∂/∂xj(1− (T0/T ))qjdV : the exergy gain/lost via heat transfer (pos-
itive for the case of heat loss, i.e.(qj.nj)> 0 such that(1-T0/T)>0)
• Φ∇u=-
˝
(T0/T )τij(∂ui/∂xj)dV : the flow exergy destroyed by irreversibilities
due to velocity gradients
• Φ∇T=-
˝
λ(T0/T 2) (∂T/∂xi)2 dV : the flow exergy destroyed by irreversibili-
ties due to temperature gradients.
Simple analysis of one dimensional shock waves show that the quantity varies deeply
but continuously along the thickness of the shocks. It can be shown that the entropy
production in the shock wave is related to the viscous term Φ∇u and heat transfer
Φ∇T (see Fig. B.1). From a numerical point of view when one want to properly
evaluate the loss related to the shock based on viscous and thermal dissipation,
the shock thickness must be discretized by several grid points that is generally
impracticable in real configuration since shock thickness is in the order of the mean
free path (' 6 x 10−8 for air at ambient conditions). The entropy increase is then
generally made with a jump condition all along the shock, the shock being considered
as a discontinuity where an increase of entropy takes place on an infinitely thin layer:
Φs.w. = −T0
‹
Aw
[ρδs(vj − uj)] · njdAs.w.. (B.27)
Therefore, when the shock wave can be resolved by numerical simulation, eq.(B.26)
is sufficient since the contribution is contained in Φ∇u and Φ∇T but when one has
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Figure B.1: Normalized entropy distribution across a shock; M = 1.5, upstream
entropy taken as 0, downstream value =1.0
insufficiently refined mesh, a jump condition has to be set at the location of the
shock leading to a new expression for exergy transport equation:
d
dt
˚
(ρχ)dV +
‹
(ρχ)ujnjdAIO = Pshaft + χq + Φ∇u + Φ∇T + Φs.w. +
d
dt
˚
pdV
(B.28)
A shock sensor that can be used to determine the surface of the shock and whether
a given cell should be considered as being enclosed by the surface is the sensor
proposed by Lovely and Haimes [213]:
Λs.w. =
u · ∇p
c‖∇p‖ (B.29)
where c is the local speed of sound. If Λs.w.>0.95 the cell under consideration is
tagged as being enclosed by the shock wave volume. he addition of a number of
supplementary cells to this initial guess is known to enhance numerical accuracy.
In practise, the addition of a number of supplementary cells (around 6-8) to this
initial guess is known to enhance numerical accuracy. The expression of exergy can
alternatively be developped to obtained a decomposition similar to the one proposed
by Drela [214] recalling that χ = δht−T0δs = δe+(1/2)(u21+u22+u23)+p/ρ−T0δs and
under steady conditions meaning d/dt
˝
(ρχ)dV , d/dt
˝
pdV = 0. For left-hand
term (convective contribution):
‹
(ρχ)ujnjdAIO =
‹
(ρδe)ujnjdAIO +
‹
(12ρu
2
1)ujnjdAIO
+
‹
(12ρ(u
2
2 + u23)ujnjdAIO +
‹
pujnjdAIO − T0
‹
(ρδs)njdAIO.
(B.30)
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Looking first at the contribution at inlet of the domain, the exergy supplied χsupplied
is:
χsupplied =
‹
(ρδe)ujnjdAI +
‹
(12ρu
2
1)ujnjdAI − T0
‹
(ρδs)njdAI . (B.31)
For the contribution at outlet of the domain:
Eoutmechanical =
‹
(12ρu
2
1)ujnjdAO +
‹
(12ρ(u
2
2 + u23)ujnjdAO +
‹
(p− p0)ujnjdAO
(B.32)
is the rate of mechanical exergy outflow and
Eoutthermal =
‹
(ρδe)ujnjdAO +
‹
(p0)ujnjdAO −
‹
(ρδs)njdAO (B.33)
is the rate of thermal exergy outflow. An alternative expression can be then obtained
from the exergy balance equation by:
χsupplied + χq = Pshaft + Eoutmechanical + Eoutthermal + Φ∇u + Φ∇T + Φs.w. (B.34)
This last equation indicates that the exergy at inlet of the domain χsupplied and
the heat supplied at the border of the domain to the fluid χq is equal to the work
given or extracted to the fluid Pshaft, the anergy generated in the volume due to
mechanical, thermal gradients, shocks (Φ∇u+Φ∇T+Φs.w.) and the mechanical and
thermal energy available at the outlet of the domain (Eoutmechanical+Eoutthermal).
B.2.2.4 Integration of useful work transport equation over control vol-
umes
Based on useful work transport equation in differential form eq.(B.14) and apply-
ing same procedure based on divergence and Reynold’s theorem applied earlier for
exergy, the integral form can be written as:
˚
∂(ρΞ)
∂t
dV +
‹
(ρΞ)ujnjdAIO = −
‹
((p− p0)uw,jnj − (τijuw,j)nj) dAMW
−
˚
∂
∂xj
((1− Tex
T
)qj)dV
+
˚ ((
γ − 1
γ
)
1
p
qj − Tex
T
τij
∂ui
∂xj
)
dV
−
˚ ((
1− Tex
T
)(
γ − 1
γ
)
1
p
qj − Tex
T
τij
∂ui
∂xj
)
dV
= Pshaft + χq,Tex + Φ∇u + Ψtherm + Ψreheat + Ψrecool
(B.35)
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B.3 The evaluation of viscosity in numerical sim-
ulation
When assessing the loss generation in a component of gas turbine, a main quantity of
interest as stated previously is the viscous dissipation that transfer useful kinetic en-
ergy to internal energy that cannot be extracted by the gas turbine to generate work.
The viscous dissipation is expressed as τij(∂ui/∂xj) with τij = µ(∂ui/∂xj+∂uj/∂xi).
Similarly when considering the thermal contribution, effective conductivity needs to
be properly evaluated. The following analysis is focused on the viscosity but same
conclusions apply to conductivity. When exactly solving the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions, the viscosity is simply the viscosity of the fluid. In numerical simulation, this
quantity can be different to the viscosity of the fluid especially due to the account for
turbulence and spatio-temporal discretization. Indeed, in current study dealing with
turbulent flows at large Reynolds numbers, simulating these flows requires modeling
contributions of unresolved scales by the various turbulence modeling procedures,
leading to Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulations or large-eddy sim-
ulations (LES) that will incur a modification of actual viscosity.
B.3.1 The influence of turbulence modelling on actual vis-
cosity
In DNS approaches, the mesh is adapted to resolve all turbulent scales. No ad-
ditional turbulent viscosity is to be added since the lowest dissipative scales are
accounted by the mesh. For RANS approaches, the mesh is not refined enough to
solve the turbulence spectrum and a model has to be added to account for the tur-
bulent cascade and the dissipation process at small scales. As stated in subsection
2.1.4, when applying the RANS formalism to entropy transport equation containing
the viscous dissipation, under some assumption detailed in the section, the natural
viscosity is turned into an equivalent viscosity that is the sum of viscosity of the fluid
and a turbulent viscosity to account for same scale turbulence dissipation. Similarly
to RANS approaches, due to subgrid scale model in LES approaches to account
for the unresolved small scales by the mesh, an equivalent turbulent viscosity is
introduced that depends on local mesh grid size.
B.3.2 The influence of spatio-temporal discretization on ac-
tual viscosity
The purpose of this subsection is to look at the influence of spatio-temporal dis-
cretization on the effective viscosity. To do that, we consider a simple one di-
mensional convection-diffusion equation with a constant of convection and µ the
viscosity:
a
du
dx
= µd
2u
dx2
(B.36)
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We consider here a simple discretization using upstream-differencing approximation
on a uniform grid:
a
(
u(xi)− u(x−∆x)
∆x
)
= µ
(
u(xi −∆x)− 2u(xi) + u(x+ ∆x)
∆x2
)
(B.37)
When expanding u in a Taylor series about xi one can obtain:
u(x) = u(xi)− du
dx
(x− xi) + 12
d2u
dx2
(x− xi)2 + o(∆x2) (B.38)
Substituting eq.(B.38) in (B.37) yields to:
a
du
dx
= (µ+ a∆x2 )
d2u
dx2
+ o(∆x2). (B.39)
If ∆x, the space step is not negligible, a convection-diffusion equation is solved
but with the convection-diffusion equation but with greater viscosity: µtotal =
µ+ µnumerical, µnumerical = a ∗∆x/2. This example shows that the discretization of
equations induce additional viscosity for the fluid simulated numerically. A von Neu-
mann analysis of numerical schemes (frequency analysis) shows that discretization
generally induce additional viscosity due to even partial differential terms and dis-
persion due to odd partial differential terms. This observation is also true for other
approaches than finite differences like finite elements or finite volume approaches.
The main sources of additional numerical viscosity are convective, diffusive and tem-
poral schemes: a higher order scheme decreases the truncation error. Implicitation
of temporal scheme also induce additional numerical viscosity depending on the
time step chose. As stated on the simple case of a space discretization equation,
results of numerical simulations of fluid flow are always contaminated by trunca-
tion errors introduced by the discretization of governing differential equations. This
induces numerical dissipation and dispersion. For dissipation, the spatio-temporal
discretization can be seen as additional viscosity added to the viscosity of the fluid.
Truncation errors are only negligible if all physical scales are well resolved by the
given mesh and time-step size. This is the case for DNS approaches where no vis-
cosity is added for accounting turbulence since all scales are resolved and low or
no numerical dissipation added since spatial and temporal step are low enough so
that the additional terms appearing in the truncation of equations are negligible. For
lower temporal or spatial resolution, however, truncation errors affect the simulation
results. The consequence of turbulence modelling and spatio-temporal discretization
is that the actual viscosity obtained from the numerical simulation is:
µeffective = µ+ µt + µnum. (B.40)
The natural viscosity µ can be obtained from the Sutherland law, the turbulent
viscosity µt from the turbulent model for a RANS approach or from the subgrid scale
model in the case of a LES simulation. The main difficulty relies on the numerical
viscosity µnum. Some methods exist based on an a priori analysis of the numerical
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scheme. However, these methods are dependant in the numerical scheme and no
general rule exists.The purpose of this section is to present a method to evaluate
the numerical viscosity incurred by spatio-temporal discretization in the general
framework of LES simulation based on the result of the simulation (a posteriori
method). We consider first for the sake of simplicity the Navier-Stokes momentum
equation written for incompressible flow of density ρ. This equation can be written
as:
∂ui
∂t
+ uj
∂ui
∂xj
= − ∂p
∂xi
+ ν ∂
2ui
∂x2j
. (B.41)
This equation can be written in flux-vector formalism:
∂u
∂t
+ (NS)u = 0 (B.42)
where the operator NS contains all spatial derivative terms and u denotes the analyt-
ical, and generally unknown velocity solution for the particular fluid flow problem.
The numerical discretization according to the selected flow solver yields to:
∂u
∂t d
+ (NS)du = 0 (B.43)
that provides the numerical velocity field ui,j,k(tn) at all mesh points 0 ≤ i <Ni, 0
≤ j < Nj, 0 ≤ k < Nk and time step tn. An important thing is that the numerical
solution u is not identical to the analytical solution u. The truncation error E of
the scheme giving velocity output u can be written as:(
∂u
∂t
)
d
+ (NS)du =
∂u
∂t
+ (NS)u+ E = 0 (B.44)
− E = ∂u
∂t
+ (NS)u. (B.45)
This expression is only formal because it requires the knowledge of the numerical
solution as an analytical function for which the time derivative and spatial deriva-
tives in the operator can be calculated. Assuming that the velocity field ui,j,k(t) has
been determined with an arbitrary Navier-Stokes solver at several consecutive time
steps that is to say tn−1= tn-∆t, tn+1= tn+∆t, the time derivative in last equation
can be approximated at time tn using central differences scheme:
∂ui,j,k
∂t
|CD≈ ui,j,k (tn + ∆t)− ui,j,k (tn −∆t)2∆t (B.46)
this time derivative being affected by the discretization errors of the original Navier-
Stokes solver. If no analytical expression for u as a function of x, y, z exists the
spatial derivatives must be computed numerically, and to minimize the numerical
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errors the highest order numerical formulas should be employed, leading to the
approximate numerical formula for the truncation error
− Ei,j,k(tn ≈ ∂ui,j,k
∂t
) |CD +(NS)houi,j,ktn) (B.47)
where (NS)ho is the discretized Navier-Stokes operator using arbitrary high order
numerical differentiation formulas. From eq.(B.43) we see that the second term on
the right-hand side of eq.(B.47) is the rate of change of the velocity field computed
using a high order scheme, allowing to rewrite eq.(B.47) as
− Ei,j,k ≈ ∂ui,j,k
∂t
|CD −∂ui,j,k
∂t
|ho . (B.48)
The above formula involves computation of time derivatives for the same velocity
field ui,j,k but computed with two different discretizations of the same Navier-Stokes
operator. Multiplying each time derivative by the velocity ui,j,k and using a product
rule will formally lead to time derivatives for the energy ei,j,k=ui,j,kui, j, k/2. While
the same velocity is used in the computations, the resulting derivatives will be
different because of different discretizations of the momentum equation. One can
think of the given velocity field as an initial condition which is advanced forward
in time with two differently discretized Navier-Stokes operators, leading to different
rates of change of the energy. This results in the error estimate for the kinetic energy
equation
− Ei,j,kn,ho =
∂ei,j,k
∂t
|CD −∂ei,j,k
∂t
|ho (B.49)
i.e., we define the error as the difference between how the energy did evolved using
a given finite difference/finite volume code and how it would have evolved if the
discretization could be neglected. The equation (B.49) can thus be viewed as the
residual of computing the energy decay rate in two different ways. In applying this
concept in practice the first term on the right-hand side of eq.(B.49) is computed
directly as a discretized time derivative of the energy data obtained in the numerical
simulation, i.e., the energy ei,j,k = ui,j,kui,j,k/2 is obtained from the velocity field at
several time steps and the time derivative at time tn is approximated, e.g., using
central differences involving time levels tn+1 and tn−1. The second term on the right-
hand side of eq.(B.49) is computed indirectly, using terms in the energy equation
originating from the spatial terms of the Navier-Stokes equation, i.e., from the repre-
sentation symbolically given by the second term on the right-hand side of eq.(B.47).
In this representation only the velocity field at time tn and its spatial derivatives are
used. In current method, the resolution requires a high order method. Originally,
the first usage of this method was based on spectral difference method ensuring a
high order integration but was limited to periodic domains. Schranner [215] was able
to show that this method for the analysis of the energy equation does not necessarily
needs to make reference to spectral schemes. When considering the residual
− Ei,j,kn =
∂ei,j,k
∂t
|CD −∂ei,j,k
∂t
|FD/FV (B.50)
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where the first term on the right-hand side is computed directly from the energy data
and the second term is computed using finite difference or finite volume discretized
spatial terms in the energy balance equation, the estimate may provide a robust,
satisfying results and largely independent of the finite difference / finite volume
discretizations used.The author attributed this to the fact that the kinetic energy is
a derived quantity, obtained from the primitive variables, and the discretized kinetic
energy balance eq.B.50 is not subject directly to the constrains for the momentum
equation eq.(B.47) that requires the application of a high order discretization. For
numerical simulations performed with an arbitrary, grid-based, compressible Navier-
Stokes solver the symbolic eq.(B.50) is replaced by the discretization:
− Ei,j,kn =
4 (ρekin)
∆t +
4 (ρekinuα)
∆xα
+ uα
∆(p)
∆xα
− µuβ∆ (τ
ij)
∆xi
(B.51)
where the time derivative on the right-hand side is approximated using the kinetic
energy data from the simulations at time steps tnâĹŠ1 and tn+1. The remaining terms
are discretized spatial terms in the energy equation at time step tn. The residual
Ei,j,k(n) may be designated as the numerical dissipation due to discretization errors
of the Navier-Stokes solver. In general, the residual contains effects of all terms in
the truncation error of a numerical scheme, including dissipative as well as dispersive
errors. Yet, for sufficiently large subdomains the dissipative contributions dominate
in a sense that the subdomain integrated Ei,j,k(n) is positive.
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C.1 Methods for boundary layer thickness esti-
mation
Similarly to the nature of boundary layer (laminar, transitional or turbulent) is an
important feature in fluid mechanics, the boundary layer thickness is also an im-
portant quantity. From a general sight, the boundary layer thickness hypothetically
splits the flow field in a rotational region where viscous effects are predominant close
to the wall and a region out of boundary layer where the flow is generally considered
as irrotational and perfect flow described by Euler equation can apply. For numerical
simulations, the knowledge of boundary layer thickness can give a better estimate of
the grid points height that have to be set to accurately resolved boundary layer. For
RANS simulation, different eddy viscosity can be applied depending on the position
in or out of the boundary layer requiring the knowledge of boundary layer as for the
algebraic eddy viscosity model of Cebeci-Smith.
Most techniques for determining the outer edge of the viscous layer start in the
inviscid flow field and approach the viscous layer using a suitable criterion. This
practice is generally suitable for external flows where regions out of boundary layer
are generally undisturbed. For turbomachine flows, the notion of undisturbed flow
out of boundary layer is generally not fulfilled since velocity profile inversion can
be observed when moving away from the wall and boundary layer. In contrast, the
length scales in the present Appendix are calculated by investigating the viscous
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layer starting at the wall. Thus, the detection criterion is found inside the viscous
layer.
C.1.0.1 Stock-Haase method
The boundary layer thickness can be evaluated from Navier-Stokes data using the
diagnostic function F:
F = ya
[
∂u
∂y
]b
(C.1)
and the boundary layer thickness is obtained for:
δ = Fmax (C.2)
where Ymax is the wall distance,for which F = Fmax. The value of a, b and  depends
on the nature of the boundary layer. For laminar boundary layer, these coefficients
can be obtained by considering the quasi-similar solutions functions (f, G, G1, G2)
for compressible, laminar boundary layers including heat transfer effects:
f ′′′ + ff ′′ + β
(
(1− f 2) + EG
)
= 0 (C.3)
G′′1 + Pr fG′1 − 2 Pr β(1− E)f ′G1 − 2(1− Pr) (f ′f ′′)′ = 0 (C.4)
G′′2 + Pr fG′2 = 0 (C.5)
G(η) = EG1(η) +G2(η) (C.6)
with the boundary conditions at η = 0:
f = f ′ = 0, G′1 = 0, G2 = G2w (C.7)
and with the boundary conditions at η −→ ∞:
f ′ → 1, G1 → 0, G2 → 0 (C.8)
where η is the non dimensional wall-normal coordinate, β and E are pressure gra-
dient and kinetic energy parameter and Pr = 0.72. Quasi-similar solutions are
established for different Mach numbers and pressure gradients that cover the whole
range from highly accelerated up to reversed flow situations, including adiabatic,
cooling, and heating cases. Through numerical experimentation, the values of a
and b are determined that produce a nearly unique value for all considered cases
resulting in
Flam = y3.9
[
du
dy
]
(a = 3.9 and b = 1) (C.9)
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δlam = 1.294 ymax (ε = 1.294). (C.10)
For turbulent boundary layers, The assumption that Coles velocity profiles describe
the turbulent boundary layer flow sufficiently accurately allows one to compute the
values for a; b, and  such that:
Fturb = y
[
du
dy
]
(a = b = 1) (C.11)
δturb = 1.936 ymax (ε = 1.936). (C.12)
C.1.0.2 Method based on low variation of wall-normal velocity profile
The boundary layer is characterized by area of strong variation of wall normal-
velocity then the velocity becomes almost constant out of boundary layer. From
this observation has been developed the method based on the low variation of the
velocity profile. When the first derivative of the boundary layer profile velocity is
smaller than a constant Kv1 for the considered point N and the step between one
derivative and the previous one N-1 closer to the wall is smaller than a constant
Kv2:
| dudy |< Kv1 and |
[
du
dy
]
N
−
[
du
dy
]
N−1
|< Kv2 (C.13)
the current point is considered as the edge of the boundary layer.
C.1.0.3 Method based on relative difference between the isentropic ve-
locity and the velocity
The boundary layer flow is characterized by a rotational flow region where main of
the shear occurs while the region out of boundary layer is generally irotational and
can be considered as perfect fluid. The isentropic velocity being the velocity that
would be obtained without any loss generation from pressure measurement:
Mis =
√√√√√
(p freestream0
p
) γ−1
γ
− 1
 · 2
γ − 1 (C.14)
Since the region out of boundary layer is considered as perfect fluid, the real velocity
profile should tend to the isentropic one when reaching boundary layer edge (see Fig.
C.1). Based on this observation has been proposed the third criterion to estimate
the edge of boundary layer. The boundary layer edge is reached when isentropic
and actual velocity u are above a threshold Kvis:
| uis − u |
uis
< Kvis (C.15)
or alternatively based on isentropic Mis and actual Mach number M:
|Mis −M |
Mis
< KMis. (C.16)
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Figure C.1: Mach and isentropic Mach number to estimate boundary layer thickness
C.1.0.4 Method based on vorticity
This method is based on the definition of boundary layer where the flow is influence
by viscous effects close to the wall and can be considered as inviscid flow elsewhere.
Vorticity is mainly produced in near wall region, decaying exponentially when mov-
ing away to the wall and approaching zero when being out of the boundary layer.
From this statement, the boundary layer thickness can be considered as the region
where the vorticity has decayed to a small fraction of the maximum value that is
closer to the wall. Michelassi et al. [216] proposed a criterion based on vorticity to
estimate boundary layer thickness. This criterion is based on an arbitrary threshold
(ωthreshold) as
ωthreshold = ωmin + 0.01 (ωmax − ωmin). (C.17)
beyond which the boundary layer is supposed to be for a considered point above the
surface of interest. The maximum value ωmax is the one obtained generally close to
the wall of the considered point. ωmin is the one obtained generally far from the
wall in the inviscid flow region out of boundary layer. Alternatively, the vorticity
can be integrated along the wall normal direction and when the integral reaches a
constant or vary slowly, it can be said to be the edge of boundary layer.
C.2 Implementation in the boundary layer mod-
ule
For any point of the considered surface on which the boundary layer thickness is to
be estimated, a wall normal line to the considered point is drawn. The values of the
flow field given to the boundary layer module are used to be interpolated onto this
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line. For the Stock-Haase method, the value of the coefficients for the diagnostic
function are implemented for turbulent boundary layer meaning a = b = 1 and
ε = 1.936. The diagnostic function F being calculated in each point of the line from
wall normal velocity gradients. These quantities can be computed since the three-
dimensional flow field on the surface is given to the boundary layer module. For the
condition on low variation of velocity gradients, the values are set to Kv1 = 0.01 and
Kv2 = 0.0001. For the condition based on the difference of actual velocity compared
to isentropic one, the value of the constant is set to Kvis = KMis = 0.01.
From the boundary layer thickness obtained from one of these methods or a mix
of these methods, the different characteristic quantities of the boundary layer: the
momentum boundary layer thickness θ and shape factor H. From these values is
used the correlation of Green that makes possible to obtain a new value of the
boundary layer thickness:
δ = δI ∗
(
θIs
δ∗s
H1 + 1
)
(C.18)
The final value of boundary layer thickness is mean value between the one obtained
from one of the three methods and the correlation from Green:
δ = δsf + δnum2 (C.19)
C.3 Comparison of boundary layer thickness against
elsA solver output
In the ONERA solver elsA, the boundary layer can also be calculated. Three meth-
ods are used to estimate boundary layer thickness. A first method based on vorticity
criterion, a second based on pressure criterion and a third one based on shear crite-
rion. Starting from a node point at the wall, these different quantities are calculated
by following the mesh line in the direction normal to the wall. In structured hexago-
nal meshes, using the mesh in near wall region to be approximated as the line normal
to the wall is generally good approximation of real wall-normal line at least for the
first points close to the wall. At each point of the mesh line are calculated pressure,
shear and vorticity. The minimum value of such quantities (far from the wall) and
maximum values (close to the wall) are calculated for each mesh line. Similarly to
the former methods introduced previously, the boundary layer thickness is defined
when some fraction of the difference between minimum and maximum value of the
considered quantity is reached:
| pmax − p |
pmax − pmin < Kp
| ωmax − ω |
ωmax − ωmin < Kω
| (du/dy)max − (du/dy) |
(du/dy)max − (du/dy)min < Kshear
(C.20)
The minimum boundary layer thickness of all three method is used as final value
of thickness for the considered point on the surface. More theoretical and imple-
mentation details are given in Cliquet et al. [217]. Figure C.2 shows boundary layer
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Figure C.2: Boundary layer thickness around blade suction side for linear cascade
configuration without purge flow obtained from elsA (a) and boundary layer module
(b)
thickness obtained from elsA solver and boundary layer module obtained around
the blade of the linear cascade at no purge flow rate: The boundary layer thick-
ness obtained from boundary layer module is thinner than the one obtained from
elsA. However, the topology of boundary layer increase is similar and the regions
where secondary flow structures interacts with blade suction side (thick regions are
relatively well predicted). This comparison shows that even using different criteria
and wall-normal line definition, the boundary layer estimation is relatively robust
between the different methods.
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Influence des écoulements de cavité i nter-disque sur l’aérodynamique 
d’une turbine
Résumé: Afin de faire face aux fortes températures rencontrées par les composants 
en aval de la chambre de combustion, des prélèvements d’air plus frais sont réalisés 
au niveau du compresseur. Cet air alimente les cavités en pied de turbine et re-
froidi les disques rotor permettant d’assurer le bon fonctionnement de la turbine. 
Ce manuscrit présente une étude numérique de l’effet de ces écoulements de cav-
ité au pied de la turbine sur ses performances aérodynamiques. Les phénomènes 
d’interaction entre l’air de cavité en pied de turbine et l’air de veine principal est un 
phénomène encore difficilement compris. L’étude de ces phénomènes est réalisée au 
travers de différentes approches numériques (RANS, LES et LES-LBM) appliquées 
à deux configurations p our l esquelles des r ésultats expérmentaux s ont disponibles. 
Une première configuration en grille d’aube linéaire en amont de laquelle différentes 
géométries d’entrefer (interface entre plateforme rotor et stator) et débits de cavité 
pouvaient être variés. Une seconde configuration annulaire composée de deux étages 
de turbine comprenant les cavités en pied et plus proche d’une configuration indus-
trielle. Les pertes additionnelles associées à l’écoulement de cavité sont mesurées et 
étudiées à l’aide d’une méthode basée sur l’exergie (bilans d’énergie dans l’objectif 
de générer du travail).
Mots-clés: aérodynamique turbine, écoulements de purge en pied d’aube, espace 
inter-disque, entrefer, processus de mélange; pertes, simulations numériques.
 Influence of cavity flow on turbine aerodynamics
Abstract: In order to deal with high temperatures faced by the components down-
stream of the combustion chamber, some relatively cold air is bled at the compressor. 
This air feeds the cavities under the turbine main annulus and cool down the rotor 
disks ensuring a proper and safe operation of the turbine. This thesis manuscript 
introduces a numerical study of the effect of the cavity flow close to the turbine hub 
on its aerodynamic performance. The interaction phenomena between the cav-ity and 
main annulus flow are not currently fully understood. The study of these phenomena 
is performed based on different numerical approaches (RANS, LES and LES-LBM) 
applied to two configurations for which experimental results are avail-able. A linear 
cascade configuration with an upstream cavity and various rim seal geometries 
(interface between rotor and stator platform) and cavity flow rate avail-able. A 
rotating configuration that is a two stage turbine including cavities close to realistic 
industrial configurations. Additional losses incurred by the cavity flow are measured 
and studied using a method based on exergy (energy balance in the purpose to 
generate work).
Keywords: axial turbine aerodynamic, cavity purge flow, wheel-space, rim seal, 
mixing processes, loss accounting, exergy analysis, numerical simulation.
